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Foreword 

by Ken Bressett 

Block out the rest of the day to read this book. It 

is not one that you can skim and put on your bookshelf 

for future reference. This is a book that should be 

enjoyed as much as collecting the coins. It is the story of 

a passion for Shield and Liberty design 5-cent coins. A 

story ably told by two collectors who combine research, 

experience and writing skill to bring these coins to life. 

This is not the first or only book to cover the sub¬ 

ject of early United States 5-cent coins. Nor is it a rewrite 

of other works. It is a compilation of nearly every useful 

bit of information, combined with all of the latest dis¬ 

coveries and investigative reporting that the authors 

could muster. 

Over 38 new varieties of Shield nickels and 62 new 

varieties of Liberty coins have been added to the known 

pieces that are listed in other references. The authors’ 

research goes well beyond just listing such pieces. 

Complete details are given to aid collectors in identifying 

them. 

One of the most useful parts of this book are the 

listings by date of each coin with comments about rarity, 

availability, condition and varieties. This is the part that 

you will use repeatedly, and be glad that it is available on 

your shelf. The rest of the book will provide not just 

expertise, but hours of enjoyable reading. 

Prior to 1985, U.S. 5-cent coins were never very 

well explored, cataloged or collected. Within the past 

decade they have taken on a new appeal, and have been 

the subject of several books, each of which has con¬ 

tributed much new knowledge and collector appeal for 

the series. This latest effort adds more reasons for the 

series to be appreciated and given its place among seri¬ 

ous numismatic studies. 

If you like pithy, homespun stories about coins 

you will enjoy this book. Its chatty style is entertaining as 

well as educational. It is much more than a text book. It 

is a passport to the world of nickel collecting. 

Ken Bressett 

Colorado Springs 

June 7,1995 



Introduction 

Credit for our writing this book goes to our 
friend Bruce Fox, author of The Complete Guide To 
Walking Liberty Half Dollars. Bruce recommended us as 
prospective authors to David Feigenbaum and his son 
John, who are respectively publisher/editor and comput¬ 
er graphics/typesetter and layout artist for DLRC Press. 
The book was to be a double series and we were intrigued 

by the challenge. 
Our goal in spending the tremendous time in 

research and development was to present both old and 
new material in a manner that was informative in as 
many areas as we thought collectors would want in a 
“complete” guide to the Shield and Liberty nickel series. 
Many of the peripheral interests related to nickel collect¬ 
ing could-and do—fill volumes in their own right. We 
described as much as space permitted and touch on 
errors, varieties and patterns-just to whet the reader’s 
interest. Collectors who would like to explore these spe¬ 
cialization areas further will find a comprehensive bibli¬ 

ography and reference list. 
We are always interested in learning more about 

numismatics and would appreciate information on dis¬ 
coveries and/or opinions on any subject we have present¬ 
ed. New finds will continue to be compiled and pho¬ 
tographed with the eventual goal of an updated edition. 
Please write, telephone, fax or contact us at coin shows. 
We’d love to meet you and discuss coin collecting—espe¬ 
cially nickels. We may even have some interesting 

debates. 
This Guide is designed to be user friendly, infor¬ 

mative to nickel collectors and educational without 

being dry. 
The historical and designer chapters will bring 

you into the era of Shield and Liberty Head nickels. The 
Design/Hub chapter has photos to assist the collector in 
easy identification of the obverses and reverses. While 
working on the research, Cindy discovered a third mas¬ 

ter hub for the Liberty reverse. 
Patterns are an integral, historical part of both 

series; and all Shield and Liberty patterns have been 
compiled and charted for easy reference. Our own frus¬ 
tration in attempting to price the pattern coinage (inde¬ 
pendent of hype) led us to compile a 20 year auction 
appearance chart and pricing history reflecting the high¬ 
est prices realized during a specified period of time. This 
provides a useful reference. 

Varieties are also an important part of both 
series with most collectors focusing on Shield nickels. 

Our research showed an amazing number of Liberty vari¬ 
eties just waiting to be “cherry-picked.” This book offers 
more than sixty (60) photos in the Liberty series alone, 
many from the collection of Joe Haney. As an easy refer¬ 
ence guide for the variety buffs, we charted and correlat¬ 
ed all published varieties to date (Breen, Fivaz/Stanton, 

Fletcher, and ours, P&M). 
“The Dark Side of Numismatics” including 

counterfeits, altered coins and surfaces are candidly dis¬ 
cussed. The manufacture of original racketeer nickels 
introduces Del Romines’ information on production 

methods used in 1883. 
Sometimes it is difficult to tell a valuable busi¬ 

ness strike from a proof, particularly in the Shield series. 
We received requests to discuss this problem and to pro¬ 
vide some input on techniques for separating the two 
types of coins. Knowledge in this area alone can save the 
collector not only money, but the feeling of being had. 
Advice was obtained from Rick Montgomery, PCGS 
authenticator/grader on this topic. Excellent edge photos 
from Tom Mulvaney to use as aids when buying “raw” 
coins in either Shield or Liberty nickels should be help¬ 

ful in most cases. 
Grading information was provided by graders 

from professional third party grading services at PCGS 
and NGC. These general guidelines were coupled with 
our own experience in providing a comprehensive grad¬ 
ing section. We also researched and provide information 
related to the planchet production, and minting of the 
early nickels which will be helpful in understanding the 
effects of the production process on the coins’ appear¬ 
ances. Strike, spots, toning, materials used in manufac¬ 
ture, and the effect of the washing and reissue of Shield 
and early date Liberty nickels can be found in the 
“Factors That Affect The Quality of Shield and Liberty 

Nickels” section. 
The Date and Mintmark Analysis chapter is the 

heart of the book and packed with information. Not all 
will agree that auction records are important in deter¬ 
mining scarcity, but we chose to research 20 years of 
auction records, combined with other data to formulate 
the rank of each date within their individual series. 
Standard PCGS and NGC Population reports are also 
used for rarity ranking in each grade for both series. 
Estimated rarity for circulated coins is also included. 
Whether readers agree with our conclusions or not, the 
information is there for an independent decision if want¬ 
ed. Past pricing history is included as are pertinent facts 



and pitfalls inherent in each date for Mint State and 

Proof coinage. Robert Julian, historian and researcher, 

added new information in number of dies used for many 

of the dates and shared information on mintage, based 

on his archival research. 

Perhaps the most fun for us was adding the 

Historical Note section for each date. We tracked perti¬ 

nent data via Mint Director Reports, including problems 

and improvements involved at the mint. Major historical 

events, prices and wages of the times, inflationary factors 

and much more are in this little section. With a touch of 

humor we traveled back in time with the five-cent Shield 

and Liberty nickel being our tour guides. 

The 1913 nickel story is a segment by itself. 

From Eric P. Newman, noted educator and author, we 

discover what we believe to be the true story (even if not 

complete) of these classic pieces, including the diagnos¬ 

tics of each of the five nickels from the man who held 

them all... examined each... and recorded their differ¬ 

ences. This nickel created in secrecy, shunned by many 

collectors when first offered for sale, has evolved in a 

short 80+ years into the desirable, and highly sought 

Queen of Numismatics. 
We sincerely wish you the thrill of discovery and 

enjoyment in numismatics, now and in the future. It is 

our hope that the reader finds this book to be, as Ken 

Bressett so eloquently wrote in the Foreword, “a pass¬ 

port to the world of nickel collecting.” 

Gloria Peters 

Cynthia Mohon 

October, 1995 

Please contact us at: 

P&MRare Coins 

14252 Culver, #490 

Irvine, CA 92714 

(714) 559-5797 

Fax (714) 559-0777 
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Chapter 1 

History 

Pattern Coinage 

Design & Major Hub Changes 



History of the Shield Nickel Series 

The Shield nickel, first minted 1866, a year after the 
Civil War ended, was originally intended as a short-term 
solution to the lack of small change in the war-torn 
nation. But it became the first in a line of 5-cent nickel 
pieces still in use today and an integral part of the 
American coinage. 

During the Civil War both the Union and the 
Confederacy printed huge quantities of non-specie 
backed currency. The flood of paper money and high lev¬ 
els of inflation greatly stimulated the hoarding of metal¬ 
lic money, creating a dearth of coinage for daily business 
activity. After the cease-fire, the Treasury turned its 
attention to modifying the monetary system. 

The Law of 1864 indirectly provided impetus for the 
first copper-nickel 5-cent coin by introducing a change 
in philosophy toward minor coinage. Prior to 1864 it was 
governmental policy that the intrinsic value of the coin 
should approach the face value. With the 1864 law it was 
clear that the government not only wanted to make a 
profit with its minor coins but, also, wanted to have a cir¬ 
culating coin of base metal that would not be hoarded. 
The success of the new bronze cents and 2-cent coinage 
created interest within Congress for other denomina¬ 
tions. 

A huge production of 3-cent fractional currency was 
fodder for the politically powerful nickel ore interests. 
They argued the need for a 3-cent nickel alloy coin to be 
used for redemption of the paper notes. On March 3, 
1865, a law providing for a 3-cent coin of 75-25 cop- 
per/nickel alloy was passed. Oddly enough, this produced 
a situation where the country had two different 3-cent 
coins in production at the same time since the silver 3- 
cent piece was not discontinued until 1873. These silver 
pieces were being hoarded or melted, and their absence 
from the marketplace was part of the argument for a base 
metal coinage. 

Joseph Wharton’s influential nickel ore contingency, 
encouraged by their success with the 3-cent nickel coin 
and the fact the silver half dime was not circulating suf¬ 
ficiently, pressured Mint officials and Congress for the 
copper-nickel alloy 5-cent coin. Mint Director James 
Pollock was not a fan of the nickel alloy even though he 
was an ex-governor of Pennsylvania, where the Wharton 
nickel mines were located. With the intention of re¬ 
establishing silver coinage as soon as economic times 
permitted, Pollock reluctantly supported the nickel alloy. 
Scientists wanted the metric system adopted in the U.S. 

James Barton Longacre 

James Barton p 
Longacre, born in I 
1794, escaped the | 
life of a farmer by B 
leaving his Dela- I 
ware County, Penn., I 
home when he was I 
12 years old. His j§ 
mother died when I 
he was very young 1 
and his father, a | 
Swedish immi- I 
grant, had remar- I 

ried. Longacre sought the anonymity and opportu- I 
nities of the growing city of Philadelphia. He appren- 1 
ticed himself at a bookstore where his employer, I 
John E. Watson, soon recognized his talent as a por- 1 
traitist. Watson promoted a second apprenticeship I 
for Longacre with engraver George Murray so that | 
the young man could further his artistic skills. I 
Longacre showed increasing talent, and his portraits 1 
of Washington, Jefferson and Hancock were includ- | 
ed in an 1818 facsimile of The Declaration of I 
Independence. Trading upon his growing reputa- | 
tion, Longacre started his own business in 1819, a 1 
short distance from the U.S. Mint in Philadelphia. I 
One of his projects during this period was a nine-vol- I 
ume collection called “Biographies of the Signers of 1 
The Declaration of Independence.” The sales of this I 
set of books was largely the result of Longacre’s fine I 
work as an engraver. 

Longacre’s next project, a partnership, was | 
publication of the four-volume “The National I 
Portrait Gallery of Distinguished Americans,” which I 
had 144 plates by 26 engravers. His portraits were I 
initially sketched from life, enabling him to meet a | 
number of politically powerful persons, among them I 
John C. Calhoun. 

In July 1836 a specie circular was issued I 
ordering federal land agents to accept only gold or I 
silver when selling public lands. As a result, land I 
sales fell sharply, precipitating the financial panic of I 
1837. Longacre’s portion of the sales of “The I 
Gallery” were badly impacted and he was forced to I 
declare bankruptcy. By this time, he had a wife and I 
3 children, with another due shortly. (Ultimately I 
Longacre and his wife Eliza [Stiles] had a family of I 
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five.) He sold his shop and began traveling, peddling 
his works wherever he could. 

In 1844 the office of chief engraver became 
available at the Mint due to the unexpected death of 
Christian Gobrecht. Longacre sought the appoint¬ 
ment and with the backing of Calhoun, then 
Secretary of State, he was appointed chief engraver on 
September 16, 1844. It is unlikely that Longacre 
would have wanted this employment in the field of 
coin designing and die sinking, as it was outside his 
area of expertise, had it not been for his financial need 
and his strong sense of responsibility to his family. 

At first he seemed well-received by Mint 
Director, Robert Patterson, who described him in a 

letter dated August 20,1845: 
“The present incumbent, Mr. Longacre, is a gentleman of 
excellent character, highly regarded in this community, and 
has acquired some celebrity as an engraver of copper; but he 
is not a Die-Sinker. Indeed I do not know that he has ever 
made an attempt in this art. For the mere routine work of the 
Mint, however, it is not required. So long as one can rest con¬ 
tented with our present coins, the making of dies used for the 
Mints will be a mere mechanical operation, and the office of 

Engraver little more than a sinecure.” 

Later that year, Patterson wrote: 

“The present incumbent in the office of Engraver of the Mint, 
a Mr. Longacre, has shown, as I think, more taste and judg¬ 
ment in making devices for an improved coinage here than 
have been exhibited by any of his predecessors. He has shown 
too that he is quite competent to make the required models 
from his drawings, and he is now engaged in this work.” 

Eventually, problems arose between 
Longacre, Chief Coiner Franklin Peale and Patterson. 
According to Taxay’s The US. Mint and Coinage, 
Peale was allegedly involved in a number of “irregu¬ 
larities” at the Mint including illegal use of employees 
for outside work and minting of medals for sale pri¬ 
vately. The ethical Longacre performed his duties in a 
quiet, non-critical way; however, soon either com¬ 
plicity or confrontation became his only choices. He 
refused to go along with these activities. The conse¬ 
quences were accusations, sabotage of his work, com¬ 
plaints about his ability, lack of cooperation and on¬ 

going harassment. 
Q. David Bowers, in his United States Silver 

Dollar and Trade Dollar, Vol. 1, states: 
“Longacre was to become a controversial figure at the Mint 
(partly because of John C. Calhoun's help in obtaining the 
engravership) and was the subject of several notable dis¬ 
agreements with his superiors. Today in numismatics it is 
fashionable for scholars to call Longacre incompetent or 
worse (despite the excellence of his designs for the Flying 
Eagle Cent, $3, double eagle, and many patterns), and to lay 
at his doorstep many of the date-punching blunders that 
occurred during his tenure, the 1844-0 Doubled Date and 
1846 6 over horizontal 6 half dollars being two notable exam¬ 
ples. It is not really known whether or not he was responsi¬ 

ble for such errors.” 

—-I- 

They asked that the coin be 5 grams and exactly 20 mil¬ 

limeters in diameter so that it could be used as an “exact 

weight in metric trade activities.” 

These factors, as well as the public’s genuine need 

for more metal coinage, resulted in President Andrew 

Johnson signing into law on May 16,1866 authorization 

for the new copper-nickel 5-cent piece. The nickel was to 

be 77.16 grains in weight, composed of 75% copper and 

25% nickel. The nickel was made legal tender up to $1, 

and was to be paid out in exchange for lawful currency of 

the United States (except cents, half-cents or 2-cent 

pieces). Redemption was to be in sums of not less than 

$100. The Act also banned the issue of fractional paper 

money of less than a 10C denomination. 

As the coinage was to begin as soon as possible, pres¬ 

sure fell upon Chief Engraver James B. Longacre to pro¬ 

duce designs for the new coins. Longacre led his offer¬ 

ings with an adaptation of the 2-cent design. It altered 

the location of the two arrows, removed the furled ban¬ 

ner upon which the motto was inscribed, and added a 

cross (Pattee) to the top of the shield. The reverse design 

was a large 5 encircled by alternating rays (3 in each 

cluster) and 13 stars surrounded by the legend UNITED 

STATES OF AMERICA with CENTS at the bottom. The 

rim was denticled on both sides and the edge was plain. 

Longacre also prepared other varieties of obverses, 

with a set of designs that were variations of a bust of 

Washington, and one pattern with a bust of Lincoln. The 

source of the Washington designs is believed to an earli¬ 

er pattern that Longacre had prepared for the 1863 2- 

cent patterns. A similar bust of Washington was used as 

a medalette struck by the Mint. The Lincoln bust is 

believed to be an adaptation of a design by Anthony C. 

Paquet, used on some dime-sized medalettes struck by 

the Mint during the Civil War. Reverse designs included 

different sizes and typestyles of the numeral 5 surround¬ 

ed by various models of a laurel wreath with different 

sizes and spacing of the legend. Judd lists a number of 

pattern strikes and mulings from these dies, possibly 

struck for collectors and friends of the Mint staff. 

Treasury Secretary Hugh McCulloch selected the 

Shield design, partly because it was favored by Mint 

Director Pollock. The Lincoln head was not sent to 

McCulloch because Pollock did not believe the design 

would be well received in the South. Interestingly, after 

the release of the Shield Nickel with Rays in 1866, there 

were allegations against Longacre of Southern sympa¬ 

thies due to the “Stars and Bars” on the coin’s reverse 

design. 

When production began, it became clear to the Mint 

staff that the new nickel coin was going to be very diffi- 
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cult to produce. Chief Coiner A. Loudon Snowden had 
backstocked a large number of planchets but Longacre 
had difficulty providing enough dies. Also, there were dif¬ 
ficulties in annealing the planchets to a softness suited to 
the minting process and the dies deteriorated quickly. 
For this reason, die and strike varieties are common in 
the early Shield nickel series. 

Despite the difficulties, demand for the coinage pri¬ 
marily from the North caused the Mint to produce about 
2 million coins a month by the end of 1866. Die destruc¬ 
tion in the process was amazing. R. W. Julian reports 
that “the average number of 5-cent coins from each pair 
of dies was well under 15,000. Assuming this to be cor- 
rect...the engraving department would have made about 
2,000 dies for just this one denomination alone in the 
last seven months of 1866.” Clearly, quality and produc¬ 
tion suffered badly during this period. But the business 
community did not seem to notice the poor quality of the 
coins. Only the ever vigilant numismatic community 
complained about the coins and the design. One propo¬ 
nent of the cupro-nickel alloy, Joseph Wharton, called 
the coin’s obverse design “a tombstone surmounted by a 
cross overhung by weeping willows,” and he called it “the 
ugliest of all known coins.” (Breen) 

Late in 1866, a conference between Chief Coiner 
Snowden and Chief Engraver Longacre resulted in a plan 
to re-design the reverse due to metal flow problems. 
Pattern pieces without rays were produced and shown to 
Treasury Secretary McCulloch, who approved the change 
on January 21, 1867; and the new dies were apparently 
implemented in February 1867. R.W. Julian estimates 
the number of 1867 Shield-Rays as approximately 
2,019,000, the number coined in January 1867. The 
remaining year’s mintage of 28,890,500 was 1867 Shield- 
No Rays. The new design increased die life but die vari¬ 
eties due to date repunching and die deterioration con¬ 
tinued throughout the series. 

Dissatisfaction with the 5-cent minor coins contin¬ 
ued even though the die life increased to about 20,000 
pieces. Further pattern testing was done with aluminum; 
however, this metal was not in favor with Linderman. 
Joseph Wharton had an extensive following in Congress, 
and his argument that nickel was primarily mined in the 
Americas, while aluminum was an European import, car¬ 
ried the day. 

Wishing to increase his market share, Wharton 
encouraged a campaign by Congressman Kelley of 
Pennsylvania for a uniform series of 1, 3, 5 and 10-cent 
denominations. Mint Director Linderman, possibly 
thirsting for more pattern coins for his collection, 
encouraged Longacre to make the new pattern pieces 

During his term of office, Longacre was 
assisted by several other engravers, including 
Anthony Paquet, who served as an assistant engraver 
from 1857 to 1864. William H. Key, from Brooklyn, 
succeeded Paquet and served for several years. T.F. 
Cross, a native of Sheffield, England, also worked for 
several years with Longacre. 

For the first five years Longacre was pri¬ 
marily involved with die production. Richard Snow's 
Flying Eagle and Indian Cents book reports: 

"Pressure was not on Longacre for the first five years, as all that 
was required was die manufacture. The mundane work of die pro¬ 
duction was, when possible, delegated to assistants. This accounts 
for the many die errors found in these years. Longacre was some¬ 
what of a perfectionist in his own work, but failed to instill this 
trait in his subordinates. ... Longacre’s diary notes that he used 
outside sources for various punches.” 

In 1849 Longacre produced the first dies 
for two new issues, the double eagle and the gold 
dollar. He created a new face of Liberty showing 
fresh strength and beauty. He used a similar head 
with a different headdress in 1854 on the $3 gold 
piece, in 1865 on the nickel 3-cent coins, and on the 
Indian Head cents of 1859. 

Meanwhile, complaints from Peale escalat¬ 
ed about Longacre’s alleged lack of ability as a die 
sinker. The first dies for the double eagle were com¬ 
pleted in 1849 and Peale criticized them, writing to 
complain to Patterson that the coins “cannot be 
brought up by the usual coining process. The depth 
of the head of the obverse is such, that the steel will 
not sustain the pressure necessary for a perfect 
impression. To this is to be added the minor disad¬ 
vantage of the head beyond the border of the coin, 
preventing its being ‘piled’ (as it is technically 
expressed) and exposing it to abrasion.” 

According to Walter Breen, the sole surviv¬ 
ing specimen of a double eagle pattern, which 
resides in the Smithsonian, apparently shows no evi¬ 
dence of these problems. In December 1849 
Patterson suggested to Treasury Secretary Meredith 
that C.C. Wright might be a suitable replacement for 
Longacre. Longacre completed new dies and Peale 
refused to strike any examples so that Longacre 
could judge their quality. When Peale finally did 
strike the trials he once again told Longacre that 
they were unsatisfactory. Pushed beyond his toler¬ 
ance, Longacre wrote Patterson to describe the 
problems he was having. Patterson’s response was to 
call Longacre into his office to tell the engraver that 
he was shortly to be removed from office and to 
advise Longacre to resign before that occurred. 
Longacre chose to fight back and traveled to 
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Washington to appeal to Meredith. Longacre 
retained his job, thanks to his perseverance. A lesser 
man would have surely surrendered in the face of 
the odds. Patterson never forgave him and contin¬ 
ued to complain about the imperfection of the dou¬ 
ble eagle die design. 

The bulk of Longacre’s work was ahead. He 
worked for 15 more years at the Mint, producing 
new coinage designs that included the small cent, 2- 
cent, silver 3-cent, nickel 3-cent, gold dollar, gold 3- 
dollar and the double eagle. Longacre altered 
designs to show the change in the metallic content 
of the coins as required by the Mint Act of February 
21,1853. He added rays to the reverse of the half and 
quarter dollar dies; and added arrows at the date to 
the obverse of the halves, quarters and lesser 
denominations. The rays on the reverse of the coins 
were later removed because they shortened the life 

of the dies. 
In 1856 he designed the flying eagle cent 

design, drawing heavily on the drawings and designs 
of Titan Peale and Christian Gobrecht. Two years 
later, Longacre designed one of the most popular of 
his circulating coin designs, the Indian head cent. A 
persistent and untruthful account of his inspiration 
for the Indian cent was that his oldest daughter 
Sarah, visiting his workroom, donned a war bonnet 
and, captivated, he sketched it for the new coin. 
There are several points that give the lie to this 
charming but fallacious story: 1) Sarah was not a 
young girl at the time that the drawings were done; 
2) the headdress was taken from drawings of 
Indians, not an actual model. The similarity of 
Sarah's profile to the one on the coin more likely 
came from the tendency of any artist to create fea¬ 
tures that he admires, and Sarah certainly had the 
Longacre profile with the straight family nose. 

Longacre’s 2-cent piece and Shield nickel 
were unique in the designs of American coinage, as 
were his 3-cent pieces. Longacre also has the honor 
of designing the first coin with the motto “In God 
We Trust,” which was subsequently a standard of all 
U.S. coins. Among his other credits must be added 
that he re-designed the Chilean coinage in 1867, 
receiving $2000 for this private contract. 

In 1867, Longacre worked to improve the 
5-cent design. He made a number of patterns, but 
the only significant change was removal of the rays 

from the reverse. 
Longacre died on New Year's Day 1869. 

and trial strikes as soon as possible. However, Chief 

Coiner Snowden was unable to strike the 10-cent cop- 

per/nickel patterns due to their size and weight, which 

was greater than the presses could handle. Instead, the 

trial 10-cent piece was struck on copper. James Pollock 

replaced Linderman in the midst of this experimentation 

and ordered a cessation to the copper/nickel pattern test¬ 

ing. 
The pressing need for the 5-cent coins was essential¬ 

ly fulfilled by late 1869, and the mintage dropped drasti¬ 

cally from 16,395,000 that year to 4,806,000 in 1870 and 

to 561,000 in 1871. 

The Coinage Act of 1873 continued the authoriza¬ 

tion of three and five cent copper-nickel coins and added 

a one cent piece of the same material. This base metal 

coinage was made redeemable in lawful money in sums 

of fifty dollars and was legal tender in sums of twenty 

cents in any one payment. The cent coin was 1.5 grams 

in weight, heavier and larger than the silver half dime 

which was discontinued in conjunction with the 3-cent 

silver. The copper and bronze coins authorized in earlier 

years were exchangeable for the copper-nickel coins. It 

was the legislature’s hope that the discontinuance of the 

subsidiary half-dimes and 3-cent silver coins plus the 

replacement of the copper and bronze coins would cause 

those coins to pass out of circulation leaving a minor 

coinage of one material and uniform value. 

“A suggestion was made to authorize the issue of but a single coin 

in addition to the gold and silver coinage now in existence, that 

piece to be one cent, into which all other base-metal coins shall be 

exchangeable; but the present copper-nickel coins are convenient 

and popular and it was not thought best to withdraw them, but to 

provide for their redemption and the discontinuance of the issue 

when redundant.” (Mint Director's Report 1896) 

It was not until 1933 that the nickel was made legal 

tender without restrictions; and the copper-nickel coins 

remain “convenient and popular” over a century later. 

Although the 5-cent piece was well-liked in the 

North, it remained unpopular in the West, where the 

half-dimes were in circulation and preferred. Half-dimes 

were discontinued in 1873 and by 1900 the nickel was 

widely accepted everywhere. It has continued to be an 

important coin ever since. 
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History of the Liberty Head 

Nickel Series 

In 1881 Col. A. Loudon Snowden, Philadelphia 
mint superintendent, asked Charles E. Barber, the Mint's 
chief engraver, to prepare patterns for 1-cent, 3-cent and 
5-cent coins with a common obverse motif. That motif 
was to be the classic head of Liberty, legend and date. The 
reverse devices were to be a wreath of wheat, corn and 
cotton framing respectively Roman numerals I, III and V 
to designate denomination. In spite of all the striking 
problems with the cupro-nickel Shield series, the pro¬ 
posed composition of the new coins was 75% copper, 
25% nickel. 

Patterns were prepared for all three proposed 
denominations; however, soon the 1-cent and 3-cent 
were dropped from consideration as being too small and 
difficult to mint. The Mint director continued to explore 
the potential 5-cent piece. In 1882 Barber produced pat¬ 
terns of the adopted variety in nickel, copper and alu¬ 
minum; and shortly thereafter the decision was made to 
use a similar design for the 5-cent piece. 

On January 8, 1883 business strikes of the new 
Liberty Head design were released. Most of Snowden’s 
original requirements were embodied in the new nickel. 
The inspiration for Liberty on the obverse was taken 
from a Greco-Roman marble sculpture. She wears a 
coronet inscribed with an incused LIBERTY with wheat 
ears and cotton boughs/bolls tucked behind. Differences 
included the circle of 13 stars on the obverse and the leg¬ 
end, which was moved to the reverse. The Motto was in 
radius on the obverse at the bottom in small letters. A 
large numeral V centers on the reverse. The weight was 
5 grams with diameter 21.2 mm, the same as the subse¬ 
quent Buffalo (Indian) and Jefferson nickels. 

The 1883 Liberty nickel soon encountered an 
unusual and unexpected problem. The coin did not indi¬ 
cate a value on either obverse or reverse and it resembled 
the $5 gold coin. Scalawags were soon having the new 5- 
cent coins gold plated and reeded (some were plain edge) 
so that they could be passed to innkeepers and shop¬ 
keepers at 100 times the face value! The weight of a gold 
coin and a gilt nickel is different enough to be detected 
by a wary shopkeeper; however, because communication 
was much slower in the 1880’s, it is possible people 
thought it was a new issue gold coin. The gilt nickels 
were soon to be known as “Racketeer Nickels.” 

Snowden quickly ordered Barber to modify the 
reverse to show its value. The new design moved “E 
Pluribus Unum” to circle above the wreath and the 

Charles Edward Barber 

Charles Barber 
was 12 when his family 
emigrated from England 
in 1852, settling in 
Boston, then Providence, 
R.I. after his father, 
William, was hired as a die 
engraver for Gorham 
Silverware Co. In the early 
1860’s William Barber met 
James B. Longacre, who 
was serving as chief 

engraver at the U.S. Mint. David T. Alexander reports in 
his article ‘The Chief Engravers” that the Mint had need 
of some specialized talent: 

“Surviving correspondence reveals the Mint’s anxiety 

that the person it engaged should above all know how “to 

bronze a medal”—that is, to prepare the chemical and heat 

treatments needed to create the attractive mahogany patina on 

pure copper medals of the era.” (COINage, 10/90) 

William Barber was knowledgeable about the 
bronzing process. In 1865 he became an assistant engraver 
and, four years later, was appointed chief engraver. Charles 
also was employed at the Mint and was promoted to chief 
engraver upon his father’s death in 1880. 

Charles Barber’s first major challenge was an 
assignment from Col. A.L. Snowden in 1881 to design 
the patterns for a uniform set of minor coins for use with 
the copper-nickel alloy. He was to produce coins with 
Liberty on the obverse and Roman numerals denoting 
value on the reverse. The 5-cent piece was the only one 
chosen for circulating coinage and provided the coin 
design for the change from-the Shield nickel to the 
Liberty head design in 1883. 

Charles Barber had a reputation for arrogance. 
He firmly believed that he was the only designer and 
engraver capable of meeting the artistic standards and dig¬ 
nity of the U.S. coinage. Unfortunately, others holding 
positions of authority — such as Mint Directors James P. 
Kimball and Edward O. Leech as well as President 
Theodore Roosevelt — disagreed. Barber, like Longacre, 
had an uneasy tenure at the mint, although his talent as a 
die-sinker was never called into question. Rather, as a cre¬ 
ative person working for people with no artistic ability, he 
had many battles related to his designs. He was not shy 
about defending his artistry; however, his lesser rank in 
the decision-making process resulted in designs by com¬ 
mittee rather than of wholly his own concept. 

Barber and the famous sculptor Augustus 
Saint-Gaudens battled several times during Barber’s 
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I tenure as chief engraver. When Kimball obtained congres¬ 

sional approval to change the designs on silver subsidiary 

coinage, he proposed a design competition among 10 

major U.S. artists. They wanted more time and money for 

the task than was being offered, so a public competition 

was scheduled instead. Judges were Barber, Saint- 

Gaudens and Henry Mitchell. Not surprisingly, the panel 

found none of the designs suitable. After all, Saint- 

Gaudens believed he was the only artist in the U.S. capable 

of doing the designs; and Barber harbored a similar belief 

about himself. David T. Alexander describes Barber’s 

alleged revenge: 
“Barber skillfully derailed the 1892 competition for the new sil¬ 

ver coin designs, much to the disgust of the great medalist and 

sculptor Augustus Saint-Gaudens. He artfully “leaked” Saint- 

Gaudens’ powerful design for the World's Columbian Exposition 

award medal, conniving in making the nude youth which forms 

part of the medal’s reverse the subject of a pornographic parody 

by an industrial firm friendly to him." (COINage, 10/90) 

Eventually, Kimball’s successor as Mint director, 

Edward Leech, instructed Barber to design the subsidiary 

silver coinage. The “Barber” dime, quarter and half dollar 

were a result of Leech’s admiration of the Gallic style. As 

stated in David Lawrence’s “The Complete Guide to 

Barber Halves”: 
“Barber’s original obverse design was, like the Liberty Seated 

series, modeled after English coinage. It shows Columbia stand¬ 

ing with liberty pole and sword in front of an eagle... Leech 

rejected the design and ordered the obverse to have a Liberty 
head similar to several French bronze and silver coins of the 

Third Republic. The mint director wanted to retain the reverse of 

the seated dime, but ordered that the reverse of the quarter and 

half dollar bear the national standard.” 

Barber and Saint-Gaudens were competitors 

again in the design of the new $20 and $10 coins. This 

time, however, political elements in the form of Saint- 

Gaudens’ sponsor, President Roosevelt, defeated Barber’s 

opposition to the outsider’s $10 eagle (Indian head design) 

and the $20 double eagle (“Saint-Gaudens”). 
Charles Barber’s legacy includes some of 

America’s best-loved coins, regardless of their stormy 

beginnings, as well as a host of medals and the Hawaiian 

silver coinage of 1883. During his tenure his designs were 

used on the nickel (1883-1912), dime (1892-1916), quar¬ 

ter (1892-1916) and half dollar (1892-1915). He also 

designed several commemorative coins: Columbian 

Exposition obverse, Isabella quarter, Lafayette dollar, 

Louisiana Purchase Exposition gold dollar, Lewis and 

Clark Exposition gold dollar, Panama-Pacific Exposition 

quarter eagle and the McKinley Memorial gold dollar. All 

of his regular coinage utilized either a bust of Liberty or 

Liberty seated on the obverse. 

At age 77 Charles Barber was still active as chief 

engraver of the Philadelphia Mint when he died on 

February 18,1917. 

denomination CENTS was added below the Roman 

numeral V. As a result, the first design (variety I) is now 

commonly referred to as the 1883 NO CENTS or 1883 

WITHOUT CENTS nickel and the new design (variety II) 

became the 1883 WITH CENTS. More than 5 million of 

the NO CENTS nickels were made before production 

could be halted. They were hoarded by the public and 

continue to be very popular (and affordable). Though 

more than 16 million of the 1883 WITH CENTS were 

made they disappeared into commerce and are fairly 

scarce today. 

Superintendent Snowden was concerned about 

hoarding and shutting out the small collector of both the 

1883 Shield nickel and the 1883 No Cents nickel. This 

brought about a unique situation in both the minting of 

proof 1883 nickels and their distribution. Minting of the 

Shield proof nickel was continued until June 26, 1883 

and distributed together with the 1883 N/C and the 

newly issued 1883 With Cents nickel through this date. 

With the production of the new 1883 Cent nickel (Variety 

II) beginning on June 26, the minting of both the Shield 

nickel and No Cents nickel were halted. Snowden, to fur¬ 

ther deter hoarding, issued a proof set of the three nick¬ 

els — Shield, No Cent and With Cents — plus two small¬ 

er denominations (total of 18 cents in face value) to the 

public for 24 cents plus postage throughout 1883. (R.W. 

Julian) 

In October 1901, coining operations were trans¬ 

ferred from the old to the new Philadelphia Mint, with a 

separate area for the minting of minor coins. Production 

and working conditions were better but it still would be 

several years before the many problems encountered in 

minting nickels improved to any appreciative extent. 

Citizens in the Eastern states were inclined to 

call this 5-cent piece a “V” nickel rather than a Liberty 

Head. The informal name has stuck and today is a com¬ 

mon way of referring to this coin. 

Mintage of the Liberty Head nickels continued 

without interruption until late in 1912 when the deci¬ 

sion was made to replace the Liberty Head design with 

James Earle Fraser's Buffalo/Indian head design begin¬ 

ning in 1913. It is believed that it was at this time one — 

and very likely two — Philadelphia Mint employees col¬ 

laborated to strike at least five 1913 Liberty head nickels 

before those dies were destroyed. This created one of the 

more fascinating mystery stories in numismatics. 
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Pattern Coinage - Shield & Liberty Head Nickels 

Pattern coinage, or essays, forms one of the 
more interesting historical areas in numismatics. There 
are basically two types of genuine essays and they have 
two characteristics in common. One, they are made with 
the approval of the Mint at Philadelphia. Two, they 
encompass either a new idea or design proposed for reg¬ 
ular issue adoption. Within the essay or pattern family 
are two main units that encompass different purposes 
and processes. The Trial Die pattern literally means to 
“test the dies” of regular issue pieces (although different 
metal composition may be used). They were proposed for 
adoption as regular coinage and, according to Taxay, 
were “meant to stay within the mint.” The 1882 Liberty 
nickel J-1690, without cents, is a good example of a Trial 
Die and it was produced in nickel, copper and aluminum. 
Prior to arriving at this final stage of approval for regular 
issue coinage are several stages including Splashers, Set 
Up Pieces — and the next major essay — the 
Experimental Die patterns. 

The Experimental pattern, intended for submis¬ 
sion to a higher authority for approval, is far more dra¬ 
matic and captivating than the regular Trial Die. It is 
undoubtedly this Experimental group that Mint Master 
Patterson DuBois addressed in his writings of January 
1883, The Pattern Piece when he wrote, 

“Open for me your cabinet of Patterns, and I open for you a record, 

which, but for these half-forgotten witnesses, would have disap¬ 

peared under the finger of Time....Laws have been framed for them, 

words have warred over them. Now, only these live to tell the tale of 

what 'might have been1; only these remind us of what has been 

weighed, measured and set aside among the things that are not 

appropriate, not convenient, not artistic, in short, that are not 

wanted.”* 

Mr. DuBois was certainly correct in stating the 
Experimental patterns were not wanted. But he could 
have added; only for regular issue. Patterns have always 
been coveted by collectors, dealers, and last but maybe 
most notable, mint officials. For the sake of accuracy we 
have added a few adjectives to DuBois’ glowing romantic 
description — illegal, unauthorized, subject to privy, 
favoritism, self- serving and greed. On the positive side a 
few did make their way to the mint cabinet — and a few 
were traded for coins wanted for the cabinet — however, 
it would seem most did not. The majority wound up in 
collectors’ and coin dealers’ cache. One of the more infa¬ 
mous employees, a night watchman named Theodore 
Eckfeldt (and other workers at the mint) had a side busi¬ 
ness in 1861 of selling pattern coins to East Coast deal- 

*Quotations on this and the next page are from the 1887 Report of 
the Director of the Mint. 

ers. But perhaps the worst example of misuse of power in 
high places was Dr. Henry R. Linderman, Director of the 
Mint intermittently from April 1867 to December 1878. 
Linderman was reported to be an avid pattern collector 
and during his term in office an excessive number of 
nickel patterns (among other denominations) and mul- 
ings were produced. For several years the unauthorized 
minting of patterns had drawn attention through numis¬ 
matic publications and catalog offerings. 

In 1887 Director of the Mint James P. Kimball, 
noted for his crackdown on the production of pattern 
coinage for mint officials and upper government person¬ 
nel, was not altogether altruistic in his intent. R.W. 
Julian reports (and it is confirmed in Mint Records) that 
Kimball requested Daniel Fox who was then superinten¬ 
dent of the mint to make him a complete set of U.S. coins 
in copper. When he was rebuffed by Fox and reminded of 
the Act of 1873, he became miffed at his missed opportu¬ 
nity to have special strikings made for himself as had for¬ 
mer Mint Directors. The Act of 1873 was on the books 
but it appeared little more than a written exercise by Dr. 
Linderman and others to appease the public and collec¬ 
tors. Fox cited the illegality of such mintings based upon 
the Act of 1873 in his report to the Secretary of the 
Treasury. Kimball then took it upon himself to make 
sure no one else in the future would gain from a loose 
interpretation of this Act. 

Citing various Statutes and Sections of the law 

Kimball wrote; 
“Yet it is a well-known fact that, since the enactment of the present 

coinage laws, as before, numerous pieces known as cabinet coins 

have been in circulation among numismatists, coin collectors, and 

coin dealers, for even the permanent existence of which pieces no 

justification can be found in mint practice, nor authority of law for 

their manufacture — much less for their issue or escape from the 

mint. Such pieces may be generally described as follows, under the 

terms by which they are popularly known: 

1. “Mule-pieces” or “hybrids” — pieces struck from a regular 

coinage die or dies, of which the obverse or reverse, or both, is 

other than authorized by law for coin of the same denomina¬ 

tion, or other than employed in the regular coinage of the same 

denomination of the same date. 

2. False-metal pieces — or replicas or copies of coins in a metal 

or alloy or of a weight and fineness other than prescribed by 

law. 

3. Trial pieces — or impressions in soft metal to test a die or dies, 

and not destroyed as required by regulation. 

4. Experimental pieces — struck for mint purposes from regular 

coinage dies in experimental metal or alloy. 

“Restrikes,” often a subject of question among coin collectors in 

the case of rare coins, possible only by a most flagrant violation of 

the coinage laws and mint regulations, involving not only failure 
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to deface obverse dies at the expiration of the year of date, but in 

the act of reproduction falsification of dates, are not here sched¬ 

uled among the well recognized unauthorized cabinet pieces, as in 

no case of alleged reproduction of certain rare American coins 

from perpetuated or restored dies, so far as I am aware, has any 

such charge ever been proved against any of the mints of the 

United States.” 

One example given by James P. Kimball in his 

writings was “It appears from the files of the office of the 

Secretary of the Treasury of the date of May 13, 1868, 

that four sets of (U.S. coinage) pieces in aluminum were 

struck at the mint at Philadelphia from the whole series 

of coinage dies of that year, for, and at the instance of, 

the Secretary of the Treasury, and at his expense for 

material.” Bowers and Merena stated these sets were 

made at the request of Mint Director Linderman suppos¬ 

edly with one designated for the Bank of England and 

one for France. One set was owned by Secretary of the 

Treasury Hugh McCulloch; another set was included in 

the Garrett Collection; Breen wrote a third set was 

owned by either Abe Kosoff or Abner Kreisberg during 

the 1950’s. It is unclear if any of the four sets were actu¬ 

ally sent to either England or France. Linderman had 

four 1868 pattern sets made in aluminum supposedly for 

officials outside the mint. However, upon his death sev¬ 

eral pieces of pattern coinage including, we understand, 

one 1868 aluminum pattern set (pictured below) were 

removed from Linderman's estate auction by the U.S. 

Treasury Department. One of the famous 1868 proof sets 

was auctioned in January, 1995 by Bowers and Merena. 

Several changes in the form of Amendments, 

with approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, were 

adopted shortly thereafter. As of “October 10, 1887 all 

experimental and trial dies shall be in the custody of the 

engraver, who shall safely keep all models and hubs from 

which experimental dies have been prepared.” Mint 

Directors and others could no longer order patterns 

made without Congressional approval. 

In retrospect, whether the methods used and 

the secretive disposal of pattern coinage meets with 

approval or not, it is a fact an important area in numis¬ 

matics would be absent today if all pattern coinage had 

been destroyed or at least not made available to the col¬ 

lecting public. Patterns were struck in very small num¬ 

bers and many are unique. Most were struck in a variety 

of metals with silver, copper and aluminum being the 

most popular among the mint’s many choices for exper¬ 

imentation. Aluminum was a new metal of the times and 

the intrinsic value was the same as silver. After 1836, pat¬ 

terns were struck from polished dies on polished 

planchets. 
Nickel was found to be difficult to work with as 

well as costly in die life as early as 1863 in experiments 

with the Indian Cent. However, a few patterns continued 

to be struck in nickel and a copper-nickel alloy through 

1864. A political and friendship collaboration between 

mint directors and Joseph Wharton, owner of the Gap 

Mine in Pennsylvania, overcame all minting concerns and 

influenced the decision to create the first regular issue 

copper-nickel 5 cent piece — the shield nickel. 

Although a few patterns were made after 1885, 

pattern coinage for the 5<t nickel did not resume until 

1896. The “great volume, some 4,500 tons outstanding” 

of minor coin circulating was brought to the attention of 

the Committee of Weights and Measures in 1896 result¬ 

ing in a resolution passed by the House of 

Representatives June 8,1896 to explore other metals for 

minor coins. Metals chosen 

were pure nickel, nickel 

alloy, aluminum combined 

or alloyed with other met¬ 

als and copper bronze. 

Vendors who desired to 

submit blanks of such 

alloys they thought might 

be suitable were permitted 

to do so. On December 12, 

1896, 1 and 5<t pieces were 

struck at the mint at 

Philadelphia from 14 differ¬ 

ent alloys submitted for 

trial, including pure alu¬ 

minum and nickel. A num¬ 

ber of nickel alloys worked 

satisfactorily, but with no 

1868 Aluminum Pattern Set 
Photo is courtesy of Bowers and Merena 
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improvement on the alloys then used. The experiment 
showed all the alloys of aluminum submitted were too 
soft, clogged the dies and gave burred edges to the coins. 
Pure-nickel sample blanks were found to be very hard, 
making it difficult to obtain a perfect impression of the 
dies and, after a few impressions, caused the dies to crack 
or break. No further testing was done, even though later 
the Mint Director wrote “the pure nickel blanks submit¬ 
ted by interested parties were not properly annealed 
prior to striking or they would have become malleable 
and received the impressions from the dies without any 
greater power than is now used in striking 1 and 5<t 
pieces.” The 75% copper and 25% nickel alloy was 
retained. 

CHARTING PATTERN ISSUES 
In Appendix E on the auction appearance of 5<t 

pattern coinage we have given an overview of the avail¬ 
ability of the shield and liberty head nickel patterns and 
an idea of the prices paid during various auction time 
periods of the last twenty years. 

A few pattern pieces never made an auction 
appearance during this period and may have quietly gone 
into private collections. It's also possible some remain in 
the estates of early buyers. There are records of a few 
unique pieces donated to institutions such as the 
Smithsonian, but how many others have been lost or 
damaged is unknown. 

Aluminum patterns (considered an intrinsic 
metal at the time of production) offered at auction are 
sometimes corroded on the rims so the prices may be 
misleading. A near perfect piece in any of the patterns 
might cost four times as much, or more, especially if 3rd 
party graded and considered the “finest known.” 
Availability, condition and rarity all play an important 
role in determining value; just as with regular issue 
coins. Abe Kosoff in his 1982 (7th Edition) United States 
Pattern, Experimental and Trial Pieces reminded buyers 
that an “auction sale analysis indicates a strong spurt in 
prices for certain categories. Should such prices remain 
firm they will have to be recognized as established val¬ 
ues. However, because these prices may not turn out to 
be firm, similar items may not fetch the same extraordi¬ 
nary prices again.” In this, Kosoff was cautioning buyers 
on special offering sales such as the Garrett Collection 
(and other well publicized and/or famous name auctions) 
which can excite buyers into extraordinary bidding and 
therefore inflate the cost of a item beyond what a buyer 
at a different auction would be willing to pay. 

Buyers of coins at auction should also be aware 
of an earlier practice among auction companies, correct¬ 

ed only a few years ago. Prior to this correction a con¬ 
signor who placed a protected bid on a coin could “buy¬ 
back” the coin for a small percentage if the minimum 
was not met by auction buyers. The coin bought back by 
a consignor was listed in “prices realized” as sold and the 
company did not differentiate as to whether the coin was 
actually purchased by a bidder or was a buy-back. In a 
buy-back situation this practice would create a false 
value. Currently, most auction companies will not list a 
piece bought back by a consignor in their “prices real¬ 
ized.” 

Prices may also reflect the condition of a pat¬ 
tern. For instance, a corroded aluminum pattern could 
sell for approximately 25% of the price paid for a perfect 
example. However, to a pattern buyer who really wants 
that particular coin for his or her collection the price 
paid, even if excessive for the condition offered, might be 
worth it. Especially if the pattern has rarely appeared at 
auction. 

When any of the rarer issues do appear at auc¬ 
tion expect the bidding to be very spirited. In an article 
on patterns, Winning Ways dated July, 1993 the 1868, J- 
624, R-7 Broad Planchet Liberty 5<t, NGC PR-65, billed as 
the “finest known,” had a retail value of $6,000. In 
Appendix E prices paid are compiled for specific time 
periods and the highest price paid is given for that peri¬ 
od. The number of times a pattern has appeared in the 
auction market during the 1972-1993 time span should 
give the reader a starting point on the relative availabili¬ 
ty of a particular piece and the price paid over the years. 
A “finest known” example stands by itself in a particular 
period of time and its value depends on the desirability of 
the piece to those bidding. 

Judd Rarity Scale 

R-l Over 1250 

R-2 501-1250 
R-3 201-500 
R-4 76-200 
R-5 31-75 
R-6 13-30 

R-7 4-12 

R-8 

Unique 
2 or 3 

Note: Judd's cataloging and 

Rarity Rating Scale are the 

primary systems used in this 

section. Pollock's numbers are 

crossed referenced in a sec¬ 

ondary position. 
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1866 J-467;468;469 R-7- P-538 R-8 
Obv. Bust of Washington: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

Rev. Numeral 5 within laurel wreath with the legend UNITED 

STATES OF AMERICA around. The 5 is tall, and its flag is pointed. 

1866 J-486 R-6-P-575- R-6,7 
Obv. Bust ofUncoln; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA;1866. 

Rev. 5 CENTS within a laurel wreath, CENTS slightly curved; IN 

GOD WE TRUST above in small letters. 

1866 J-492 R-6-P-579 R-8 
Obv. A shield design similar to that adopted for regular issue except 

motto IN GOD WE TRUST is in smaller letters and the date is 

divided by the ball at the base of the shield. 

Rev. The numeral 5 is centered in a laurel wreath with legend UNIT¬ 

ED STATES OF AMERICA around. The 5 is tall and the tip of 

its flag is pointed. Photo: Western Publishing Co. 

I866J-500 R-8-P-585 Nickel R-8 
The regular die without, rays, as adopted in 1867. 

1867 J-561 ;563 R-6 to 8-P;622;624 R-5 to 8. Plain Edge 
Obv. Head of Uberty with head-dress of four large feathers; extend¬ 

ing down from forehead is a ribbon inscribed UNION & LIBER¬ 

TY; four stars on hair above forehead; beneath neck 

LONGACRE F. in minute letters. 

Rev. Large V on a shield in an oval frame ornamented with scroll 

work and leaves; IN GOD WE TRUST above in small letters. 

1868 J-623;626;629 R-4 to 7-P-692;695;698 
Plain Edge R- 5 to 7. 

Obv. Head of Liberty wearing a coronet without a star, inscribed 

LIBERTY in raised letter. 

Rev. S CENTS in a laurel wreath, CENTS curved; IN GOD WE 

TRUST in small letters above. 
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1868 J-624;627 R- 7 to 8-P-693;696- R-6 to 7 

Broad Planchet. 

Obv. Head of Liberty wearing a coronet without a star, inscribed 

LIBERTY in raised letters. 

Rev. 5 CENTS in a laurel wreath, CENTS curved; IN GOD WE 

TRUST in small letters above. 

1868 J-633;634 R-4 to 7-P-704;705 R-5 to 6. 

Obv. Head of Liberty, wearing a coronet with star, inscribed LIBERTY 

in raised letter. 
Rev. V in a laurel wreath connected at the top by a scroll inscribed 

IN GOD WE TRUST; a small Pattee [Maltese] cross in the folds. 

1869 J-691 R-Unique- P-Not found. 

Mule of the regular obverse shield die with the regular obverse die of 

the Indian cent; struck on a five cent planchet. Photo: Western 

Publishing Co. 

1871 J-1050;1051;1052 R-5 to 6-P-l 184;I 185;I 186 

R-5 to 7. 

Obv. Head of Liberty wearing a coronet inscribed LIBERTY, incused. 

Rev. V (reversed) CENTS in a laurel wreath. (22mm.) 

1882 J-1680; 1681; 1682 R-6 to 7-P-1882 

Plain Edge R-6. 

Obv. Head of Uberty wearing a coronet inscribed LIBERTY incused; 

behind the coronet are heads of wheat and cotton leaves and 

bolls; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around margin. 

Rev. Large V in a wreath of cotton and corn. Motto above wreath is 

E PLURIBUS UNUM. 22mm. 

1883 J-I683.R-8- P-1883 R-7 to 8. 

“Blind man’s nickel.” Five equally spaced ridges on the edge. 

Obv. Head of Uberty wearing a coronet inscribed LIBERTY incused; 

behind the coronet are heads of wheat and cotton leaves and 

bolls; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around margin. 

Rev. Large V in a wreath of cotton and corn. Motto above wreath is 

E PLURIBUS UNUM. 22mm. Photo: Western Publishing Co. 
The experimental 5f pieces with 5 equally spaced bars on the edge, was 
the suggestion of Rep. William S. Rosecrans (known to students of the 
Civil War era as General Rosecrans of Chickamauga and other well 
known batdes) "after many of his compatriots were blinded by combat 
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1883 J-1697; R-8- P-1899 R-7. 

Another “IBlind man’s nickel.” Five equally spaced ridges on the edge. 

Obv. Rev. Regular shield dies. Photo: Western Publishing Co. 

1883 J-1704; 1705; 1706 R-Not given-P-1908; 1909; 1910 

R-6 to 8. 

Obv. Head of Liberty wearing a coronet inscribed LIBERTY, incused; 

behind coronet are heads of wheat and cotton leaves and bolls; 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around margin. 

Rev. PURE NICKEL in a wreath of cotton and corn; in margin, FIVE 

above and CENTS below, six stars to right and seven to left 

22mm. 

1883 J-1707 R-Not given- P-191 I R-6 to 7. 

Obv. Head of Liberty wearing a coronet inscribed LIBERTY, incused; 

behind coronet are heads of wheat and cotton leaves and bolls; 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around margin. 

Rev. 75 N. 25 C. centered within a wreath of corn and cotton with FIVE 

above and CENTS below. There are thirteen stars at the border 

arranged seven left and six right Photo: Western Publishing Co. 

1883 J-1710; 1711 R- Not given-P-1914; 1915 R-5 to 7. 

Obv. Head of Uberty wearing a coronet inscribed LIBERTY, incused; 

behind coronet are heads of wheat and cotton leaves and bolls; 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around margin. 

Rev. 50 N. 50 C. in the wreath. 22mm. 

1883 J-I7I2;I7I3 R-Not given-P-1916; 1917 R-6 to 7. 

Obv. Head of Liberty wearing a coronet inscribed LIBERTY, incused; 

behind coronet are heads of wheat and cotton leaves and bolls; 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around margin. 

Rev. 33 N. 67 C. in the wreath. 22mm. 

1883 J-1717; 1718; 1719 R-Not given-P-1922; 1923; 1924 

R-6 to 8. 

Obv. The regular die. 

Rev. V in a wreath of corn and cotton; across the numeral is a scroll 

inscribed CENTS, incused; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA in 

margin above, E PLURIBUS UNUM below. 21mm. 
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1884 J-1724; 1725 R-Not given-P-1934; 1935 R-6 

to unique. 

Obv. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 1884 around a circle of thirteen 

stars within which is an octagonal hole in the planchet. 

Rev. Above hole FIVE, below CENTS and on either side a 

United States shield. 

1885 J-1742 Not given- P-1954 R-6 to 7. 

Obv. Annular (ring shaped pattern). UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

1885 around a circle of thirteen stars within which is a hole 

surrounded by denticles. 
Rev. Above hole FIVE CENTS, below a United States shield with a lau¬ 

rel branch on either side. Photo: Western Publishing Co. 

1896 J-1770; 1771; 1772 R-Not given-P-1986; 1989 R-6. 

Obv. A United States shield crossed by a scroll inscribed LIBERTY 

incused; behind the shield are crossed poles supporting a Uberty 

cap and an eagle with widespread wings; around this above is 

the motto E PLURIBUS UNUM, below 1896; six stars to the 

right and seven to the left; all within a circle of dots. 

Rev. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, I CENT in an olive wreath, all 

within a circle of dots. 

1909 J-1781 R-8- P-2016 R-Unique(?) 

Obv. A United States shield crossed by a scroll inscribed UBERTY; 

behind shield are crossed poles supporting a Liberty cap and an 

eagle with widespread wings; around, thirteen stars; below, 

1909. 
Rev. 5 CENTS in a wreath of laurel; above, UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA; below, E PLURIBUS UNUM in small letters. Photo: 

Western Publishing Co. 

1909 J-1782 R-8-P-2017 Unique (?). 

Obv. Bust of Washington to right; above UBERTY; 7 stars left and 6 

stars right; below, 1909. 

Rev. 5 CENTS in a wreath of laurel; above, UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA; below, E PLURIBUS UNUM in small letters. Photo: 

Western Publishing Co. 

1910 J-1788 R-8-P-2023 R-8 

Obv. Large bust of Washington facing left; in front, UBERTY; behind, 

1910. 
Rev. Large 5 in oudine, crossed by the word CENTS within two laurel 

branches; above, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA beneath which 

in smaller letters, E PLURIBUS UNUM; below wreath in minute 

letters, IN GOD WE TRUST. Photo: Western Publishing Co. 
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Die & Hub Trials 

1866 Page 230 Pattern # 492 Judd- White Metal-Nickel. 1866 Page 231A Judd- Lead 

Obv. Regular shield die. Photo: Western Publishing Co. Rev. Roman numeral V in same wreath as shown. Incomplete die, 

guide marks on star. Photo: Western Publishing Co. 

1866 Page 231 BJudd- Copper 

Obv. Head of Liberty same as J-564 but letters of legend irregularly 

space. Incuse. Photo: Western Publishing Co. 

1866 Page 231 CJudd- Lead 

Obv. Pattern same as J-564 except no Longacre F under the bust 

Photo: Western Publishing Co. 
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Shield Nickel Design & Hub Changes 
Longacre’s Shield design for the five cent piece was 

powerfully heraldic in its symbolism as it honored the 

United States of America. The primary components of 

the design included the shield or escutcheon, the dual 

arrows, the Pattee cross and the laurel branches with 

berries. The shield has two primary elements: the pale- 

ways and the chief. The chief symbolizes Congress (and 

the union of the states) and is composed of horizontal 

lines at the top of the shield. The paleways (or pales) are 

the vertical stripes below the chief. On the shield nickel 

design were thirteen pales (representing the original 

thirteen colonies) which are a solid construction sup¬ 

porting the Congress (or the United States of America). 

In heraldry, designs represent different colors. 

Horizontal lines represent azure (blue), the solid vertical 

stripes gules (red), and the unlined areas argent (white). 

The symbolism of the shield nickel may be con¬ 

strued as follows: The shield is a strong defensive weapon 

indicating strength and passive self-protection through 

the agency of unity. It denies aggression but symbolizes 

readiness. The crossed arrows behind the shield again 

illustrate non-aggression but a clear commitment to 

protection of ideals. The laurel leaves (branches) symbol¬ 

ize victory. The origin of the laurel symbolism dates back 

to Greek mythology where the nymph Daphne escaped 

Apollo when she was transformed into a laurel tree. The 

grieving Apollo, the beloved patron god of poets and ath¬ 

letes, transferred his love to the tree. The association of 

Apollo’s affection for the laurel tree provides us in mod¬ 

ern times with the apex of competitive honors: “Nobel 

laureate,” “poet laureate,” “to the victor goes the laurels” 

— all terms of honor for a winner! The laurel wreath or 

branch was adopted by the Europeans and, subsequently, 

the colonists. 

Cresting the shield is a cross (pattee) and the style 

was chosen because it blended well with the baroque 

trim of curlicues or curlarms. A Pattee differs from a 

Maltese cross in that the outer edges are flat. The south¬ 

ern upright of the Pattee ends in a circular design 

referred to as an annulet. At the bottom of the shield, act¬ 

ing as a balance for the cross is a ball. Flanking the shield 

are branches of laurel leaves with berries on stems. The 

number of leaves in each cluster differs slightly depend¬ 

ing on the hub design. Typically the number is 3-4-4-3 

on both sides. At the bottom of the shield and partially 

blocked from view are two arrows crossed with arrow¬ 

heads to the south of the coin, with the fletches of each 

arrow north. Radially encircling is the motto IN GOD WE 

TRUST at the top and the date at the bottom between the 

ball of the shield and the edge. The coin is bordered with 

denticles, but has a plain edge. 

The reverse with rays (1866 -1867) has a large 

numeral 5 encircled by 13 six pointed stars (with raised 

detail) each of which is cushioned from its neighboring 

star by a short burst of 3 rays (also in a set of 13). The leg¬ 

end extends radially about the rays and stars being sepa¬ 

rated from the word CENTS by two dots. The reverse bor¬ 

der is also denticled. The hub for the second reverse is 

identical to the first reverse except the rays were 

removed. In so doing, the star below the F in OF appar¬ 

ently received one single blunted tip, which became a 

diagnostic. 

SHIELD—OBVERSE HUBS 

Three hubs have been identified and can be spotted quickly by the following ID points: 

Type I: Notched Arrowhead 

This hub can be identified by looking at the base 

of the left arrowhead and focusing on the upper 

point. It appears as if the arrowhead were 

punched into the die twice creating the look of a 

notch in the tip. This obverse hub is found on: all 

1866-1868; all 1869 narrow dates; 1/2 of the 1869 

wide dates and on one of the 1870 dates.* 
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Type II: Sliced Arrowhead 

This hub can be identified by looking at the base of the 

left arrowhead and focusing on the upper point of the 

base. It will look as if the arrowhead were sliced off 

sharply from the edge to the back, removing the top 

tip of the base cleanly. This obverse hub can be found 

on: 1/2 of the 1869 wide dates; all of 1870 except 1*; all 

of 1871 and 1/2 of 1872. 

*Fletcher reported that one of the 1870 may have Type I obverse; 

most are Type 2. 

Type III: Intact Arrowhead 
This hub can be identified by looking at the base of the 

left arrowhead and focusing on the upper point of the 

base. It will appear to have an intact point, although 

somewhat rounded on some coins. It will not have a 

notch and will not be sliced diagonally. This obverse 

hub can be found on: 1/2 of 1872 and all 1873-1883. 

SHIELD—REVERSE HUBS 
There have been four reverse master hubs identified to date in the Shield nickel series. They can be iden¬ 

tified easily by the following ID points: 

Type A: Rays 

This first reverse has rays interspersed between the 13 

stars. It is found on all 1866 and all 1867 With Rays. 

Type B: Blunt Ray On Star-No Rays Between Stars 
The second reverse has one star which is located 
immediately below the F in OF with a blunted (or 
diagonally sliced) ray on the six pointed star. This 
reverse can be found on: all 1867 NR, some 1868, all 
1869 narrow dates, and some 1869 wide dates. Also 
called the Reverse of '67. 
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Type C: Star to S Serif 
The ray of the star below the second S in STATES 
points to the serif of the S. This hub has only been 
found on 1868 and only about half of the 1868’s have 
this reverse. Also called the Reverse of '68. 

Type D: Doubled Denticles 
The denticles on this reverse have been doubled. 
Another diagnostic (in case the die is old and the den¬ 
ticles are smoothed) is that the first S in STATES is 
doubled along the left side. This reverse hub is found 
on some 1868; some 1869 wide dates and all 1870 - 

1883. Also called the Reverse of 70. 

Liberty Head Nickel Design & Hub Changes 

LIBERTY HEAD — OBVERSE HUBS 
The design of the Liberty Head nickels is a more typ¬ 

ical obverse design for coinage than was the Shield nick¬ 

el. 
The head of Liberty faces left. Her long hair is softly 

pulled back in waves to a gentle chignon with one neck 
curl escaping to the nape of her neck. She wears no orna¬ 
ment other than her tiara emblazoned with the word 
LIBERTY. Tucked behind the tiara she wears a bouquet 
of wheat ears, cotton bolls and leaves. Her bold, strong 
profile is encircled by thirteen six pointed stars which are 
raised and sculpted with detailed rays. Below the bust is 
the date with no other motto or legend. The border is 
dentiled with the typical rounded beads and the edge is 
plain. Only one obverse design is known. 

LIBERTY HEAD — REVERSE HUBS 
The first reverse has a large Roman numeral V in the 

center, partially encircled with a wreath of wheat ears, 
cotton bolls, corn ears and maple leaves which are tied 
gracefully with a bow at the bottom. The wreath is sur¬ 
rounded by the legend UNITED STATES OF AMERICA in 
larger letters at the top and at the bottom with smaller 
letters for E PLURIBUS UNUM. The reverse is denticled 

at the border. 
The second reverse has a more crowded appearance 

with the E PLURIBUS UNUM reduced in size and encir¬ 
cled at the top of the wreath with the Legend still above. 
Below the wreath’s bow is the word CENTS, separated 
from the legend by two dots. The A & M of AMERICA 
touch and the leaf above the left upright of the V is far 

from the serif of the V. 
The discovery of a third reverse by one of us (Cynthia 

Mohon), which had not previously been reported shows 
the A & M in AMERICA are separate and do not touch at 
the base; the leaf above the left arm of the V is near the 

serif of the V. 
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LIBERTY HEAD — REVERSE HUBS 
The three reverse hubs can easily be identified by the following ID points: 

TYPE A: No Cents 

This is the first reverse hub. The word CENTS is not 

on the coin and E PLURIBUS UNUM encircles at the 

base of the wreath. This reverse is found on some 

1883’s. 

Type B: With Cents/Touching AM/Far Leaf 

This is the second hub. The word CENTS has been 

added to the reverse below the wreath and the letters 

A and M in AMERICA touch at the right foot of the A 

and the left foot of the M. Also the leaf above the left 

arm of the V is far from the serif of the V. This hub can 

be found on most 1883's, all 1884 through 1900 and 

on some 1901's. 

Type C: With Cents/A & M Separate/Near Leaf 

This hub has the word CENTS (as do all of the hubs 

after 1883), the A & M in AMERICA are separate and 

do not touch at the base, and the leaf above the left 

arm of the V is near the serif of the V. This hub can be 

found on some of the 1901's and all of the subsequent 

years. 
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Chapter 2 

Grading 



In general there is a distinction between grad¬ 
ing circulated coins and mint state. Circulated coins are 
graded by the amount of wear that is evident. Cleaning, 
contact marks, and strike, while affecting the value, do 
not strictly speaking, affect the grade. We can be very 
specific for the circulated grades but for mint state and 
proof grades we can only provide guidelines. 

There will always be differences of opinion in 
grading; however, if an uncirculated coin's problems 
prevent it from being certified by either PCGS or NGC 
that coin will probably be valued at less than the equiva¬ 
lent certified grade in the marketplace. PCGS and NGC 
are the two major third party grading services and they 
have set the standards for the industry. Whether you pre¬ 
fer third party professionally graded encapsulated or 
‘raw’ coins for your collection, the grading considera¬ 

tions should be the same. 
Strike is a problem for Shield and Liberty nick¬ 

els, but most Libertys are not as severely deficient as are 
the Shields. Both series in business strikes are graded by 
a ‘well struck’ guideline, not ‘fully struck’, in grades 
through MS-65. Other inherent manufacturing deficien¬ 
cies are also given some latitude in grading and can be 
found on the following page in Factors That Affect 
Quality. 

Focal points for Shield nickels: Center of coin, 
obverse/reverse. Exposed fields. All grades, circulated 
and uncirculated should be viewed in relationship to the 
focal areas. 

Focal points for Liberty nickels: cheek, front of 
face, back of head obverse; center of coin, obverse/ 
reverse; exposed fields. 

General Grading Guidelines For Uncirculated Nickels 

The guidelines which follow are major factors in 
grading. These conclusions are based on our examina¬ 
tion of a large number of certified coins as authorized 
dealers for both services, long term collectors and deal¬ 
ers, as well as interviews and correspondence with Rick 
Montgomery, Authenticator and Grader at Professional 
Coin Grading Service, and Ken Krah, Grader with 
Numismatic Guaranty Corporation of America. The 
guidelines normally apply to uncirculated issues in both 
series, but several of the negative and no-grade factors 
may assist the collector in establishing value for circu¬ 
lated coins. 

GRADING GUIDELINES: 

1. Original surfaces are extremely important and should 
look as natural as possible. Check factors which 
result in a no-grade. 

2. Marks (location, number and depth), luster and spot¬ 
ting are weighted similarly in grading the two series. 
Check focal areas in reviewing mark locations. 

3. Strike is important, however a Shield or Liberty nick¬ 
el does not have to be fully struck to be a MS-65. Well 
struck is the criterion. For MS-66 and higher the 
strike factor is more stringent even for dates that 
have known strike problems. Some additional 
allowance may be made for certain dates which are 
always deficient, (1866,1912-S for example). 

4. Eye appeal can be a plus factor when outstanding and 
is the most subjective element in grading. 

FACTORS WHICH MAY NEGATIVELY AFFECT 
THE GRADE: 
1. ‘Strike through’ and die clashes but only if large and 

detracting. 
2. Extreme die breaks. 
3. Excessive spotting or stains. 
4. Dipping which affects the coin’s originality. 
5. Streaking caused by improper washing after dipping. 

This factor can result in no-grade. It is usually more 
pronounced on proofs. 

6. Surface dullness. Often caused by less than desirable 
storage such as holders/papers containing sulphur. 

7. Big hits, chops. Location on focal points are the least 
desirable. 

8. Porous rims, usually seen on early date Liberty nick¬ 
els. If severe can result in no-grade. 

9. Although rare, an extremely poor strike can also be a 
negative factor. 

SOME FACTORS WHICH RESULT IN A NO¬ 
GRADE: 

In our experience, coins which have had their 
surfaces altered either by harsh cleaning; improper or 
excessive dipping; artificial toning; whizzing; damaged 
or defaced; altered in some form to hide defects or 
enhance the coin’s natural surfaces or strike will not be 
graded. Severe laminations which rise above the surface 
of the coin will also be rejected for encapsulation due to 
possible damage caused by holdering. 
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Factors that Affect the Quality of Shield & Liberty Head Nickels 

Many factors had an impact on the quality of nickels 

minted from 1866-1912. The manufacturing process was 

more primitive and a few significant practices employed 

at the mint affected both circulated and uncirculated 

coins. Allowances for several typical problems are made 

in grading for both series. An understanding of these ele¬ 

ments which effect quality may assist current and future 

collectors to fully appreciate the uniqueness of the 

Shield and Liberty nickel series. 

I. MATERIALS 

A. Copper-Nickel Alloy For Coins 

1. Sources of nickel were varied and resulted in 

differences in planchet quality. 

2. Uncurrent and damaged coinage was melted 

and recoined. The impure alloy that resulted 

might also have contaminated later batches of 

coins. 

3. The hardness of the alloy and its resistance to 

"flow" shortened die life. 

4. Problems with blending the alloy and impuri¬ 

ties produced laminations on the planchets. 

This is still a problem with all nickel coinage, 

including Buffalo and Jefferson nickels. 

5. The copper in the alloy is highly reactive to 

acids and other influences. 

B. Annealing 

Early mint practice was to evaluate annealing 

temperatures by visual markers, i.e. “heat to 

cherry red” which is subjective. Only a narrow 

range of temperatures worked well so 

planchets were often improperly annealed. 

C. Hardened Steel For Dies 

The materials used in hardened steel for dies 

and/or improperly annealed dies often caused 

breakage of the working dies during produc¬ 

tion and resulted in die cracks and cuds. 

D. Planchet Size 

Uneven thickness of planchets. 

II. DESIGN 

A. Shared Metal 

1. Metal flows from the center of the planchet to 

the outside edge and there is a direct relation¬ 

ship between “sharing” of metal available 

between obverse and reverse and strike weak¬ 

ness of certain design elements. The design 

was clearly a “flow” problem on the Shield 

nickel. The metal was shared at the point 

(obverse and reverse) that the horizontal bars 

of the shield oppose the bottom curve and ball 

of the numeral 5. This sharing of metal tend¬ 

ed to favor the broad surface of the 5 rather 

than the fine striations of the shield so the 

lines at the top of the shield often visibly dis¬ 

play a weakness in that area. On the Liberty 

design the tiara and forelock of Liberty's hair 

counterpoint the left ear of corn, which is 

commonly the most weakly struck part of the 

reverse. Shared metal problems are most 

notable on business strikes. 

III. STRIKE FACTORS 

& PRODUCTION MECHANICS 

A. Pressure applied to dies and die quality 

1. From 1866 to 1902 there were continuing seri¬ 

ous problems with the amount of pressure 

required to successfully stamp the hard nickel 

alloy resulting in poorly struck coins and an 

incredible destruction rate of the dies. The 

new mint in Philadelphia installed more pow¬ 

erful hydraulic presses. Nickels still didn't 

strike up fully in business strikes even with 60 

tons of pressure applied. The San Francisco 

Mint as late as 1912 still couldn’t strike up the 

nickel as attested by the overall soft strike in 

its 1912-S issue. 

2. The depth and strength of the design transfer 

to the working die can also impact how much 

detail and how evenly the coin's design is 

impressed into the working die. Many dies 

were required for the early Shield production 

and the demand for dies may have caused 

hasty preparation of the working dies. 
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3. Adjustment of space between dies coupled with 

the uneven thickness of the planchet resulted 

in uneven striking quality. 

4. Parallelism of dies and parallelism of working 

hubs to working dies also produced uneven¬ 

ness in detail. 

IV. DIE PREPARATION 
A. Contaminants/Carbon Flaking 

Dies were first annealed by heating. They were then 

packed in carbon for the gradual cooling. Sometimes the 

carbon was not completely washed off prior to the dies 

being used. Also some of the die formed a thin brittle 

layer of carbon on their surfaces during the heating 

process. This layer would sometimes shatter during coin¬ 

ing, leaving small pieces of carbon struck into the coins. 

If the carbon flaked off the dies before striking, it would 

leave a depression in the die and a subsequent raised area 

on the coins it produced. The same happened with col¬ 

lars. (Correspondence with Del Romines) 

B. Contaminants/Environmental 

The black specks often seen on nickel (and cent) 

coinage, do not appear to be true ‘carbon spots’ except 

in fairly rare circumstances. An exception might be small 

raised cankers coupled with halo toning around the dark 

speck. However, even a canker may be a result of a high¬ 

ly interactive foreign element, other than carbon, on the 

surface of the coin. Attempts are made at times to 

remove these cankers, and the attempts are not always 

successful. 

The principal cause of the black specks seen on uncir¬ 

culated nickel and copper coins is probably acidic in 

nature, possibly caused by saliva (spittle spots) hitting a 

coin when talking over it, microscopic food particles and 

moisture. Most copper nickel coins seem to lose the 

specks after passing into circulated condition. 

V. PLANCHET CONTAMINATION 

Prior to 1911 annealed blanks/planchets were 

immersed in an acid bath prior to striking. This method 

“always left a residue on the blanks and had a bad effect 

on both collars and dies.” (1896 Annual Report, Director of the 

Mint) 

VI. DRYING PROCESS 

After the annealed blanks received their acid bath 

they were plunged into "expensive hardwood sawdust" 

and tumbled until dried. This practice was to be discon¬ 

tinued in 1911 with the installation of two Tolhurst cen¬ 

trifugal drying machines, but it is probable the sawdust 

drying practice continued for minor coinage until about 

1913. The Annual Report 1911 Director of the Mint stat¬ 

ed “discontinuing the drying of planchets/blanks in the 

sawdust will eliminate the clinging of small particles of 

sawdust to the blanks and then to the dies resulting in 

defective coinage.” Under a scope the bottom of the 

indentation will show rough, granular surfaces with lus¬ 

ter... unlike a corrosive spot removed from the surface of 

a coin. Other ‘strike through’ defects caused by slag, lint 

marks, material, wood and other contaminants usually 

have a different appearance. 

VII. CLEANED AND REISSUED COINS 

Over seven million Shield and Liberty nickels were 

cleaned and reissued. This practice of cleaning nickels in 

a mild sulphuric acid solution and drying in sawdust may 

have contributed to many surviving circulated coins 

being slightly rough (lightly pitted) and dull in appear¬ 

ance. 

VIII. TONING 
Shield and Liberty nickels were subject to: 1) acidic 

baths in the planchet stage; 2) foreign elements during 

striking (i.e. dust, oil, goop, sindering, fabrics, threads 

and manufacturing components); and 3) environmental 

agents (hand oil, drops of spittle, gasses, and air) during 

manufacture. The pressure and heat of the minting 

process leaves a protective layer (luster) on the coin. 

Natural toning based on environmental factors may be 

quite beautiful. Toning by itself is normal in the real 

world and comparatively unimportant, other than per¬ 

haps a collector's preference in eye appeal, if the surface 

(luster) is left in its original state. Surface alteration in 

the form of dipping, acidic or alkaline to achieve a 

desired color (white, for example); lighten toning, or to 

open the pores for chemically induced colors will remove 

the original protection and perhaps either downgrade a 

coin, or worse, relegate it to a no-grade status. The 

degree of luster removed depends upon the number of 

times dipped and the strength of the solution, but all dip¬ 

ping of this type will affect the coin's original surfaces to 

some degree - even if microscopically. Frequently the 

toning will return in time. Nickel alloy coins in particular 

may be damaged by dipping. 
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In uncirculated Shield and Liberty nickels natural 

toning typically varies slightly for a proof vs. business 

strike. For proofs the tones tend to be brilliant; white- 

greyish nickel color with perhaps a trace of iridescent 

patina; light champagne; light lilac; shades of rosy 

orange with /hi-lights of soft lilac-blue; golden irides¬ 

cence; light natural golds; and iridescent pale blue hues. 

Some proofs have frosty (cameo) devices. Business 

strikes vary from light to deeper golden tones; light iri¬ 

descent colors; brilliant white-greyish nickel color with 

perhaps a trace of iridescent patina; rosy, russet hues, 

and sometimes a light bluish tone mixed with the above. 

IX. STORAGE 

To maintain a quality collection: 1) Avoid destroying 

the protective luster on a coin by dipping in trying to 

achieve a certain look or color; 2) Avoid talking over 

unprotected coins (saliva is acidic); touching the coin's 

surfaces with fingers or hand (skin is also acidic); and 3) 

Store the coin in a non-sulfide, inert container. 

1893 With granular surface 

X. COIN SURFACES 

Several dates in the Shield and Liberty Head nickel series 

are noted for granular surfaces. The surfaces on a coin 

may be caused either by the dies or planchets. Below is 

an example of a rough, bumpy, granular surface. 

DIE WEAR 

The two photos below are the same coin, a 1868 busi¬ 

ness strike, and are examples of die erosion. These are not 

varieties, but rather illustrate die wear to the point where 

the metal actually flows out of the confines of the die’s 

devices during striking. 

1868 (Rev. of 1867) 

Die erosion is most noticeable to the left of the large 5’s ball. 

(Courtesy of Norm Talbert) 

1868 (Rev. of 1867) 

Again die erosion is present as exhibited by the metal trails (spikes) 

below the letters I, T, E. the spikes eroding outward are raised. 

(Courtesy of Norm Talbert) 
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Grading Circulated Shield Nickels 

The primary criterion for grading circulated 
Shield nickels is wear. Cleaning, marks, rim dings, 
severe laminations and stains can effect the value in any 
given grade. Circulated coins with original surfaces are 
more valuable than those which have been subjected to 
harsh cleaning or mishandling. Most business strikes are 
struck unevenly causing weakness in one quadrant. An 
uneven or soft strike should not be confused with wear. 
On the obverse, right side (facing), the laurel leaves are 

typically softer struck than the left side. The horizontal 
lines in the shield are often incomplete or mushy and 
weakness may also show in the shield’s vertical lines. On 
the reverse, the stars are typically uneven in strike qual¬ 
ity. The numeral 5 is also weak in areas. Hub Type II 
shows some weakness on the shield’s ornamentation. 
Split grading, obverse/reverse, is common for circulated 
Shield nickels. 

About Good (AG-3) 

Obverse: Design is outlined but almost all details are 
worn away. Motto IN GOD WE TRUST only partially 
readable, but date is legible. 

Reverse: Rim will be worn down into the letters. 
Wear will extend into the letters UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA and CENTS. Stars and 5 will be visi¬ 
ble...though worn flat. 

Good (G-4) 

Obverse: Full rim (worn but all there). Rim may 
show some unevenness, due to strike. All lettering 
legible; but may be worn at the tops of letters. Date 
is complete. Shield vertical lines are usually not vis¬ 
ible, but a few partial lines may show. Leaves are 
normally flat, however a partial vein may be visible. 

Reverse: Full rims (worn but all there). All lettering 
clear. Stars worn but not flat. 

Very Good (VG-8) 

Obverse: Full rim. Some shield lines, both horizon¬ 
tal and vertical are visible, but few are completely 
separated and a partial area may even be slick. 
Uneven wear is normal. A few details will show in 
the leaves. 

Reverse: Full rim. A few stars may show some cen¬ 
ter detail. 
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Fine (F-12) 
Obverse: Most individual leaves will be separated and 

some details will be visible, but the leaves will be 

worn smooth halfway from tip to middle of leaves. 

Approximately half of the horizontal lines in shield 

are clearly visible and separated. 

Reverse: Lettering is strong and one or more stars 

will show complete lines. Number will be clear but 

weak. Grade by strongest star as many are weakly 

struck even in uncirculated. 

Very Fine (VF-20) 
Obverse: Leaves will be fully separated and many will 

show veins from the top to center of leaf. Half of 

horizontal lines in shield will be present, although 

unevenness in the strike may show flatness in mid 

or upper right area. Some detail in shield outline 

and arrows. Most denticles are visible, but may not 

be strong. 

Reverse: One or more stars may show details 

depending on strike. Denticles are medium to 

strong, again dependent on strike as well as wear. 

Extremely Fine (EF-40) 

Obverse: Leaves will be bold with most of the center 

lines showing. Shield lines should be clear, but may 

be lacking in certain areas due to strike. Should be 

some luster among the letters. Cross has some wear 

but is clearly defined. Tips of laurel leaves show 

some wear. 

Reverse: The strongest stars will show sharp lines. 

Some stars may be weak due to strike. Wear is pre¬ 

sent on the numeral 5. 

Peters & Mohon 

About Uncirculated (AU-50) 

Obverse: Besides wear, the presence of some luster 

is required for this grade. Very light wear will show 

on tips of leaves and on cross and shield. Reverse: 

Light wear on number and trace of wear on stars. 

Stars may be weakly struck. 
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About Uncirculated (AU 55-58) 
AU-55: More luster than on the AU-50, less wear. Wear 
may show as a light ‘shine’ or color change (grayish) on 
leaves, cross and numeral 5, reverse. Due to weakness of 
strike parts of the cross, shield lines (especially horizon¬ 
tal lines) may be unevenly struck. Check for luster on 

these areas. 

AU-58: Full luster, except for highest points. Wear may 
not be visible without a loupe. Check high points...cross, 
leaves, (obverse) and numeral 5, (reverse) for color 
change, luster, and circulation/rub indicators. Open 
fields should not show circulation. Only highest point 
wear allowed for this grade. Has the ‘look’ of a MS-63 
(marks/luster) and at times may be offered as a MS-63. A 
highly desirable collector grade, and can be priced high¬ 
er than a MS-60, based upon its eye appeal and rarity. 

Grading Uncirculated Shield Nickels 

MS-60 
No wear may be present for this grade. Luster 

must be present, including on the high points. Coin may 
have been dipped at one time, possibly to remove stains 
or spots, but not to the extent luster is seriously 
impaired. Surfaces may be dulled due to environmental 
factors including improper storage. Marks and abrasions 
are usually detracting and numerous. Possible planchet 
flaw of some type may be present or minor rim ding. 
Hairlines may be numerous due to wiping at one time. 
Harsh abrasive cleaning will result in a no-grade even 
though the coin may not have been in circulation. 
Surfaces may also be stained or streaked to the degree of 
having a negative eye appeal quality. Normally a MS-60 is 
not an attractive coin and a combination of the above fac¬ 
tors determine the grade level. 

MS-63 

Considered an average grade and a nice coin. 
Surface condition is important. Good luster, but not nec¬ 
essarily full luster. Degree and depth of luster is impor¬ 
tant even if surfaces are a bit dulled. Marks are minimal 
and not seriously detracting. Light planchet ‘chatter’ 
may be apparent on the shield and 5 reverse, caused by 
strike. A hit or numerous marks in the focal areas, even 
if not deep or too detracting may limit grade to a 63. 
Reasonable strike for date. Extreme flatness in leaves 
(usually found on right side, facing) would limit coin to 
this grade if other factors were acceptable. Most stars are 
not well struck. Shield lines should be reasonably 
defined. Major stains (dip residue) or unsightly spotting 
may confine a coin to this grade or lower. 

MS-65 
Originality and attractive surfaces weighs heavi¬ 

ly for a gem grade. Must be well struck for date with very 
good luster. Some black specks will not keep a coin from 
this grade, but toning spots or streaks, dependent upon 
cause, may affect eye appeal and therefore the grade. 
Shield, wreath, and veins in leaves are well defined but 
may not be sharp. Some minor planchet abrasion on 5, 
reverse, is acceptable. Fields in open areas are free from 
hairlines/abuse, although if the fields are semi- mirrored 
a couple of minor hairlines might be allowed. Marks and 
hits must be few, minor and in inconspicuous areas. Focal 
areas given extra weight in evaluation. Very good eye 

appeal, overall, is expected. 

MS-66 and up 
Superior luster. Original attractive surfaces. 

Exceptional strike for date. No detracting or major 
marks. All factors considered in evaluation. Specks, if 
any, may not be detracting. Staining would be doubtful 
in this grade although a very light toning spot might 
pass, dependent upon cause. Strike requirement 
becomes much more stringent in 66 and up. Stars must 
be well defined although each one may not be sharp. The 
5 is raised and well struck. Additional areas to check for 
strike: the veins in the leaves on the right side, the hori¬ 
zontal lines at the top and left side of the shield, obverse; 
on the reverse, the rays (if any). Superior eye appeal is 
required. 
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Grading Circulated Liberty Nickels 

Like the Shield nickel, Liberty nickels are graded in cir¬ 

culated condition by wear. Cleaning, marks, rim dings, 

laminations and stains can effect the value in any given 

grade. Circulated coins with original surfaces are more 

valuable than those which have been subjected to harsh 

cleaning or mishandling. Eye appeal is important. Corn 

on the left side (reverse facing), is typically poorly struck. 

Check corn on lower right for a reasonable strike. Split 

grading is not as common as in the Shield series. Die 

cracks, and/or impurity spots should not affect the grade; 

however, if severe, they may influence the value. 

About Good (AG-3) 

Obverse: Head is outlined, but nearly all details are 

worn away. Date and stars merge with rim, but date 

is legible. 

Reverse: Rim worn and merges with letters. Number 

and part of wreath are visible. 

Good (G-4) 
Obverse: Rim is worn but intact. Liberty is outlined, 

but details are faint. The LIBERTY legend on head- 

band is not legible. Stars and date are legible but 

well worn. 

Reverse: Rim is usually intact but worn... uneven 

wear may extend into tops of letters. E PLURIBUS 

UNUM is worn and faint. E is usually very weak. 

Strike may affect the motto. Most of wreath is out¬ 

lined, no details. 

Very Good (VG-8) 

Obverse: Rim is complete and raised, but worn. A 

minimum of 3 letters or 2 full letters and 2 half let¬ 

ters must be clearly legible in LIBERTY. Due to 

strike problems, some allow half letters to make up 

one letter for a combination mix of 2 full letters and 

2 half letters. Hair details are almost smooth. 

Reverse: Complete rim. Wreath is completely out¬ 

lined. All letters are legible but E PLURIBUS UNUM 

is weak...especially the E. 
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Fine (F-12) 
Obverse: A readable full LIBERTY on tiara is 
required... including the normally weak I in LIBER¬ 
TY. About 1/2 hair detail-top of hair, bun, and some 

definition around the face. 

Reverse: Some details in wreath will be present, but 
wheat and leaves are smooth. E PLURIBUS is strong. 

Very Fine (VF-20) 
Obverse: LIBERTY is bold including the letter I. 
About 75% hair shows detail but hair is still faint 

above the ear and forehead. 

Reverse: Some of the veins in leaves although weak 
will show. Partial detail in corn (right facing) is pre¬ 
sent. Strength of veins and corn are subject to 

strike. 

Extremely Fine (EF-40) 

Obverse: LIBERTY on tiara is very bold. Barring a 
poor strike, detail on the hair will be complete; how¬ 
ever, details above the ear and forehead are still 
semi-weak. Trace of luster should be found among 

the stars and edge. 

Reverse: Wear shows on bow, corn and high points 
of wreath. Some luster may be present in the recess¬ 

es of the design. 

About Uncirculated (AU-50) 

Obverse: There will be light circulation on the high 
points which are the hair above forehead and above 
the ear. The cheek will show light rub. About 50- 
60% luster will be present across most of the coin. 

Reverse: Light wear on high points of wreath and 

bow. 
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About Uncirculated (AU 55-58) 

AU-55: Noticeably less wear than on the AU-50. It’s 

mainly the degree of wear and luster that differentiate 

between the AU grades. About 75-80% luster for this 

high AU grade. Check focal points. 

AU-58: Luster should be intact except for highest points. 

Careful checking will find high point wear. Has the ‘look’ 

of a MS-63 (marks/luster) and at times is offered as a MS- 

63. 

Grading Uncirculated Liberty Nickels 

The standards for grading uncirculated Liberty 

nickels are similar to those of the shield design. 

However, shortly after the opening of the third mint in 

1902 Liberty nickels were better made and had far fewer 

production problems such as die cracks, planchet flaws 

and weak strikes. 

MS-60 
No wear may be present for this grade. Luster 

must be complete ... including on the hi points. Coin 

may have been dipped at one time, possibly to remove 

stains or spots, but not to the extent where luster is seri¬ 

ously impaired. Surfaces may be somewhat dulled due to 

environmental factors including improper storage. 

Marks and abrasions are usually detracting and numer¬ 

ous. Possible planchet flaw of some type may be present 

or minor rim ding. Hairlines may be numerous due to 

wiping at one time. Harsh abrasive cleaning will drop the 

grade to a ‘no-grade’ level...even though the coin may 

not have been in circulation. Surfaces may also be 

stained or streaked to the degree of having a negative eye 

appeal quality. Normally a MS-60 is not an attractive 

coin and a combination of the above factors determine 

the grade level. 

MS-63 
Considered an average grade and a nice coin. 

Surface condition is important. Good luster, but not nec¬ 

essarily full luster. Degree and depth of luster is impor¬ 

tant even if surfaces are a bit dulled. An otherwise above 

average coin for marks but with dull surfaces would 

probably be given a 63 grade. Marks are minimal and not 

seriously detracting. Some light planchet ‘chatter’ may 

be apparent on the V, reverse, caused by strike. A strong 

hit or numerous marks in the focal areas, even if not 

deep or too detracting may limit grade to a 63. 

Reasonable strike for date. Flatness in hair above ear 

(obverse), corn (right side facing, reverse), may limit 

coin to this grade if other factors are acceptable. Major 

stains (dip residue) or unsightly spotting will confine a 

coin to this grade or lower. 

MS-65 
Originality and attractive surfaces will weigh 

heavy for a gem grade as do marks and location. Must be 

well struck for date with very good luster. Some black 

specks will not keep a coin from this grade, but toning 

spots or streaks, dependent upon cause, may affect eye 

appeal and therefore the grade. Hair, full cheek, detail in 

wreath, the large V and corn on right side facing, 

reverse, are clearly defined but may not be sharp. Minor 

planchet abrasion on V, reverse, is acceptable. Fields in 

open areas are free from hairlines/abuse, although if the 

fields are semi-mirrored a couple of light and minor 

hairlines might be allowed if not detracting. Patches of 

hairlines indicating abuse would not. Marks and hits 

must be few, minor and in inconspicuous areas. Focal 

areas given extra weight in evaluation. Very good eye 

appeal, overall, is expected. 

MS-66 and up 
Superior luster. Original attractive surfaces. 

Exceptional strike for date. No detracting or major 

marks. All factors considered in evaluation. Specks, if 

any, must not be detracting. Staining would be doubtful 

in this grade although a very light toning spot might 

pass...dependent upon cause. Strike requirement 

becomes much more stringent in 66 and up. Devices 

must be well defined although not all may be complete¬ 

ly sharp. The V is raised and well struck. Additional areas 

to check for strike: hair above ear, obverse, and corn, 

lower right, reverse. Corn on lower left reverse should 

show kernels, although they may not be full and com¬ 

plete. Superior eye appeal is required. 
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Estimating Scarcity 

Estimating scarcity in today’s rare coin arena 
consists of trying to determine the number and grade of 
each date which currently exist in collectible condition. 
For mint state and proof coins we have the 
Population/Census reports of certified coins as well as 
auction records to help us, but for circulated coins the 
task is considerably more difficult as most are not valu¬ 
able enough to warrant the cost of certification or send¬ 
ing to auction. 

In evaluating scarcity for the mint state and 
proof issues we wanted to account for coins which have 
not yet been sent to the grading services. To help, we 
compiled 20 years (1972-1993) of auction records. These 
data were balanced with NGC/PCGS Population Reports, 
mintage figures, written evaluations available on the two 
series, consultation with collectors and dealers, availabil¬ 
ity at coin shows, frequency of appearance in advertising, 
and our own observations and experience. 

The results are shown in tables 3-1 through 3-6. 
It should be noted a few dates have similar scarcity and 
were difficult to rank. Sometimes an excessive number of 
Gems would be the determining factor for dropping the 
date one or two spots in the overall rankings. Pricing 
guides were considered but we tried to avoid their influ¬ 
ence except to question a price and then investigate for 
information that may have been missed. In our opinion 
current prices are more an example of what is collective¬ 
ly thought of as scarce—not necessarily what is scarce. 

For mint state and proof coins the criterion was 
that a coin must be certifiable by either NGC or PCGS, 
regardless of the grade. In other words, no severe dam¬ 
age or significant cleaning. 

Circulated coins have less rigorous require¬ 
ments. To be included they must simply be collectible for 

the grade. Cleaned and dull coins may well have less 
value in the market place, but unless badly corroded or 
damaged they often find their way into collectors’ sets 
along with nice, original coins. 

To estimate scarcity of circulated coins we 
began with the original mintage* and combined this 
with their current availability in the market. 

More than 60 million uncurrent, unknown 
dates, 5<t nickels were melted during the 1866-1912 time 
period which makes mintage figures unreliable in esti¬ 
mating survival dates of both Shield and Liberty Head 
nickels. It can be presumed the earlier dates experienced 
the heaviest melting. 

In this chapter and chapter 6, each date in both 
uncirculated and proof is ranked by its overall rarity in 
mint state or proof as well as its scarcity, within a given 
grade. In the Shield series most business strike dates are 
scarcer than their proof counterparts. The exceptions in 
proof are the 1866,1867 W/R; 1867 N/R; 1869; 1870. The 
1872, 1876 and 1882 proofs are about equal in rarity to 
their business strikes (See Date and Mint Mark Analysis 
— Chapter 6). 

The reader will notice the 1913 Liberty Head 
nickel is not included in the tables. This issue was mint¬ 
ed under suspicious circumstances and has never been 
considered an authorized issue. There were 4 proofs and 
1 Business Strike minted. It is therefore the scarcest date 
in the Liberty Head series. See chapter 7 for further 
information on this fascinating coin. 

*The Mint Director Reports started including the proof mintages along 
with the business strike mintages in 1878. Therefore all mintages 
including 1878 must have the number of proofs subtracted from the 
total number minted to arrive at the correct mint state (business 
strike) figures. This was done in chapter 6. 

The Rarity ratings used in this book are defined as follows. 

R-8 Extremely rare, only a few exist. 

R-7 Rare, almost never available at shows or auctions. 

R-6 Extremely scarce, only a few will appear at auctions or shows in a year. 

R-5 Very scarce, may or may not be available at larger shows/auctions. 

R-4 Scarce. 

R-3 Tough date. 

R-2 Better date (for series), available but not at all shows. 

R-l Common, available at most shows. 
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Table 3-1: Ranking and Rarity Ratings of Mint State Shield Nickels by Grade. 

Rank 
Overall 

MS 
MS 

60-62 Rarity 
MS 
63 Rarity 

MS 
64 Rarity 

MS 
65 Rarity 

MS 
66 Rarity 

MS 
67 Rarity 

1 1880 1880 * 1880 R-8 1880 R-6 1880 R-8 1880 * 1880 * 

2 1879 1879 R-7 1879 R-7 1879 1875 R-5 1874 R-8 1874 

3 1875 1871 1881 R-6 1871 R-5 1874 1873 1873 

4 1871 1873 R-5 1871 1881 1876 1869 1869 

5 1874 1875 1875 R-5 1875 R-4 1871 1876 1876 

6 1873 1876 1870 1872 1872 1871 1871 

7 1881 1881 1874 1874 1879 1875 R-7 1875 

8 1876 1874 1873 R-4 1873 1870 1879 1879 

9 1870 1870 1872 1870 R-3 1881 1870 1870 

10 1872 1872 R-4 1876 R-3 1876 1867\R R-4 I867\R I867\R 

11 1869 1869 R-3 1869 I867\R 1873 1867 N\R 1867 N\R 

12 I867\R I867\R 1867\R 1869 R-2 1869 R-3 1866\R 1866\R 

13 1867 N\R 1868 1868 R-2 1867 N\R 1867 N\R 1872 R-5 1872 

14 1868 1867 N\R R-2 1867 N\R 1868 1866\R R-2 1881 R-4 1881 

15 1866\R 1882 1882 1882 R-l 1868 1868 1868 R-8 

16 1882 I866\R 1866\R R-l 1883 1882 1882 R-2 1882 R-7 

17 1883 1883 R-l 1883 1866\R 1883 R-l 1883 1883 R-6 

Note: The 1883 3 ov 2 is not included in the Rarity Scale due to I) improper identification 2) auction records are incomplete and/or incon¬ 

sistent for the 20 year study span. It is a rare variety properly graded. 

*None certified 

Table 3-2: Rank and Rarity Ratings of Proof Shield Nickels by Grade. 

Rank 

Overall 

PR 

PR 

60-62 Rarity 

PR 

63 Rarity 

PR 

64 Rarity 

PR 

65 Rarity 

PR 

66 Rarity 

PR 

67 Rarity 

| 1867/R 1867/R R-8 1867/R R-7 1867/R R-6 1867/R R-6 1867/R * 1867/R * 

2 1868 1879/8 R-7 1879/8 R-5 1866/R R-3 I867N/R R-5 1875 R-7 1870 

3 I867N/R 1868 1866/R R-4 1875 1875 1870 I867N/R 

4 1875 1872 1871 R-3 I867N/R 1870 R-4 1868 1869 

5 1869 1879 R-6 1868 1879/8 1868 I867N/R 1877 

6 1870 1871 1869 1868 1874 1873 1875 R-8 

7 1871 1866/R 1879 1874 1869 R-3 1871 R-5 1868 

8 1866/R 1869 1877 1871 1866/R 1872 1873 

9 1872 1874 I867N/R 1869 1871 1869 1871 

10 1879/8 1877 1872 1872 1876 1876 1872 

11 1874 1882 R-5 1882 1870 1873 1874 1876 

12 1877 1870 1874 R-2 1877 1872 R-2 1877 R-4 1874 

13 1873 I867N/R 1878 1876 1879/8 1866/R 1866/R R-7 

14 1876 1878 1881 1879 1877 1879 R-3 1878 R-5 

15 1879 1873 1875 1873 1879 1879/8 1881 

16 1882 1881 R-4 1870 1882 R-l 1878 R-l 1878 1879 

17 1881 1875 R-3 1876 1878 1881 1880 1879/8 

18 1878 1876 1873 1881 1882 1881 R-l 1883 

19 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1883 1880 R-3 

20 1883 1883 R-l 1883 R-l 1883 1883 1882 1882 

*None certified 
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Table 3-3: Rarity Ratings of Circulated Shield Nickels by Grade. 

Good Rarity 

Very 

Good Rarity Fine Rarity 

Very 

Fine Rarity 

Extra 

Fine Rarity AU Rarity 

1880 R-6 1880 R-6 1880 R-6 1880 R-6 1880 R-6 1880 R-6 

1879 1879 R-5 1879 1879 1879 1879 

1881 R-4 1881 1881 R-5 1881 R-5 1881 R-5 1881 R-5 

1883 3 ov2 R-3 1883 ov2 R-3 1883 3 ov2 R-4 1883 ov2 R-4 1883 ov2 R-4 1871 

1871 1871 1871 1871 1871 1883 ov2 R-4 

1867 Rays R-2 1867 Rays R-2 1876 1875 R-3 1875 1867 Rays 

1866 Rays 1866 Rays 1874 1876 1867 Rays R-3 1866 Rays 

1875 1875 1867 Rays R-2 1867 Rays R-2 1876 1875 

1874 1876 1866 Rays 1866 Rays 1866 Rays R-2 1876 

1876 1870 1875 1873 1874 1874 R-2 

1873 1874 R-l 1870 1874 1873 1873 

1870 R-l 1872 1873 1872 1870 1870 

1872 1873 OP3 1883 1870 1872 1872 

1883 1883 1869 R-l 1883 1883 R-l 1883 R-l 

1882 1882 1872 1869 R-l 1869 1869 

1869 1869 1882 1882 1882 1882 

1868 1868 1868 1868 1868 1868 

1867 NR 1867 NR 1867 NR 1867 NR 1867 NR 1867 NR 

Note: 1873 Closed 3 is approx. 3 x rarer than the Open 3. 

Table 3-4: Rank and Rarity Ratings of Mint State Liberty Nickels by Grade. 

*None certified 
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Table 3-5: Rank and Rating of Proof Liberty Nickels by Grade. 

Table 3-6: Rarity Ratings of Circulated Liberty Nickels by Grade. 

Good Rarity 
Very 
Good Rarity Fine Rarity 

Very 
Fine Rarity 

Extra 
Fine Rarity AU Rarity 

1885 R-5 1885 R-5 1885 R-5 I9I2-S R-6 I9I2-S R-6 I9I2-S R-6 

1886 R-3 1886 R-4 1886 R-4 1885 R-5 1885 1885 

I9I2-S I9I2-S R-2 1894 R-3 1886 R-4 1886 R-5 1886 R-5 

1888 R-2 1888 1888 1894 1894 1894 
1884 1884 I9I2-S R-2 1888 R-3 1888 I9I2-D R-3 

1883-C 1887 1884 1898 I9I2-D R-3 1888 
1887 1894 1890 1884 R-2 1884 1884 

1890 1889 1887 1890 1898 1896 
1894 1890 1883-C 1896 1896 1887 

1896 1892 1893 1892 1892 1892 
1892 1891 1889 1893 1887 1895 
1891 1896 1896 1887 1889 1893 
1889 1893 1892 1883-C 1890 1889 
1893 1883-C 1891 1889 1895 1883-C 
1883 N/C 1883 N/C 1895 1891 1891 1890 
1895 1895 1898 1895 1893 1891 
1897 1897 I9I2-D R-l I9I2-D 1883-C R-2 1898 R-2 
I9I2-D 1898 1899 1897 R-l 1897 R-l 1897 
1898 R-l I9I2-D R-i 1909 1909 1899 1899 
1909 1909 1897 1904 1909 1909 
1904 1904 1904 1908 1904 1904 
1908 1908 1908 1899 1908 I 1908 
1899 1899 1912 1912 1912 1912 
1912 1912 1901 1901 1901 1901 
1901 1901 1900 1900 1900 1900 
1900 1900 1903 1903 1903 1903 
1903 1903 1905 1905 1905 1905 
1905 1905 1910 1910 1910 1910 
1910 1910 1902 1902 1902 1902 
1902 1902 1906 1906 1906 1906 
1906 1906 1907 1907 1907 1907 
1907 1907 1911 1911 1911 1911 
1911 1911 1883 N/C 1883 N/C 1883 N/C 1883 N/C R-l 
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_ Error Coinage 
Error collecting like variety collecting is for those who 

enjoy a wonderful detective story, but without the “whodunit” 
part. The emphasis here is rather on the how this error was 
created and how unusual it is in appearance. Errors are usu¬ 
ally more flamboyant than varieties, but they are closely relat¬ 
ed. Both are minting mistakes. The availability of errors in the 
Liberty Head series is limited compared to Lincoln cents, or 
to varieties in the Shield series, but there are some and a few 
are dramatic. Most we have pictured are striking errors, but 
we did include one planchet and die error to round out the 
three major types. Shield and Liberty Head nickels can be 
found in most of the official error categories. 

The simplest method of describing and recording 
mint errors is to use Alan Herbert’s PDS major category 
definition. Herbert in 1978 and 1991 wrote that he consid¬ 
ers errors a sub-category of minting varieties and all are 
classified under the scope of the PDS system. The system is 
defined as follows: P is a planchet error-Division I; D refers 
to a die error-Division II; and S stands for a strike error- 
Division III. Within each of the PDS major categories are a 
multitude of sub-categories. The categories may be referred 
to as Divisions or Classes, with more sub-titles such as I-D 
2, III-F-4 and so forth. Some error publications prefer to 
use descriptions of the error type, however they still use the 
major PDS (Planchet, Die and Strike) categories. 

Collecting by type, for all series, is a popular method 
of assembling an error collection, as is concentrating on 
one or perhaps two major series. However, since errors are 
not that plentiful the collector tends to be eclectic. The 
grade of an error is secondary to the error itself. 

We have included a small photo representative sample of 
Planchet, Die, and Strike errors in this section. There are many 
books, numismatic periodicals and clubs which specialize in 
errors if further exploration into this interesting area is desired. 

Not all coins represented as errors are created by 
accident. A genuine error is created by the mint during the 
minting process whereas the fake and/or alteration error 
was produced after the coin was released into circulation. 
Fake errors are not designated as counterfeits in the nor¬ 
mal sense of the word, although the intent may be the same 
— to defraud the unaware buyer. The use of acid to alter a 
coin is popular, as are grinding wheels, files, wire brushes, 
plating, hammers, pliers, glue, toning chemicals, welding 
torch, soldering iron, metal punches and perhaps the latest 
innovation, the laser. The collector's best guarantee against 
buying a fraudulent error coin is to use a good magnifying 
glass, know what a genuine regular issue coin looks like, 
ask questions on how the error was done and purchase a 
couple of good books which include the minting process. In 
addition, there are grading services which will verify the 
authenticity and type of error if requested. Even the knowl¬ 
edgeable, both seller and buyer, can be fooled sometimes. 

Cracked Planchet-Grease filled die. 

Date on obv. and last part of STATES and OF are grease filled 

and obliterated. 

Double Strike 

1866. First strike was centered. Before the coin was ejected from 

the coin press, it was struck off center a second time. Rare. 

Off-Center Strike — Clipped Planchet 

1893. Straight Clipped Planchet right side. Off center approximately 

15% south!east Very Rare. Coin courtesy of Pete Bishal. 

Lamination 

1883 Shield. The reverse had a planchet lamination probably over a 

bubble causing the planchet to be thinner on that side. On the 

reverse, the lamination peeled off (possibly w/die), leaving a striated 

surface. On the obverse there was insufficient metal to fill the die. 

Rare. Coin courtesy of Larry Briggs. 
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Off-Center Strike: 12% @ 9 o’clock 

Coin courtesy of Pete Bishal. 

Off-Center Strike: 10% @ 6 o’clock 

Coin courtesy of Larry Briggs. 

Split Planchet 

Coin was struck, both obv. and rev., before splitting in half. 

Extremely Rare. 

Coin courtesy of Pete Bishal. 

Off-Center: 10% @ 4 o’clock 

Scarce 

Coin courtesy of Pete Bishal. 

Cud 

1866: Minor rim cuds @ 3-5 o’clock. 

Coin courtesy of Larry Briggs. 

Broadstruck 

Scarce. 

Coin courtesy of Larry Briggs. 

Broadstruck/Railroad Rim. 

Rare. 

Coin courtesy of Larry Briggs. 

Cud 

1867. Large cud 8-9 o’clock. 

Coin courtesy of Larry Briggs. 
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Planchet Lamination 

Rectangle strip of metal miss¬ 

ing from rev. (1909) 

Coin courtesy of Larry Briggs. 

Planchet Lamination 

Metal missing from stars 

8-12 on obv. 

Coin courtesy of Larry Briggs. 

Defective Planchet 

Flawed flan between 

10-11 o’clock. 

Coin courtesy of Larry Briggs. 

Planchet Lamination 

Lamination flaw @ 9 o’clock. 

(1883 No Cents) 

Coin courtesy of Joe Haney. 

Clipped Planchet 

Straight clip between 9-11 

o’clock. Very Scarce. 

Coin courtesy of Joe Haney. 

Cud Planchet Clips 

Date struck on top of Curved clip at 8 o’clock. Possible 

retained cud. disk clip @ 4 o’clock. Scarce. 

Coin courtesy of Larry Briggs. Coin courtesy of Joe Haney. 

Planchet Clip 

Ragged clip @ 11 o’clock. Scarce. 

Coin courtesy of Joe Haney. 

RPD and Planchet Clip 

1897. Repunched Date. I punched South & to left, corrected North & to 

right 8 shows slight adjustment South & right; 9 & 7 both punched South cor¬ 

rected North. Curved clip between 12 & I o’clock. Very Scarce. Coin courtesy 

of Joe Haney. 

Off-Center Strike 

10% @ 11 o’clock. 

Coin courtesy of Joe Haney. 
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Rev. lamination flaw @ / 0 

o’clock. (1910) 

Coin courtesy of Joe Haney. 
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Chapter 4 

Counterfeits 
• 
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Date & Mint Mark 
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Racketeer Nickel 



Counterfeits 

There is a certain fascination with the “dark side 
of numismatics.” Counterfeits, altered dates and sur¬ 
faces, unofficial restrikes made by discarded official mint 
dies, simulated mint errors, tooling — all of these exam¬ 
ples fit into our definition of the “dark side” in that the 
intent often has the purpose of fraud... and large profits 

for the perpetrator. 
To defraud is to pass these items off as original, 

unaltered products of the U.S. Mint. Usually the fraud is 
perpetrated near the time the coin is produced or the 
alteration occurred, but not always. Counterfeit coins, 
which are subject to Treasury Department confiscation, 
have not been seized if they are used for educational pur¬ 
poses, they are not for sale and the intent is not to 
defraud. For example, the counterfeit nickels pho¬ 
tographed below are not for sale and are only to educate 
numismatists in this area. Classes are offered by the 
American Numismatic Association on counterfeit detec¬ 
tion since past and present counterfeits are still being 
offered as genuine, U.S. Mint-produced products to the 
unsuspecting buyer. 

The Act of 1870 was very specific on the penal¬ 
ties for counterfeiting minor coins: the crime would be 
considered a felony and punishable by a fine up to $1000 
and by imprisonment and confinement to hard labor not 
exceeding three years. These were harsh penalties and 
yet counterfeiters continued to ply their trade to defraud 

the unwary. 
In the Shield and Liberty Head nickel series, 

there are many examples of counterfeit, altered-date, 
altered-surfaces and retooled coins. The Shield nickel 
seemed to be a favorite issue for counterfeiting in the 
1800's and both casting and false dies were used in their 
production. Today, approximately 128 years after our 
first (1867-NR) example of a false-die counterfeit, it 
might be hard to imagine why anyone would go to the 
expense and trouble to counterfeit a lowly nickel. 
However, looking back in history to 1867, the average 
farm worker earned just $1.66 a day for a 66-hour work 
week, or approximately 33 nickels a day; a skilled 
plumber earned about $3.85 a day for a 60-hour work 
week, or about 77 nickels a day. Even poorly cast coun¬ 
terfeits were very profitable. For a few dollars worth of 
lead, a $50 profit could be made. These crudely made cast 
counterfeits couldn't stand close scrutiny, but in a dimly 
lit tavern or business, or with immigrants not familiar 

with U.S. money, were fair game as were slot machines 

and trolley conductors. 
Counterfeiting during the Shield and Liberty 

Head era attracted the amateur as well as the skilled 
craftsman. One such novice group were woodcutters 
employed on the estate of H.J. Roosevelt, cousin of the 
president. The counterfeit nickels were confiscated dur¬ 
ing a risky raid and two suspects were jailed. And in 1915 
a group of trolley conductors in New York City were 
arrested for counterfeiting nickels. The group tried to 
recruit a young conductor, and his mother blew the 
whistle by writing a letter to Inspector Bolan of the 
NYPD. The investigation was further narrowed by "local 
shopkeepers, complaints of being hoodwinked into giv¬ 
ing good dollars in exchange for bad nickels." The con¬ 
ductors' major scam, however, was mixing the counter¬ 
feit nickels with genuine coins and giving them out as 
change on the trolleys. (Edward c. Rochette) 

Some of the best and probably the majority of 
false-die counterfeits were manufactured during the 
1870's with 1875 being the most common 
date...although the years 1870,1871 and 1874 run a close 
second. Taxay quotes an article from the July 1876 issue 
of the American Journal of Numismatics: 

“A counterfeit five-cent piece is in circulation in New York and 
probably elsewhere, which is worthless only because not made at 
the Government Mint. Some of the counterfeits were recently sent 
to the Superintendent of the Mint in Philadelphia by the Treasurer 
for the purpose of making inquiries and to test their value. The 
Superintendent says the counterfeits have been assayed and found 
to contain copper and nickel in the legal proportion, that the coins 
are of proper weight, size, and finish, and just as valuable as good 
coin. The execution of the work is poorly done. The circle beneath 
the cross in the genuine is well defined; in the counterfeit it is 
indistinct and touches the scroll work! The cross is entirely out of 
line, and the words, “In God We Trust,” are very irregular. The 
dates are nearly all 1875; a few are 1874. It is noticed that most of 
the coins are received from the west side of the city of New York, 
giving the impression that the factory is in that neighborhood or 
in New Jersey. Many come through the car conductors, and a num¬ 
ber from the ferries.” 

The above description of the counterfeit shield 
nickels by mint authorities does not specifically mention 
striking characteristics. All the counterfeits we have 
inspected have been mushy or softly struck. Sixty tons of 
pressure was required by the mint to strike a nickel prop¬ 
erly and it is doubtful that any counterfeiters had the 
facilities to properly strike up their false dies. 
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1867 N/R 
False dies. Rare. 

Obv. trace of denticles. Has broken 8 — lower 113 missing. Lower 

curlicues on shield are misshapen. Lettering is narrower than 

normal lettering. Left arrow feathers are short and wide. Letters 

W E are far apart 

Rev. 1st S in STATES punched high. 0 in OF is dented at bottom and 

oversized. Lettering not sharp; top bar of 5 is blunted. Several 

letters repunched: S in STATES; F in OF; R I & A in AMERICA; 

N, S in CENTS. Weight 4.8 grams. Coin courtesy of Ken 

Bressett 

1869 
False Dies Counterstamped. Unique. 

Counterstamped with a unique design, obv. and rev. Reminds one of 

a cattle branding iron. Coin courtesy of Larry Briggs. 

1868 
Cast Rare. 

Crude and pitted. Probably lead. Weight 5.5 grams. 

Coin courtesy of Larry Briggs. 

1870 
False Dies. Rare. 

Obv. E in WE is doubled; S in TRUST is abnormally large and high; 

bottom shield curlicues are misshapen. Hand engraved die has 

a heavy top of 7 and narrow leg. 

Rev. most closely resembles rev. of '67. Weight 4.6 grams. Coin 

Courtesy of Larry Briggs. 

Die appears to be hand engraved. Arrow sags (left side facing), cross, 

shield, leaves have been redrawn several times. Cross is 

depressed, center right & left arms. Has denticles. 

Rev. CENTS far to left Amateur for false dies. Aluminum. Weight 4.2 

grams. Coin Courtesy of Larry Briggs. 

1875 
False Dies. Rare. 

Obv. "I" is repunched to left. The annulet has a raised dot in center. 

The 0 in GOD has a spike of raised metal to the right There is 

a small dot in the field below S in TRUST. 

Rev. TA in STATES touch at bottom & star points to left leg of A; right 

leg of A in AMERICA & to center of E in AMERICA. A die crack 

is top of letters UNITED STATES OF. Weight 4.7 grams. Coin 

courtesy of Larry Briggs. 
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1882 

Cost Rare. 

Appears crude due to method of manufacturing. Rev. of 70. Initials 

carved into edge (H. At?) Probably lead. Weight 5.49 grams. Coin 

courtesy of Larry Briggs. 

ALTERED COINS & ODDITIES 
Many coin series have had artists, or would-be 

artists, alter a coin's surface with a design of their own 
making. Hobo nickels by “Bo” and “Bert” are examples of 
metal chasing (tooling) artistry in creating images on 

PM-5c OD 043.1 

The artist on this 1907 Liberty Head slipped several times as he or 

she attempted to create a Hobo nickel bearded man. Metal was 

punched, not chased or sculpted. Coin courtesy of Larry Briggs. 

False Dies. Rare. 

Device was hand engraved to enhance detail, but attempts are very 

obvious. Lettering/date were punched. Abnormal color; alloy may not 

be correct Firm strike. Coin courtesy of Larry Briggs. 

Buffalo nickels and their products are highly sought by 
collectors. Carving of pictures on Liberty Head nickels, 
Indian cents and the Liberty Seated series is much rarer. 
They are all collectable, but obviously there should be, 

and is, a difference in price. 

PM-5c#OD 019.2 

This 1883 NIC nickel is unlike any alteration we have seen. The size 

has been reduced by removing the rim. It has also been counter- 

stamped with what are possibly Chinese chop marks, obv. and rev. 

Coin courtesy of Larry Briggs. 

Altered Date & Added Mint Mark 

The 1913 Liberty head nickel qualifies under all 
of the above titled descriptions. The alteration of Liberty 
head nickels dated either 1910,1911, or 1912 to the rare 
1913 is recorded in many numismatic publications. 
Major advertising was done in the '20's to locate a for¬ 
merly unknown, and rare, 1913 nickel. To most people, 
the $600 offered for finding a 1913 nickel was a small for¬ 
tune and the hunt continued for several years. Samuel 
W. Brown must have gotten quite a chuckle out of the 
public masses checking all their change for 1913 nickels 
which only he owned (see chapter 7). It also led entre¬ 
preneurs, amateur and pros alike, to put their skills to 
work in altering regular issue dates into the rare 1913. 

One method reported was to lift a 3 from an 1883, 1893 
or 1903 and place the 3 on a 1910 or 1912 coin. “Some of 
these transfers are so skillfully performed that only by 
heating the coin to several hundred degrees will the 3 fall 

off.” (NSM, June, 1961 pg. 1709) 
Probably the more common method and one 

requiring less skill in alteration is to chase (tool) the 
metal to form a 3. Usually there is an indentation around 
the 3 coupled with a darkness in the metal around the 
alteration, which is easily assumed to be dirt or normal 

discoloration on a circulated coin. 
The photo below is an altered-date 1913 from a 

1910 issue. The coin was found in a junk box among a 
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large number of other coins. We believe it to be a chased- 

metal alteration and the workmanship is quite good. 

Several years ago a man named Joe Gaidor made approx¬ 

imately two hundred 1913 altered date nickels as a joke. 

They were crudely produced and were not made with the 

intent to defraud. He sold the altered coin in a plastic 

holder inscribed “1913 Nickel...You Wish.” (Reported by 

Hy Brown). It would be interesting to find one of the 

“joke” alterations for comparison. 

1910 Altered Date (1913) 
Metal was chased to simulate the rare 1913 nickel. 

Coin courtesy of John McIntosh. 

1910 Altered Date 
Metal was chased from 1910 to simulate the rare 1913 nickel. The 

0 was trimmed in front center and rounded to form open area of 3; 

the back of the upper part of the 0 was chased inward and shaped 

to form waist of 3. Coin courtesy of David Snider. 

ADDED OR ALTERED MINT MARK 

I9I2-S 
Genuine S mint mark. 

The 1912-S is a key date 

in the liberty head series and is 
subject to a mint mark being 
added or altered. The photo below 
illustrates the blocky form of the 
genuine S found on a 1912-S. 
Tooling marks may be evident 
around an altered mint mark as 
well as discoloration or gunk to 
hide the alteration. 

Altered Surfaces 

Again the “dark side of numismatics” becomes 

evident when we view coins with altered surfaces. Fraud, 

or even the taint of fraud, is avoided when the coin is 

offered with full disclosure, if known or suspected. 

MECHANICAL ALTERATION 

One of the more difficult surface alterations to 

detect, if done by a light hand, is called whizzing. The 

older method of whizzing is a mechanical surface alter¬ 

ation done with a wire brush. The metal is actually 

pushed or rearranged to remove marks, create a false lus¬ 

ter (a high shine), sharpen parts of the design, etc. A 

microscope may be needed to see the metal buildup 

against the letters or edges but many knowledgeable 

numismatists can spot a suspect by the way the light 

reflects off the surface of the coin as light rays catch the 

minute grooves in the metal differently than natural lus¬ 

ter. New methods of whizzing leave hardly any evidence 

of pushed up metal. They are being done very delicately 

compared to harsher old wire wheel method. 

CHEMICAL ALTERATION 

The chemical form of alteration usually consists 

of dipping a coin either in a strong acidic solution or 

repeated dipping in a weaker solution leaving little or no 

original luster on the surfaces. Excessive dipping 
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removes some metal and will often soften marks and 
hairlines on the coin. Any dipped nickel (even profes¬ 
sionally dipped) if not properly rinsed may result in 
unsightly streaking on the coin's surfaces, especially on 
proof surfaces. Many Shield and especially Liberty Head 
nickels in circulated condition have been cleaned, either 
lightly or harshly at one time or another. Like cleaning, 
dipping a nickel is not recommended. The grade and 
price may be affected but the practice is not considered a 
condition as serious as our next two examples. 

suspected, possibly even the 
formula used to coat worn 
zinc cents. Like the Buffalo 
nickel mentioned above, it 
is also possible the coins 
had been laser treated. The 
coins in question would be 
considered damaged. 

BUFFING/POLISHING 
Buffing a coin without full disclosure is a decep¬ 

tive practice, and is usually done with the intent to 
upgrade a coin's appearance, grade and price. The coin is 

considered damaged. 

LASER ALTERATION 
Laser alteration of a coin is definitely an intent 

to deceive if full disclosure is not given. The coin's metal 
surfaces are very lightly heated by laser and smoothed. 
The coin is considered damaged. At a recent coin show 
we viewed a Buffalo nickel suspected of being laser 
altered. The coin was extremely bright and white, but 
without original luster. In fact, the Buffalo appeared very 
similar to a set of Liberty Head nickels we were asked to 
make an offer on a few months earlier. The nickels in the 
set were abnormally bright and white in appearance. At a 
distance, some dates were quite attractive and appeared 
uncirculated, with almost a silver proof-coin appearance. 
But upon closer examination we found most of the coins 
were circulated and the surfaces unnatural without any 
original luster. Dipping in an unknown substance was 

1904 Liberty Head Nickel 

Stars are enhanced by tooling. 

TOOLING 
Tooling is a prac¬ 

tice which has long been a 1904 Liberty Head 

scourge in numismatics, Nickel 

but usually involves series Tooled hair on Liberty’s hair to 

prior to the Shield and enhance strike. 

Liberty Head dates. 
However, in examining a 
couple of Liberty Head nickels, it is evident the hair of 
Liberty and the stars have been re-engraved to enhance 
the coins’ appearance and possibly the grade. 

Racketeer Nickel 

Colonel A. Snowden, director of the U.S. Mint at 
Philadelphia in 1883, appeared to have made a serious 
error in judgment when he ordered the new Liberty 
Head nickel minted without a monetary designation on 
the coin. However, in Snowden’s defense, not placing a 
denomination on a coin, as with some early gold $5 and 
$10 coins, did not seem a problem at the time. The first 
half-dimes, dimes and quarters issued by the Mint also 
lacked reference as to face value. In addition, the $5 
Eagle had been coin of the realm for 44 years prior to the 
1883 Liberty Head production. The weight of 8.359 
grams alone, in addition to the size of 21.6 mm, reeding 
and looks, would be a dead giveaway to any merchant 

paying attention...or so it would seem. Del Romines, a 
former teacher of metallurgy, stated “the human fingers 
can tell the differences in thickness to 1/1000 of an inch 
or less in many cases.” Thickness and weight between 
the two coins should have stopped the fraudulent 
attempt to pass off the nickel as a $5 gold piece. Unless, 
like in our story of Josh Tatum, many merchants 
thought a new $5 gold piece had been issued. But then 
again we would be missing our story of numismatic 

rogue Joshua Tatum. 
The tale begins in Boston during the 1880's. It 

seems that Josh Tatum was always on the lookout for a 
way to make a fast buck. The U.S. Mint provided an ideal 
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opportunity when it began to produce the Liberty Head 

nickel in 1883. The new 5-cent piece had a large Roman 

Numeral “V” on its reverse, but the denomination was 

not shown anywhere on the coin. 

Mr. Tatum and an equally nefarious jeweler 

friend formed a partnership which secured and plated a 

thousand 1883 nickels. Then Tatum, a rather distin¬ 

guished looking gentleman, ventured from one tobacco 

shop to another. At each store, after inspecting the dis¬ 

played merchandise, he pointed to a particular box of 

nickel cigars. The store clerk took the box out of the 

glass display case and placed it on the counter. Tatum 

would place his gilded nickel on the counter and select 

one of these nickel cigars from the box. He would roll it 

gently in his fingers and slowly sniff the aroma. This rit¬ 

ual gave the clerk time to look the coin over. Many mer¬ 

chants would give Tatum $4.95 in change. This process 

was repeated in one tobacco shop after another. In no 

time, the nickels were gone. 

Tatum and his partner acquired 5,000 more “V” 

nickels, gold-plated the entire batch, and began the 

process once again. By this time Josh had pretty well 

exhausted the Boston area market so he began to make 

his way southwest toward New York City. He was more 

than half-way between the two cities and had unloaded 

nearly 2,000 of the nickels when he was arrested by gov¬ 

ernment agents and charged with operating a confidence 

game. 

At his trial the government paraded hundreds of 

angry witnesses before the court and each one told 

essentially the same story. The defendant came into the 

store, looked at the cigars, and selected a nickel cigar 

while placing what appeared to be a gold coin on the 

counter. The ritual Josh performed as he waited at the 

counter was the same and when he received the $4.95 

change he left the store. Each witness found that he had 

been hoodwinked only when Tatum had long since 

departed. 

After each witness related his story for the pros¬ 

ecutor, Tatum’s defense attorney had only one question 

of each person who testified. “Did Mr. Tatum ask for 

$4.95 in change?” The answers were all about the same, 

“Well no.” Tatum’s defense consisted of one witness. 

Josh Tatum’s doctor told the court that Josh was both 

deaf and mute. 

Not guilty — case dismissed! This is the origin 

of the expression “I’m joshing you.” 

Behind the well publicized Josh story there 

remain questions involving the production of the gold- 

plated nickels as well as how many “original” coins exist 

today. With the help of Del Romines we’ll examine the 

Racketeer Nickel and its probable production method. 

PLATING 
Electroplating began commercially in 1859 and 

at that time the plating was somewhat heavier than it is 

today. Flash plating was in occasional use as early as 

1870 but was used mostly on costume jewelry. There are 

many other methods of plating but “it is not too likely 

that any method other than the flash electroplating was 

used” for the 1883 N/C nickel. In that year the cost of 

producing the gold plated nickel was probably no more 

than $1.00, including altering the edges. U.S. gold coins 

were probably used in the plating process since they were 

commonly available in 1883. Not all gold-plated coins 

made in ‘83 were reeded edged it is thought, but the 

actual number made of either style is unknown. A 

guesstimate of 4,000 is quoted by some sources. The Josh 

story states 6,000 coins were plated by him and his part¬ 

ner. However, it is not known if he and the jeweler were 

the only ones passing the plated nickels, especially when 

it is generally accepted there were two types made. Most 

probably were confiscated by the Treasury. 

ALTERED EDGES 
Del Romines presents a strong argument 

against the term “knurled” as in the edges of this nickel 

being “knurled” — the common description used to 

describe the “reeding” in most literature. Del writes, 

“The possibility does exist (especially if the tool is home 

made) for knurling to do this, but within the entire 

metal working industry — including minting — knurl¬ 

ing is the method used for making rough textured han¬ 

dles for better gripping. Knurled surfaces normally have 

diagonal lines with one set running at about a 45 degree 

angle, and the other set of lines running 90 degrees from 

the 45 degree lines. The general pattern of a knurled sur¬ 

face resembles the cutting edge pattern of a bastard file. 

The reeding could have been similar to a belt file method 

used by some private firms.” Another possible method, 

and the one probably used on the reeded edged coin we 

illustrate, was to force the coin through a collar or simi¬ 

lar fixture which had the reeding machined into it. This 

method leaves a large burr on the rim of the coin which 

would then have to be filed down. Alan Herbert described 

a machine, referred to as a “knurling machine”, used to 

produce the 1937 Buffalo reeded edge pieces. Two large 

rollers hold the coin between them forcing the coin 

downward onto a knurled (reeded) roller. The knurled 

roller is turned forcing reeds onto the coin’s edge. The 
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term “knurling” and “knurled” used to describe the ille¬ 
gal reeding of nickels seems to be here to stay — even 
though it may not be technically acceptable. Another 
example of reeding not illustrated, is thought to be 
machined instead of pressed. 

GENUINE OR MODERN ALTERED COIN? 
To satisfy collector demand, most Racketeer 

Nickels seen today are probably of modern vintage — 10 
to 20 years for older examples, and they can be found 
with and without reeded edges. Currently produced 
Racketeer Nickels are usually seen without reeded edges 
to hold down production costs. Truth in advertising, 
coupled with a reasonable markup for profit and sales, 
would still give the collector a replica of a Racketeer 

Nickel for his or her collection. And it is always possible 
a few genuine pieces exist. At least the Josh Tatum story 
is genuine and is a good yarn to spin with friends. 

Establishing the genesis of this nickel is proba¬ 
bly not possible but there are common-sense guidelines. 
An authentic Racketeer Nickel should have been pro¬ 
duced from either an AU+ or BU nickel. The plating on 
the nickel is thin and should be well worn before very 
much wear would show on the original nickel. Brilliant, 
new electroplating on the surfaces of the nickel, similar 
to the Memorial (1976) quarters, halves and dollars 
which were commercially gold plated and sold starting in 
1976 (Alan Herbert), would tend to put a “current produc¬ 
tion” stamp on the piece. 

Racketeer Nickel-Reeded Edge 

1883 NIC Liberty Head 

The gilded nickel pictured is probably not an original. 

Even though the gilding is worn it doesn't appear worn 

enough considering the wear on the coin itself. It way 

have been manufactured approximately 20 years ago. 

Racketeer Nickel-Plain Edge 

1883 NIC Liberty Head 

This gilded nickel pictured may be an original Racketeer Nickel. The 

gilt is well worn — worn off in some areas — and the original coin's 

wear would seem to be appropriate. Original Racketeer Nickels may 

have either the reeded or plain edge. 
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Proof Coinage 

“Except for nickel coins, proofs made in the 
middle and later years of the 19th century at the 
Philadelphia Mint are a fairly monotonous lot of coins. 
‘Polished up portraits of the coinage’ (as Dr. Sheldon 
calls them), “they have little individuality and any two of 
the same date and denomination will look very much 
alike.” Breen’s quote taken from his Encyclopedia on 
Proof Coins is quite apt. Nickel proofs are a refreshing 
exception to this monotony, however, the difference is 
mainly due to the mints, both here and abroad, having 
difficulty striking nickel coinage. The quality of nickel 
planchets and methods of production all led to shield and 
liberty head nickel proofs exhibiting differences within 
dates in each of their respective series. Typically the dif¬ 
ferences lie within surface, strike characteristics, plus 
differentiating between the business strike as compared 
to proof — particularly in the years 1866 through 1890. 
Proofs were manufactured in the medal department uti¬ 
lizing the same standards and methods given to artistic 
medals. 

THE PROOF PROCESS 
A proof coin is designated by the method of 

manufacture and was made for collectors. A proof coin is 
not necessarily more valuable than the same date regular 
issue. In the shield and liberty head series, and in many 
dates the proof is far more common since many were 
saved in nice condition by collectors. There are two 
major factors needed to produce a sharply struck proof 
with a square rim/edge: 1) The degree of upset, or 
milling...not to be confused with reeding. 2) The degree 
of stamping pressure and the smoothness needed to 
squeeze the metal fully into every crevice in the dies. One 
hard sharp blow as given to a business strike coin does 
not normally fill the collar adequately to make the 
rim/edge square and the process also affects the metal 
flow on the coin's surface. Proofs do not have the mint 
frost as seen on business strikes. Hypotheses: die stria- 
tions develop on business strike dies that actually pro¬ 
duce mint frost are the result of: 1) The hard one blow 
stamping process as used to manufacture business 
strikes. 2) Business strike dies are not polished to remove 
the striations. 

James P. Kimball, Director of the Mint, in a let¬ 
ter to the Secretary of The Treasury dated October 
3,1887, clearly defined the mint's definition of a Proof in 
that year... “A coin specially struck by hand-press instead 
of by steam-press from a polished planchet.” Six years 

later, in fiscal year 1893, the mint replaced the “old fash¬ 
ioned and ponderous screw press” by a powerful 
hydraulic press for the striking of medals and proof 
coinage. In 1896 the screw press, although replaced by 
the faster hydraulic press in striking coins, was still used 
in making dies for “coinage and metals of the most artis¬ 
tic character.” Polishing the dies for proof coinage or 
metals was not mentioned by either Director Kimball or 
Engraver Barber during this time frame, but we assume 
they were. (Mint Director Reports: 1892,1896) 

In October, 1901 the 3rd and newest mint was 
opened in Philadelphia, and in 1902 newer quick-acting 
hydraulic presses with a capacity of 350 tons were pur¬ 
chased for minting small medals and proof coinage. 
Additional improvements included equipment which 
automatically repositioned a coin or medal requiring 
more than one blow. Before this date coins and medals 
requiring multiple blows had to be repositioned by hand 
each time prior to restriking. As a comparison to a busi¬ 
ness strike which required a stamping pressure of 60 
tons — same as a half-eagle and a 25<t quarter — plus or 
minus 5% dependent upon the press used, a proof coin 
required 2 strikes, and a 4" medal was given 60 blows. 

Two other important manufacturing advances 
were made in fiscal year 1902. Both involved planchet 
and die improvement. New engine lathes, emery grinder 
and a lathe of special design permitted the introduction 
of a system which essentially allowed a perfect surface to 
be obtained on the face of the blanks prepared to receive 
the impression of the hub; devices for hubbing produced 
noticeable improvements in the dies and last, but not 
least, the new equipment allowed finishing of dies “never 
before possible.” Proofs tend to be semi-brilliant to bril¬ 
liant from 1902 through 1912. 

SHIELD AND LIBERTY HEAD PROOF 
IDENTIFICATION 

There are several dates in the shield and liberty 
head series that are sometimes difficult to ascertain 
whether they are proof or mint state. Proof die diagnos¬ 
tics alone, as described in Breen's Encyclopedia, cannot 
provide the answer as to the difference between proofs 
and business strikes as proof dies were used in the man¬ 
ufacture of both proof and business strikes during both 
series. In the Date and Analysis Chapter each date is 
addressed as to possible rounded rims; dates reported to 
be struck only once; prooflike characteristics; lacklus¬ 
ter/dull surfaces; satiny surfaces and/or a combination of 
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these factors. The deficiencies in proof coinage, particu¬ 

larly for the difficult dates, seems to a combination of 

factors: milling, striking, planchet preparation and, the 

quality of nickel planchets used in production. In addi¬ 

tion to minting aberrations there is also the original 

issuing of some dates reported packaged in sulfite paper 

and, of course, alterations made after being issued by the 

mint. Does it make sense (dollars and cents) to alter a 

proof surface to resemble a business strike surface in sev¬ 

eral of these dates? The answer has to be yes due to the 

rarity factor. For example, the 1880 in proof is fairly 

common and is priced accordingly. In a business strike it 

is No.l in rarity, pricey, and very difficult to acquire. 

Whenever there is a large discrepancy in price between 

proof and mint state ascertaining the difference between 

the two is very important when purchasing these dates 

without the benefit of 3rd party professional grading. 

Even the experts can have trouble deciding the difference 

— especially if the coin is in circulated condition. 

In a telephone interview with Rick Montgomery, 

PCGS Grader and Authenticator we asked how the PCGS 

grading staff differentiate between a proof and a business 

strike in the shield and liberty head nickel series. 

Paraphrasing his response: Rick agreed there is a prob¬ 

lem detecting 1st strikes from proofs until about 1890. 

Initially when a coin is submitted for grading, the 

graders look at the coin very carefully for evidence of the 

proof process — planchet and die preparation. They look 

in particular for mirrored fields, an extremely sharp 

strike, (sometimes evidence of having been struck twice 

is helpful), and broad, sharp edges on the rim. 

“Sometimes you can tell it is a business strike by fine die 

striations (raised lines) on the coin caused by the wiping 

down (rags, etc.) of the dies after proof coinage is com¬ 

pleted.” As the last resort they consult Breen’s book for 

die diagnostics, and any other reference material to aid 

in die identification. 

Professional graders sometimes have shortcuts 

in die identification for certain dates, however, it was 

clear that the grading philosophy is to look first for proof 

coin process characteristics before utilizing die diagnos¬ 

tics. In the Date andMintmark Analysis chapter, for each 

date, and at the end of this chapter, Proof Diagnostics for 

both series have been included for reference. 

GUIDELINES FOR DETERMINING PROOF 
AND/OR MINT STATE CONDITION 

Rounded Rims verses Beveled Edges: When describ¬ 

ing a coin and, in particular certain location points, we 

prefer the term rim for the horizontal outer part of the 

coin far right after the denticles. Likewise when describ¬ 

ing edge we mean the vertical section of the coin, which 

may or may not have reeding, dependent upon the coin 

issue in question. This is notably different from Breen’s 

description where he describes a rounded “edge” as a 

characteristic of certain dates in the proof coinage. We 

will use the term rounded “rim”. The edge will clearly 

show beveling as in a business strike. However, a proof 

with a rounded rim will not show appreciable rounding 

on the edge... when holding the coin between forefinger 

and thumb and viewing just the edge. 

The normal business strike will exhibit a round¬ 

ed rim with beveled appearing edges. One basic test to 

ascertain business strike verses proof is to hold the coin 

(by the edge) between the thumb and forefinger and 

check the edge area. The beveled edges of a business 

strike can be observed when holding a coin in this posi¬ 

tion. The business strike will also give the appearance of 

a narrowed edge (flat area) because of the beveling. The 

proof, even with somewhat rounded rims, will have a flat 

broad edge without beveling — and sometimes even a 

wire rim due to the striking pressure applied. A compar¬ 

ison of this important factor is pictured below. 

Prooflike Surfaces: P/L surfaces are the product of 

die(s) (used in producing business strike coins) that were 

subject to repair work of some kind using a fine abrasive. 

Surfaces appear reflective but usually fuzzy. (Alan Herbert) 

Mirrored Surfaces: Proofs do have mirrored surfaces 

even if moderately dulled or toned. Proof mirrors have 

sharp reflections unless the coin’s surfaces are badly 

impaired. Coins with granular surfaces such as the 1877 

proof will still be reflective — only just not as sharp as a 

coin with mirrored surfaces. First strike business strikes, 

while appearing reflective to the eye, do not normally 

give a sharp reflection due to the difference in the mint¬ 

ing process. 

Strike: First strike business strikes can be very well 

struck, and may appear similar to a proof without check¬ 

ing other characteristics. On the other hand a poorly 

struck proof — such as an unknown number of the 

1877’s, reported to have been struck with only one blow 

may not appear as sharp as other proofs in the series. 

Lacking records, it is possible other proofs within a given 

date, also received only one blow in the striking process. 

Value: Due to the differences in rarity and cost, dates, 

particularly through the 1890’s should be checked for 

proof and/or business strike characteristics. Proofs in the 
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years 1874; 1877; 1880; 1881; 1883 shield; 1883 NC; 
1886; 1887; 1888 may have rounded rims. Some exam¬ 
ples of proofs minted in the years 1888; 1879; 1880; 1881 
and 1883 shield can have lackluster surfaces and/or poor 

strikes. Proofs dated 1888 and 1889 are noted for dull 
surfaces, etc. Some nickel blanks and/or ready to strike 
planchets purchased by the mint did not polish well and 
were difficult to anneal prior to striking. 

Rounded rims (left) are found on business strikes while 

beveled rims (right) are usually seen on proof coinage. 
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Table 5-1: Proof Diagnostics of Shield Nickels 

1866- Regular issue. One variety. 
Center dot both obv. and rev.; 
slight recutting on upper left of 
the 5. 

1867 w/rays- One set of dies. 
Obv. I: Leaf below U in TRUST is 
detached but not hollow; rough¬ 
ness at bottom of white stripes, 
except first stripe. Borders are 
wider at left side. 
Rev.: Ray below T in STATES is hol¬ 
low; denticles thin out towards the 
center. 
Obv. II: Same dies repolished; leaf 
below RU is hollow. 
Rev.: Ray below T (ES) incomplete; 
denticles at 2:30-5:00 thinner, 
weaker. 

1867 no rays- Several obv. varieties: 
Normal date and one with faint 
recut date. 
Rev. S’s in STATES high, stars dis¬ 
tant from 5. Some have wire rims. 

1868- Minimum of two obverse dies. 
Obv. I: Normal date and the 
scarcer of the two. 
Obv. II: Base of 1 recut, lower cir¬ 
cle of a repunched 8 overlaps mid¬ 
dle area of second 8. Date away 
from ball. One reported with most 
of date doubled. 
Rev.: Type B (Blunt ray) Reverse of 
’67; Proofs with Rev. of '68 not 
known. 

1869- Two obv. types: 
Obv. I: Wide numerals (fat date); 
date away from ball. 
Obv. II: Wide numerals (fat date); 
date close to ball. 
Rev. Type B (Blunt Ray) Reverse of 
’67.Breen reported some '69 proofs 
are paired with Type D Rev. (Rev. of 
70). 

1870- Two obv. dies. 
Obv. I: Die file marks slant down to 
right near the cross; curved lines 
in lower horizontal (white) stripes. 
Obv. II: Left arrow base thinned out 
towards shield; right side of first two 
vertical (red) lines incomplete at 
top. Some of shield and curlarms 
incomplete. 
Rev.: Type D 

1871- Three die pairs, minimum, used. 
Obv. I: The 7 and 1 nearly touch; 
ball is over 8 to over right part of 7; 
the left base of first 1 is just right 
of left edge; right base of last 1 is 
slightly right of center. There are 
unpolished areas at the bases of 
the horizontal (white) stripes and 
the tops of the vertical (red) stripes 
(first two) are incomplete at right. 
Obv. II: The 7 and 1 in date touch. 

Date is high and to the left of cen¬ 
ter; ball extends from above center 
of top of 8 to over right corner of 
the 7. The left base of first 1 and 
right base of last 1 are just left of 
right edges. Tops of vertical stripes 
(two to the right) are incomplete. 
Obv. Ill: 7 and 1 almost touch. 
Repunched date to right; first 
punch So., corrected No. 
Rev.: "Recut" outlines on all stars & 
some letters. 

1872- Several die varieties. 
Obv. I: Thick date with a partly 
filled 2. 
Obv. II: Thin numerals, clear 2. 
Doubling on the shield with many 
red stripes overlapping lower verti¬ 
cal lines. Motto and arrows are 
normal and do not show doubling. 
Rev.: Type D 

1873- All are the Closed 3 variety. 
Typically show arrowhead, feather 
and leaves at left side partly 
thinned and stretched due to 
lapped die. 
Rev.: Type D 

1874- Two minor varieties known. 
Obv.I: Strong date, typically with 
recutting at top of 4. 
Obv.II: Weakly punched date. 
Rev.: Type D 

1875- Left arrow base thinned towards 
shield; date was often shallow; bor¬ 
ders often narrow and many are 
weak. Planchets were narrower 
than usual with denticles either 
weak or missing in areas. 
Rev.: Type D 

1876- Two varieties reported. 
Obv. I: Normal date with left arrow 
base slightly thinned and extended 
towards shield. 
Obv. II: Repunched date, first to 
right; die crack at the left base of 1 
extending left towards border. (Die 
crack not required). 
Rev.: Type D 

1877- Only 1 die used for obverse. Date 
to right; borders on most are nar¬ 
row. Rim often doesn’t show out¬ 
side beads. 
Rev.: Type D 

1878- One variety known for obverse, 
but five dies were used. 
Obv. I: The shaft of the 7 shows in 
the lower loop of the last 8. Borders 
are often narrow, same as 1877. 
Rev.: Type D 

1879- Several die varieties known in 
regular proofs; one overdate. 
Obv.I: Overdate, 79/8. The 9 is 
narrower than the 8. Faint traces 
of the 8 can typically be seen with¬ 

in the top and bottom of the nine. 
Breen reported sometimes the 
trace of the 8 can be seen on either 
side of the 9. 
Obv. II: Light recutting on the 9; 7 
almost touches the ball. 
Obv. Ill: All four digits in date are 
repunched. 
Obv. IV: All four digits in date are 
repunched with triple RPD on the 
8. Outermost 1 is broken at the 
base. 
Obv. V: Normal date. 
Rev.: Type D 

1880- Bob Julian’s archival research 
shows only one die used for this 
date. Breen lists two obv. varieties. 
Obv.I: Normal date, first 8 touches 
ball. (Breen) 
Obv.II: Second 8 punched So., cor¬ 
rected No. First 8 touches ball. 
(Breen). Wescott stated this is 
known as the “dropped” eight vari¬ 
ety. Logotype variety. 
Rev.: Type D 

1881- Two varieties known. 
Obv. I: The outline of the ball is 
broken near the first 8; outline in 
upper loop of second 8 fades. 
Obv. II: Later die state. Top inner 
right berry is detached at 2:30. Left 
base of first 1 slightly right of cen¬ 
ter; right base of last 1 is barely 
right of the left edge. (Breen) 
Rev.: Type D. Some have a tiny 
rust pit on thick part of 5 at right. 
(Breen) 

1882- Julian's archival research shows 
two dies were used for this date. 
Breen reported three die varieties. 
The third variety Breen lists is 
‘suspect’; possibly a die state 
rather than a separate variety. 
Obv. I: Clear 2. 
Obv. II; Filled 2. The date is low 
and to the right of the ball. 
Obv. Ill or Die State? Filled 2 and 
lower half of second 8. 
Rev.: Type D 

1883- One die for this date. Several dif¬ 
ferent logotype varieties. 
Obv.I: Overdate ’83/2 
Obv.II: Doubled date. Punched to 
right, corrected left. 
Obv.III: Doubled date, 4 digits. 
Punched low; corrected. 
Obv. IV: Date partly recut; base of 
second 8 and top of 3. 
Obv. V: Normal date. Lower halves 
of both 8’s and many letters are 
filled. 
Rev.: Type D 
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Table 5-2: Proof Diagnostics of Liberty Head Nickels 

1883 N/C- Several varieties 
Obv. I: Some die crumbling within 
top of 3. 
Obv. II: Spike to left from middle of 
left upright of 1. Possible RPD 1. 
Obv. Ill: Doubling on 1 and first 8. 
Obv. IV: Normal date with several 
positional varieties. 
Rev.: Type A No denomination 

1883 CENTS- Several positional vari¬ 
eties. 
Rev.: Type B 

1884- Some positional varieties 
Obv. I: Normal date. Positional 
varieties 
Obv. II: Doubling on base of 1 
(RPD) from strong to weak. 
Rev.: Type B 

1885- One type 
Obv.I: Normal date 
Rev.: Type B 

1886- Repunch and positional varieties 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Obv. II: Second 8 partly recut. 
Obv. Ill: Repunched date. Second 8 
& 6 
Rev.: Type B 

1887- Positional varieties; recut 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Obv. II: Second 8 recut 
Obv. Ill: Base of 1 recut 
Rev: Type B 

1888- Two varieties 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Obv. II: Repunched dates; 1 or four 
digits 
Rev.: Type B 

1889- Positional varieties 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Obv. II: Minor positional differ¬ 
ences 
Rev.: Type B 

1890- No varieties reported 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Rev.: Type B 

1891- No varieties reported 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Rev.: Type B 

1892- No varieties reported 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Rev.: Type B 

1893- Three varieties 
Obv. I: Recut 1 
Obv. II: Normal date set high with 
1 close to bust 
Obv. Ill: Normal date set lower 
with 1 nearer the rim 
Rev.: Type B 

1894- Two varieties 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Obv. II: Recut 4 
Rev.: Type B 

1895- Minor positional varieties 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Rev.: Type B 

1896- No varieties reported 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Rev.: Type B 

1897- Two or three minor positional 
varieties noted 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Rev.: Type B 

1898- Two varieties 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Obv. II: Last 8 is fat and set in high¬ 
er relief than other three digits 
Obv. Ill: Repunched date 
Rev.: Type B 

1899- No varieties reported 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Rev.: Type B 

1900- No varieties reported 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Rev: Type B 

1901- Several very minor positional 
varieties 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Rev.: Type B or Type C 

1902- Two positional varieties reported 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Rev.: Type C 

1903- Minor positional varieties 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Rev.: Type C...rotated reverse, 
some with 180 degrees, noted 

1904- Possible minor positional vari¬ 
eties 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Rev.: Type C 

1905- Minor positional varieties 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Rev.: Type C 

1906- Minor positional varieties 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Rev.: Type C 

1907- No varieties reported 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Rev.: Type C 

1908- No varieties reported 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Rev.: Type C 

1909- No varieties reported 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Rev.: Type C 

1910- Two or three minor positional 
varieties reported 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Rev.: Type C 

1911- Two minor positional varieties 
reported 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Rev.: Type C 

1912- No varieties reported 
Obv. I: Normal date 
Rev.: Type C 
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Chapter 6 

Date & Mintmark 

Analysis 



Introduction to Chapter 6 

The Shield and Liberty Head nickel series are steeped 

in history. After the Civil War ended the U.S. experienced an 

explosion of growth and entrepreneurs, inventions and discov¬ 

eries were flourishing. The average worker worked long hours 

for his money and a nickel was a valuable coin in exchange for 

goods. The date and mintmark section seemed incomplete 

without including a smattering of historical data from the mint 

and happenings in society at the time. The comprehensive 

approach can be one of the more interesting aspects of collect¬ 

ing. 

By today’s standards minting methods were rather 

crude in the 1800’s and early 1900’s. At the mint, dates were 

still being struck into the dies by hand. Blanks/planchets were 

dried in hardwood sawdust, dies were cooled in carbon, and 

nickel alloys were extremely difficult to anneal and strike — all 

factors which contributed to defective coinage. 

Mintage figures for both mint state and proof coinage 

including the number of dies used each year are as accurate as 

possible using Mint Director Reports and die information sup¬ 

plied by Robert W. Julian. Mintage figures through 1876 are 

based on the full silver sets sold and do not include the 

unknown number of minor proof sets sold, if any, or over-the- 

counter sales. Mintage for the 1883 shield, liberty n/c and lib¬ 

erty 5 cent issues is an estimate due to the absence of original 

mint records (the fire of 1925 and mint official archival docu¬ 

ment mismanagement) which would define the exact mintages 

of the three different types. Director Snowden received special 

permission to continue mintage of all 1883 types during the 

year. Snowden feared speculation and hoarding of the 1883 

shield nickel (last date in series) and the newly designed 1883 

liberty head nickel (first date in series) would interfere with the 

circulation of business strikes. 

The Scarcity section contains the individual ranking 

order given to mint state and proof dates and was formulated 

after compiling Rome and Krause Auction Prices Realized 

records in number in grade offered from 1972-1993 and July 

1994 Population Reports from NGC and PCGS. Information 

was balanced and blended prior to arriving at an overall rank¬ 

ing for each date compared to other dates within the series. A 

date in the Overall Ranking could be knocked down if too many 

were graded in the Gem + grades. 

The individual grade data and ranking which follows 

are compiled from the combined NGC and PCGS July 1994 

population reports. For example, if listed as “Rarity Rankings in 

MS: 60-62 33rd R-l” the figures given mean NGC/PCGS popu¬ 

lation reports were added together in grades MS-60 through 62 

and the resulting number was compared and ranked with all 

other uncirculated dates in the given date, given grade range 

within the series — Mint State in this case. The 33rd states this 

date in this grade was the most common in the series. The R-l 

is the number assigned from the Rarity Scale listed in the chap¬ 

ter on Estimating Scarcity. R-l being the most common out of 

a total of 33 coins evaluated in Mint State in the grade range 

stated. The “Number of Mint State Certified” is from adding 

together all mint state grades, MS-60-70 for that particular 

date. See Estimating Scarcity for further information and com¬ 

parative listings. “Ranking and Rarity in Proof’ uses the same 

process. In the “Circulated Rarity Rankings” the calculations 

for rarity were from several sources: advertising (availability), 

price guides, coin show experience in finding different dates in 

the various conditions and input from dealers who buy and sell 

circulated coins. 

Value charts were needed from several published 

sources to: 1) Arrive at a price estimate in all the grades and 2) 

State in one column what the coin actually sold for in a given 

year — not an estimate or guideline. A Guidebook of United 

States Coins (the “Red Book”) was used for the years 1958, 

1980, and 1991. Values for the year 1954 are from Bebee's 

Bargain Price List. They represent the prices actually charged 

by a large mail order business, and prices are given for two 

important grades VF and AU. Don Taxay’s Comprehensive 

Catalogue & Encyclopedia of U.S. Coins, was chosen for the 

1975 price range as it also gives the values for the VF and AU 

ranges not offered in the Red Book. The Coin Dealer Newsletter 

Monthly and Quarterly (‘The Greysheet’) was chosen for the 

last representative price guide. All grades are covered in this 

newsletter, but unfortunately individual date prices for proof 

coins were not included in earlier issues. Ask prices are repre¬ 

sented here as being the more accurate estimate. 

Readers are reminded that rarity is relative in both 

the Shield and Liberty Head series. They are only ranked 

against one another in their specific grouping within their 

respective series. In reality, most dates could be considered 

scarce to rare compared to several other series. 

Referral is made to the Proof Coinage section to aid 

in diagnostic points in distinguishing a proof from a business 

strike. Readers are reminded that proof dies were also used for 

minting business strikes making the Proof Section an impor¬ 

tant reference for certain dates. 

The Historical Notes provide some important mint 

information needed to fully understand the “whys” of the mint¬ 

ing process and the rarity of shield and liberty head nickels. It 

also includes some social, financial and business significant 

happenings during the year. The Annual Report of The Director 

of The Mint To The Secretary of The Treasury, years 1877- 

1912, provided extensive information on the minting process, 

cleaning of coins, melting, blanks/planchet procurement and 

so forth. Pattern Coinage is briefly mentioned as they are cov¬ 

ered more in depth in the Pattern Section. 

In this chapter, a coin’s relative rarity is quantified by 

its “Rarity Rating.” (See Chapter 3, Estimating Scarcity). 
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Shield Nickels 
1866-1883 



1866 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 14,742,500 

Proof Strikes: 375+ 

Varieties 
There are 25 varieties described in the Appendix. Some are quite spectacular. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 15th of 17 in the Shield nickel series in mint state. If only MS-65-66 grades were considered 

it would rank much higher. Twenty-two made auction appearances in 1992 and 26 in 1993. In Mint State the 
1866 is available to collectors in all grades especially in the MS60-63 range. In MS65 less than 100 have been 
certified and in MS-66 only 4 have been given the Gem+ grade. Circulated grades range from semi-common in 
the lower grades to scarce in AU. 

Proofs — The estimated mintage of 1866 Proofs probably needs some realistic adjustment. Q. David Bowers estimat¬ 
ed the Proof mintage at perhaps as high as 500. Michael Wescott has estimated the mintage at 200+. Breen gives 
an estimate of 175+. The exact figure will always be open to debate because mint records were destroyed in 1925. 
As of July, 1994 Population Reports 270 have been certified, or 216% times the Red Book estimate of 125+. 
Taking the number graded (270) for two grading services and other factors into consideration such as Proofs not 
sent for grading, re-grades, crossovers and grading slips not returned to the services we have adopted a mintage 
estimate of 375+. The date is still quite scarce and ranks 8th overall in the series. This popular Proof showed a 
drop in auction appearances since 1990, but in 1993 it appeared at auction 9 times. The date is toughest to find 
in certified PF63 and PF64. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 16th R-2; MS63 16th R-l; MS64 17th R-l; MS65 14th R-2; MS66 12th R-7; MS67 
None certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 946 (Ranking 16th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-2; VG R-2; F R-2; VF R-2; EF R-2; AU R-4 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 7th R-6; PR63 3rd R-4; PR64 2nd R-3; PR65 8th R-3; PR66 13th R-4; PR67 
13th R-7 
Number of Proofs Certified: 270 (Ranking 5th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $1.45 $1.75 — $11.25 $11.25 $13.00 
FINE $4.95 $6.00 $18.00 $20.00 $20.00 $19.00 
VF $6.75 — $30.00 — — $31.00 
EF $7.95 — $50.00 $75.00 $85.00 $85.00 
AU $8.95 $125.00 — — $120.00 
MS-60 $12.75 S 19.00 $250.00 $470.00 $300.00 $185.00 
MS-63 — — — — — $295.00 
MS-64 — — — — — $500.00 
MS-65 — — — — — $1,875.00 

PF-60 — $77.50 $1,500.00 $1,400.00 _ $975.00 
PF-63 — — — — $2,500.00 $1,425.00 
PF-64 — — — — — $1,950.00 
PF-65 — — — — — $3,300.00 
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1866 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — The 1866 has the distinction of being the first five cent piece and the first cupro-nickel struck for 

regular and Proof U.S. coinage. Mushy, poor strikes are typical for this date. Finding a ‘fully struck’ piece scores 
a 10 in difficulty. A fully struck Gem is worth much more than the price guides estimate... perhaps double. 
Luster is typically satiny and nickel (greyish-silver) or golden toning are the most predominant colorations. 
Certified MS-65 coins are judged by the ‘well struck’ factor and are not expected to be ‘fully struck.’ MS-65 exam¬ 
ples, for instance, may have a few semi-flat stars if all other factors warrant the Gem grade. The strike must be 
better for MS66 & 67’s. Check the veins in the leaves on the right side, the horizontal lines at the top and left 
side of the shield. On the reverse, the stars, rays and the 5 should be well defined for a top grade. Many have been 
improperly rinsed after dipping, resulting in dark unattractive streaking and/or dulled surfaces. Harshly cleaned 
pieces are not uncommon. Die life is estimated to have been only 15,000 coins. Die cracks are very common for 
this date as is carbon spotting. Pictured above is the business strike 1866. Die polishing is evident by the rough 
metal at the bottom of the white stripes; strike is good for the date and die cracks are minimal. The 1866 is a 
two-year type coin and popular as the less expensive issue for the ‘RAYS’ variety. 

Proofs — Proofs in this date are difficult to find with smooth surfaces as many are plagued by granular, uneven 
planchets in addition to laminations and spotting. Improper rinsing after dipping may result in dark ‘oily’ streak¬ 
ing and/or detracting spots. Severe cleaning may result in dull, rough surfaces. Rounded rims are not uncom¬ 
mon. All proofs are reported to be from a single die. 
Proof Diagnostics: Center dot both obv. and rev.; slight recutting on upper left of the 5. 

Historical Note 
The act of March 16,1866 authorized the 5<t nickel and set its legal tender at $1, “to be paid out in exchange for 

lawful currency of the United States.” Size of Shield nickels is 20.5 mm... slightly smaller than the 21.2 mm Liberty 
Head, Buffalo or Jefferson. The year 1866 produced the most Pattern coinage of the entire Shield series and numer¬ 
ous varieties can be found due to strike problems and hand punched dates. Inflation reduced the value of Confederate 
money to $1.76 per $100 in 1865 and prices began to rise rapidly after the war. From a base dollar value of $1.00 in 
1860 in purchasing power, the same purchase would cost $1.91 in 1866. Nebraska was admitted to the Union. Harper’s 
New Monthly Magazine advertised Music Boxes which played from one to thirty-six different tunes for $5.50 to $600. 
Carpenters and Joiners in Connecticut were paid $2.43 a day for a 61 hour work week. In July the steamship Great 
Eastern reached the U.S. completing the final laying of the Atlantic cable between Britain and the U.S... success came 
after 12 full years of effort. 
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1867 w/Rays 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 2,019,000 

Proof Strikes: 15-25 

Varieties 
There are 13 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 12th in the series in mint state. Date appeared 284 times at auction between 1972 and 1993. 

Offerings dropped to 10 and 9 times per year in 1992 and 1993, respectively. Certified coins are available in most 
mint state grades except 60-61 & 66. Circulated coins are slightly better dates in G-VF and become scarce in XF 
and AU. 

Proofs — Ranks 1st in the series in proof. In 20 years the 1867 w/rays appeared at auction only 46 times... 7 times in 
1989... but since then it has been offered from 0 to 2 times per year. The 1867 w/rays scores a ‘no contest’ first 
in auction appearances, # certified and mintage and is a true rarity. Mintage estimates vary from 15+ to 25+ and 
they probably were minted in secret. Chief Coiner Snowden refused to coin proofs for sets in Jan. 1867. Treasury 
Sec. McCulloch ordered nickels coined without rays on Jan. 21,1867. The changeover occurred on February 1, 
1867. ‘The ’67 Ray’s proofs are presumed to have been made by order of Director H.R. Linderman for his col¬ 
lector friends.’ (R.W. Julian) The Certified Population was 30 as of July, 1994. The exact mintage is unknown. 
Breen’s estimate of 25 minted was made before it was known that the coiner refused to make nickel proofs of 
this design because they did not strike up well. (R.W. Julian) 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 12th R-3; MS63 12th R-3; MS64 11th R-3; MS65 10th R-4; MS66 10th R-7; MS67 
None certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 275 (Ranking 11th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-2; VG R-2; F R-2; VF R-2; EF R-3; AU R-4 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 1st R-8; PR63 1st R-7; PR64 1st R-6; PR65 1st R-6; PR66 None certified 
Number of Proofs Certified: 30 (Ranking 1st) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $3.95 $4.50 $13.50 $13.50 : $13.00 
FINE $11.50 $20.00 $35.00 $29.00 $30.00 $21.00 
VF $14.95 — $55.00 — — $33.00 
EF $17.50 — $80.00 $85.00 $95.00 $100.00 
AU $19.75 — $150.00 — — $170.00 
MS-60 $29.50 $50.00 $300.00 $525.00 $425.00 $250.00 
MS-63 — — — — — $400.00 
MS-64 — — — — $825.00 
MS-65 — — I_— — $2,800.00 
PF-60 $750.00 $4,500.00 $5,000.00 _ 6,000-BID 
PF-63 — — — — $8,000.00 17,500-BID 
PF-64 — — — _ — 22,500-BID 
PF-65 — — - — — 35,000-BID 
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1867 w/Rays Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Most will have a somewhat better strike than the 1866, but typically this date still leaves much to 

be desired. Soft strikes are characteristic for ‘With Rays’ dates in general. Die cracks, laminations, strike 
throughs, spotting, dulled luster and uneven planchets continued to be a problem. Can come prooflike from 
early strikes... see diagnostics in Proof section. Luster ranges from brilliant to satiny. Silver grey and golden 
toning are the most predominant colorations. Certified coins are judged by the ‘well struck’ factor and are not 
expected to be ‘fully struck.’ MS-65 examples may have some weakness in an area if all other factors warrant the 
Gem grade. The strike requirement is more stringent for MS66 & 67’s. Check the veins in the leaves on the right 
side (facing), the horizontal lines at the top and left side of the shield. On the reverse, the stars, rays and the 5 
should be well defined for a top grade. In circulated grades many have been cleaned or otherwise had the sur¬ 
faces damaged... although not to the extent of the 1866. An extremely poor strike will affect the grade as will 
altered surfaces. Minimal die cracks and a few small carbon spots will generally not affect the grade, unless they 
are detracting. Scarce and unusual varieties can be found. Pictured above is the 1867 business strike. Die pol¬ 
ishing is evident in bottom of the white stripes. It was difficult for the engraving department to make enough 
dies during the late 1860’s. The result was extended die use and excessive die cracks during these years. 

Proofs — Demand for this major rarity is intense and price guides can go out the window when one becomes avail¬ 
able. Walter Breen was able to trace only 12-15 pieces... and of this number he wrote two were poorly cleaned. 
He wrote that the proof comes “from a single pair of dies, before and after repolishing.” No minor proof sets were 
made and the silver proof set did not contain the 1867 w/rays nickel. 
Proof Diagnostics: One set of dies. Obv. I: Leaf below U in TRUST is detached but not hollow; roughness at bot¬ 
tom of white stripes, except first stripe. Borders are wider at left side. Rev.: Ray below T in STATES is hollow; 
denticles thin out towards the center. Obv. II: Same dies repolished; leaf below RU is hollow. Rev.: Ray below T 
(ES) incomplete; denticles at 2:30-5:00 thinner, weaker. 

Historical Note 
The year produced several interesting Patterns in a variety of metals. On March 30 the U.S. agreed to purchase 

Alaska from Russia for $7,200,000... or about 2<t an acre. The purchase was ridiculed. The Pacific Mail Steamship 
Company began service from San Francisco to Hong Kong and the University of Illinois and University of West Virginia 
were founded. Bottle Glassblowers in New Jersey were well paid at $5.14 per day compared to other skilled laborers. 

MINT STATE GRADE 

1 
L -1 1 ■11 

60-61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 
PROOF GRADE 
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1867 no Rays 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 28,890,500 

Proof Strikes: 600 

Varieties 
There are 71 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 13th in the series in overall mint state. Reasonably available. In the 20 year auction study 

period the number of 1867 N/R dropped after 1989 and only 7 pieces were offered in 1993. 

Proofs — Ranks 3rd in proof. In a 6 year period, 1985-1990, this proof appeared 11-16 times (all grades) per year. Since 
1991 its appearance has dropped to 3-4 times per year. Prevalent in PR60-63 but gets scarce after that. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 14th R-2; MS63 12th R-2; MS64 11th R-2; MS65 13th R-3; MS66 10th R-7; MS67 

None certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 456 (Ranking 13th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: R-l all grades 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 13th R-5; PR63 9th R-3; PR64 4th R-3; PR65 2nd R-6; PR66 5th R-7; PR67 None 

certified 
Number of Proofs Certified: 225 (Ranking 2nd) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 .1991 1994 

GOOD $0.85 $1.00 — $8.00 $7.00 $7.60 

FINE $2.15 $2.50 $10.00 $12.00 $11.00 $10.00 

VF $2.45 — | $15.00 — — $12.00 

EF $2.95 _ $25.00 $27.50 $30.00 $23.00 

AU $3.95 — $40.00 — $43.50 

MS-60 $6.75 $8.00 $80.00 SI 70.00 $110.00 $80.00 

MS-63 _ _ — — $165.00 

MS-64 _ _ — — — $220.00 

MS-65 _ — — i — — $515.00 

PF 60 $15.95 $20.00 $125.00 $225.00 — $160.00 

PF-63 _ _ _ — $500.00 $250.00 

PF-64 _ _ — — — $360.00 

PF-65 - — — I - — $1,000.00 
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1867 N/R Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — The change of design, at Chief Coiner Snowden’s recommendation, eliminated the rays and 

improved die life; however, strike was still a problem. Diagnostic: reverse of ’67 (Rev. #1); chipped star below OF 
in legend. Not a difficult date, but finding a piece with struck up stars and sharp center shield lines is still a prob¬ 
lem for the higher grades. Brilliant or light iridescent toning can enhance a coin’s natural silver grey surfaces. 
Reasonable die cracks and a few small carbon spots should not affect the grade, unless they are detracting. 
Scarce and unusual varieties can be found. Pictured above is an 1867 business strike (probable). Has reverse #1 

(Type B). 

Proofs _ This date is not too difficult to find in PR60-63 but gets scarce in grades 64 and up. Several dies were used. 
Wire rims are noted for a percentage of proofs and the reverse Type B seems to have been used for this issue. 
Proofs should have good denticles, a sharp strike, and reflective fields. Change over to the No Ray variety was 
on February 1, 1867. The 1867 N/R nickel was included in the 725 silver proof sets issued. See Proof Coinage 

Section to check proof characteristics. 
Proof Diagnostics: Several obv. varieties: Obv. I: Normal date and one with faint recut date. Rev. S’s in STATES 

high, stars distant from 5. Some have wire rims. 

Historical Note 
This year produced interesting Pattern coinage pieces in a variety of metals. One of the more dynamic is the J- 

561 & J-562 in aluminum. Aluminum was worth the same, by weight, as silver in 1867. One shield nickel would buy 
a drink of soda water at Lambe Apothecary in Hartford, Connecticut (N.Davis). Charles Dickens gave his 1st reading 
in New York city. People stood in line almost a mile long waiting for tickets. Scalpers were charging $20. A plumber 
in New York earned $3.85 a day for a 60 hour work week. More than one half of all U.S. working people were employed 
on farms in some capacity. A farm laborer in New York earned $1.50 a day for a 66 hour work week. 
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1868 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 28,817,000 

Proof Strikes: 600 

Varieties 
There are 67 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 14th in scarcity all grades mint state. The 1868 has made 275 auction appearances in 20 

years. There was a slight drop in 1992 to 10 offerings and 9 in 1993. Its high mintage makes it available in all 

grades. 

Proofs — Ranks 2nd in overall proof. The 1868 in Proof is a tougher date and is spread fairly evenly in certified- 
NGC/PCGS. The last big surge of this date at auction was in 1989 with 22 offered. Since then it has appeared 4 

to 8 times per year in various grades. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 3rd R-7; MS63 5th R-3; MS64 6th R-3; MS65 5th R-4; MS66 4th R-7; MS67 7th R-8 
Number of Mint State Certified: 529 (Ranking 14th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: R-l all grades 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 3rd R-7; PR63 5th R-4; PR64 6th R-3; PR65 5th R-4; PR66 4th R-7; PR67 7th 

R-8 
Number of Proofs Certified: 231 (Ranking 3rd) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $0.90 $1.00 — ' $8.00 $7.00 $7.60 

FINE $2.25 $3.00 $9.00 $12.00 $11.00 $10.00 

VF $2.45 $14.00 — — $12.00 

EF $2.95 $22.00 $27.50 $30.00 $23.00 

AU $3.95 $35.00 — $43.50 

MS-60 $6.95 $9.00 $75.00 $170.00 $110.00 $80.00 

MS-63 _ _ — — — $165.00 

MS-64 _ _ — — — $220.00 

MS-65 — | — | — $515.00 

PF-60 $15.95 i $20.00 $125.00 $225.00 — $160.00 

PF-63 _ _ — $500.00 $250.00 

PF-64 _ _ — — $350.00 

PF-65 — - — — $900.00 
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1868 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — This date has been often touted as the 1881-S of the early date shield nickels because it is the most 

common after the 1866 which is a separate type. We chose to rate all shield nickels on the same rarity scale, so 
it is the 3rd most common issue... or as stated above, 14/17 in overall scarcity with both auction records (20 
years) and certified (NGC/PCGS) Unc. coins evaluated. It is, however, not the easiest ‘series date’ to find in Gem 
and Gem+ condition by 3rd party grading standards. The two late dates ’82 & ’83 have that honor. Dies were 
used much longer than they should have been in the late 1860’s. The engraving department, due to public 
demand for the 5<t nickel, was hard pressed to furnish sufficient dies. Die cracks are common but the planchets 
are much improved over previous dates. The 1868 used the reverse hubs Type B & C. An 1868 with a Type D 
reverse is rumored but we have never seen one. Interesting varieties are available. 

Proofs — Proofs seem to be improved over early issues in planchet quality and strike. Good choice for an early type 
coin in 60-64. 
Proof Diagnostics: Minimum of two obverse dies. Obv. I: Normal date and the scarcer of the two. Obv. II: Base 
of 1 recut, lower circle of a repunched 8 overlaps middle area of second 8. Date away from ball. One reported 
with most of date doubled. Rev.: Type B (Blunt ray) Reverse of ’67; Proofs with Rev. of ’68 not known. 

Historical Note 
The Head of Liberty design wearing a coronet dominates the pattern obverses in the nickel series of this date, 

but there are interesting reverses on several pieces. The House of Representatives voted to impeach President Andrew 
Johnson. You could rent a first class 4 story house at 31 Washington Square in New York for $2600 per year. French 
engineer George Leclanche invented the first practical dry-cell battery. Susan B. Anthony founded suffragette news¬ 
paper, The Revolution. It’s motto, “The true Republic-men, their rights and nothing more; women, their rights and 
nothing less.” U.S. wheat prices fell to 67 cents per bushel. Carpenters and Joiners in Connecticut were paid $3.03 a 
day for a 60 hour work week. March 30th celebrated Seward Day in Alaska to commemorate the purchase of Alaska 
from Russia. Alaska was ridiculed as an “arctic waste” and an “icebox.” 

MINT STATE GRADE PROOF GRADE 
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1869 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 16,395,000 

Proof Strikes: 600+ 

Varieties 
There are 41 varieties described in the Appendix plus an 1869/8. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 11th in overall uncirculated condition. Should be available in all grades except 66 where 

only 2 have been certified as qualifying for the Gem+ rating. Twenty year auction records show this date has 
appeared 9 to 14 times per year, however in 1991 the numbers have dropped. Only 3 were offered in 1993. 

Proofs — Ranks 5th in overall scarcity. This date is a little scarcer in most grades but quite a few gems have been cer¬ 
tified (20 in PR66). Another date that has dropped in auction appearances since 1990. It has been offered at auc¬ 

tion just 3 to 8 times per year since. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 11th R-3; MS63 11th R-3; MS64 12th R-2; MS65 12th R-3; MS66 4th R-8; MS67 None 

certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 313 (Ranking 12th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: R-l all grades 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 8th R-6; PR63 6th R-3; PR64 9th R-3; PR65 7th R-3; PR66 9th R-5; PR67 None 

certified 
Number of Proofs Certified: 310 (Ranking 8th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $1.15 $1.50 — $8.00 $7.00 $7.60 

FINE $2.45 $3.50 $15.00 $12.00 $11.00 $11.50 

VF $2.95 — $20.00 — — $13.50 

EF $3.45 — $30.00 $27.50 $30.00 $27.00 

AU $4.25 $45.00 — $46.00 

MS-60 $7.45 $12.00 $100.00 $170.00 S 175.00 $85.00 

MS-63 _ _ — — — $165.00 

MS-64 _ _ _ — — $220.00 

MS-65 — — — $515.00 

PF-60 $18.00 ' $25.00 S 1.00.00 $225.00 — $160.00 

PF-63 _ tea _ — $500.00 $250.00 

PF-64 _ _ _ — — $350.00 

PF-65 - 1 - 1_-_ — J_ 
$800.00 
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1869 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — A tough to semi-tough date to find in uncirculated grades, that will prove to be extremely difficult 

to find in MS-66. This date suffers from the normal problems of shield nickels — die cracks, spotting, strike 
deficiencies on stars and sometimes date, plus inferior planchets. In circulated condition it is a common coin in 
every grade. Can come with brilliant to satiny surfaces. Two different logotypes were used in ’69... narrow and 
wide numerals. Pictured above is the wide numerals type — Type B reverse of ’67 business strike; broken top on 
first S in STATES; broken top of D in UNITED. Narrow numerals are noted on business strikes only. Experts have 
not agreed, at this time, as to the existence of a true overdate 1869/8 as described by Walter Breen. 

Proofs — Planchets for the proofs seem to be similar in quality to the 1868. This date will be easiest to find in 63 and 
64. Both narrow and wide numerals were used for the proof issue using the reverse of 1867. Reflective surfaces, 

sharp strike and square edge characterize the proof. 
Proof Diagnostics: Two obv. types: Obv. I: Wide numerals (fat date); date away from ball. Obv. II: Wide numer¬ 
als (fat date); date close to ball. Rev. Type B (Blunt Ray) Reverse of ’67. Breen reported some ’69 proofs are paired 

with Type D (Rev. of ’70). 

Historical Note 
Patterns for this year are very similar to the ones minted in 1868, except one — the unique mule J-691. The obv. 

is the regular obv. die but the reverse is the regular obv. die of the Indian cent. The Hill engraving machine purchased 
by the mint in 1867 was first used in 1868. Although the Hill machine showed no deficiencies, lettering was still being 
punched by hand into the master die as late as 1877, rather than sculptured in the original model. Choice of hand 
punching may have seemed more convenient. Susan Brownell Anthony became president of the National Woman 
Suffrage Association. James B. Longacre, designer of the Shield nickel, died January 1,1869. He was replaced as Chief 
Engraver by William T. Barber. The Union Pacific and Central Pacific Railroads reduced the travel time from New York 
to San Francisco from three weeks to eight days. Wall Street suffered first “Black Friday,” ruining many small 

investors. 
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1870 

Varieties 
There are 19 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 9th in overall rarity for Uncirculated grades. Offered at auction 114 times in 20 years. Since 

1988 two to eight have made auction appearances per year in various Unc. grades. Average to above availability 

in all grades except MS-63. 

Proofs — Ranks 6th in rarity for the series. In certified, NGC/PCGS (all grades), it ranks #7. Reasonable auction 
appearances in various grades since 1985. Tough date in PR65 and up. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 9th R-5; MS63 6th R-5; MS64 9th R-3; MS65 8th R-5; MS66 9th R-7; MS67 None cer¬ 

tified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 152 (Ranking 7th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-l; VG R-2; F R-2; VF R-2; EF R-2; AU R-2 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 12th R-5; PR63 16th R-2; MS64 11th R-3; PR65 4th R-4; PR66 3rd R-7; MS67 

None certified 
Number of Proofs Certified: 306 (7th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $1.75 $2.00 — $8.50 $7.00 $8.50 

FINE $3.95 $5.00 $20.00 $13.00 $12.00 $14.00 

VF $4.85 — $30.00 — — $15.00 

EF $5.95 — $50.00 $32.50 $35.00 $28.75 

AU $6.95 — $75.00 — $56.00 

MS-60 $9.75 $14.00 $125.00 $170.00 $200.00 $90.00 

MS-63 _ _ — — — $200.00 

MS-64 _ — — — $345.00 

MS-65 _— _— $800.00 

PF-60 $18.50 $27.50 S175.00 $225.00 $160.00 

PF-63 _ _ — $000.00 $250.00 

PF-64 __ _ — — — $350.00 

PF-65 - - — | — $800.00 
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1870 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Counterfeiting of nickels was traced to beginning in the spring of 1870. The 1870 counterfeits are 

not as prevalent as the years 71, 74, and 75. The major distribution points seemed to be New York and New 
Jersey. There may likely be counterfeits of this generation in older collections even today. A little more care was 
taken with the planchets for this date, but the normal shield nickel problems still prevail making Gem and Gem+ 
coins quite scarce. The 1870 pictured above is a business strike with a new reverse hub (Type D). 

Proofs — The proof planchets used for the 1870 were often granular and 2 obverse dies (Breen) were used in produc¬ 
tion for this date. Overall quality is considered to be better than average — similar to the 1868 — but normal 
shield 5<t problems will still prevail such as small laminations-planchet flakes, uneven strikes, streaking, spot¬ 
ting, etc. It’s the degree of problems rather than finding perfection that is important in this series. 
Proof Diagnostics: Two obv. dies. Obv. I: Die file marks slant down to right near the cross; curved lines in lower 
horizontal (white) stripes. Obv. II: Left arrow base thinned out towards shield; right side of first two vertical (red) 
lines incomplete at top. Some of shield and curlarms incomplete. Rev.: Type D. 

Historical Note 
Only one pattern trial die was minted. The first through railway cars from the Pacific Coast reached New York 

City. The highest paid skilled laborer was a Bottle Glassblower — $5.19 a day. A farm laborer still made $1.50 a day. 
Baking Powder sold for 4 nickels a can. Population of the U.S. reached 39,818,449. The center of U.S. population laid 
48 miles northeast of Cincinnati, OH. On March 15th the Cincinnati Red Stockings became the 1st professional base¬ 
ball team. Financial manipulators Jay Gould and James Fisk, in an attempt to corner the gold market, ruined thou¬ 
sands of gold speculators in the “Black Friday” Wall Street incident. President Grant ordered the sale of $4 million in 
gold, forcing down the price from 162 to 135 (that is, it took $1.62 in greenback paper currency to buy a gold dollar). 
The Hunt Brothers missed this history lesson in their attempt to corner the silver market in the 1980’s. 
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1871 

Varieties 
There are 5 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 4th in the series in overall mint state. Offered at auction 69 times in 20 years. Number of 

offerings has diminished in auction since 1986. About 3 per year can be expected at this time. Middle grades will 
be easier to find than either end of the grading scale. Considered a ‘semi-key’ or ‘key’ unc. date in the series. 

Proofs — Ranks 7th in rarity in all proof grades. The 1871 has been erratic in auction appearances — all grades. From 
18 times in 1989 to 6 in ’91, up to 10 times in ’92, and down to 4 in ’93. Tougher to find in PR60-62 and again 
in PR67. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 3rd R-7; MS63 4th R-6; MS64 3rd R-5; MS65 5th R-5; MS66 6th R-7; MS67 6th R-8 
Number of Mint State Certified: 71 (Ranking 3rd) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-3; VG R-3; F R-4; VF R-4; EF R-4; AU R-5 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 6th R-6; PR63 4th R-3; PR64 8th R-3; PR65 9th R-3; PR66 7th R-5; PR67 9th 
R-8 
Number of Proofs Certified: 305 (Ranking 6th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD _ $20.00 $32.50 $30.00 $25.00 
FINE — $35.00 $50.00 $52.50 $50.00 $40.00 
VF — — $75.00 $55.00 
EF — — $100.00 $95.00 $95.00 $89.00 
AU — — $150.00 — $135.00 
MS-60 — $85.00 $225.00 $270.00 $500.00 $235.00 
MS-63 _ — — — — $440.00 
MS-64 — — — — — $550.00 
MS-65 — — _— — — $1300.00 

PF-60 $120.00 $350.00 $350.00 — | $160.00 
PF-63 — — — — $750.00 $250.00 
PF-64 — — — — — $350.00 
PF-65 — — — _n_L ~ 1 $800.00 
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1871 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — This date is a “key” or at the least a “semi-key” for the series. It is also one of the more plentiful 

counterfeited dates. Knowing genuine diagnostics is important if buying uncertified coins. With only 71 certi¬ 
fied by NGC/PCGS it’s a difficult date to find. However, the small number of “gradable” unc.’s that survived are 
of decent quality compared to some dates in the series. The 1871 presents a scarce date that is still in the price 
range of the collector in average unc. condition. The 1871 business strike pictured above shows the reverse of 
1870 used for this date. Roughness at the bottom of white stripes may be seen. The 8 in date almost touches the 
ball. The last 1 leans left and touches the 7. Appears to begin either wider design on obv. or narrow FLANS as 

the obverse has no rim, just denticles. Reverse has very little rim. 

Proofs — Said to be under “date pressure” due to the unavailability of Unc’s — lower mintage than previous years. 
This is not reflected in the pricing guides at this time. Generally well struck on above average planchets. 
Proof Diagnostics: At least three die pairs used. Obv. I: The 7 and 1 nearly touch; ball is over 8 to over right part 
of 7; the left base of first 1 is just right of left edge; right base of last 1 is slightly right of center. There are unpol¬ 
ished areas at the bases of the horizontal (white) stripes and the tops of the vertical (red) stripes (first two) are 
incomplete at right. Obv. II: The 7 and 1 in date touch. Date is high and to the left of center; ball extends from 
above center of top of 8 to over right corner of the 7. The left base of first 1 and right base of last 1 are just left 
of right edges. Tops of vertical stripes (two to the right) are incomplete. Obv. Ill: 7 and 1 almost touch. 
Repunched date to right; first punch So., corrected No. Rev.: “Recut” outlines on all stars & some letters. 

Historical Note 
Between 1871 and 1881 mint records show large amounts of minor coins were redeemed by the Mint. Uncurrent 

coins were melted and used in recoinage and current issues fit for circulation were washed (cleaned) in a diluted acid 
solution (by means similar to methods used in planchet washing) and reissued. R.W. Julian wrote “more than 9 mil¬ 
lion 5<t pieces were redeemed from August 1871 through the middle of 1873 for either recoinage or reissue.” This prac¬ 
tice would tend to contribute to the large number of dull, washed out, circulated 5<t pieces normally seen today. Three 
Pattern coins were struck in 1871 — two with Liberty wearing a coronet and 1 a regular trial die struck in Copper. 
Aluminum and Steel. The Steel piece is said to be unique. On May 1st the Supreme Court declared constitutional the 
Legal Tender Act after it had been declared unconstitutional in 1870. Treasury notes were made legal tender for all pri¬ 
vate debts and public dues, except import duties and interest on public debt. It is said President Grant "packed" the 
court with appointees to win the reversal. U.S. population reached 39 million, passing France, Italy, and Great Britain. 
Barnum’s Circus opened in Brooklyn, N.Y. grossing $400,000 in its first season. 

MINT STATE GRADE PROOF GRADE 
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1872 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 6,036,000 

Proof Strikes: 950 

Varieties 
There are 36 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 10th in the series due to larger number certified MS-66 (9). 1991 saw only 1 offered at auc¬ 

tion; usually appears 4 to 5 times a year. Most difficult to find in grades 64 & 65. 

Proofs — Ranks 9th in the proofs. Might be difficult to find in 60-62 but it rides about the middle of the pack in 63 
and up. This date has had a fairly steady appearance at auction in the last 20 years. Seventeen appearances in 

1978; 8 times in 1993. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 10th R-4; MS63 9th R-4; MS64 6th R-4; MS65 6th R-5; MS66 13th R-5; MS67 None 

certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 162 (Ranking 9th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-l; VG R-l; F R-l; VF R-2; EF R-2; AU R-2 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 4th R-7; PR63 10th R-3; PR64 10th R-3; PR65 12th R-2; PR66 8th R-5; PR67 

10th R-8 
Number of Proofs Certified: 352 (Ranking 10th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $1.90 $2.50 $8.50 ‘ $7.00 $8.25 

FINE $3.95 $5.50 $12.Of) $13.00 $12.00 $11.00 

VF $4.95 — $18.00 — — $15.25 

EF $5.95 $25.00 $32.50 $35.00 $28.25 

AU $7.25 — $60.00 $54.50 

MS-60 $10.85 $14.00 $110.00 $170.00 $200.00 $100.00 

MS-63 _ _ — — $225.00 

MS-64 _ _ — — — ! $390.00 

MS-65 — | — _— — — $650.00 

PF-60 $16.50 $13.00 $175.00 $225.00 — | $160.00 

PF-63 _ _ — $500.00 $250.00 

PF-64 _ _ _ — — $350.00 

PF-65 - - - — $550.00 
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1872 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — More difficult to find than the 6,000,000 plus mintage would indicate. Rough planchets are typical 

for this date as are weak strikes. It doesn’t appear this date was saved to any extent and the large number avail¬ 
able in circulated condition seems to bear this out. Nine coins certified as MS-66 knocked this date down a bit 

in its overall ranking. 

Proofs — Even though this date in proof is ranked 9th in grades 60-67 it is still difficult to locate. A Proof 64 should 
be a little easier to find in certified with 143 graded. Eye appeal as well as technical aspects are important in 
selection. The nickel alloy presented problems for the series, especially the early dates. 
Proof Diagnostics: Several die varieties. Obv. I: Thick date with a partly filled 2. Obv. II: Thin numerals, clear 2. 
Doubling on the shield with many red stripes overlapping lower vertical lines. Motto and arrows are normal and 
do not show doubling. Rev.: Type D. 

Historical Note 
U.S. Grant was reelected despite charges of corruption. Susan B. Anthony was arrested as she led a group of 

women to cast ballots in the presidential election. She was found guilty and fined $100. She refused to the pay the fine- 
-and never did. Fourteen years after her death in 1906 the 20th Amendment was finally adopted. The first Negroes cho¬ 
sen as delegates to a major party convention participated in the Republican National Convention in Philadelphia. The 
word "mugwump" in its earliest recording was used to describe Republicans who were against James G. Blaine. The 
word in later political classification is roughly equivalent to the word “egghead.” Only one Pattern, regular dies trial 
piece, was minted for this date. Montgomery Ward & Company, the first mail order house in the U.S., opened in 
Chicago, IL with a one page catalog. If you were into hogs, The Plantation advertised in 1872: boar, over twelve months 
old, “large and handsome” at $40 a pair. From $1.00 in 1860 in purchasing power (Composite Consumer Price Index; 
1860=1), the same purchase would cost $1.47 in 1872. 
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1873 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 4,550,000 Total-Open 3 & Closed 3 

4,113,950 Est. Open 3 
436,050 Est. Closed 3 

Proof Strikes: 1,100-1,650 Closed 3 

Varieties 
There are 14 open 3 and 12 closed 3 varieties described in the Appendix. Also two 1873/72 open 3 varieties. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 6th in overall mint state. Auction appearances have been erratic in the studied 20 year peri¬ 

od. Offered from 0 to 10 times per year since 1984. Two found their way to auction in 1993. The 60-62 range and 
the 66 grade will be the most difficult to locate. The Closed 3 is the rarer of the two varieties. 

Proofs — Ranks 13th in overall rarity, however, since it is mostly available in the 60-64 range a case could be made to 
move it up to 12th with the 1877 Proof-only date. All known proofs of 1873 are of the closed 3 variety. Fairly 
steady appearance at auction in 20 year period. Offered from 5 to 9 times per year ’91-’93 . 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 4th R-5; MS63 8th R-4; MS64 8th R-4; MS65 11th R-4; MS66 3rd R-8; MS67 None 
certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 157 (Ranking 8th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-2; VG R-l; F R-2; VF R-2; EF R-2; AU R-2 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 15th R-5; PR63 18th R-2; PR64 15th R-2; PR65 11th R-3; PR66 6th R-7; PR67 
8th R-8 
Number of Proofs Certified: 423 (Ranking 14th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $1.75 $2.50 n r $8.50 $10.00 $8.25 
FINE $3.45 $5.00 $14.00 $13.00 $20.00 $10.25 
VF $4.25 — $20.00 — — $21.00 
EF $4.95 $35.00 $32.50 $50.00 $29.50 
AU $5.95 — $50.00 — — 1 $57.50 
MS-60 $9.75 — 1 $100.00 $170.00 $300.00 $110.00 
MS-63 — — — — $210.00 
MS-64 — — — — $325.00 
MS-65 _— _— — — $650.00 

PF-60 $14.00 $13.00 | $175.00 $225.00 $160.00 
PF-63 . _ — — $500.00 $250.00 
PF-64 — — — — — $340.00 
PF-65 — — — 1 — $650.00 
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1873 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Harry X Boosel is credited with providing the mintage figures for this date: less than 1/2 million 

for the first type, Closed 3; 4.1 million for the second type, Open 3. Production of the closed 3 ceased when the 
Chief Coiner stated the 3 resembled an 8. Neither NGC / PCGS nor CDN recognize or differentiate between the 
two varieties — although the Red Book does in its pricing structure. The strike for this date is renowned for 
being extremely weak, particularly the Open 3 variety. The planchets tend to be granular. Pictured above is a 
business strike, open 3 variety, struck slightly off center of the planchet to left—denticles only on left side. This 
is another known counterfeit date. The 1873 over 2 overdate described by Breen has not been verified by some 
specialists and the final vote is still out. More definite examples will be needed. The number of dies made and 
used is based on obverses-reverses destroyed. Reverses held over were probably used the following year, or pos¬ 
sibly even later. Obverses destroyed: 201. Reverses destroyed 78. Reverses held over 15. 

Proofs — All known examples are of the Closed 3 variety. Many proofs were struck on granular planchets, but still seem 
to be of better quality than the mint state pieces. Difficult to find in Gem+. R.W. Julian feels the true mintage 
of proofs is still unknown. 

Proof Diagnostics: All pieces are the Closed 3 variety. Typically show arrowhead, feather and leaves at left side 
partly thinned and stretched due to lapped die. Rev.: Type D. 

Historical Note 
Only one Pattern, regular dies trial Closed 3, was produced this year. The legal tender of the 5<t nickel was 

dropped to 25 cents by the act of February 12,1873. Gold was made the sole U.S. monetary standard and 1873 was the 
last year of issue for the 2<t piece. The Coinage Act of 1873 created the Bureau of the Treasury with the Director locat¬ 
ed at Washington, D.C. This important piece of legislation also permitted suspension of the minor coinage in case of 
redundancy. The mint appointed Mr. Edward Leech as an assistant to Dr. Linderman at a salary of $1400 per annum. 
The major depression of 1873 began as the U.S. experienced its second “Black Friday.” Stocks fell and 5,000 business 
firms failed. 
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1874 

Varieties 
There are 16 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 5th in overall mint state. Sixty available in 64, but other grades will be difficult to find cer¬ 

tified. Very scarce in 65 and up. Ranks next to the 1880 in 65 through 67. Auction offerings in 1980, ’85, ’87 and 
’92 saw approximately 8-12 appearances. Normally about 3 go on the auction block per year. 

Proofs — Ranks 11th for proofs in the series. Might be a little trouble to find in 64 & 65 but not too difficult in other 
grades. Several auction appearances in the 20 year period. Twenty times in 1987; eight times in 1993. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 8th R-5; MS63 7th R-5; MS64 7th R-4; MS65 3rd R-5; MS66 2nd R-8; MS67 None 
certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 133 (Ranking 6th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-2; VG R-l; F R-4; VF R-2; EF R-2; AU R-2 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 9th R-6; PR63 12th R-2; PR64 7th R-3; PR65 6th R-4; PR66 11th R-5; PR67 12th 
R-8 
Number of Proofs Certified: 318 (Ranking 9 th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 . 1991 1994 

GOOD — $4.00 — $10.00 $10.00 $9.00 
FINE — $9.00 $18.00 $15.00 $15.00 $19.00 
VF — — $25.00 — — $23.00 
EF — — $40.00 $35.00 $40.00 $43.00 
AU — — $60.00 — — $60.00 
MS-60 — $18.00 $110.00 $170.00 $200.00 $110.00 
MS-63 — — : — — — $230.00 
MS-64 — — — — — $345.00 
MS-65 — _— — — — $750.00 
PF-60 — $35.00 $175.00 $225.00 _ $160.00 
PF-63 — — — — $500.00 $250.00 
PF-64 — — — — — $350.00 
PF-65 — — - - - $775.00 
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1874 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Another well known counterfeit year, but not as plentiful as the 75. Not saved by the public and 

will be tough to find in a Gem+ grade. Generally well struck with possible softness in shield and date. Planchet 
flaws, die cracks, and other shield nickel problems are typical. Priced at about 40-50% over common date at the 
present time. Pictured above is an 1874 business strike, reverse of 1870. Struck slightly off center to right on 
obverse... denticles only to that side. On reverse the 5 is slightly recut... inside upright and top bar. 4 in date 
appears repunched. Strike is weak in upper shield... right side facing. The number of dies made and used is based 
on obverses-reverses destroyed. Reverses held over were probably used the following year, or possibly even later. 

Obverses destroyed: 208. Reverses destroyed 70. Reverses held over 9. 

Proofs — Granular planchets, striations and, in general, inferior quality are typical for this date. Date may have round¬ 
ed rims. Check proof characteristics for reflective surfaces, flat edges. A quality piece will be difficult to find. 

Priced only a little over a semi-common date on the sheets. 
Proof Diagnostics: Two minor varieties known. Obv.I: Strong date, typically with recutting at top of 4. Obv.II: 

Weakly punched date. Rev.: Type D. 

Historical Note 
One pattern, regular dies trial piece, was minted in Copper and Aluminum. The redesigned steam powered coin¬ 

ing press introduced at the mint in 1858 and used until 1874 was replaced by then Chief Coiner A.L. Snowden. The 
new machine utilized a solid stroke, and registered a more progressive force. The result was coins of better relief and 
greatly increased die life. A typical painter in New York earned about 6 nickels per hour for a 60 hour work week in 
1874. Levi Strauss blue jeans got rivets and sold for $13.50 per dozen. Judd reported a shortage of 5t nickels in the 

western states. 

PROOF GRADE 
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1875 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 2,097,000 

Proof Strikes: 700 

Varieties 
There are 13 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 3rd in overall mint state rarity. Availability is fairly even in all grades except MS60-61 where 

just 1 has been certified. 108 were auctioned within the 20-year study time frame — from 0-13 per year. Since 
1990 it has been offered from 2 to 4 times per year. 

Proofs — Ranks 4th overall but this rating hardly does this date justice. Common in PR60-63, but from 64 up it’s 
tougher to find. Ranks 3rd place 64 & 65; 2nd in 66. Auction appearances peaked in 1987 with 27. Decreased to 

5 times in 1991. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 5th R-5; MS63 5th R-5; MS64 5th R-4; MS65 2nd R-5; MS66 7th R-7; MS67 None 

certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 117 (Ranking 5th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-2; VG R-2; F R-2; VF R-3; EF R-4; AU R-4 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 17th R-3; PR63 15th R-2; PR64 3rd R-3; PR65 3rd R-5; PR66 2nd R-7; PR67 6th 

R-8 
Number of Proofs Certified: 250 (Ranking 4th) 

Value 
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1875 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — This is the major counterfeit year. Another difficult year for high grade specimens. It is always pos¬ 

sible that the difference in availability of the higher grades is due to “abuse” and therefore many coins are not 
certifiable in Gem by major services. Abuse and mishandling of shield nickels is a major problem, in addition to 
poor quality produced in the minting process. Weak strikes are typical as are deficient planchets. Few seem to 
have been saved in mint state condition. Collectors may have tended to hang on to this date in 1875 and for a 
few years in the future, but there is no record of a hoard at the present time. Nickel production in this era was 
a money maker for the Mint. This factor plus the public demand for the 5C coin, did not make quality the prime 
requirement in the minting process. The 1875 pictured above is a business strike, reverse 1870. The number of 
dies made and used is based on obverses-reverses destroyed. Reverses held over were probably used the follow¬ 
ing year, or possibly even later. Obverses destroyed: 68. Reverses destroyed 54. Reverses held over 12. 

Proofs — By comparison to other dates this issue only becomes difficult to acquire in 64 and up. Strike is usually very 
good, but surfaces are often granular and the typical planchet is poor. With the sometimes narrow rims and 
rounded edges, checking for proof characteristics is a must if purchasing non-encapsulated 3rd party graded 
coins. Mishandling has put higher grade proofs on the endangered list. 
Proof Diagnostics: Left arrow base thinned towards shield: date was often shallow; borders often narrow and 
many are weak. Planchets were narrower than usual with denticles either weak or missing in areas. Rev.: Type 
D. 

Historical Note 
Pattern coinage for 1875 was again minor, with only one regular trial die piece produced in Copper and 

Aluminum metals. The Specie Resumption Act was passed on January 14th. It provided for the redemption of frac¬ 
tional currency for specie to begin January 1, 1879. Circulating greenbacks were to be reduced to $300,000,000. 
William “Boss” Tweed escaped from prison in New York city on December 4, and fled to Cuba. The Hawaiian 
Reciprocity Treaty signed on January 30 provided that no Hawaiian territory be turned over to any 3rd power. A 
plumber in New York earned $3.16 a day for a 57 hour work week, and work shoes could be purchased for $.50 to $1.00 
depending on quality. Twenty cent pieces were the major pattern thrust for the year. 

MINT STATE GRADE PROOF GRADE 
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1876 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 2,530,000 

Proof Strikes: 1,150 

Varieties 
There are 10 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 8th in overall mint state. More available in MS63 and 64 than in other grades. Made 114 auc¬ 

tion appearances in the 20 year study period. Since 1989 it has been offered 4 to 7 times per year — all grades, 
uncirculated. 

Proofs — Ranks 14th overall. Date is heavy in Proof grades 60-64. Rides about in the middle of the rarity scale in 65 
and up. This date has been fairly consistent in its auction appearances in the last 20 years. Down a little in the 
last three years, but held at 12 appearances in 1993. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 6th R-5; MS63 10th R-3; MS64 10th R-3; MS65 4th R-5; MS66 5th R-7; MS67 12th 
R-7 
Number of Mint State Certified: 187 (Ranking 10th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-2; VG R-2; F R-4; VF R-3; EF R-3; AU R-4 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 18th R-3; PR63 17th R-2; PR64 13th R-2; PR65 10th R-3; PR66 10th R-5; PR67 
11th R-8 
Number of Proofs Certified: 398 (Ranking 13th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $2.95 $400 1 $13.00 $11.00 $8.75 

FINE $5.95 $7.50 $20.00 $22.00 $20.00 $24.00 

VF $6.75 — $30.00 — — $28.00 

EF $7.45 — $45.00 $42.00 $50.00 $47.00 

AU $8.50 — $75.00 — — $62.50 

MS-60 $11.45 $17.00 $125.00 $185.00 $225.00 $110.00 

MS-63 _ — — — ! — $210.00 

MS-64 _ _ — — — $280.00 

MS-65 _— — _— — — $800.00 

PF-60 ^1750 $22.50 $175.00 $250.00 — $160.00 

PF-63 _ _ — — $650.00 $250.00 
PF-64 _ _ _ — — $375.00 

PF-65 - - - - — $750.00 
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1876 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Counterfeits made for circulation in the 1870’s may still turn up today in collections. Strike is 

about average for this date, but Taxay cautioned “they are usually weakly struck up at the borders.” Typical are 
satiny prooflike. Reverse surface may be wavy. Usually steel grey in color. Finding a Gem or Gem+ coin will be 
difficult, but other grades are available. Eventually the public need for mint state nickels came to a halt at the 
end of 1876 due in part to the increased demand for silver coinage. The number of dies made and used is based 
on obverses-reverses destroyed. Reverses held over were probably used the following year, or possibly even later. 
Obverses destroyed: 119. Reverses destroyed 64. Reverses held over 4. 

Proofs — Some proofs of 1876 tend to be of better quality than the 75, but many are lackluster (dull) — similar to 
the 1875 issue. Sharp strike, narrow planchet (flans). See photo above. Check edge for flatness; surfaces for 
reflectivity. Difficult date to find in Gem+ condition. Mishandling is an issue which plagues the shield series, 
including collector saved proofs. 
Proof Diagnostics: Two varieties reported. Obv. I: Normal date with left arrow base slightly thinned and extend¬ 
ed towards shield. Obv. II: Repunched date, first to right; die crack at the left base of 1 extending left towards 
border (die crack not required). Rev.: Type D. 

Historical Note 
No 5<t nickel patterns were introduced in this Centennial year. In fiscal year 1876 the mint redeemed 3,730,517 

5<t nickels; washed and reissued 3,718,300 pieces and melted for recoinage 46,662 uncurrent 5<t nickels. Acting with 
the authority of the Mint Act of 1873, coinage of the 5<t nickel was halted in the latter part of the year — except for 
proof issues. The U.S. Centennial Exposition of 1876 opened in Philadelphia and for 2 nickels at the Exposition you 
could buy the ‘newest novelty’— a foil wrapped banana. In 1934 Elder Coin Corp. offered proofs dated 1866-1876 for 
10<t each. Custer’s famous Last Stand battle took place on July 9, 1876. National Geographic Magazine, December 
1986, had a story on Custer’s Last Stand. Relics from this famous 1876 encounter were shown including Shield nick¬ 
els described as “silver” five-cent pieces. Cavalry soldiers were paid $13 a month. (Error noted by Rare Coin Review No. 
64 Spring 1987, Bowers & Merena). News article was published by the San Diego, CA Union July 6, 1876. Original is 
in the Los Angeles County Museum. 

MINT STATE GRADE PROOF GRADE 
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1877 - Proof Only Issue 

Varieties 
None known for this date. 

Scarcity 
Proofs — Ranks 12th for shield nickel series in proof condition. The mintage suggested by Robert Julian in Coin World 

(4-8-87) of a minimum of 900 proofs struck for this date is based on research of medal department letters for 
1877. In certified grades-NGC/PCGS-the 1877 grading curve comes in at the middle of the pack. Its appearance 
at auction over the 20 year study period has been steady. Offered 35 times in 1989 and 12 times in 1993. Proofs 
in 64 & 65 are the most numerous in certified 3rd party graded. 

Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 10th R-6; PR63 8th R-3; PR64 12th R-3; PR65 14th R-2; PR66 12th R-4; PR67 
None certified 
Number of Proofs Certified: 377 (Ranking 11th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

PF-60 _ $180.00 $900.00 $1100.00 $1000.00 

PF-63 _ _ _ — $2200.00 $1075.00 

PF-64 _ _ _ — — $1150.00 

PF-65 - - - - — $1475.00 
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1877-Proof Orilyhsue Continued 

Comments 
Proofs — This popular proof-only date has always commanded a price that outweighs its actually rarity among proof 

dates in the series. Part is the mystique of a proof-only coin, and part because a complete date set requires the 
proof-only issue. The term ‘date pressure’ can legitimately be applied to this date. The chance of the price drop¬ 
ping because of a re-evaluation of the number minted (875-925) is probably not realistic. A medium luster, plus 
reporting of some being struck only once, has led to this date being offered as a “rare” business strike in the past. 
Mint records do not record any business strikes manufactured. Granular planchets are typical even in a Gem 
grade and reflectivity will be less than for smooth mirrored surfaces. The poor quality of the 1877 & 1878 may 
be due to the public demand for these proof-only issues. In late December, 1877, some collectors were denied 
purchase as the mint ran out and wouldn’t strike any more. Cleaning and mishandling have taken a toll with 
this date as with other shield nickels. Impaired proofs are not included in the rarity evaluations for any date. 
Pictured above is the 1877 proof, reverse of 1870. Off center planchet to upper right. Slightly soft on upper shield 
center right. The number of dies made and used is based on obverses-reverses destroyed. Reverses held over were 
probably used the following year, or possibly even later. Obverses destroyed: 1. Reverses destroyed 0. Reverses 
held over 5. 
Proof Diagnostics: Only 1 die used for obverse. Date to right; borders on most are narrow. Rim often doesn’t 
show outside beads. Rev.: Type D. 

Historical Note 
Blanks for coinage were supplied under contract with Joseph Wharton. In fiscal year 1877, the mint redeemed 

7,190,988 nickels; washed, and reissued 4,097,200 (dates unknown). None were melted for recoinage. The 1877 Proof 
was offered for sale at $1.25 by The Elder Coin Corp. in 1934. Trial impressions dating as late as 1877 indicate that let¬ 
tering was still punched by hand into the master die, rather than sculptured in the original model. The Singer 
Manufacturing company cut the price of their sewing machines in half as the depression of 1873 continued. The first 
low-rent housing project opened in Brooklyn, NY at $14 per month. Federal troops evacuated Columbia April 10th 
ending the Carpetbag rule in South Carolina. However, Louisiana was the last southern state to regain control of its 
internal government when the Carpetbag government left on April 24th. In New York Plumbers earned $3.16 a day; 
Painters $2.59 a day and Stonemasons $2.12 a day for an averaged 60 hour week. From a value of $1.00 in 1860 in pur¬ 
chasing power (Composite Consumer Price Index; 1860=1), the same purchase would cost $1.26 in 1877. 
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1878 - Proof Only Issue 

Varieties 
There is 1 variety described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Proofs — Ranks 16th in Shield nickel proofs. There seems to be a sufficient number available in all Proof grades, 

although “date pressure” also applies to the 78. In auction its appearances dropped from 30 in 1990 to 16 times 
per year in 1993. 

Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 14th R-5; PR63 13th R-2; PR64 17th R-l; PR65 16th R-l; PR66 16th R-2; PR67 
14th R-5 
Number of Proofs Certified: 790 (Ranking 16th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

PF-60 $39.50 $65.00 $350.00 $400.00 — $460.00 

PF-63 $1500.00 $475.00 

PF-64 _ — — $525.00 

PF-65 - — z — $700.00 
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1878 - Proof Only Issue Continued 

Comments 
Proofs — In the Aubrey Bebee auction by Bowers a cataloger described Lot #170 as follows: “Breen notes all 1878 

Shield 5<t are overdates, with what he calls the ‘shaft of the 7’ visible in the lower loop of the 8. The lower loop 
of the 8 does indeed show the traces of another figure to the rt, but it does not seem to this cataloger to be ori¬ 
ented in the proper direction to be unequivocally a part of an undertype 7.” We do not list this early die state as 
a variety. Experts do not agree that a genuine “overdate” of this date exists. Surfaces tend to be satiny brilliant 
on higher graded pieces although usually granular. The poor quality of the 1877 & 1878 may be due to the pub¬ 
lic demand for these proof-only issues. Pictured above is the later die state with the 7 shaft visible only showing 
as a trace in the bottom bowl of last 8. The number of dies made and used is based on obverses-reverses 
destroyed. Reverses held over were probably used the following year, or possibly even later. Obverses destroyed: 
5. Reverses destroyed 0. Reverses held over 5. 
Proof Diagnostics: One variety known for obverse, but five dies were used. Obv. I: The shaft of the 7 shows in the 
lower loop of the last 8. Borders are often narrow, same as 1877. Rev.: Type D. 

Historical Note 
In fiscal year 1878 the mint redeemed 5,711,602 5<t pieces; washed and reissued 7,261,800 (dates unknown). 

None were melted for recoinage. The Elder Coin Corp. in 1934 sold this Proof for $.25. 10,500 businesses failed as the 
depression of 1873 continued. The wage for skilled labor jobs in bottle glassblowing dropped to $3.68 per day and farm 
labor was paid $.88 per day for a 63 hour week. Post-Civil War deflation of currency reached its lowest point; the aver¬ 
age man had only half as many dollars as in 1864. The 287.42 carat Tiffany diamond was discovered in South Africa’s 
Kimberly Mine. 

350 

PROOF GRADE 
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1879 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 25,900 

Proof Strikes: 3,200 

Varieties 
varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 2nd in series. Sporadic auction appearances before 1987. One to 4 per year since ’87. Total 

auction offerings only 59 in 20 year study period. Tougher date to find in grades through MS64. Low mintage 
places it here. 

Proofs — Ranks 15th in series. Steady appearance recorded at auction. Offered 13 times in 1993. Where are the Proofs 
in PR60-63? Above average number graded in 64 and above. There is date pressure, affecting prices, due to dif¬ 
ficulty in obtaining mint state pieces. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 2nd R-7; MS63 2nd R-7; MS64 2nd R-6; MS65 7th R-5; MS66 8th R-7; MS67 None 
certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 52 (Ranking 2nd) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-6; VG R-5; F R-6; VF R-6; EF R-6; AU R-6 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 5th R-6; PR63 7th R-3; PR64 14th R-2; PR65 15th R-2; PR66 14th R-3; PR67 
16th R-5 
Number of Proofs Certified: 520 (Ranking 15th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD _ $7.00 $65.00 $210.00 $215.00 
FINE — $10.00 $40.00 $100.00 $325.00 $300.00 
VF — — $50.00 — — $325.00 
EF — — $60.00 $125.00 $475.00 $370.00 
AU — $100.00 — $380.00 
MS-60 — $17.00 $200.00 $425.00 $625.00 $545.00 
MS-63 — — — — — $600.00 
MS-64 — — — — $850.00 
MS-65 _— — — $1700.00 

PF-60 $ 16.00 $25.00 $1503)0 $325.00 _ $300.00 
PF-63 — — — $1000.00 $325.00 
PF-64 — — — — — $440.00 
PF-65 

- — — — $675.00 

Comments 
Business strikes — The surfaces of this date in top condition will often be prooflike. It is not unusual for first strike 

mint state pieces of this date to be offered as proofs — and proofs to be offered as mint state. First strike, frosty 
pieces command a large premium. Poorly struck proofs have been offered to the collector as the rare uncircu¬ 
lated business strike 1879. “The valuations usually given for the 1879 are tremendously depressed because of the 
false ceiling created by proof coin prices”. (Taxay). This date in mint state is very scarce to rare, as the mintage 
would indicate. Pictured above is an 1879 business strike. Normal date; rev. hub of 1870 (Type D). No rim on 
obverse; only slight rounded rim on reverse. Denticles near date polished down toward edge. This is one date 
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1879 Continued 
where the edge should be checked, in addition to other proof characteristics. The number of dies made and used 
is based on obverses-reverses destroyed. Obverses destroyed: 6. Reverses destroyed 10. Reverses held over 0. 

Proofs —- Popular and available. The quality is above average. Some “date pressure” on proofs due to collectors’ inabil¬ 

ity to find mint state pieces. 
Proof Diagnostics: Several die varieties known in regular proofs; one overdate. Obv. I: Overdate, ‘79/8. The 9 is 
narrower than the 8. Faint traces of the 8 can typically be seen within the top and bottom of the nine. Breen 
reported sometimes the trace of the 8 can be seen on either side of the 9. Obv. II: Light recutting on the 9; 7 
almost touches the ball. Obv. Ill: All four digits in date are repunched. Obv. IV: All four digits in date are 
repunched with triple RPD on the 8. Outermost 1 is broken at the base. Obv. V: Normal date. Rev.: Type D. 

Historical Note 
In the fiscal year 1879 the mint redeemed 4,986,321 5* nickels; washed and reissued 5,400,400 (dates unknown). 

None were melted for recoinage. Women were given the right to practice law before the Supreme Court. Thomas 
Edison demonstrated first practical incandescent light bulb. The McCormick reaper sold for $1,500 up from $150 in 
1861. On January 1 the Government resumed specie payment for first time since it was suspended in 1861. Lack of 
specie payment was thought to be partly responsible for the Panic of 1873. The government was apprehensive that it 
could not provide enough coin to meet the overwhelming demand even after working extra hours. The huge demand 
that was expected did not materialize. This showed the extent to which public confidence in government fiscal poli¬ 

cies had been restored since the Civil War. 

MINT STATE GRADE PROOF GRADE 

1879/8 OVERDATE VARIETY 

Mintage 
Proof Strikes: 800-1,000 

Scarcity 
Proofs — A recognized major variety and included in the series rarity scale. Some numismatists consider it more com¬ 

mon than the regular dated 1879 Proof. Statistics so far show it to be rarer. Breen reported two varieties plus 2 
business strikes seen. Q. David Bowers disagreed with Breen’s findings on business strikes, stating this overdate 
is only found in proof and is about 3x scarcer than the reg¬ 
ular 1879 Proof. Ranked #10 overall. Since 1987 this pop- 150 
ular overdate has appeared 6-19 times per year in auction. 
Mintage unknown. Seems to be scarce to rare only in 60- 2 120 
62. After that it is the 3rd most common in Proof 67 and [= 
with 4 graded Proof 68 it takes the bottom honors in this u 90 
grade. Si 

£ 60 

Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 2nd R-7; PR63 2nd R-5; d 
PR64 5th R-3; PR65 13th R-2; PR66 15th R-3; PR67 17th R-5; 3o 
PR68 20th R-4; 
Number of Proofs Certified: 382 (12th) o 

60-61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 
PROOF GRADE 
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1880 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 16,000 

Proof Strikes: 3,955 

Varieties 
There are 2 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 1st in all grades — hands down! Only 29 auction appearances in the 20 year study period. 

Six were auctioned in 1981. Since 1981 it has appeared 0-3 times per year, all MS grades. A very elusive date to 
find properly graded. 

Proofs — Ranks 19th. Never less than 17 auction appearances per year since 1972. Only the 1883 is more common. 
There is date pressure, affecting prices, due to difficulty in obtaining mint state pieces 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 1st None certified; MS63 1st R-8; MS64 1st R-6; MS65 1st R-8; MS66 -67 None cer¬ 
tified. 
Number of Mint State Certified: 15 (Ranking 1st) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-6; VG R-6; F R-6; VF R-6; EF R-6; AU R-6 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 19th R-3; PR63 19th R-2; PR64 19th R-l; PR65 19th R-l; PR66 17th R-3; PR67 
19th R-3 
Number of Proofs Certified: 949 (Ranking 19th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $9.00 $80.00 $225.00 $245.00 
FINE — $14.00 $45.00 $115.00 $350.00 $325.00 
VF — $55.00 — $375.00 
EF — — $70.00 $160.00 $500.00 $440.00 
AU — $120.00 — $485.00 
MS-60 — $20.00 $210.00 $325.00 $700.00 $550.00 
MS-63 — — — — — $775.00 
MS-64 — — — — — $1500.00 
MS-65 _— — _— _— — $3600.00 

PF 60 $19.50 $30.00 ' $150.00 T $325.00 — $160.00 
PF-63 — — — : — $1100.00 $250.00 
PF-64 — — — — — $340.00 
PF-65 — — !_=_L — — 1 $595.00 
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1880 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Prior to 3rd party grading in 1986 some disputed whether this date or the 1879, was the rarest for 

the series, especially in MS65 and above. All empirical evidence currently shows the 1880 as the #1 key date for 
this series in all mint state grades. The 1880 like the 1879 and the 1881 are apt to have proofs (usually dull & 
perhaps poorly struck) sold as the rare mint state coin. This date is usually well struck with good luster — some¬ 
times prooflike in the higher grades. Fewer die cracks and planchet problems than the earlier (prior to 1877) 
dates. MS pieces were also struck using proof dies. Checking for proof characteristics is a must for this date. The 
price difference between the rare MS and the common date proof is several fold. The number of dies made and 
used is based on obverses-reverses destroyed. Obverses destroyed-3; Reverses destroyed-5; Reverses held over-0. 

Proofs — This date should not be much of a problem to find in proof except possibly in PR60-62. Expect a sharp strike 
and nice surfaces in higher grades. Even mirrored surfaces are sometimes found. Some, however, have a lack¬ 
luster look with granular surfaces. Micro spotting continues to plague the shield series. Pictured above is the 
1880 proof— die #1, normal date. 8 touches ball of shield. Even in lower proof grades the surfaces will pass the 
“pencil test” with a sharp reflection. The edge is flat regardless of slightly rounded rims. The number of dies 
made and used is based on obverses-reverses destroyed. Obverses destroyed-1; Reverses destroyed-1; Reverses 
held over-0 . 
Proof Diagnostics: Bob Julian's archival research shows only one die used for this date. Breen lists two obv. vari¬ 
eties. Obv.I: Normal date, first 8 touches ball. Obv.II: Second 8 punched So., corrected No. First 8 touches ball. 
Wescott called this the “dropped” eight variety. Logotype variety. Rev.: Type D. 

Historical Note 
The mint produced sets of patterns composed of a metric silver dollar, a metric goloid dollar and the famous 

metric four-dollar gold Stella. In fiscal year 1880 the mint redeemed 10,111,530 5<f nickels; washed and reissued 
10,949,700 (dates unknown). None were melted for recoinage. William Barber Chief Engraver of the U.S. Mint died in 
1879. His son Charles Barber was appointed Chief Engraver in 1880. Midwest farmers burned corn for fuel, as prices 
were too low for shipping, and the U.S. boasted 100 millionaires. The Singer Sewing Machine Co. sold 539,000 
machines, up from 250,000 in 1875. Con man Reed Waddell of Illinois amassed more than 1/4 million dollars in 10 
years in his "Gold brick" swindle in New York city. He sold gilded lead bricks and counterfeit currency. The 1st major 
gold strike in Alaska occurred near the village of Juneau. Stationary Engineers in New York earned $2.48 a day for a 
65 hour week. 



1881 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 68,800 

Proof Strikes: 3,575 

Varieties 
There are 4 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 7th in overall rarity. Only 63 appeared at auctions in the 20 year study period and the num¬ 

ber of offerings has dropped since 1987. Appearance has been 1 to 4 times per year since 1987. Only its auction 

appearances and lower mintage make this date a #7 in overall ranking. Too many have been graded in 65 & 66 

for it to be a true rarity. Varies from Scarce to Rare in different grades. 

Proofs — Ranks 17th. Above average ratings in all grades. Auction appearances have been 18 to 41 times per year for 

20 years. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 7th R-5; MS63 3rd R-6; MS64 4th R-5; MS65 9th R-5; MS66 14th R-4; MS67 None 

certified 

Number of Mint State Certified: 91 (Ranking 4th) 

Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-4; VG R-5; F R-5; VF R-5; EF R-5; AU R-5 

Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 16th R-3; PR63 14th R-2; PR64 18th R-l; PR65 17th R-l; PR66 18th R-l; PR67 

15th R-5 

Number of Proofs Certified: 868 (Ranking 17th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $6.00 
— t 

$60.00 $175.00 $130.00 
FINE $10.00 $30.00 $80.00 $275.00 $190.00 
VF — $45.00 — — $220.00 
EF — — $60.00 $115.00 $375.00 $325.00 
AU $90.00 — $375.00 
MS-60 — SI 5.00 $150.00 $300.00 $550.00 $465.00 
MS-63 — — _ $640.00 
MS-64 — — — — $775.00 
MS-65 — —- _— _— _— $1,175.00 

PF-60 $13.50 $22.50 $160.00 $315.00 ' _ $160.00 
PF-63 — 

— 
— $1000.00 $250.00 

PF-64 — _ — 1 $340.00 
PF-65 — — - — 1 $595.00 
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1881 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — More frequently found in prooflike condition than the 79 and ’80 and available. Frosty gems are 

not as plentiful and will command a premium. The 1881 like the 1879 and the 1880 are apt to have proofs (usu¬ 
ally dull & poorly struck) sold as the scarcer mint state coin; and prooflike business strikes are sometimes sold 
as proofs. As stated previously, proof dies were also used to strike mint state pieces. The above picture is an 1881 
business strike. The 8 appears doubled as if date were punched low and polished out right into the rim. The num¬ 
ber of dies made and used is based on obverses-reverses destroyed. Reverses held over were probably used the 
following year, or possibly even later. Obverses destroyed: 7. Reverses destroyed 9. Reverses held over 2. 

Proofs — Available in all grades. Varies from brilliant to lackluster, dull and granular. Dull and poorly struck pieces 
have been sold as the scarcer business strike. Rims on some may be rounded. Above average quality pieces are 
available. Again there is some “date pressure” due to difficulty in obtaining mint state pieces. Use the pointers 
in the Proof Section to check proof characteristics. The number of dies made and used is based on obverses- 

reverses destroyed. Obverses destroyed: 2. Reverses destroyed 2. Reverses held over 0. 
Proof Diagnostics: Two varieties known. Obv.I: The outline of the ball is broken near the first 8; outline in upper 
loop of second 8 fades. Obv. II: Later die state. Top inner right berry is detached at 2:30. Left base of first 1 slight¬ 
ly right of center; right base of last 1 is barely right of the left edge. (Breen). Rev.: Type D. "Some have a tiny rust 

pit on thick part of 5 at right." (Breen). 

Historical Note 
The stock of 5<t nickel coins in the Treasury had become depleted and the demand could not be met. On 

November 12,1881 the Secretary of the Treasury ordered coinage of 5<t nickels be resumed, and that the copper and 
nickel cents (held in custody by the Philadelphia Mint) be melted and recoined into 5<t nickel pieces. Coinage actual¬ 
ly resumed on December 12, 1881, one month after the ban was lifted by the Treasury Department. This recoinage 
resulted in a large profit. The Philadelphia Mint stopped serving as a redemption center for minor coinage, however 
they would accept former issues in exchange for current issues. Pattern production began again for the 5<t piece — 
the first since 1875. Col. A.L. Snowden ordered a uniform series of minor coins and suggested a classical head of 
Liberty, surrounded by the words United States of America with the date underneath and on the reverse a wreath com¬ 
posed of wheat, corn and cotton surrounding the Roman Numerals V, III and I. Charles Barber prepared the dies and 
the pattern is very similar to the Liberty Head nickel adopted in 1883. Farm labor jobs rose to $1.25 a day for a 63 hour 
week, as did wages for plumbers in New York — $3.43 a day for a 54 hour work week. President Garfield was assassi¬ 
nated. The Supreme Court ruled thel862 federal income tax law unconstitutional. Raisin Grape Vines were advertised 
in Demorest’s Monthly Magazine for $.35; or you could buy 100 Duncan’s Mammoth Prolific cotton seeds, said to yield 
6,590 lbs of seed cotton per acre, from R.H. Macy & Co. for 10 cents. 
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1882 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 11,472,900 

Proof Strikes: 3,100 

Varieties 
There are 21 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 16th. 461 have been offered at auction in the 20 year study period. Since 1988 the offerings 

have been from 18 to 24 per year. Dropped to 9 appearances in 1993. Ranks either 15th or 16th in all grades. 

Proofs — Ranks 18th. This date came in 20/20 in PR66 & 67. About the middle of the pack in Proof 60-63 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 15th R-2; MS63 15th R-2; MS64 15th R-l; MS65 16th R-2; MS66 16th R-3; MS67 
16th R-7 
Number of Mint State Certified: 728 (Ranking 15th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: R-l in all grades 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 11th R-5; PR63 11th R-3; PR64 16th R-l; PR65 18th R-l; PR66 20th R-l; PR67 
20th R-3; PR68 19th R-8 
Number of Proofs Certified: 894 (Ranking 18th) 

Value 

1954 1958 ] 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $1.35 $1.35 _ $8.00 $7.00 $7.60 
FINE $2.45 $3.00 $10.00 — $12.00 $10.00 
VF $2.95 — $20.00 $12.00 — $12.00 
EF $3.25 — $30.00 $27.50 $27.50 $23.00 
AU $3.75 — $75.00 — — $43.50 
MS-60 $4.75 $7.50 $125.00 $170.00 $110.00 $80.00 
MS-63 — — — — $165.00 
MS-64 — — — — $220.00 
MS-65 _— — _— — — $515.00 

PF-60 $6.95 $10.00 $150.00 $200.00 — $160.00 
PF-63 — — — — $500.00 $250.00 
PF-64 — : — — — — $340.00 
PF-65 — — — _=_L — $595.00 
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1882 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Second largest mintage and should be available in all grades. Many are prooflike and well above 

average in luster and surfaces. Most are well struck. Pictured above is an 1882, reverse of 1870, business strike. 
Date entered to right of center of shield; partly filled 2 (sometimes offered as an overdate); no denticles to left, 
just slightly striped ridge; reverse has a rim; recut motto; small cud at 2:30 on reverse; very good strike. If buy¬ 
ing non-encapsulated coins use the pointers in the Proof Coinage Section to check this date. Reverses held over 
were probably used the following year, or possibly even later. Obverses destroyed: 507. Reverses destroyed 367. 
Reverses held over 18. 

Proofs — Shouldn’t be a problem finding a nice example of this date in most grades. The planchets are smoother than 
previous years. The number of dies made and used is based on obverses-reverses destroyed. Obverses destroyed: 
2. Reverses destroyed 1. Reverses held over 0. 
Proof Diagnostics: Julian’s archival research shows two dies were used for this date. Breen reported three die 
varieties. The third variety Breen lists is “suspect”; possibly a die state rather than a separate variety. Obv.I: Clear 
2. Obv. II: Filled 2. The date is low and to the right of the ball. Obv. Ill or Die State? Filled 2 and lower half of 
second 8. Rev.: Type D. 

Historical Note 
Demand for 5<t nickels had become very pressing as stated in 1881. The amount held in the Treasury had 

dropped from 23,685,059 pieces held in September of 1879 to 1,598,331 on December 1st, 1882 — less than a mon¬ 
th’s supply due to public demand. Eight Pattern 5<t pieces were produced this year including two so-called “blind 
man’s” nickels. These experimental 5<t pieces with 5 equally spaced bars on the edge, were the suggestion of Rep. 
William S. Rosecrans (known to students of the Civil War era as General Rosecrans of Chickamauga and other well 
known battles) “after many of his compatriots were blinded by combat or disease” (R.W. Julian, Coin World). Technical 
problems limited striking to only a few pieces. J-1684, 1685 & 1686 have a Liberty Head obv. and J-1697 is a regular 
design shield nickel. Only 2% of New York homes had water connections. Electric cable cars were installed in Chicago; 
they traveled 20 blocks and averaged less than 2 miles per hour. German engineer Gottlieb Daimler invented an inter¬ 
nal combustion engine powered by gasoline. From a base dollar value of $1.00 in 1860 (Composite Consumer Price 
Index; 1860=1), the same purchase would cost $1.23 in 1882. 

MINT STATE GRADE PROOF GRADE 
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1883 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 1,451,500 

Proof Strikes: 5,419 

Varieties 
There are 12 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 17th. Lowest ranked in all grades by a wide margin. A total of 620 have appeared at auction 

in the 20 year study period. Twenty-six hit the auction block in 1993. 

Proofs — Ranks 20th. The dubious honor of last (20/20), and most plentiful in all but one grade goes to this date. 
However, for the most common date in the series its auction appearances are still not overwhelming. A high of 
45 offerings in 1989 and a low of 20 times in 1992. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 17th R-l; MS63 17th R-l; MS64 16th R-l; MS65 17th R-l; MS66 17th R-l; MS67 
17th R-l 
Number of Mint State Certified: 1171 (Ranking 17th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-l; VG R-l; F R-l; VF R-2; EF R-l; AU R-l 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 20th R-l; PR63 20th R-l; PR64 20th R-l; PR65 20th R-l; PR66 19th R-l; PR67 
18th R-5 
Number of Proofs Certified: 1187 (Ranking 20th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 
GOOD $1.10 $1.50 — $8.00 $7.00 $7.60 
FINE $1.95 $3.00 S10.00 $12.00 $12.00 $11.50 
VF $2.45 — $20.00 — $15.00 
EF $2.95 j — $35.00 $27.50 $27.50 $30.00 
AU $3.45 — $60.00 — $46.00 
MS-60 $3.95 $7.00 $100.00 SI 70.00 $110.00 $80.00 
MS-63 — — — — — $165.00 
MS-64 — — — $220.00 
MS-65 — — _— — $515.00 

PF-60 $6^45 $10.00 SI 75.00 $200.00 $160.00 
PF-63 — — — S500.00 $250.00 
PF-64 — — — $340.00 
PF-65 — — — 1_z_ 

$595.00 

Comments 
Business strikes — The last date in the series and the most plentiful in uncirculated condition. As with the 1882, this 

date is available with a satin prooflike surface. Often found with double-cut or recut dates which are not to be 
confused with the genuine 1883/2 overdate. The 1883/2 overdate was not included in the rarity rating of this 
study due to 1) improper identification 2) auction records being incomplete and/or inconsistent for the 20 year 
study span. It can be considered a scarce to rare variety if properly attributed and graded. Pictured above is an 
1883 business strike (probable). Excellent strike; reflective surfaces, rounded rims which is often the case for 
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1883 Continued 

proofs; narrow rims; rims only beads; motto slightly recut. Without being able to check the edge this piece can t 
be designated as either a proof or mint state. The number of dies made and used is based on obverses-reverses 

destroyed. Obverses destroyed: 61. Reverses destroyed 54. Reverses held over 0. 

Proofs — Although this date is the most common, in all grades except PR66 & 67, all shield nickels are difficult to find 
in a pristine condition due to the copper-nickel alloy used and abuse of the series in general over the years. 
Business strikes have been sold as proofs as many proofs have lackluster surfaces, narrow rims and somewhat 
rounded rims. The number of dies made and used is based on obverses-reverses destroyed. Obverses destroyed: 1. 

Reverses destroyed 1. Reverses held over 0. 
Proof Diagnostics: One die for this date. Several different logotype varieties. Obv.I: Overdate ’83/2 (Breen). 
Obv.II: Doubled date. Punched to right, corrected left. Obv.III: Doubled date, 4 digits. Punched low; corrected. 
Obv. IV: Date partly recut; base of second 8 and top of 3. Obv.V: Normal date. Lower halves of both 8’s and many 

letters are filled. Rev.: Type D. 

Historical Note 
The demand for 5<t nickels continued to increase during fiscal year 1883. Superintendent of the Mint, Snowden, 

concerned about hoarding and speculation of the 1883 Shield proof nickel, received permission on February 6, 1883 
to continue minting the shield proof together with the 1883 Liberty N/C and Liberty CENT nickel. Mintage for 1883 
proof nickels (all 3 types): March 31,1883:3919 Shield (with 3519 N/C nickels); June 26,1883:1500 Shield (with 2850 
N/C and 1700 CENT nickels). Superintendent Snowden promoted the sale of special minor proof sets consisting of 
three 5-cent coins (Shield, N/C, CENT) plus the two small denominations. A total of 18 cents in face value — sold to 
the public for 24 cents + postage throughout 1883. (R.W. Julian). The Brooklyn Bridge opened this year and the first 
issue of the successful magazine “Ladies Home Journal” rolled off the presses. A Century of Atlantic Travel advertised 
steamship steerage for immigrants from England to America for 4 pounds. A Carpenter and Joiner in Connecticut was 

paid $2.57 a day for a sixty hour work week; up from $2.15 a day in 1880. 

MINT STATE GRADE PROOF GRADE 

1883 over 2 Overdate 

Scarcity 
Mint State only. A number of recut dates exist that are often sold 
as overdates. Red Book prices the most common overdate 6x 
more than the regular issue in circulated grades and about 
3.60x in uncirculated grades. Not included in business strike 
rarity scale due to attributing problems (incomplete and/or 
inconsistent auction records). An availability scale is given 
below. 

Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-3; VG R-3; F R-4; VF R-4; 
EF R-4; AU R-5 
Number of Mint State Certified: 36 

MINT STATE GRADE 
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Liberty Head Nickels 
1883-1912 



1883 N/C 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 5,479,519 

Proof Strikes: 5,219 

Varieties 
There are 5 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 33rd of 33 issues in overall mint state. A one-year type coin for the series. Most common 

both in auction appearances and overall certified ratings. 5287 are certified in mint state with 223 in MS66 and 
6 in MS67. 

Proofs — Ranks 30th of 31 issues. This date ranks a little higher than its MS counterpart at 30/31. Readily available in 
certified holders but only 7 graded PR67. 496 auction appearances since 1972. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 33rd R-l; MS63 33rd R-l; MS64 33rd R-l; MS65 33rd R-l; MS66 33rd R-l; MS67 
33rd R-l 
Number of Mint State Certified: 5287 (Ranking 33rd) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-2; VG R-2; F R-l; VF R-l; EF R-l; AU R-l 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 28th R-l; PR63 28th R-l; PR64 30th R-l; PR65 30th R-l; PR66 25th R-2; PR67 
17th R-7 

Number of Proofs Certified: 1004 (Ranking 30th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD — $0.25 $2.00 $2.50 $1.75 
FINE $0.30 $0.75 $4.00 $3.75 $4.00 $3.00 
VF $0.40 — $6.00 $5.50 $6.00 $4.00 
EF — — $10.00 $8.00 $8.00 $5.75 
AU $0.50 — $20.00 — _ $10.00 
MS-60 $0.75 $2.25 $50.00 $40.00 $40.00 $23.00 
MS-63 — — — _ _ $33.00 
MS-64 — — — , — _ $70.00 
MS-65 — — — — 1 _ $320.00 
PF-60 — $8.00 $130.00 | $200.00 ! _ $155.00 
PF-63 — — — — $500.00 $240.00 
PF-64 — — — _ $340.00 
PF-65 _ 

— — — - $750.00 
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1883 NIC Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Popular 1 year type coin and a mint blooper (lacked a denomination on the coin) that led to the 

infamous “Racketeer Nickel.” See Counterfeit Section of this book. CENTS was added to coin about mid-year. 
Hoarded by the public and collectors when the design change was made. Readily available in most grades. Type 
suffers from improper storage, dipping, cleaning, spotting plus almost all production imperfections of the 
Shield/ Liberty series. The major exception would be less die cracks than for the shield nickel. Normal amount 
of specks-carbon spotting and strike problems. Early strikes may be difficult to differentiate between proof and 
mint state. Check the Proof Section for characteristics. 630 obv. dies were used for the obverse of both 1883 N/C 
and With-CENT nickel. Mint records do not differentiate between these two designs on obverse dies used. 242 
dies were used for the reverse of the 1883 N/C nickel. Dies were destroyed after use. 

Proofs _ proof in 64 and 65 are the easiest certified grades to find. A one year type coin and priced accordingly - not 
because it is especially rare in Proof. Mirrored proofs in investment grades will still be a challenge as mishan¬ 
dling and/or cleaning is common. Surfaces are often dull in lower grades. Strike may be a problem. 
Proof diagnostics: Several varieties. Obv. I: Some die crumbling within top of 3. Obv. II: Spike to left from mid¬ 
dle of left upright of 1. Possible RPD. Obv. Ill: Doubling on 1 and first 8. Obv. IV: Normal date with several posi¬ 
tional varieties. Rev.: Type A No denomination. 

Historical Note 
New design started production on January 8, 1883. Size of Liberty Head nickel was increased to 21.2 mm — 

slightly larger than the Shield nickel. Superintendent of the Mint, A.L. Snowden thought an increase in the coin’s 
diameter would increase the die life in this new series and he seemed to be right. Also concerned about hoarding and 
speculation of the 1883 Shield proof nickel, he received permission on February 6,1883 to continue minting the shield 
proof together with the 1883 Liberty N/C and Liberty CENT nickel. See Historical Note for 1883 Shield nickel. 1882 
prototype, J-1690 is reported by Judd as the “regular 1883 die;” however, the star placement is slightly different on the 
1883 N/C regular die. Placement difference is most noticeable on star opposite the top of Liberty's chignon. Pattern’s 
star placement is slightly lower than on the regular die. A popular collector pattern. There were a series of Liberty Head 
5<t patterns struck as the mint experimented with different metals. Two patterns J-1704, and J-1707 were struck in 
pure nickel and are magnetic. The reverse of the J-1717,1718 & 1719 is particularly attractive with a scroll across the 
numeral V inscribed CENTS, incused. The pattern J-1717 was possibly rejected by Snowden (being a former Coiner) 
for both wear factor on the scroll and stacking problems. Thomas Edison pioneered the radio tube. 

MINT STATE GRADE PROOF GRADE 
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1883 Cents 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 16,032,983 

Proof Strikes: 6,783 

Varieties 
There are 4 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 28th overall for the series. 290 auction appearances since 1980 but only 7 were offered as 

MS 65. In certified this date is about 8 points off the bottom ranking in all grades. A bit better than common. 

Proofs — Ranks 24th. 391 have been available at auction in the 20 year study period. 18 offered in the years ’91-’93. 
Fairly even availability in all certified grades except for PR66 & 67. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 24th R-2; MS63 29th R-2; MS64 24th R-2; MS65 26th R-2; MS66 28th R-3; MS67 
None certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 623 (Ranking 27th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-2; VG R-2; F R-2; VF R-2; EF R-2; AU R-3 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 20th R-3; PR63 16th R-4; PR64 26th R-l; PR65 25th R-l; PR66 14th R-4; PR67 
12th R-8 
Number of Proofs Certified: 697 (Ranking 25th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $1.40 $2.25 $5.50 $5.50 $5.50 
FINE $2.75 $5.00 $10.00 $12.00 $12.00 $10.00 
VF $3.25 $15.00 $20.00 $20.00 $17.00 
EF $17.50 — $20.00 $30.00 $30.00 $31.00 
AU $4.25 $35.00 — $55.00 
MS-60 $5.95 $10.00 $60.00 $30.00 $150.00 $83.00 
MS-63 — — — — $93.00 
MS-64 — — — — $165.00 
MS-65 _— — — $490.00 

PF-60 — $13.50 $100.00 $170.00 j $115.00 
PF-63 — — — — S500.00 $175.00 
PF-64 — — — — — $250.00 
PF-65 — — — — $500.00 
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1883 Cents Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Mintage is higher than the N/C variety but it wasn’t saved. More plentiful in MS64 than any other 

grade and may be difficult to find in Gem condition. Usually above average planchet and strike. Die breaks are 
common among early Liberty nickels and the 1883 is no exception. Subject to same abuse and mishandling as 
the Liberty series in general. Original surfaces are most desirable. 630 obv. dies were used for the obverse of both 
1883 N/C and CENT nickel. Mint records do not differentiate between these two designs on obverse dies used. 
506 dies were used for the reverse of the 1883 C nickel. Dies were destroyed after use. 

Proofs — Should not be too difficult to locate except in Gem +. Proofs, in general, are noted for mishandling, includ¬ 
ing dark oily streaking caused by improper rinsing after being dipped. Date may be dull and spotted. Planchet 
flaking caused by improper alloy mixing are also noted throughout the proof Liberty Head series. 
Proof Diagnostics: Several date positional varieties. Rev.: Type B 

Historical Note 
Pattern J-1720 struck in aluminum is a regular trial die type with the word CENT added. See comments under 

1883 Shield. Proof CENT nickels continued in production after June 26, with 1000 minted on Oct. 11, and 2933 mint¬ 
ed on December 31. Mechanization and invention saw the first pea-podder machine installed in Owasco, N.Y. replac¬ 
ing 600 workers. Firemen were making $1.50 a day in Massachusetts for a 60 hour work week — $2 a day less than a 
plumber in New York. Postage was reduced to 2<t per 1/2 oz. by Act of Congress. 

MINT STATE GRADE PROOF GRADE 
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1884 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 11,273,942 

Proof Strikes: 3,942 

Varieties 
There are 2 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 9th in series. Six auction appearances “auction graded” MS65 since 1983. Total of 188 auc¬ 

tion offerings, all Unc. grades available in the 20 year study period. In certified mostly available in 60-62 and 

again in 64. Only 4 graded 66. 

Proofs — Ranks 26th in proof. Date seems to be available in all certified grades except in the PR67 and 68. 418 auc¬ 

tion appearances in the 20 year span. 20 were offered in ’91-’93 time period. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 11th R-4; MS63 6th R-5; MS64 7th R-6; MS65 16th R-5; MS66 13th R-7; MS67 None 

certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 246 (Ranking 8th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-2; VG R-2; F R-2; VF R-2; EF R-3; AU R-3 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 27th R-2; PR63 27th R-2; PR64 27th R-l; PR65 27th R-l; PR66 27th R-2; PR67 

7th R-8 
Number of Proofs Certified: 810 (Ranking 27th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $1.75 $2.50 — $6.00 ! $6.75 $7.00 

FINE $2.75 $6.00 $12.00 $13.00 $15.00 $12.00 

VF $3.25 — $17.00 $21.00 $24.00 $16.50 

EF _ _ $22.00 $32.50 ! $35.00 $31.00 

AU $4.25 _ $40.00 — — $60.00 

MS-60 $5.95 $15.00 $65.00 $100.00 — $103.00 

MS-63 _ _ — — $200.00 $165.00 

MS-64 _ _ — — — $190.00 

MS-65 — — _— _— _— $650.00 

PF-60 _ $22.00 $140.00 1 $175.00 — $115.00 

PF-63 _ _ — — $500.00 $150.00 

PF-64 _ — — — $235.00 

PF-65 - — — — — $440.00 
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1884 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Both the strike and planchet of this date are usually above average. Fully struck Gems are avail¬ 

able in limited quantities. Luster is adequate. Prior to 3rd party grading the 1884 was considered by some to be 
a bit common — at least in higher grades(MS65 for example). With the current grading system, both auction 
records and certified population reports have shown it is not a common coin. Breen wrote “most of the uncir¬ 
culated pieces found today came from rolls saved by A.C. Gies, William Purkell and Wayte Raymond in the ‘30 s 
and ‘40’s.” Again, improper handling, storage and abuse have taken a toll in the preservation of this date. The 
number of dies used for the 1884 and destroyed after use: Obverse 167; Reverse 148. 

Proofs — Proofs of this year can be considered common to semi-common except in Proof 67. Planchets and strike 
should not be a problem. Hoarding was common years ago. “ A.C. Gies had 34 pieces, and Gies and Raymond 
had over 100 proof sets between them. The sets were broken up for the nickel coin.” (Breen). 
Proof Diagnostics: Some date positional varieties. Obv. I: Normal date. Positional varieties. Obv. II: Doubling on 
base of 1 (RPD) from strong to weak. Rev.: Type B 

Historical Note 
In 1884 the mint purchased some 2,000 lbs. of English and German nickel for use in the minting of these coins. 

The nickel proved so unmalleable as to seriously delay and impede coinage operations. A contract for remedying this 
problem was awarded to Joseph Wharton of PA to convert the nickel into 5t blanks “within the legal tolerance of 3 
grains per piece and 1% pure nickel at $.25 per lb. for each pound” accepted by the mint. The blanks were not used in 
1884. Unique l<t and 5<t pattern coinage were produced this year and showed an oriental influence. Called “Eastman 
Johnson’s holey design” the 5<t piece had an octagonal hole in the planchet — probably in an attempt to increase the 
size of the coin. The influence of the Orient was soundly rejected by the U.S. public and was only repeated once in 
1885. More than 80% of the petroleum from U.S. oil wells was marketed by John D. Rockefeller's Standard Oil Trust. 
Quaker Oats became the first food commodity sold in packages and the Montgomery Ward catalogue offered 10,000 
items for sale. By Municipal order all telephone wires were to be placed underground in New York City. 

a ■ 
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PROOF GRADE 
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1885 

Varieties 
None known at this time 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 3rd in overall mint state of any Liberty nickels and has the 3rd lowest mintage. The 9 grad¬ 

ed in MS66 and its 8th place in auction availability edged it out of the #2 spot. #2 in all grades except in 66. A 

tough date. 

Proofs — Ranks 28th. Largest auction offering of all proofs with 578 appearances in the 20 year study period. 13 were 

“auction graded” 65 in ’91-’93.12 have been graded PR67. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 2nd R-6; MS63 2nd R-7; MS64 2nd R-7; MS65 2nd R-6; MS66 15th R-6; MS67 None 

certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 142 (Ranking 2nd) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-5; VG R-5; F R-5; VF R-5; EF R-6; AU R-6 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 28th R-l; PR63 19th R-4; PR64 25th R-2; PR65 28th R-l; PR66 29th R-l; PR67 

29th R-3 
Number of Proofs Certified: 844 (Ranking 28th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD _ $21.00 $100.00 $225.00 $180.00 

FINE — $35.00 $110.00 $175.00 $375.00 $290.00 

VF _ $135.00 $220.00 $525.00 $350.00 

EF $175.00 $265.00 $700.00 $525.00 

AU - $225.00 $550.00 

MS-60 — $65.00 $300.00 $400.00 $1100.00 $750.00 

MS-63 — $800.00 

MS-64 — $900.00 

MS-65 — $1550.00 

PF-60 _ $70.00 $375.00 $440.00 j $575.00 

PF-63 — $1500.00 $650.00 

PF-64 — $700.00 

PF-65 — $725.00 
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1885 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Excessive minting of the 5<t coin in prior years led to suspension of coinage in March, 1885 and 

the resulting low 1.5 million mintage. Holds the top rarity slot in grades G-VG. In grades VF-AU it ranks a debat¬ 
able 2nd behind the 1912-S. Very tough to find in nice “honest wear” condition in these grades. Total mintage 
gives the ‘12-S the edge. Coins with a smooth planchet and a good strike command a premium. 

There is only one date in certified uncirculated grades (exception of MS-66) that will be tougher to find. Often 
found in proof-like condition. The frosty gem is scarcer than the proof-like and is considered a valuable find. 
Date can be well struck, but is beset by spotting, indentations, planchet defects and abuse. Cast and counterfeit 
coins are around. The number of dies used for the 1885 and destroyed after use: Obverse 30; Reverse 24. 

Proofs — Problem free specimens may be difficult to locate, but in Proofs this date cannot be considered rare or even 
scarce. In certified it ranks near the bottom in most grades. Strike and luster are particular problems. Planchet 
flaking affects Liberty proofs throughout the series and this date is no exception. Improper washing after being 
dipped causing dark unattractive streaking and carbon spots are other difficulties confronting the Liberty nick¬ 
el proofs. Date pressure, due to rarity of the business strike, keeps the price of proofs at an unrealistic level for 
its actual rarity. 
Proof Diagnostics: One type. Obv.I: Normal date. Rev.: Type B 

Historical Note 
The English and German Nickel purchased in 1884, and on hand in 1885, was still not usable in the early part 

the fiscal year. It became necessary to purchase additional planchets for 5<t coinage. A contract was awarded to the 
Benedict and Burnham Manufacturing Company of Waterbury, Connecticut for 20,000 lbs. at $.37 9/10 per lb. The 
mint took precautions to secure conformity to legal requirements before accepting the blanks. Coinage of minor coins 
was suspended for a time by the Secretary of the Treasury. This was the final year of the mint experimenting with holed 
minor coins. Julian suggested the cent and 5t “Holey” patterns may have been clandestinely made since they were 
minted in silver. We have not found evidence to support this theory. Postal rates were lowered to 2<t per oz. by act of 
Congress and 2nd class postage was reduced to l<t per lb. A suit could be purchased for $2. You could ship a barrel of 
oil by rail from Macksburgh, Ohio to Marietta, Ohio for 10<t and purchase “the best cigar in town” for 5<t. Bottle 
Glassblowers were still the highest paid skilled workers at $4.14 per day for a 52 hour work week. By comparison, a 
Carpenter and Joiner in Connecticut earned $2.32 an day for a averaged 61 hour work week. 

MINT STATE GRADE PROOF GRADE 
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1886 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 3,330,290 

Proof Strikes: 4,290 

Varieties 
There are 2 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 1st. A no question #1 in all grades — certified and overall uncirculated. 132 auction appear¬ 

ances in 20 year study period. 1989 saw 11 offerings at auction and 7 in ’93. The norm is approximately 4 to 5 

per year (all unc. grades). 

Proofs — Ranks 29th in overall standings. 495 appearances at auction in 20 year span. 16 ‘auction graded’ unc. ’91- 

’93. Should be available in all grades, including PR67. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 1st R-6; MS63 1st R-7; MS64 1st R-7; MS65 1st R-7; MS66-67 None certified 

Number of Mint State Certified: 112 (Ranking 1st) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-3; VG R-4; F R-4; VF R-4; EF R-5; AU R-5 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 23rd R-2; PR63 21st R-3; PR64 28th R-l; PR65 29th R-l; PR66 26th R-2; PR67 

19th R-4 
Number of Proofs Certified: 853 (Ranking 29th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD _ $10.00 — $35.00 $50.00 $53.00 

FINE _ $15.00 $60.00 $70.00 $100.00 $110.00 

VF _ _ $75.00 $95.00 $140.00 $160.00 

EF _ $100.00 $130.00 $225.00 $220.00 

AU _ _ $125.00 — $280.00 

MS-60 _ $27.50 $150.00 $230.00 $475.00 $410.00 

MS-63 _ _ — — $490.00 

MS-64 _ — — $750.00 

MS-65 — $1900.00 

PF-60 _ $32.50 $200.00 $260.00 — $260.00 

PF-63 _ — — $750.00 $300.00 

PF-64 _ _ — — — $350.00 

PF-65 - — 1 $500.00 
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1886 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — With a high of 38 certified in MS-64,15 graded in MS-65 down to 1 in MS-60 this date is rare (prop¬ 

erly graded). Like the 1885 the 1886 is plagued with poor strikes, a variety of planchet problems and often dull 
lifeless luster. Copper cents and 3<t nickels were ordered to be melted and recoined into 5<t nickels “This 
recoinage has occurred no loss, but on the contrary has resulted in a large profit.” (Mint Director's Report) See 
1884 and 1885 for additional probable cause of planchet problems during these years. Prooflike pieces may be 
more common than those with frosty surfaces. Proof characteristics are used to differentiate between prooflike 
and proofs. Harshly cleaned examples — including the buffed/polished type of abuse — seem to plague the lib¬ 
erty head (especially circulated). Neither NGC nor PCGS will grade this type of coin. The coins may be saleable, 
but at a much lower price than the actual wear on the coin would indicate. The number of dies used for the 1886 
and destroyed after use: Obverse 101; Reverse 101. 

Another key along with the 1885 and 1912-S in circulated “honest wear” condition. Tough to find without a 
rough, pitted planchet. Expect to pay a premium if you do. 

Proofs — Date pressure again keeps proof prices higher than they should be considering the number available. Some 
proofs have a satiny luster that closely approximates a business strike; and some examples have rounded rims. 
Similar strike, luster and other problems (spots, etc.) typical of the 1885. 
Proof Diagnostics: Repunch and date positional varieties exist. Obv.I: Normal date. Obv. II: Second 8 partly recut. 
Obv. Ill: Repunched date. Second 8 & 6. Rev.: Type B 

Historical Note 
Due to shortage of 5t nickels to meet public demand (See 1884 & 1885), the Secretary of the Treasury was 

authorized by the appropriation act of August 4,1886 to transfer from the Treasury to the Philadelphia Mint “any cur¬ 
rent minor coins, fit for circulation, to be cleaned and reissued.” 1,264,249 pieces were transferred. Resumption of 
minor coinage was recommended in September, 1886. Early in December 1886, orders for 5<t nickels overwhelmed the 
mint’s supply and the “superintendent was instructed to scale one-half all orders over $100” until supply increased. 
Pattern strikings for all minor coins ceased after 1885 and did not resume until 1890 with the Cent being the only pat¬ 
tern struck in that year. 

610,000 workers went on a nationwide strike seeking an 8 hour day and better working conditions. Plasterers in 
Pennsylvania were making $2.85 a day for a 52 hour work week. National attention was focused on labor unrest 
between 1880 and 1900. The Haymarket Massacre occurred in 1886 in Chicago IL, leaving 7 dead and 70 wounded. 
Geronimo was captured ending the last major Indian war. The Statue of Liberty was dedicated. Charles Martin Hall 
developed a cheap electrolytic method of extracting aluminum from its ore — prices gradually dropped from $5 a lb. 
in 1888 to 18t in 1914. 

MINT STATE GRADE 
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1887 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 15,263,652 

Proof Strikes: 2,960 

Varieties 
There are 5 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 13th in overall mint state. Similar rankings to the ’91 and ’98 but more are certified in MS- 

65. 7 graded MS-66. A solid performer — never over average ranking in any grade. 

Proofs — Ranks 19th in proof in our compiled Estimated Rarity scale; 23 in certified. Easier to find in PR63-64 than 
other grades. None graded PR67 or higher. Heavy in auction appearances with an average of 17 “auction grad¬ 

ed” offerings ’91-’93. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 9th R-4; MS63 10th R-5; MS64 9th R-5; MS65 19th R-4; MS66 14th R-6; MS67 none 

certified. 
Number of Mint State Certified: 294 (Ranking 9th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-2; VG R-2; F R-2; VF R-2; EF R-3; AU R-3 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 17th R-3; PR63 26th R-2; PR64 24th R-2; PR65 19th R-2; PR66 12th R-4; PR67 

None certified 
Number of Proofs Certified: 629 (Ranking 23rd) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $1.35 $1.50 $3.50 $4.50 $5.00 

FINE — $5.00 $11.00 $12.00 $15.00 $10.00 

VF — — $16.00 $20.00 $20.00 $12.00 

EF — $28.00 $30.00 $30.00 $29.00 

AU _ — $45.00 — $58.00 

MS-60 $5.95 $10.00 $80.00 $90.00 $160.00 $75.00 

MS-63 — — $110.00 
MS-64 — — — $180.00 

MS-65 — _— $560.00 

PF-60 — $12.00 $150.00 $150.00 $115.00 

PF-63 — — — $400.00 $140.00 
PF-64 — — — — $245.00 
PF-65 — — $440.00 
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1887 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Expect some weakness on lower left wreath and on some stars — the same as many other liberty 

nickel dates. However, for a Gem + the well struck to full strike criteria is necessary together with the other 
superior attributes. Date can come with satin prooflike surfaces and is usually well struck. Granular planchets 
are noted. Normal planchet problems and spotting. Some searching will be required if a certified piece in the 
MS60-63 range is wanted. Number of dies used for the 1887 and destroyed after use: Obverse 143; Reverse 138. 

Proofs — Typical piece is well struck on an above average planchet. Subdued luster is common; unfortunately so are 
stains/streaking from improper washing after being dipped. Carbon specks, if major, and staining can be a prob¬ 
lem if they affect eye appeal. Many with slightly rounded rims. Check the Proof Section for proof characteristics. 
Proof Diagnostics: Date positional varieties exist; recuts. Obv. I: Normal date. Obv. II: Second 8 recut. Obv. Ill: 
Base of 1 recut. Rev: Type B 

Historical Note 
In an attempt to meet public demand the copper-nickel 1-cent and 3-cent piece plus 289,815 uncurrent 5-cent 

nickels were melted and recoined for the “new 5-cent nickel pieces.” In this fiscal year the demand for minor coins on 
the mint was heavy and many orders were returned unable to be filled. Resumption of minor coinage had only been 
ordered in September 1886. 1,264,243 redeemed 5<t nickels were transferred from the Treasury Department to the 
Philadelphia Mint for cleaning and reissue. Coinage blanks were purchased from Joseph Wharton. 

Railroads were ordered by Congress to keep rates fair and reasonable. Telephone listings top 200,000 and Ball- 
Mason jars were introduced. For 504 to $1.50 you could buy a ticket to the Mark Twain American Drama at Park 
Theatre for a farewell engagement of John T. Raymond in his creation of Col. Mulberry Sellers. Pearl Harbor was leased 
from Hawaii as a naval station on January 20th. The 1st successful electric trolley line was built by Frank J. Sprague 
in Richmond, Virginia. From a base dollar value of $1.00 in 1860 (Composite Consumer Price Index; 1860=1), the same 
purchase would cost $1.14 in 1887. 

MINT STATE GRADE 
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PROOF GRADE 
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1888 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 10,720,483 

Proof Strikes: 4,582 

Varieties 
None reported for this date. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 10th for series. Only 11 have been “auction graded” MS-65 since 1983. Thirteen are certi¬ 

fied graded MS66, which is high for this series. 

Proofs — Ranks 27th overall in proof. In certified this date should be available except in PR67 where only 4 are grad¬ 
ed. Not quite as plentiful at auction. 332 offered in the 20 year study period. 20 were “auction graded” PF-65 in 

the years ’91-’93. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 6th R-4; MS63 10th R-5; MS64 9th R-5; MS65 8th R-5; MS66 24th R-5; MS67 None 

certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 238 (Ranking 7th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-2; VG R-2; F R-3; VF R-3; EF R-5; AU R-3 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 25th R-2; PR63 25th R-2; PR64 29th R-l; PR65 26th R-l; PR66 20th R-3; PR67 

13th R-7 
Number of Proofs Certified: 783 (Ranking 26th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $1.95 $3.00 $6.00 $6.00 $9.00 

FINE — $6.50 $12.00 $15.00 $17.00 $15.00 

VF _ _ $17.00 $25.00 $25.00 $25.00 

EF — — $30.00 $37.50 $37.50 $43.00 

AU — $50.00 — $80.00 

MS-60 — $12.50 $90.00 $100.00 $150.00 $105.00 

MS-63 — — — $135.00 

MS-64 — — — $160.00 

MS-65 _— _— _— $535.00 

PF-60 — $15.00 $135.00 $175.00 — $115.00 

PF-63 — — — $400.00 $140.00 

PF-64 — — _ — — $240.00 

PF-65 — — $440.00 
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1888 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — This date is not going to be as easy to find as had been once thought. Perhaps 3rd party grading 

separated a few out. There are 35 graded MS-65 and it doesn’t take many collectors to absorb this number. Satin 
prooflike coins are available, but again planchet problems, carbon specks and spotting can affect eye appeal and 
ultimately the grade. The number of dies used for the 1888 and destroyed after use: Obverse 86; Reverse 92. 

Proofs — “Most proofs were carelessly made on a batch of planchets that did not polish well; they are apt to be dull 
and apt to taken for business strikes... may have come from the 10 tons of blanks ordered from Benedict and 
Burnham”... Breen. In contrast to this statement is one from Ed Hipps, a Texas dealer, who wrote on Gem + 
coins — “proofs, again, are generally of above average strike on pleasing planchets.” Difference of opinion? Not 
really. The key is most, not all proofs are dull and lifeless with excessive granular surfaces. Planchet blanks for 
this fiscal year were purchased from Joseph Wharton, the same as in 1887. Other blanks/planchets were from 
melting 190,130 uncurrent 5C pieces. 1,998,000 5<t nickels were cleaned by the mint and reissued. Additional 
abuse arises when a lackluster/ dull proof is dipped and improperly washed trying to make it brilliant. It is futile 
to try to change the original planchet surfaces and unattractive brown oily streaking can result. Brilliant proofs 
with frosty devices and full mirror surfaces of this date may be difficult to locate and should sell at a premium. 
Carbon specks, if excessive, are an additional problem to the overall appeal. Rims may be slightly rounded. Check 
the Proof Section for proof characteristics. 
Proof Diagnostics: Two varieties. Obv. I: Normal date. Obv. II: Repunched dates; 1 or four digits. Rev.: Type B 

Historical Note 
136,119.99 lbs of blanks for coinage were supplied under contract with Joseph Wharton of PA. Stationary 

Engineers in New York were making $2.45 a day for a 63 hour work week and the Bottle Glassblowers in New Jersey 
were earning $4.95 a day for a 52 hour work week. The National Geographic began publication and the Alternating- 
Current electric motor was developed. The Republicans adopted the political slogan “As Maine goes, so goes the 
nation” after the election of Benjamin Harrison. The growing specialization in American scholarship was reflected in 
the formation of Geological Society of America, the American Society of American Church History, the American 
Folklore Society, the American Mathematical Society and the National Statistical Association in 1888. 
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1889 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 15,881,361 

Proof Strikes: 3,336 

Varieties 
There are 4 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 20th. 11+ auction appearances per year. 13 “auction graded” MS-65 since 1980. In certified 

the numbers graded would seem to make this date tougher to find than some, however, in MS66 there are 21 
graded and that is excessive compared to other dates in this series. Readers are reminded that rarity is relative 
in the Liberty Head 5<t series and the dates are only ranked against one another. In reality most dates, compared 

to several other series, could be considered scarce to rare in uncirculated condition. 

Proofs — Ranks 22nd in proof. Date has not been plentiful in auction appearances — just 271 offered in 20 year study 
span. A high of 26 were “auction graded” PR-65 in the years ’91-’93. Highest number of certified available are in 

PR-64. 5 graded in 66. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 12th R-4; MS63 11th R-4; MS64 19th R-3; MS65 24th R-3; MS66 29th R-3; MS67 

None certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 414 (Ranking 18th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-2; VG R-2; F R-2; VF R-2; EF R-3; AU R-3 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 19th R-3; PR63 12th R-4; PR64 23rd R-2; PR65 22nd R-2; PR66 18th R-3; PR67 

15th R-7 
Number of Proofs Certified: 590 (Ranking 22nd) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $0.95 $1.50 — $3.50 $4.00 $3.75 

FINE — $3.50 $8.00 $12.00 $14.00 $10.00 

VF — — $12.00 $20.00 $20.00 $12.00 
EF — — $20.00 $30.00 $30.00 $28.00 

AU — $35.00 — — $58.00 
MS-60 $5.95 $11.00 $65.00 $90.00 $140.00 $83.00 
MS-63 — — — | — — $115.00 
MS-64 — — — — — $180.00 
MS-65 — — _— — — $450.00 

PF-60 — $13.00 $150.00 j $165.00 $115.00 
PF-63 — — — — $400.00 $140.00 
PF-64 — — — — — $240.00 
PF-65 — — — — - $440.00 
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1889 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Satiny surfaces, some are prooflike. Strike can be a problem as can the planchet. Weakness in the 

hair is not uncommon. Normal difficulties associated with this copper-nickel issue, although some have major 
carbon spotting and granular planchets. Proofs may be offered as the scarcer business strike. The number of dies 
used for the 1889 and destroyed after use: Obverse 134; Reverse 147. 

Proofs — Same comments as the 1888, with dull surfaces the norm. Will require a search to find an example struck 
on an above average planchet in lower grades. However, an average planchet without excessive carbon specks, 
streaking, a poor strike, detracting laminations and other problems that can downgrade a coin in this series 
might be a better deal for these. Original surfaces and pleasing eye appeal are important. 
Proof Diagnostics: Date positional varieties exist. Obv. I: Normal date. Obv. II: Minor positional differences. Rev.: 

Type B 

Historical Note 
In fiscal year 1889 the mint cleaned and reissued or melted and recoined 272,000 5<t nickels. The mint request¬ 

ed the Treasury and subtreasuries to ship all accumulated minor coinage to them for reissue or recoinage. 99,990 lbs. 
of planchet blanks were purchased from an outside contractor. Since the beginning of the mint in 1793 through fis¬ 
cal year 1889, 1,818,592 5<t nickels had been melted and recoined. Oklahoma Territory lands, formerly reserved for 
Indians, were opened to white settlers. Electric lights were installed in the White House. New Jersey passed a law 
authorizing the incorporation of "holding companies" within its jurisdiction — a much used device to circumvent the 
provisions of the Sherman Anti-Trust Law. New Jersey later became the home of most giant corporations. The famous 
Johnstown Flood occurred on May 31 in Johnstown, PA. 2295 people died when the dam broke. Jefferson Davis, ex¬ 
president of the Confederate States of America, died on December 6th. 

MINT STATE GRADE PROOF GRADE 
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1890 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 16,259,272 

Proof Strikes: 2,740 

Varieties 
No significant varieties are known. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 4th. An ambitious rank for a date with a mintage of 16 million + , but it ranks 4th in auc¬ 

tion appearances and also in certified availability. Only 10 have been “auction graded” MS-65 in the 20 year study 
period. 

Proofs — Ranks 10th. Scarce in PR65 & 67. Easiest to find in 60-63. 272 auction appearances in 20 year period. Seven 
“auction graded” 65 in the ’91-’93 years. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 3rd R-5; MS63 5th R-6; MS64 6th R-6; MS65 3rd R-5; MS66 10th R-7; MS67 None 
certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 192 (Ranking 4th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-2; VG R-2; F R-2; VF R-2; EF R-3; AU R-3 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 31st R-l; PR63 30th R-l; PR64 14th R-3; PR65 2nd R-5; PR66 1st R-6; PR67 
None certified 
Number of Proofs Certified: 488 (Ranking 11th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $1.75 $2.00 $3.50 $4.00 $4.35 
FINE — $4.50 $11.00 $12.00 $14.00 $11.00 
VF — $16.00 $20.00 $20.00 $16.00 
EF - — $28.00 $30.00 $30.00 $27.50 
AU — — $45.00 — — $61.00 
MS-60 $5.95 $11.00 $80.00 $90.00 $150.00 $87.00 
MS-63 — — — — i — $130.00 
MS-64 — — — — — $180.00 
MS-65 — — — _— [ — | $720.00 
PF-60 — $13.00 $175.00 $165.00 — $115.00 
PF-63 — — — — $400.00 $140.00 
PF-64 — — — — $215.00 
PF-65 — — — | — 

Z 
$440.00 
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1890 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Typical piece is weakly struck. Finding a well struck, much less a fully stuck example, will be 

extremely difficult. They are that rare. Date can come with satin prooflike surfaces but planchet problems are 
also the norm — not unlike the ’87-’89 issues. If a fully struck Gem is found, buy it! Number of dies used for the 
1890 and destroyed after use: Obverse 132; Reverse 125. 

Proofs — With this coin’s rarity rating of 1st and 2nd in PR 65 and 66 it is obvious this is a tough, tough date to find 
in Gem condition. “Not seen with the intractable dullness of 1888-89 . The mint must have found another sup¬ 
plier of nickel blanks” (Breen 1977). Planchet problems, including (detracting) “lint marks”, are said to be a 
problem for this date. The lint marks referred to here is a commonly used term to describe indentations in the 
coin's surface, usually in the field area. The impression (s) is more likely caused by hardwood sawdust that stuck 
to the die or flaking dies. See 1911 or Grading chapter. 
Proof Diagnostics: No varieties reported. Obv. I: Normal date. Rev.: Type B. 

Historical Note 
Mint was taxed to capacity trying to meet demand for minor coinage. In October 1889, 100,000 pounds of pre- 

pared-to-strike blanks were purchased by the mint from Scoville Manufacturing Company for nickels and again in 
February. 1890 an additional 200,000 more lbs. were ordered. Public demand was very high for these and the mint 
considered it prudent to save labor by contracting out needed preparation of blanks prior to striking. 2,184,112 uncur¬ 
rent 54 nickels were melted for recoinage in fiscal year 1890. 

The last bare-knuckle championship fight (lasting 75 rounds) between John L. Sullivan and Jake Kilrain was 
fought to a draw on July 8 at Richburg, Mississippi. Sullivan was declared the winner. The famous children's classic 
Black Beauty by Anna Sewell was published by the American Humane Education Society. Child labor in the South 
grew to some 23,000 employed in the factories of the 13 Southern states. The high number of children employed was 
thought to be an adoption of the traditional "family system" of employment from agriculture. Illiteracy in America was 
estimated at 13.3% of the population — a decrease of 3.7% over the preceding decade. 

■ 
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1891 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 16,834,350 

Proof Strikes: 2,350 

Varieties 
None Known at this time. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 12th. Higher than average rating in MS63 and 66-67.187 auction appearances in the 20 year 

study period. Offered from 8 to 13 times per year since 1986. 

Proofs — Ranks 9th. Has averaged about 12 auction appearances per year in 20 year study period (30 in 1987, just 8 
in 1993). Only 7 were “auction graded” PR-65 in ’91-’93. Ranks 9th in certified grades overall, but it will be tough 

to find in PR-66. Easiest in PR-63. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 8th R-4; MS63 18th R-2; MS64 11th R-4; MS65 7th R-5; MS66 17th R-5; MS67 29th 

R-8 
Number of Mint State Certified: 312 (Ranking 13th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-2; VG R-2; F R-2; VF R-2; EF R-3; AU R-3 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 15th R-4; PR63 24th R-2; PR64 18th R-3; PR65 7th R-4; PR66 3rd R-6; PR67 

8th R-8 
Number of Proofs Certified: 499 (Ranking 13th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $0.95 $1.25 — $3.50 $3.50 $3.25 
FINE — $3.50 $11.00 $12.00 $14.00 ! $8.25 
VF — — $16.00 $20.00 $20.00 $11.75 
EF — — $28.00 $30.00 $30.00 $25.00 
AU — — $45.00 — - $58.00 
MS-60 $5.95 $10.00 $80.00 $90.00 $140.00 $80.00 
MS-63 — — $95.00 
MS-64 — — — $160.00 
MS-65 — _— — — $575.00 

PF-60 — $12.00 $175.00 $165.00 _ $115.00 
PF-63 — — _ — $400.00 $140.00 
PF-64 — — — — — $245.00 
PF-65 — — — _rj $440.00 
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1891 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Similar to the 1890. Gem pieces will be very difficult to find. Typical piece is weakly struck. Finding 

a well struck, much less a fully stuck example, will be extremely difficult, if not impossible. Perhaps a descrip¬ 

tion from an auction catalog describes it best, “Gem with a reasonably strong strike.” The “reasonably strong 

strike” showed weakly struck stars, weak hair and the left side of the wreath was also softly struck. Expectations 

will have to be adjusted for this date. This issue can come with satin prooflike surfaces but planchet problems 

are the norm. Number of dies used for the 1891 and destroyed after use: Obverse 69; Reverse 56. 

Proofs — This date will be tough to find in Gem condition. Similar characteristics as the 1890. May come brilliant. 

Planchets are an improvement over the dull 1888's and '89's. 

Proof Diagnostics: No varieties reported. Obv. I: Normal date. Rev.: Type B. 

Historical Note 
Public demand was taxing the mint’s capacity to produce the required 5C and 1C pieces. 143,000 lbs., ready-for- 

striking blanks used in the manufacture of minor coinage were purchased from Scoville Manufacturing Company, 

same company used as in 1890. The number of uncurrent 5C nickels melted by the Philadelphia Mint since its estab¬ 

lishment in 1793 as of end of fiscal year 1891 totaled 2,222,912. Highest demand for 5C nickels came from 3 states, PA, 

IL and NY, in that order. There was no recoinage during this fiscal year. The mint adopted a new process in die mak¬ 

ing. A large cameo model of the design was made out of wax and a resinous gum which was then given a hard copper 

surface by electrotyping and placed in a pantograph or transfer lathe. The design was then transferred and engraved 

on a hub die of the desired size in perfect proportion to the original (Judd). 

Thousands of Kansas farmers were bankrupted by tight money conditions. The Bank of America at Philadelphia 

failed, causing several other banks to fail. Restrictive anti-black “Jim Crow” laws were enacted across the South. The 

$3 million Tampa Bay Hotel in Florida was completed. A gentleman could purchase a pair of Hanan’s handmade shoes 

for $3; or a pair of Ziegle’s button shoes for 951 in Columbia, SC. From a base dollar value of $1.00 in 1860 (Composite 

Consumer Price Index; 1860=1), the same purchase would cost $1.09 in 1891. 
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1892 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 11,699,642 

Proof Strikes: 2,745 

Varieties 
There are 2 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 6th overall. Only 2 “auction graded” MS-65 since ’83 for a total of 11 offered in the 20 year 

study period. Not quite as scarce certified as the 1894, but only 2 graded 66, none higher. 

Proofs — Ranks 15th. Didn’t score well in overall certified rarity, but most of its availability is in lower to mid grades 
PR60-64. 292 appearances at auction in 20 year span. 9 “auction graded” in proof 65 in the years ’91-’93. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 14th R-3; MS63 15th R-4; MS64 10th R-4; MS65 15th R-5; MS66 6th R-8; MS67 None 
certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 307 (Ranking 11th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-2; VG R-2; F R-2; VF R-2; EF R-3; AU R-3 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 26th R-2; PR63 23rd R-2; PR64 22nd R-2; PR65 14th R-3; PR66 7th R-5; PR67 
None certified 
Number of Proofs Certified: 545 (Ranking 18th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $1.15 $1.50 $3.50 $3.50 $3.25 
FINE — $4.50 $12.00 $12.00 $14.00 $8.75 
VF — — $17.00 $20.00 $20.00 $13.00 
EF — — $30.00 $30.00 $30.00 $27.25 
AU — — $50.00 — $61.00 
MS-60 $5.95 $11.00 $90.00 $90.00 $150.00 $87.00 
MS-63 — — — — j — $120.00 
MS-64 — — — — $180.00 
MS-65 _— _— _— —_|_ _— | $625.00 
PF-60 — $13.00 $160.00 $165.00 — I $115.00 
PF-63 — — — — $400.00 $140.00 
PF-64 — — — _ $245.00 
PF-65 — — _ — $440.00 
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1892 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — A very rare date in MS66, but otherwise the availability is commensurate with its ranking. Typically 

has poor planchet and average to weak strike. Laminations (planchet flakes-rim splits where metal didn’t bond) 
and die breaks are not uncommon along with carbon specks, spotting and so forth. Number of dies used for the 
1892 and destroyed after use: Obverse 89; Reverse 84. 

Proofs — In certified this date is above average in availability in all grades except for Gem and Gem+. Specimens range 
from brilliant to nickel grey. Abuse in the form of improper cleaning abounds in the Liberty Head series — proof, 
uncirculated and circulated — all dates. 
Proof Diagnostics: No varieties reported. Obv. I: Normal date. Rev.: Type B. 

Historical Note 
The demand for minor coinage continued to press the mint in 1892. No 5<t nickels were reissued or melted dur¬ 

ing this fiscal year. Violence erupted at the Carnegie-Phipps mill in Homestead, PA during steelworkers’ strike; and 
the Duryea brothers produced the first U.S. motorcar in Springfield, MA. If you were athletic you could purchase a top 
of the line Referee bicycle for $140 from Bretz & Curtis Manufacturing Co. in Philadelphia PA. In men’s apparel $1.00 
would buy a good pair of work shoes; a nickel would purchase a set of suspenders (on sale from $.15); cashmere pants 
sold for $2.00; and suit prices varied from $3 to $20. Plasterers in Pennsylvania earned $3.20 a day for a 48 hour work 
week. From a base dollar value of $1.00 in 1860 , the same purchase would cost $1.09 in 1892. 
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1893 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 13,370,195 

Proof Strikes: 2,195 

Varieties 
There are 2 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 18th. Only 194 have appeared at auction in the 20 year study period. Ten were “auction grad¬ 

ed” as MS-65. Not too tough to find in certified grades 60-63 and again in 65. Ten have been graded MS66. 

Proofs — Ranks 4th overall. 277 auction appearances since 1972, with 7 “auction graded” PR-65 in the ’91-’93 period. 
Common in the grades MS60-62 range but then it gets tougher. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 16th R-3; MS63 14th R-4; MS64 15th R-3; MS65 17th R-5; MS66 23rd R-5; MS67 

None certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 348 (Ranking 15th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-2; VG R-2; F R-2; VF R-2; EF R-3; AU R-3 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 16th R-4; PR63 9th R-5; PR64 4th R-4; PR65 12th R-3; PR66 8th R-5; PR67 9th 

R-8; 
Number of Proofs Certified: 449 (Ranking 4th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $0.95 $1.25 $3.50 $3.50 $3.00 
FINE — $3.00 $12.00 $12.00 $14.00 $9.50 
VF — — $17.00 $20.00 $20.00 $13.00 
EF — — $30.00 $30.00 $30.00 $25.00 
AU — — $50.00 $58.00 
MS-60 $5.95 $10.00 $90.00 $90.00 $140.00 $80.00 
MS-63 — — — — $110.00 
MS-64 — — $175.00 
MS-65 — _— $380.00 

PF-60 — $12.00 $180.00 $165.00 $115.00 
PF-63 — — — $400.00 $140.00 
PF-64 — — — — $245.00 
PF-65 — $440.00 
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1893 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Comments of the ’90-’92 can also apply to this date. Typical weak strike, poor planchet, lamina¬ 

tions (planchet flakes), die breaks and so forth are the major concerns. Carbon specks, spotting and staining - 
in excess - are not appropriate for high grades. Number of dies used for the 1893 and destroyed after use: 
Obverse 70; Reverse 73. 

Proofs — About the same problems as the ’90-’92 proofs. As stated above, in certified it shouldn’t be too much of a 
problem to find in the PR60-62 range, but from then on, dependent on a collector’s level of sophistication, find¬ 
ing the “right” coin in either MS or Proof can be a challenge in all the early 90 dates. Luck will play a big part 
in the search. 
Proof Diagnostics: Three varieties. Obv. I: Recut 1. Obv. II: Normal date set high with 1 close to bust. Obv. Ill: 
Normal date set lower with 1 nearer the rim. Rev.: Type B 

Historical Note 
In fiscal year 1893, 990,000 5<t pieces were cleaned and reissued. The Treasury Department transferred 14,400 

5$ pieces to the mint for melting and recoinage. 161,500 pounds of 5<t nickel blanks were purchased for coinage. The 
Philadelphia and Reading Railroad went into receivership. Recession continued. Chicago’s Pullman Palace Car 
Company reduced wages by one-fourth. In January the Revolution in Hawaii deposed the rule of Queen Liliuokalani 
and a provisional government was formed. On April 13 the American protectorate in Hawaii came to an end and U.S. 
troops were withdrawn. On May 1 the World's Columbian Exposition was officially opened in Chicago by President 
Cleveland. 
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1894 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 5,413,132 

Proof Strikes: 2,632 

Varieties 
There is 1 variety described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 7th overall. Total of 13 “auction graded” MS-65 in the 20 year study span. Low #’s certified 

in all grades through 65. Date slips a step with the high # graded 66 plus 1 in 67. 

Proofs — Ranks 12th. 285 auction appearances but in ’91, ’92, ’93 only 5 were “auction graded” 65. Available in grades 

60-63, but gets much tougher in 64 & up. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 5th R-5; MS63 14th 5th; MS64 4th R-6; MS65 11th R-5; MS66 19th R-5; MS67 30th 

R-8 
Number of Mint State Certified: 196 (Ranking 5th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-2; VG R-2; F R-3; VF R-3; EF R-5; AU R-5 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 22nd R-2; PR63 22nd R-3; PR64 8th R-4; PR65 8th R-4; PR66 4th R-6; PR67 

11th R-7 
Number of Proofs Certified: 477 (Ranking 8th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $1.65 $3.00 $5.50 $5.50 $4.65 

FINE _ $5.00 $15.00 $15.00 $17.00 $25.00 

VF _ — $25.00 $25.00 $25.00 $50.00 

EF _ _ $35.00 $40.00 $40.00 $115.00 

AU — — $60.00 •— j $130.00 

MS-60 — $12.00 $110.00 $100.00 $200.00 $150.00 

MS-63 _ _ — — — $165.00 

MS-64 _ — — $280.00 

MS-65 — _— $675.00 

PF-60 _ $14.00 $185.00 [ $175.00 $115.00 

PF-63 — — — $400.00 $140.00 

PF-64 — — — — $245.00 

PF-65 - — $440.00 
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1894 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Not only a low mintage but only 196, in total, have been certified by NGC and PCGS. This is a scarce 

date that doesn’t seem to have been hoarded in mint state. A full strike will be extremely elusive. Typical piece 
is weakly struck on the obverse stars, Liberty’s hair and the left side of the wreath on reverse. The ear of corn, 
left reverse, will almost always be flat. Also check the right side facing, reverse, ear of corn for strike. Well struck 
is the criteria for this piece — not full strike. Normal amount of planchet problems are the norm, plus the usual 
problems associated with a copper-nickel coin. If the Shield and Liberty Head series are thought of as copper- 
nickel coins — not just nickel — it will be easier to adjust expectations to a more realistic level. This date will 
prove elusive in 65+ condition. The number of dies used for the 1894 and destroyed after use: Obverse 41: 
Reverse 39. 

This date is available in G-VG, but in F-AU it rivals the big three (1885, 1886 & 1912-S) in scarcity especial¬ 
ly in “honest wear” XF-AU condition. Seriously undervalued in grades F-AU by comparison with these keys. 
Expect to pay more than price guides indicate. 

Proofs — This date without laminations, few carbon specks and attractive surfaces is worth more than the price guides 
indicate. Much tougher to find without noted problems than several other dates. The proofs as well as the mint 
state, as stated above need to be considered as copper-nickel coins, not just nickel. 
Proof Diagnostics: Two varieties. Obv. I: Normal date. Obv. II: Recut 4. Rev.: Type B. 

Historical Note 
Mintage of the 1894 54 nickel was suspended in April, thus the low total. 9 major cities were not to be issued 

nickel coinage due to their high redemption. Surplus of 54 nickels held at the Treasury, the subtreasuries and the 
Philadelphia Mint was felt to be sufficient to handle any orders presented for some time to come. Problems developed 
when many of the 5$ nickels transferred proved to be unfit for reissue and had to be melted and recoined. An unknown 
number were cleaned and reissued. As of June 30, 1894 a total of 3,390,912 54 nickels had been melted since mint’s 
establishment. 

Income tax was imposed on incomes of $4,000 or more a year. Strikes crippled railroads and the federal gov¬ 
ernment intervened. On January 8th a major fire at the Chicago Columbian World's Fair destroyed virtually all the 
buildings. Property damage was estimated at $2,000,000. 

60-61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 
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1895 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 9,979,884 

Proof Strikes: 2,062 

Varieties 
There is 1 variety described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 5th overall. The ten graded MS-66 kept this date from a higher ranking. It has a lower 

mintage than some dates ranked higher. Very tough date to find certified in grades 60-65. 

Proofs — Ranks 5th. Has shown at auction 294 times since 1972, but only 7 “auction graded” 65 in in the ’91-’93 peri¬ 
od. Won’t be as easy to find in PR65 as most. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 4th R-5; MS63 8th R-5; MS64 5th R-6; MS65 5th R-5; MS66 11th R-7; MS67 None 
certified 

Number of Mint State Certified: 215 (Ranking 6th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-2; VG R-2; F R-2; VF R-2; EF R-3; AU R-3 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 30th R-l; PR63 18th R-4; PR64 16th R-3; PR65 4th R-5: PR66 2nd R-6: PR67 
5th R-8 

Number of Proofs Certified: 476 (Ranking 7th) 

Value 
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1895 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Another tough date and only a bit easier than the 1894. It will be difficult to find in most grades, 

even though the chart above shows this date ranking as 11/33 in MS-66 (but only 4 MS66 have been graded). It 
also shows how difficult it will be to obtain this lofty grade in 10 other dates. Only a few of this date will be well 
struck, free from planchet flaws and carbon problems. Very popular date. The number of dies used for the 1895 
and destroyed after use: Obverse 47; Reverse 54. 

Proofs — The lower to mid grades will be easier to find — through PR64. After that luck and persistence will be nec¬ 
essary. Usually comes well struck with nominal problems. If collectors ever get on board with this series — 
either the scarce MS or the more abundant Proofs — it won’t take much to lock up most of the better dates. 
Number of dies used for the 1895 and destroyed after use: Obverse 1; Reverse 1. 
Proof Diagnostics: Minor date positional varieties. Obv. I: Normal date. Rev.: Type B. 

Historical Note 
At the end of fiscal year 1895 a total of 6,280,412 uncurrent 5<t nickels had been melted at the mint and used for 

recoinage. 1,508,700 5<t nickels were washed and reissued and 55,500 blanks were purchased from an outside con¬ 
tractor. Treasury gold reserves fell to $41 million as the depression continued. The pocket Kodak camera was intro¬ 
duced by Eastman Kodak. Collier’s Weekly and Field and Stream magazines began publication. Gold hoarding did not 
cease until after the election of 1896 when the future of the gold standard was assured. In New York skilled Plumbers 
were making $3.74 a day for a 48 hour work week; Painters $2.32 a day for a 56 hour work week. An English designed 
top coat could be purchased for $10 in New York. If travel was important, the boat fare from New York to Boston was 
$2; or a sightseeing 107 mile trip by rail on the banks of the Delaware River was $1, round trip. 

wm 65 66 67 
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1896 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 8,842,920 

Proof Strikes: 1,862 

Varieties 
No known varieties 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 2nd overall. This date is #3 in certified scarcity and #2 in auction availability even though it 

has a mintage of over 8,000,000. Total of 108 auction appearances in 20 year study period. A very tough date 
except in MS60-62. 

Proofs — Ranks 6th. About the middle of the pack in auction appearances, but only 7 “auction graded” PR65 in years 
’91-’93. Won’t be as easy to find in PR-65 as some dates. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 7th R-4; MS63 4th R-6; MS64 3rd R-6; MS65 4th R-5; MS66/67 None certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 171 (Ranking 3rd) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-2; VG R-2; F R-2; VF R-2; EF R-3; AU R-3 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 11th R-4; PR63 17th R-4; PR64 19th R-3; PR65 5th R-4; PR66 9th R-5; PR67 
14th R-7 
Number of Proofs Certified: 481 (9th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $1.25 $1.25 $3.50 $3.50 $3.25 
FINE — $5.00 $13.00 $12.00 $15.00 $9.25 
VF — — $18.00 $20.00 $20.00 $14.00 
EF — $30.00 $30.00 $30.00 $32.00 
AU — $55.00 — — $60.00 
MS-60 — $20.00 $100.00 $95.00 $125.00 $80.00 
MS-63 — — — — $160.00 
MS-64 — — — — — $250.00 
MS-65 — — _— | — $975.00 

PF-60 — $30.00 $200.00 $175.00 — $115.00 
PF-63 — — $400.00 $140.00 
PF-64 — — $240.00 
PF-65 — — $440.00 
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1896 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Finding an MS-65 will be difficult and a fully struck piece is very elusive. It’s 7th in rarity in cer¬ 

tified MS60-62 and from there on it will be a battle to find a pleasing well struck example. Some consider it not 
as tough a date as the 1894 but the statistics seem to negate this opinion except in the MS60-62 grades as noted. 
The number of dies used for the 1896 and destroyed after use: Obverse 56; Reverse 65. 

Proofs — Comes above average in all areas compared to many dates. Planchet flaws, laminations and other problems 
including abuse are still prevalent with this date. In 1977 Breen wrote, he suspected a hoard and speculation of 
this date in proof in the 1960’s due to low auction prices. Breen’s later writings did not address his earlier con¬ 
clusion as to whether the suspected hoard had been disbursed. The number of dies used for the 1896 and 
destroyed after use: Obverse 1; Reverse 1. 
Proof Diagnostics: No varieties reported. Obv. I: Normal date. Rev.: Type B. 

Historical Note 
Pattern coinage for 5$ nickels resumed this year, listed in Judd as J-1770 Nickel; J-1771 Pure Nickel, magnetic; 

and J-1772 Aluminum. The mint was once again experimenting with different types and alloys of metals. In discussing 
the 1896 5$ patterns Q. David Bowers was quoted: “most of the known specimens came from the estate of William H. 
Woodin... they were stored in a damp place and most are impaired by blotchy spots” (R.W. Julian, Coin World). 
285,500 54 nickels were transferred for cleaning and reissue and 1,323,083 uncurrent pieces were melted and recoined. 
The mint always made a nice sum of money from recoinage, even after paying face value to the Treasury plus metals 
and labor costs. 

The Klondike gold rush began. The average bicycle sold for $100. The Jim Crow Car Law (separate but equal) 
of Louisiana was declared constitutional by the Supreme Court. Utah was admitted as the 45th state to join the Union. 
The average skilled trade worker was paid from $2.15 to $3.49 a day for a 50 hour work week. 

250 
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1897 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 20,428,735 

Proof Strikes: 1,938 

Varieties 
There are 2 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 8th. Tough choice between this date and the 1884 for this overall ranking. Only 6 “auction 

graded” MS-65 since 1981. A total of 19 in the 20 year study period. Has a much better ranking (lower number 
graded) than either the ’84 or ’88. 

Proofs — Ranks 16th. Only 238 appearances at auction in 20 year span. 7 “auction graded” PR-65 ’91-’93. Biggest neg¬ 
ative is the number graded in the PR66 and higher grades. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 17th R-3; MS63 13th R-4; MS64 12th R-4; MS65 6th R-5; MS67 7th R-8 
Number of Mint State Certified: 308 (Ranking 12th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-2; VG R-2; F R-l; VF R-l; EF R-l; AU R-2 

Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 6th R-5; PR63 7th R-5; PR64 17th R-3; PR65 13th R-3; PR66 16th R-3; PR67 
27th R-2; 68 29th R-8 
Number of Proofs Certified: 512 (Ranking 16th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $0.50 $0.75 $1.00 $1.00 $1.65 
FINE — $2.75 $5.00 $4.00 $5.00 $3.50 
VF $10.00 $7.50 $7.50 $5.45 
EF — $15.00 $20.00 $20.00 $16.75 
AU — — $25.00 _ $48.00 
MS-60 — $10.00 $60.00 $80.00 $110.00 $73.00 
MS-63 — — — — _ $110.00 
MS-64 — — — — $145.00 
MS-65 — — _— [ — $775.00 
PF-60 — $14.00 $195.00 $160.00 _. 1 $115.00 
PF-63 — — — — $400.00 $140.00 
PF-64 — — — _ $245.00 
PF-65 

- — 
_L — $440.00 
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1897 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Typically has the usual weakness in strike — hair, obverse stars, and left side of wreath & corn on 

reverse. However, a satisfactory specimen should be able to be located. Planchets will tend to be a bit above aver¬ 
age but they are still subject to the normal problems such as carbon specks. Plentiful in circulated grades, but 
as with all Liberty Head nickels, finding a piece that has not been abused by harsh cleaning, altered surfaces and 
so forth is always a challenge. Number of dies used for the 1897 and destroyed after use: Obverse 99; Reverse 96. 

Proofs — Should be available in most grades. Normal proof and copper-nickel problems, including cleaning and 
unsightly stains/carbon spotting. 
Proof Diagnostics: Two or three minor date positional varieties noted. Obv. I: Normal date. Rev.: Type B. 

Historical Note 
Pattern pieces for the 54 nickel did not resume until 1909. 4,772,200 54 nickels were returned to the mint for 

melting and recoinage in fiscal year 1897; while 1,616,501 54 nickels were washed and reissued. Since the establish¬ 
ment of the Philadelphia Mint 15,851,572 54 uncurrent nickels, in total, had been melted and recoined. 

Wages for skilled laborers remained about the same throughout the 1890’s. The Dow Chemical Co. was found¬ 
ed and you could attend Clemson College (40 weeks) for $59. Included in the fee was board, washing, fuel and lights. 
On January 12 the National Monetary Conference endorsed the existing gold standard. From $1.00 in 1860 in pur¬ 
chasing power (Composite Consumer Price Index; 1860=1), the same purchase would cost $1.00 in 1897. The U.S. 
entered a decade of prosperity. 
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1898 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 12,532,087 

Proof Strikes: 1,795 

Varieties 
There is 1 variety described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 11th overall. The 1898,1887 and 1891 have similar auction appearances in the 20 year study 

time period (194-209), and they are similar in certified overall ratings and “auction graded” MS-65’s. However, 

the ’98 has only 4 graded MS-66. 

Proofs — Ranks 2nd overall although it ranked 14th in auction appearances since 1972. Made 23 appearances in 1990 
but dropped to 6 in ’93. Seven “auction graded” 65’s in ’91-’93 period. 6th overall ranking in certified grades with 

only 1 graded 67. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 13th R-4; MS63 9th R-5; MS64 13th R-4; MS65 13th R-5; MS66 12th R-7; MS67 None 

certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 301 (Ranking 10th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-l; VG R-2; F R-2 ; VF R-3; EF R-3; AU R-2 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 5th R-5; PR63 11th R-4; PR64 13th R-3; PR65 10th R-3; PR66 13th R-4; PR67 

5th R-8 
Number of Proofs Certified: 472 (Ranking 6th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $0.50 $0.60 $1.00 $1.00 $1.10 

FINE $1.75 $2.50 $5.00 $4.00 $5.00 $6.00 

VF $2.45 — $10.00 $7.50 $7.50 $14.00 

EF — — $15.00 $20.00 $20.00 $24.00 

AU — — $30.00 — — $50.00 

MS-60 $5.95 $10.00 $70.00 $80.00 $110.00 $73.00 

MS-63 _ — — — $115.00 

MS-64 — — — — $145.00 

MS-65 — _— _— _— — $590.00 

PF-60 — $14.00 $210.00 $160.00 1 $115.00 
PF-63 — — — — $400.00 $140.00 
PF-64 — — — — — $240.00 
PF-65 — — — — $440.00 
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1898 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Majority of issue is weakly struck but the planchets seem to be a bit better than average. Should 

be available in most grades, but not in quantity. Number of dies used for the 1898 and destroyed after use: 
Obverse 91; Reverse 83. 

Proofs — There are two reasons for this date ranking #2 overall — scarcity in the MS60-62 range and again in MS67. 
The better date certified proofs seem to travel from scarce to middle of the road availability. The grade desired 
will determined its scarcity, most of the time. This date has the normal proof problems. To quote Walter Breen... 
“Available in almost any color desired; most often available in unnatural white with scrub marks.” Must have 
been a period in numismatic history when “everyone” wanted white coins. History does repeat itself. Number of 
dies used for the 1898 and destroyed after use: Obverse 1; Reverse 1 . 
Proof Diagnostics: Two varieties. Obv. I: Normal date. Obv. II: Last 8 is fat and set in higher relief than other 
three digits. Obv. Ill: Repunched date. Rev.: Type B. 

Historical Note 
6,171,632 uncurrent 5$ pieces were melted and recoined during the fiscal year. An additional 3,978,000 nickels 

were cleaned and reissued. The mint purchased 150,000 planchet blanks. Since 1793 a total of 22,023,192 uncurrent 
5<t nickels had been melted and recoined. Mint records indicate 1898 was possibly the last time the mint cleaned and 
reissued the 5 cent nickel. The only other reference to this practice was in 1904 when the record states “none were 
reissued in FY 1904.” 

The New York Times dropped its price from 3f to It daily — circulation tripled. First shots of the Spanish- 
American War were fired. On April 22 the Volunteer Army Act permitted the organization of the “Rough Riders” under 
the command of Col. L. Wood and Lt. Col. Theodore Roosevelt. On November 8th Theodore Roosevelt was elected gov¬ 
ernor of New York on the Republican ticket. Congress authorized the “Dewey Medal” to be awarded to all officers and 
men who served under Dewey in the Battle of Manila Bay. Motor car production reached 1,000 per year. Philatelists 
were selling 100 “rare” Shanghai, China stamps for 10<t and the well dressed lady could buy a tailor-made bicycle skirt 
for only $2.50. 
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Mintage 
Business Strikes: 26,029,031 

Proof Strikes: 2,031 

t> 

Varieties 
There are 5 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 27th. 305 auction appearances since 1972.13 listed as MS-65 since 1982. Date doesn’t show 

much in certified — a bit better than common. 

Proofs — Ranks 8th in proof overall. Has averaged about 11 auction appearances per year for the 20-year study peri¬ 
od. Dropped to 4 in ’93, but between ’91-’93 19 were “auction graded” 65. Certified reports show it is available 
in PR65 and up. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 25th R-2; MS63 19th R-2; MS64 27th R-2; MS65 29th R-2; MS66 25th R-4; MS67 
None certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 615 (Ranking 26th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-l; VG R-l; F R-l; VF R-l; EF R-l; AU R-2 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 4th R-5; PR63 2nd R-5; PR64 6th R-4; PR65 23rd R-2; PR66 15th R-3; PR67 18th 
R-4; PR68 25th R-8 
Number of Proofs Certified: 490 (Ranking 12th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $0.50 $0.75 $1.00 $1.00 $0.75 
FINE $1.75 $3.00 $4.00 $4.00 $5.00 $3.75 
VF $2.45 — — $7.50 $7.50 $4.75 
EF — — $6.00 $20.00 $20.00 $14.75 
AU — — $10.00 — — $46.00 
MS-60 $5.95 $10.00 $30.00 $80.00 $110.00 $73.00 
MS-63 — — $70.00 — $110.00 
MS-64 — — — — — $140.00 
MS-65 — — _— 1 _— 1 $450.00 

PF-60 — $15.00 $200.00 $160.00 _ $115.00 
PF-63 — — $400.00 $140.00 
PF-64 — — — — — i $245.00 
PF-65 — — — — , $440.00 
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1899 Continued 
Comments 

Business strikes — This date was once thought to be quite scarce in mint state compared to other dates. However, the 
population reports do not bear out this conclusion. Prior to third party grading the illusion of rarity was much 
easier to assume by what one might personally be able to acquire than at the present time. Now the date could 
be said to be semi-common in most grades. Luster is a problem for this particular date. Normal strike and 
planchet and abuse exist. Number of dies used for the 1899 and destroyed after use: Obverse 119; Reverse 63. 

Proofs — A bit difficult to find in certified MS60-62 range, but should be easier in all other grades except PR68 where 
only 1 has attained that lofty grade. Average problems. Number of dies used for the 1899 and destroyed after use: 
Obverse 1; Reverse 1. 
Proof Diagnostics: No varieties reported. Obv. I: Normal date. Rev.: Type B. 

Historical Note 
In fiscal year 1899 3,503,400 uncurrent 5<t nickels were melted and recoined. Total of 25,526,580 uncurrent 5t 

nickels melted and recoined since 1793. The percentage to number minted averages about 8%-10% throughout the 
history of shield and liberty series. No coins were reissued and the mint purchased 75,000 lbs. of 5$ blanks for coinage. 

The population in the U.S was 41.7 million. Per capita, money in the U.S. was distributed as: Gold $3.24, Silver 
$.15, Paper $17.97 for a total of $21.36, minor coinage not included. Trolleys replaced horse drawn cars in Boston 
and auto production topped 2,500. The Literary Digest predicted “the ordinary ‘horseless carriage’ is at present a lux¬ 
ury for the wealthy”... “it will never, of course, come into as common use as the bicycle.” Boll weevil began spread¬ 
ing across cotton-growing southern states and the United Mine workers of America was founded. 

300 

MINT STATE GRADE PROOF GRADE 

1899/8 Overdate 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: Unknown 

Walter Breen is reported to have discovered this overdate in 1953. This business strike specimen was in poor 
condition and remained only a strong suspicion — although he did declare it to be a legitimate overdate. The coin was 
described as: “2nd 9 is extra wide and solid (upper and lower parts are completely filled and featureless. Since 1971 a 
few high-grade examples have appeared, showing plain traces of 8 at final 9. As this 8 is from.the regular 1898 logo¬ 
type, the combination is wider than final 9, accounting for the peculiar contours. However, it is possibly from a dif¬ 
ferent obv. die, as none shows the 8 solidly filling final 9.” Although not recognized by PCGS or NGC, it has been ver¬ 
ified by ANACS and the specimen shown is an ANACS certified Breen#2564 MS-62 (see Appendix: variety PM#036A.l). 

The initial logo punch was dated 1898, then the die was subsequently punched with an 1899 dated punch. The 
lower loop of the 8 is evident within the lower loop of the 9. Some specialists feel this is not an overdate, but a chip 
within the nine. Lower loop is not explained (coin courtesy of Maurice Ponsert). 
In our opinion it is very hard to tell if it is really an overdate because there is not enough residual of the under-digit 
to determine what it was. It even looks as if it could be a nine punched first very low-possibly also an inverted nine. 
The upper bowl of the last nine has a chip out of the top quadrant NW: the space created by the nine’s tail has a thin 
but clearly curved circle like the top of an eight. Time and additional research will be needed for full acceptance of this 
overdate. 
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1900 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 27,255,995 

Proof Strikes: 2,262 

Varieties 
There are 5 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 29th. 290 auction appearances in 20 year study period. Only 7 “auction graded” MS-65 since 

1980. Doesn’t show a rarity in availability in certified — a bit better than common with 13 graded MS66 and 1 

MS67. 

Proofs — Ranks 20th. Fairly scarce in auction appearances with 238 in 20 years. 21 “auction graded” 65 in years ’91- 

’93. In certified it is easier to find in the higher grades. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 26th R-2; MS63 28th R-2; MS64 26th R-2; MS65 28th R-2; MS66 26th R-3; MS67 31st 

R-8 
Number of Mint State Certified: 646 (Ranking 28th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-l; VG R-l; F R-l; VF R-l; EF R-l; AU R-2 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 10th R-5; PR63 3rd R-5; PR64 7th R-4; PR65 21st R-2; PR66 21st R-3; PR67 

28th R-4 
Number of Proofs Certified: 511 (Ranking 15th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $0.16 $0.30 — $0.60 $0.60 $0.75 

FINE $1.15 $1.75 $2.00 $2.25 $3.00 $3.50 

VF $1.75 — $5.00 $6.00 $6.00 $4.35 

EF _ — $9.00 $18.00 $18.00 $14.00 

AU $2.75 — $25.00 — — $37.00 

MS-60 $5.45 $10.00 $65.00 $75.00 $90.00 $70.00 
MS-63 — — — — — $86.00 
MS-64 - — — — — $140.00 
MS-65 — — _— — $360.00 

PF-60 — $13.50 $150.00 $150.00 — $115.00 
PF-63 — — — — $375.00 $140.00 
PF-64 — — — — — $245.00 
PF-65 — — — $440.00 
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1900 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Typically has soft strike most noticeable on obv. stars and rev. wreath. Full strikes are very diffi¬ 

cult to obtain and an MS-66 would be needed for this lofty condition. Can be found with frosty devices. Other 
problems should be average for a Liberty Head. Number of dies used for the 1900 and destroyed after use: 
Obverse 125; Reverse 175. 

Proofs — Strike isn’t a problem. Spots and cleaning attempts to remove them can affect the luster and eye appeal of 
this proof. As with all copper-nickel coins, black specks, spotting and dark oily streaking left by dip are a con¬ 
cern. 

Proof Diagnostics: No varieties reported. Obv. I: Normal date. Rev: Type B. 

Historical Note 
In fiscal year 1900 2,871,700 uncurrent 5t nickels were melted and recoined. This brought the total to 

28,398,292 since 1793. The mint purchased 320,000 avoirdupois lbs. of 5<t blanks for coinage. No coins were washed 
and reissued. Director of the Mint, George Roberts, requested an increase in money for minor coinage from $50,000, 
established in 1873, to a maximum of $250,000. He noted the fund was totally inadequate to meet the demand, espe¬ 
cially from July 1 to January 1 of the year. The Director requested coinage of minor coins be made at the New Orleans 
and San Francisco mints as demand in the Southwest and Pacific had heavily increased. 

At the turn of the century 4,192 autos were registered, however an automobile was still considered a luxury. 
Most of the 76 million Americans did their traveling with the help of horses and mules or on bicycles. Excavation began 
on the New York subway and 30,000 trolley cars operated on 15,000 miles of track. 
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1901 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 26,480,213 

Proof Strikes: 1,985 

Varieties 
There are 2 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 23rd overall. Only 238 auction appearances in 20 years with 8 listed as MS-65. Better than 

average rankings in all certified ratings. 

Proofs — Ranks 17th. This date has not been plentiful at auction. Four offered in ’93 and 15 “auction graded” PR65 

’91-’93. In certified it may be hard to find in PR60-63. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 26th R-2; MS63 24th R-2; MS64 22nd R-2; MS65 28th R-2; MS66 26th R-3; MS67 

None certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 514 (Ranking 23rd) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-l; VG R-l; F R-l; VF R-l; EF R-l; AU R-2 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 3rd R-5; PR63 4th R-5; PR64 9th R-3; PR65 15th R-2; PR66 30th R-l; PR67 24th 

R-3 
Number of Proofs Certified: 547 (Ranking 19th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $0.16 $0.30 $0.60 $0.60 $0.75 

FINE $1.15 $1.75 $2.00 $2.25 $3.00 $3.50 

VF $1.75 $5.00 $6.00 $6.00 $4.35 

EF — $9.00 $18.00 $18.00 $14.00 

AU $2.75 $25.00 $37.00 
MS-60 $4.95 $9.00 $65.00 $75.00 $90.00 $60.00 
MS-63 — — $76.00 
MS-64 — — — $125.00 
MS-65 — $380.00 

PF-60 — $13.50 $160.00 $150.00 $115.00 
PF-63 — $375.00 $140.00 
PF-64 — — $245.00 
PF-65 — $440.00 
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1901 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — This will be an elusive coin to find in ultimate condition. Strike is only so-so and to find a fully 

struck piece with all the other attributes of a 65+ will take a long time, unless you get extremely lucky. Less than 
desirable luster is also a concern. Flat to semi-flat kernels of corn are the norm. The third reverse Hub Type 3 
was introduced for part of the 1901 issue. Number of dies used for the 1901 and destroyed after use: Obverse 93; 
Reverse 115. 

Proofs — Typically have relatively deep mirrors — relative to grade. Decent planchets, but expect indentations from 
sawdust and possibly grease in some cases (commonly called “lint” marks) and carbon spot problems. Cleaning 
to lessen spots and stains is common, but not usually successful. Much more difficult to find in lower grades, 
certified, than some dates. 
Proof Diagnostics: Several very minor date positional varieties. Obv. I: Normal date. Rev.: Type B or Type C. 

Historical Note 
The San Francisco Mint reported a shortage of $30,000 at the end of the fiscal year — an investigation was made 

by the Secret Service. The Mint Director again asked for an increase in money for minor coinage. In the fiscal year 
2,560,155 5<t uncurrent nickels were melted and recoined and 270,000 lbs. of 5<t blanks were purchased for coinage. 
Since the opening of the Philadelphia Mint a total of 30,644,292 uncurrent 5<t nickels had been melted and recoined. 

With a capitalization of $5000 each, the King C. Gillette (safety razors), and the Monsanto Chemical Company 
were founded. On March 4 President McKinley was inaugurated; Theodore Roosevelt as vice-president. On September 
6 President McKinley was assassinated and Teddy Roosevelt assumed the presidency. The wage scale average of all 
industries was $508 per year, excluding farm labor. Domestics, farm laborers, medical/health service workers and pub¬ 
lic school teachers were on the bottom of the scale averaging only $273 per year. The average citizen could buy a glass 
of Coca-Cola for a nickel. A Kenwood bicycle sold for $13.75 and a seven drawer sewing machine for $13.20. 
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1902 

Varieties 
There are 5 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 25th. 276 auction appearances in 20 years with 11 listed as MS65 since 1984. Available in 

all certified grades. 

Proofs — Ranks 14th in both our Estimated Rarity scale which takes several factors into consideration and the certi¬ 
fied grading scale. Only 231 appearances at auction in 20 year study span. 13 “auction graded” Proof 65 between 

’91-’93. Tougher to find in 63. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 27th R-2; MS63 23rd R-2; MS64 25th R-2; MS65 25th R-2; MS66 27th R-3; MS67 

32nd R-8. 
Number of Mint State Certified: 606 (Ranking 25th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-l; VG R-l; F R-l; VF R-l; EF R-l; AU R-2 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 12th R-4; PR63 1st R-5; PR64 11th R-3; PR65 18th R-2; PR66 19th R-3; PR67 

19th R-6. 
Number of Proofs Certified: 501 (Ranking 14th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $0.16 $0.30 — $0.60 $0.60 $0.75 

FINE $1.15 $1.75 $2.00 $2.25 $3.00 $3.50 

VF $1.75 — $5.00 $6.00 $6.00 $4.35 

EF _ — $9.00 $18.00 $18.00 $13.00 

AU $2.75 $25.00 — $37.00 

MS-60 $4.45 $7.50 $65.00 $75.00 $90.00 $60.00 

MS-63 — — — — — $76.00 

MS-64 _ — — — — $125.00 

MS-65 — _—• — _— $380.00 

PF-60 _ $12.00 $160.00 $150.00 — $115.00 

PF-63 — — — — $375.00 $140.00 
PF-64 — — — — — $245.00 

PF-65 - — — — — | $440.00 
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1902 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — This date through 1908 starts the common dates of the 1900’s — however no date is as common 

as the 1883 No Cent. Full strikes will still be a problem as will carbon spotting, streaking and cleaned surfaces. 
Planchets tend to be granular. Number of dies used for the 1902 and destroyed after use: Obverse 114; Reverse 
127. 

Proofs — From 1902 through 1912 devices are typically semi-brilliant, not frosty. Improper storage and cleaned sur¬ 
faces will negate this finding. Specks and spots as on all copper nickel issues, if extreme, can be unsightly. 
Proof Diagnostics: Two date positional varieties reported. Obv. I: Normal date. Rev.: Type C. 

Historical Note 
In this fiscal year 3,350,500 uncurrent 5<t nickels were melted and recoined and 330,000 lbs. of 5<t blanks were 

purchased for coinage. In October, 1901 (fiscal year 1902), coinage operations in Philadelphia were transferred from 
the old to the new Philadelphia Mint. Gas was adopted for all melting, annealing, and hardening processes. New equip¬ 
ment and more space was expected to increase economy and efficiency. Request was again made for minor coinage to 
be produced at other mints and for an increase in monetary allowance for minor coinage. A total of 33,994,792 5t 
uncurrent nickels had been melted since the mint was established. The price of coal in New York went from $5 to $30 
per ton. Three months after Theodore Roosevelt assumed presidency he announced the government would prosecute 
the Northern Securities Company, a J.P. Morgan interest under the Sherman Anti-Trust Law. Sears and Roebuck was 
selling a steel stove, with lots of nickel plating, for $22.50; a ten pound can of special coffee was available at Sears for 
$2.10. If you were an entrepreneur Sears Roebuck offered prospective Nickelodeon operators the Edison Projection 
Kinetoscope (with either an electric arc lamp or a calcium burner) for $105... ’’almost any vacant store room can be 
made into a five-cent theater.” (The Value of A Dollar) From a base dollar value of $1.00 in 1860 in purchasing power 
(Composite Consumer Price Index; 1860=1), the same purchase would cost $1.03 in 1902. 

MINT STATE GRADE 
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1903 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 28,006,725 

Proof Strikes: 1,790 

Varieties 
There are 5 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 31st. Ranked 26/33 in auction appearances since 1972 with 13 offered as Gem 65. Just slight¬ 

ly off the bottom in certified grades 64 & up. Tougher to find in 60-63. 38 graded in MS-66. 

Proofs — Ranks 18th. Only 1790 minted and in certified it is hard to find in grades MS60-62 — easier thereafter. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 22nd R-2; MS63 25th R-2; MS64 30th R-2; MS65 31st R-2; MS66 32nd R-2; MS67 

None certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 709 (Ranking 29th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-l; VG R-l; F R-l; VF R-l; EF R-l; AU R-2 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 1st R-5; PR63 6th R-5; PR64 12th R-3; PR65 17th R-2; PR66 23rd R-2; PR67 29th 

R-2; PR68 30th R-7. 
Number of Proofs Certified: 525 (Ranking 17th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $0.16 $0.30 $0.60 $0.60 $0.75 

FINE $0.90 $1.75 $2.00 $2.25 $3.00 $3.50 

VF $1.50 — $5.00 $6.00 $6.00 $4.35 

EF — — $9.00 $18.00 $18.00 $14.00 

AU $2.45 _ $25.00 — $37.00 

MS-60 $3.95 $8.00 $65.00 $75.00 $90.00 $60.00 

MS-63 — — — $76.00 

MS-64 _ — — — $125.00 

MS-65 — ; _— — $360.00 

PF-60 $5.95 $10.00 $165.00 $150.00 $115.00 

PF-63 _ — — $375.00 $140.00 

PF-64 — — — $245.00 

PF-65 — - 
— | $440.00 
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1903 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Not difficult to find in the certified uncirculated grade of your choice. Full strikes, however, will 

still be elusive. Spots, stains and other normal problems are still a concern. Number of dies used for the 1903 

and destroyed after use: Obverse 116; Reverse 105. 

Proofs — Usually of good quality. Devices are semi-brilliant not frosty. Sometimes with rev. 180 degrees from normal. 

Proof Diagnostics: Minor date positional varieties. Obv. I: Normal date. Rev.: Type C... rotated reverse, some 

with 180 degrees, noted. 

Historical Note 
In fiscal year 1903 3,295,600 uncurrent 54 pieces were melted and recoined and 330,000 pounds of 5$ blanks 

were purchased for coinage. A total of 37,290,390 uncurrent 54 nickels had been melted and recoined since the mint 

was established. 

The production and sales of automobiles doubled (11,000) from 1902. Scientific American (January, 1904) 

wrote... “Trade in foreign-made cars is probably at its maximum and will slowly decline, as the American manufac¬ 

turers are rapidly supplying the demand.” On 12-18-1903 Samuel W. Brown (1913 nickel) joined the staff at the 

Philadelphia Mint. Coffee sold for 134/lb. Wages of all industries averaged $543 per year, excluding farm labor. 

Domestics, farm laborers, medical/health service workers and public school teachers were still on the bottom of the 

scale averaging only $295 per year. Federal employees — executive departments, federal civilian employees, finance, 

insurance & real estate earnings averaged $1051 per year. The Wright Brothers made the first sustained manned 

flights in a controlled gasoline powered aircraft. 
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1904 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 21,404,984 

Proof Strikes: 1,817 

Varieties 
There are 2 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 26th. Tougher to find at auction with 228 appearances since 1972. Nine were offered as “auc¬ 

tion graded” MS-65 since 1980. Shouldn’t be difficult to find certified in all grades. 22 are graded in MS-66. 

Proofs — Ranks 11th. A good date. 277 auction appearances in 20 year study period. Dropped in offerings to 9 in ’93. 

10th rank in certified ratings, overall. 

Rarity Rankings in MS:MS60-62 18th R-3; MS63 21st R-2; MS64 28th R-2; MS65 27th R-2; MS66 30th R-3; MS67 None 

certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 603 (Ranking 24th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-l; VG R-l; F R-l; VF R-l; EF R-l; AU R-2 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 24th R-2; PR63 31st R-l; PR64 10th R-3; PR65 3rd R-5; PR66 5th R-6; PR67 7th 

R-8. 
Number of Proofs Certified: 486 (Ranking 10th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $0.16 $0.30 $0.60 $0.60 $0.75 

FINE $0.90 $1.75 $2.00 $2.25 $3.00 $3.50 
VF $1.50 — $5.00 $6.00 $6.00 $4.35 

EF — — $9.00 $18.00 $18.00 $14.00 

AU $2.45 — $30.00 — — ! $37.00 

MS-60 $3.95 $7.00 $70.00 $75.00 $90.00 $60.00 
MS-63 — — — — — $76.00 
MS-64 — — — — $125.00 
MS-65 — _— 1 $360.00 

PF-60 $5.95 $10.00 $160.00 $150.00 IT $115.00 
PF-63 — — — — $375.00 $140.00 
PF-64 — — — — — $245.00 
PF-65 — — — — — 1 $440.00 
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1904 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Can be difficult to find in the lower grades 60-61. It would seem some of these coins that would 

grade at this level have probably not been submitted for third party grading. A luster problem is typical. Then 
again the “cleaning crew” may have damaged an unknown number. A better date than common in all grades. 

Proofs — Only in PR-63 can this proof be considered common. Carbon spotting, streaks and mishandling continue to 
be a problem for proofs and business strikes in this series. Strike should be good and planchets are normally 
semi-brilliant and of decent quality. 
Proof Diagnostics: Possible minor date positional varieties. Obv. I: Normal date. Rev.: Type C. 

Historical Note 
The Mint Director again requested additional funds for minor coinage to be able to make their own coin blanks. 

For several years the mint had purchased processed nickel blanks ready for striking from companies outside the mint. 
3,626,075 uncurrent 5<t nickels were melted and recoined. None were washed and reissued. 

The St. Louis Exposition introduced iced tea and the ice-cream cone. Marie Curie discovered two new radio¬ 
active elements: radium and polonium. The Pope-Toledo motorcar was introduced at $650. For a nickel you could ride 
the newly opened New York subway. A case of Zinfandel wine (12 quarts) sold for $5. A washing machine sold for $4.18. 
On December 17 the Wright brothers made their 1st successful flight at Kitty Hawk, NC in a large sized heavier-than- 
air machine. Wages for public school teachers, domestics and medical/ health service workers still remained at the bot¬ 
tom of the income scale. 

60-6! 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 
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1905 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 29,827,276 

Proof Strikes: 2,152 

Varieties 
There are 4 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 32nd. 314 auction appearances since 1972. Nine offered as Gem MS-65 since 1981. Date con¬ 

sidered common to semi-common. 22 certified in 66. 

Proofs — Ranks 7th in our Estimated Rarity scale which differs from the ranking given below which uses only certi¬ 
fied grading numbers. Another upstart from the 1900’s with credentials. Has been fairly scarce at auction. 239 
appearances in 20 year study period with 11 auction graded 65 in ’91-’93. Available in PR63, but in 64 & up this 

date is scarce. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 28th R-2; MS63 30th R-2; MS64 29th R-2; MS65 32nd R-2; MS66 31st R-3; MS67 

None certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 759 (Ranking 30th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-l; VG R-l; F R-l; VF R-l; EF R-l; AU R-2 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 8th R-5; PR63 20th R-4; PR64 2nd R-4; PR65 6th R-4; PR66 10th R-5; PR67 

12th R-6 
Number of Proofs Certified: 438 (Ranking 3rd) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $0.16 $0.30 $0.60 $0.60 $0.75 
FINE $0.90 $1.75 $2.00 $2.25 $3.00 $3.50 
VF $1.50 — $5.00 $6.00 $6.00 $4.35 
EF — $9.00 $18.00 $18.00 $14.00 
AU $2.45 — $25.00 — $37.00 
MS-60 $3.95 $7.00 $65.00 $75.00 $90.00 $60.00 
MS-63 — — — $76.00 
MS-64 — — — — $125.00 
MS-65 — — $360.00 

PF-60 $5.95 $10.00 $165.00 $150.00 $115.00 
PF-63 — — $375.00 $140.00 
PF-64 — — — — $245.00 
PF-65 — — — $440.00 
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1905 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — A common date in mint state. Major problem will be to find a specimen with a minimum of specks, 

stains, original surfaces and pleasing luster. Good planchets, semi-brilliant surfaces are the norm. 

Proofs — A perfect example of the difference in rarity between proof and mint state status in what are considered com¬ 
mon date Liberty Heads. Always ask whether mint state or proof in the 1900 dates. Unless there are hoards 
(unknown at this time) the scarcer proof issues are undervalued. Most proof sets have been broken up in these 
later dates. Normal problems confronting the proof issues. 
Proof Diagnostics: Minor date positional varieties. Obv. I: Normal date. Rev.: Type C. 

Historical Note 
The Philadelphia Mint had the time this fiscal year to experiment with manufacturing blanks for minor coinage 

and the endeavor was successful. The supply of silver bullion was scantily coupled with less demand for gold coinage 
which gave employees more time. 1,645,801 ounces of “nickel” ingots made 10,238,266 5<t pieces. The mint also pur¬ 
chased 210,000 lbs. of 5<t nickel blanks for coinage. 3,420,445 uncurrent 5<t nickels were melted and recoined this fis¬ 
cal year. A total of 43,876,157 uncurrent 5<t nickels had been melted and recoined since the establishment of the 
Philadelphia Mint. The total number melted versus the total number minted still varied between 8 and 10% over the 

years. 
Auto production in the U.S. rose to 15,000 a year. No.l Wall Street ( 1250 sq. ft. plot) in New York City sold for 

$700,000 — the highest recorded retail price paid for real estate. Tailor made suits for women were available for $35, 
or you could buy American Lady shoes with the character of the woman for $3. Of course, if you were into cabbage, 
you could purchase 1000 plants for $1.50. 
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1906 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 38,613,725 

Proof Strikes: 1,725 

Varieties 
There are 3 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 21st. 274 auction appearances since 1972; ten “auction graded” MS-65 since ’83. Available 

in certified 60-64. Scarcer in 65 and only 3 graded in 66. 

Proofs — Ranks 13th. Scores higher when only certified grading is considered. Has been a hard date to find at auc¬ 
tion, just 221 in 20 years with 13 “auction graded” 65 in the ’91-’93 time span. 15 graded in 67 and 1 in 68. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 29th R-2; MS63 26th R-2; MS64 21st R-2; MS65 20th R-4; MS66 8th R-7; MS67 None 
certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 506 (Ranking 21st) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-l; VG R-l; F R-l; VF R-l; EF R-l; AU R-2 

Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 9th R-5; PR63 5th R-5; PR64 3rd R-4; PR65 11th R-3; PR66 17th R-3; PR67 26th 
R-3; PR68 26th R-8 
Number of Proofs Certified: 456 (Ranking 5th) 

Value 
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1906 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Considered a common date, but certified ratings show it to be semi-common in grades 64 and 

below. More difficult to find in 65 and up. 

Proofs — Relatively good planchets but the normal problems of spotting, laminations, staining, and abuse still exist. 
It is the degree of the problem that’s important 
Proof Diagnostics: Minor date positional varieties. Obv. I: Normal date. Rev.: Type C. 

Historical Note 
The 59th Congress authorized minting of minor coinage at other mints, however coinage was at the Philadelphia 

Mint during this fiscal year. Most of the blanks for the cent and nickel were made at the mint from pig metal (ingot). 
The mint purchased 242,500 lbs of nickel blanks during the fiscal year and 2,945,500 uncurrent nickels were melted. 
The Mint requested a separate rolling room for bronze and nickel blanks as it was felt the colors resembled silver and 
gold to the degree the blanks might be mixed. In April, 1906 Samuel W. Brown was proposed for membership to the 
ANA by Stephen K. Nagy and Dr. George F. Heath. Nagy had joined the ANA six months prior to that date. Nagy had 
close connections with the Mint, and was involved in private purchases of restrikes and other items from certain mint 
officials. The Government later seized 1877 pattern gold pieces from Nagy. 

The excavation of the Panama Canal began and Oklahoma was admitted to the Union. The San Francisco earth¬ 
quake occurred on April 18, 1906. All available automobiles were commandeered by the military to help rush the 
injured to hospitals. Depending on the money in your pocket you could buy an Oldsmobile Palace touring car, four 
cylinder at $2,750; or, if a little frugal, there was an 18 ft. launch driven by a DuBrie’s 2 hp engine for just $175. 
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1907 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 39,214,800 

Proof Strikes: 1,475 

Varieties 
There are 4 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 16th. Once again a 1900 date steps forward. From 1981 through 1990 only 1 MS-65 was 

offered at auction. Just 248 have been auctioned, in unc. (all grades) in 20 years. A bit difficult to find in certi¬ 

fied 65. Only 2 graded 66. 

Proofs — Ranks 1st. Scarcest date in auction appearances since 1972. Nine have been “auction graded” 65 in the years 
’91-’93. Lowest mintage of proof Liberty nickels. In certified this date ranks at the top. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 19th R-3; MS63 27th R-2; MS64 16th R-3; MS65 12th R-5; MS66 4th R-8; MS67 None 

certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 416 (Ranking 19th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-l; VG R-l; F R-l; VF R-l; EF R-l; AU R-2 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 7th R-5; PR63 15th R-4; PR64 1st R-4; PR65 1st R-5; PR66 6th R-5; PR67 12th 

R-7 
Number of Proofs Certified: 388 (Ranking 1st) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $0.18 $0.30 $0.60 $0.60 $0.75 

FINE $1.10 $1.75 $2.00 $2.25 $3.00 $3.50 

VF $1.75 — $5.00 $6.00 $6.00 $4.35 

EF — — $9.00 $18.00 $18.00 $14.00 

AU $2.65 $25.00 $37.00 

MS-60 $4.45 $7.50 $60.00 $75.00 $90.00 $60.00 

MS-63 — — $76.00 

MS-64 — — — 1 $125.00 

MS-65 — $360.00 

PF-60 $6.45 $10.00 $195.00 | $150.00 $115.00 

PF-63 — — $375.00 $140.00 
PF-64 — — — $240.00 
PF-65 — $525.00 
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1907 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — With a mintage of 39+ million you’ve got to wonder if the majority are in cull barrels in coin shops 

— or are they safely tucked away in a safety deposit box? There has not been a mention of a hoard existing in 
material reviewed. Perhaps a partial explanation is due to past economic problems. Maybe the majority were 
spent. This date presents a mystery to us. 

Proofs — Walter Breen wrote in his 1977 Encyclopedia Of United States Colonial and Proof Coins “in the mid- 
1960’s... it was much hoarded, several hundred specimens (temporarily?) off the market.” No reference or spe¬ 
cific names were given, only “the syndicate” (?) was named as the culprit. Breen did not refer to this “hoard” in 
his later writings (to our knowledge). If a hoard does exist today, which is doubtful, it is hoped the coins were 
not thrown in a basement and spattered with peach juice as were a hoard of silver dollars in the past; or allowed 
to deteriorate in an unsafe environment for copper-nickel coinage. A hoard of several hundred proofs in invest¬ 
ment condition currently existing is unlikely. Maybe more information will be forthcoming. It is possible the 
pricing of the ’07 (common value) is still based on Breen’s writings of 1977. The current statistics given are as 
accurate as information permits at this time. Proofs usually have a satin finish... and are a bit darker than the 
uncs. 
Proof Diagnostics: No varieties reported. Obv. I: Normal date. Rev.: Type C. 

Historical Note 
Mint records state the highest number of 5t nickels struck from a single die (in 1907) were: Obv. 294,319 pcs; 

Rev. 39,980 pcs. Average number of pieces per die:l 10,153 pcs. Total number of dies used was 356. 
In this year the New York Stock Market collapsed and there were runs on banks starting economic chaos 

throughout the country. The 1st public presentation of primitive talking and colored motion pictures was held in 
Cleveland, OH. Citizens’ transportation options were varied with a Cadillac selling for $800, a Ford Model K at $2,800, 
and horses from $150-$300. For $47.50 you could buy a raccoon fur automobile coat to go with your Cadillac or Ford. 
Building Trades, Union Workers earned 51<t an hour for a 46 hour work week. Lower skilled labor earned about $442 
a year. From a base dollar value of $1.00 in 1860 (Composite Consumer Price Index; 1860=1), the same purchase would 
cost $1.13 in 1907. 

MINT STATE GRADE 
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1908 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 22,686,177 

Proof Strikes: 1,620 

Varieties 
There are 5 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 15th. From 1984 to ’90 no MS65’s hit the auction block. There have been 3 to 4 since then. 

Easier to find in certified grades 60-64. After that it gets much more difficult. 

Proofs — Ranks 3rd. 2nd scarcest auction date since 1972. 14 “auction graded” PR65 in span ’91-’93. In certified, it 
ranked 2nd overall but there are 12 in the Gem+ range which dropped it one rank in our Estimated Rarity score. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 21st R-2; MS63 16th R-4; MS64 20th R-2; MS65 10th R-5; MS66 3rd R-8; MS67 None 
Certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 379 (Ranking 17th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-l; VG R-l; F R-l; VF R-l; EF R-l; AU R-2 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 2nd R-5; PR63 8th R-5; PR64 5th R-4; PR65 9th R-3; PR66 11th R-4; PR67 23rd 
R-4; PR68 None Known 
Number of Proofs Certified: 436 (Ranking 2nd) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $0.20 $0.30 — $0.60 $0.60 $0.75 
FINE $1.10 $1.65 $2.00 $2.25 $3.00 $3.50 
VF $1.75 — $5.00 $6.00 $6.00 $4.35 
EF — — $9.00 $18.00 $18.00 $14.00 
AU $2.45 — $25.00 — — $37.00 
MS-60 $3.95 $7.00 $65.00 $75.00 : $90.00 $60.00 
MS-63 — — — — $76.00 
MS-64 — — — — $125.00 
MS-65 — _— — $500.00 

PF-60 $5.45 $10.00 $165.00 $150.00 T _ $115.00 
PF-63 — — — $375.00 $140.00 
PF-64 — — — — $245.00 
PF-65 — — — — $440.00 
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1908 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Another 1900 date probably found in the cull barrels at the local coin shop. These high mintage 

dates (circulated of course) are often used for promotion purposes — after being buffed and treated with some 
solution that makes the surfaces bright and shiny. Unfortunately, Liberty Head nickels minted in the 1900’s have 
long been a favorite of the scam artists. Still a nice ’08 in unc. will not be that easy to find in grades 65 and up. 
Planchets tend to be granular and the normal problems associated with the issue are still prevalent. 

Proofs — 2nd lowest mintage date that will be difficult to find in grades 65 and up. Thirty eight are graded Proof 65 
and only one is graded 66. Laminations and spots are just two of the minor problems frequently encountered. 
Abuse is number one. 
Proof Diagnostics: No varieties reported. Obv. I: Normal date. Rev.: Type C. 

Historical Note 
The mint purchased 60,000 avoirdupois lbs. of nickel blanks this fiscal year. 3,402,880 uncurrent 5t nickels were 

transferred from the Treasury to the mint for melting and recoinage. 
The economic depression deepened and unemployment rose. On October 21 the currency panic of 1907 began 

with a run on the Knickerbocker Trust Company of New York. The run lasted 11/2 days until the bank's reserves gave 
out. Other banks throughout the country were forced to close. The panic was ended when J. Pierpont Morgan and a 
group of businessmen imported $100,000,000 in gold from Europe. Westinghouse Electric went bankrupt. Day-old 
eggs were 30<t a dozen — less for those 2 weeks to 2 months old. Sugar was $1 for twenty lbs. Hotel Johnson rooms 
in Chicago, furnished with bath and gas, rented for $2 a week. For the high rollers, The Plaza in Chicago rented rooms 
with a parlor bedroom and bath for $12-$20 a day. A furnished apt. in San Francisco rented for $17.50 a month and 
many wages dropped 5%. 

60-61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 
PROOF GRADE 
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1909 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 11,590,526 

Proof Strikes: 4,763 

Varieties 
None Known At This Time 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 17th. Only 2 auction graded MS-65 since 1980 and only 193 auction appearances since 1972. 

Toughest to find in certified 65. This date beat out several 1800 coins for this spot. 

Proofs — Ranks 31st. 496 presented at auction since 1972 with 29 offered as“auction graded” 65 in the ’91-’93 span. 

In certified it is common in all grades. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 15th R-3; MS63 12th R-4; MS64 14th R-4; MS65 9th R-5; MS66 18th R-5; MS67 None 

certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 313 (Ranking 14th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-l; VG R-l; F R-l; VF R-l; EF R-l; AU R-2 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 21st R-2; PR63 29th R-l; PR64 31st R-l; PR65 31st R-l; PR66 31st R-l; PR67 

31st R-2 
Number of Proofs Certified: 1195 (Ranking 31st) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $0.25 $0.30 — $0.60 $0.75 $0.75 
FINE $1.15 $1.65 $3.00 $2.25 $3.25 $3.50 
VF $1.75 — $6.00 $6.00 $7.00 $4.75 
EF — — $10.00 $18.00 $19.00 $18.00 
AU $2.45 — $30.00 — — $55.00 
MS-60 $3.95 $7.00 $70.00 $75.00 j $100.00 $60.00 
MS-63 — — — — $76.00 
MS-64 — — — — — $125.00 
MS-65 — _— — $525.00 

PF-60 $4.95 $10.00 $150.00 1 $150.00 | — $115.00 
PF-63 — — — — $375.00 $140.00 
PF-64 — — — — — $245.00 
PF-65 — — | — — $440.00 
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1909 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — The scarcity of this date in mint state may surprise you. In the past — before 3rd party grading 

— this date was considered by many to be on a rarity level of the 1902, even in Gem. Our findings do not agree 
with this prior assumption. It is much scarcer than the ’02 in every grade — properly graded, of course. Typical 
piece has satiny luster. Be sure when you buy an MS it really is mint state—not proof. It could be a surface 
impaired proof and the rarity contrast is significant. Check Proof Section for characteristics. Be a bit careful 
when buying a ‘raw’ mint state coin. 

Proofs — Common. Carbon spots and other slight imperfections are to be expected, as long as they are not excessive 
or detracting. Typical ’09 Proof has a satin finish and is darker than the uncs. 
Proof Diagnostics: No varieties reported. Obv. I: Normal date. Rev.: Type C. 

Historical Note 
Pattern coinage was resumed for 5<t nickels. All but one bore the bust of George Washington. No 

blanks/planchets were purchased by the mint during this fiscal year. 3,846,780 uncurrent 5<t nickels were melted. 
The Copyright Act of 1909 that significantly extended the rights of authorship was approved by Congress and 

became law. The $17 million Queensboro bridge opened in New York. The 16th amendment (Income tax) was sub¬ 
mitted to the states for ratification and became part of the Constitution. In August the Indian-head cent, which had 
been in circulation for 50 years, was replaced by the Lincoln penny. Swifts premium ham sold for 16<t a pound and a 
24 lb. sack of flour sold for 90 cents. After dinner you could take your family for a ride in a new Rambler Model 44; 
34 hp, $2,250, seven passenger auto. 

J 
:L m 

60-61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 
MINT STATE GRADE 

60-61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 
PROOF GRADE 
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1910 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 30,169,353 

Proof Strikes: 2,405 

Varieties 
There is 1 variety described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 19th. This date has appeared 263 times at auction in the 20 year time span, but only 2 grad¬ 

ed MS-65 since 1980. In certified it is common, ranked 30/33 in MS60-62, but gets steadily scarcer. 

Proofs — Ranks 25th overall. 323 offered at auction in 20 year time frame. A high of 26 were “auction graded” PR65 
in the years ’91-’93. Grades are fairly evenly distributed in certified ratings except for the 67-68 group. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 30th R-2; MS63 20th R-2; MS64 17th R-3; MS65 18th R-4; MS66 16th R-5; MS67 

28th R-8. 
Number of Mint State Certified: 455 (Ranking 20th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-l; VG R-l; F R-l; VF R-l; EF R-l; AU R-2. 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 18th R-3 ; PR63 14th R-4; PR64 20th R-3; PR65 24th R-l; PR66 28th R-l; PR67 

31st R-2; PR68 31st R-7 
Number of Proofs Certified: 696 (Ranking 24th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $0.16 $0.30 $0.60 $0.60 $0.75 

FINE $0.75 $1.65 $2.00 $2.25 $3.00 $3.50 

VF $1.40 — $5.00 $6.00 $6.00 $4.35 
EF _ — $9.00 $18.00 $18.00 $13.00 

AU $2.25 — $25.00 — — $35.00 

MS-60 $3.95 $7.00 $60.00 $75.00 $90.00 $60.00 
MS-63 — — — — $76.00 
MS-64 — — — — $125.00 
MS-65 — — — _— $360.00 

PF-60 $5.45 $10.00 $150.00 $150.00 ! — | $115.00 
PF-63 — — — — $375.00 $140.00 
PF-64 — — — — — $245.00 
PF-65 — — — — — $440.00 
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1910 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Actually an R-2 to R-8 date, but is considered common by most. Some are weakly struck at the den¬ 

ticles and planchet laminations are not uncommon. Normal problems. Enough are certified in most grades to 
meet collectors’ demands. 

Proofs — Typical is semi-brilliant to brilliant as are other proofs in the 1900’s. Cleaned proofs are not unusual nor are 
laminations, carbon spotting, streaking from improper dipping/wash and so forth. Not difficult to find in the 
higher grades. 
Proof Diagnostics: Two or three minor date positional varieties reported. Obv. I: Normal date. Rev.: Type C. 

Historical Note 
The 1910 has been a popular date to alter to the rare 1913. One pattern was produced — a 5<t piece in nickel 

depicting George Washington on the obverse. As of December 31,1910 the monetary per capita in the U.S. was: Gold 
$18.35; Silver $7.83; Paper $8.41 for a total of $34.59. Population in the U.S. was 91,972,266 and centered in 
Bloomington, Indiana. Less than half of the population over 25 years old had completed grade school. Only about 4% 
of the population acquired college diplomas. Federal Employees, Executive Depts., Finance, Insurance & Real Estate 
were still the highest paid occupations, averaging $1205 per year. Other occupations varied from $338 to $506 per year. 
A Hart, Schaffner and Marx overcoat sold for $12.50; a satin lined blue serge suit for $7.98; and a 1910 Franklin auto 
sold for $2,500. 

MINT STATE GRADE 

250 

PROOF GRADE 
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1911 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 39,559,372 

Proof Strikes: 1,733 

Varieties 
There is 1 variety described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 30th in overall rarity. Made 452 auction appearances since 1972, but only 1 listed as Gem 

MS-65 since 1983. In certified it ranks as common except in MS-66. 

Proofs — Ranks 23rd. Certified availability will be tougher in PR63 than ranking shows. Only 280 at auction since 
1972. 13 listed as auction graded 65 in the ’91-’93 period. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 31st R-2; MS63 32nd R-2; MS64 32nd R-2; MS65 30th R-2; MS66 20th R-5; MS67 
None certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 904 (Ranking 32nd) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-l; VG R-l; F R-l; VF R-l; EF R-l; AU R-2 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 14th R-4; PR63 10th R-4; PR64 21st R-2; PR65 20th R-2; PR66 24th R-2; PR67 
27th R-3; PR68 21st R-8 
Number of Proofs Certified: 586 (21st) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $0.16 $0.30 $0.60 $0.60 $0.75 
FINE $0.75 $1.65 $2.00 $2.25 $3.00 $3.50 
VF $1.40 $5.00 $6.00 $6.00 $4.35 
EF — $9.00 $18.00 $18.00 i $13.00 
AU $2.25 $25.00 — — $35.00 
MS-60 $3.95 $7.50 $60.00 ! $75.00 $90.00 $60.00 
MS-63 — — — — — $76.00 
MS-64 — — — — $125.00 
MS-65 — — — 1 _— | _— 1 $360.00 

PF-60 $8.45 $12.50 $165.00 $150.00 _ i $115.00 
PF-63 — — — $375.00 $140.00 
PF-64 — — — — — $245.00 
PF-65 — — _~ — | — i $440.00 
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1911 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Common date except for MS-66. Should be easy to find. Normal problems. 

Proofs — Much scarcer than the mint state in this date. Surfaces are brilliant. 
Proof Diagnostics: Two minor date positional varieties reported. Obv. I: Normal date. Rev.: Type C. 

Historical Note 
In the fiscal year 63,803,209 uncurrent 5<t nickels were melted and recoined by the mint and 101,000 avoirdu¬ 

pois lbs. of 5<t blanks were purchased for coinage. The mint made two dynamic changes this year in minor coinage 
manufacturing. The first involved the method of cleaning blanks (planchets). All acids used in the old process of clean¬ 
ing (washing) were eliminated. The old method “always left a residue on the blanks and had a bad effect on both col¬ 
lars and dies.” The other notable change this year was the installation of two Tolhurst centrifugal drying machines. 
The old method of drying the cleaned blanks in expensive hardwood sawdust was to be discontinued. This “will elim¬ 
inate the clinging of small particles of sawdust to the blanks and then to the dies resulting in defective coinage.”* 
These defects have caused portions not to be struck, carbon spots and “lint marks.”** J.E. Fraser, of New York was 
asked to submit designs for a new 5-cent nickel coin. They were received and approved in 1911. The design (Indian 
and Buffalo) was considered distinctively characteristic of America and held the promise of taking a high artistic rank 
among all coinages of the world. 

*Both quotes from the Report of the Director of the Mint, 1911. 

**The term lint marks (threads, material etc. from wiper’s rags) is probably a misnomer in describing these indentations. We believe that the very 
common surface indents in the shield and liberty head surfaces may be caused, in part, from sawdust on the dies or planchet when struck — espe¬ 
cially the depressions on the coins’ surfaces. We don't discount the “Coop” theory for crevasses like the date, and so forth. Goop is a mixture of 
grease,dirt and metal dust that accumulates at times, particularly in the motto, legend, date or devices of coins restricting the flow of metal into 
those portions. The surface impressions are too large to be “lint” and the shapes are irregular without any cloth pattern imbedded. Under a scope 
the indentation will show rough pitting (granular like) as if fine particles were imprinted in the stamping process. The bottom of the indentations 
have luster, unlike corrosion spots removed from the surface of a coin after the minting process. 
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1912 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 26,236,714 

Proof Strikes: 2,145 

Varieties 
There is 1 variety described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 22nd. Only 3 “auction graded” MS-65 appearances since 1980. Easily available in certified 

grades 60-64. More difficult in 65 & up. The number graded in 60-64 pulled down the ranking of this date. 

Proofs _ Ranks 21st. 312 offered at auction in 20 year study span. 9 auction graded PR65 ’91-’93. A bit easier to find 

in grades 64 and up. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 32nd R-2; MS63 31st R-2; MS64 31st R-2: MS65 22nd R-4; MS66 9th R-7; MS67 None 

certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 818 (Ranking 31st) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-l; VG R-l; F R-l; VF R-l; EF R-l; AU R-2 
Ranking and Rarity in Proof: PR60-62 13th R-4; PR63 13th R-4; PR64 15th R-3; PR65 16th R-2; PR66 23rd R-2; PR67 

None certified 
Number of Proofs Certified: 563 (Ranking 20th) 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $0.16 $0.30 $0.60 $0.60 $0.75 

FINE $0.75 $1.65 $2.00 $2.25 $3.00 $3.50 

VF $1.40 _ $5.00 $6.00 $6.00 $4.35 

EF _ _ $9.00 $18.00 $18.00 $13.00 

AU $2.25 — $25.00 — — $35.00 

MS-60 $3.95 $7.50 $65.00 $75.00 $90.00 $60.00 

MS-63 _ — - ! — $76.00 

MS-64 _ — — — — $125.00 

MS-65 — — _— — $360.00 

PF-60 $14.50 $20.00 $160.00 $150.00 — $115.00 

PF-63 _ _ — — $375.00 $140.00 

PF-64 _ — — — — $245.00 

PF-65 - — — — - 1 $440.00 
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1912 Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — Unfortunately the numismatic community today is having to live with an inferior last issue in the 

Liberty Head nickel series. The spacing of the dies must have been such as to “save the dies,” not produce a qual¬ 
ity product, for strike is a problem with this date. Mushy is as good a term as any. The typical piece is weak in 
the hair, stars are often flat, and the wreath/corn varies from average to poor. A favorite date for counterfeiters 
to add an S mintmark. Number of dies used for the 1912 and destroyed after use: Obverse 160; Reverse 165. 

Proofs — Typical has brilliant surfaces. Only major problem is carbon spotting. Although the mint received 2 Tolhurst 
drying machines for planchets the previous year, records seem to indicate they were not installed until the end 
of the year, possibly accounting for the higher than norm indentations expected if drying in sawdust had been 
actually eliminated. 
Proof Diagnostics: No varieties reported. Obv. I: Normal date. Rev.: Type C. 

Historical Note 
The Philadelphia Mint was very busy this year making dies, collars and other needed items to start 5C nickel pro¬ 

duction this year at the San Francisco and Denver mints. Philadelphia Mint received 2,169,498 uncurrent 5$ nickels 
for melt and recoinage and work continued on a separate plant for minor coinage. 8,000 lbs of 5$ blanks were pur¬ 
chased from an outside contractor. 

The SS Titanic struck an iceberg and sunk during her maiden voyage. Ford produced more than 22% of all U.S. 
autos and the well-known L.L. Bean company was founded. You could purchase an Overland 610-T, five passenger 45 
hp touring car with shifting levers in the center, for $1500. You could buy your son a climbing monkey toy — adver¬ 
tised as “distinctly a boy's toy” for 21 <t, or your daughter a Schoenhut doll (performing unbreakable art doll, cloth body 
and paper mache forearms) for 98<t from Sears and Roebuck in 1912. The average salary for all industries, excluding 
farm labor, was $646 per year. Clerical Workers in Mfg. and Steam Railroad earned $1,209 per year; Federal Civilian 
workers $1140 per year. Public School teachers earned $529 per year. Old Maid playing cards sold for 19C. From a base 
dollar value of $1.00 in 1860 (Composite Consumer Price Index; 1860=1), the same purchase would cost $1.17 in 1912. 
This $1.17 index in 1912 grew to $14.83 in 1989 — seventy-seven years later. 

60-61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 
PROOF GRADE 
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1912-D 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 8,474,000 

Varieties 
There are 2 varieties described in the Appendix. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 24th. 487 auction appearances in the 20 year study period. 13 listed as MS since 1990. 

Available in 60-64. Scarcer in 65. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 20th R-3; MS63 22nd R-2; MS64 23rd R-2; MS65 21st R-4; MS66 21st R-5; MS67 

None certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 509 (Ranking 22nd) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-2; VG R-l; F R-l; VF R-2; EF R-3; AU R-3 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $0.35 $0.65 $1.35 $1.00 $0.75 
FINE $4.50 $7.00 $8.00 $5.50 $4.00 $3.50 
VF — — $20.00 $18.00 $10.00 $7.00 
EF — — $50.00 $55.00 $45.00 $35.00 
AU — — $125.00 — | — $85.00 
MS-60 $27.50 $60.00 $250.00 $250.00 $250.00 $145.00 
MS-63 — — — 

— $200.00 
MS-64 — — — $270.00 
MS-65 — - 

~ 
$615.00 
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1912-D Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — The typical 1912-D is noted for a mushy, weak strike. Hair lacks detail. The stars (usually upper) 

and the lower left side of wreath on reverse are softly struck. This was the first year the Denver Mint minted a 
minor coin. Unfortunately, the resulting product was not the ultimate in craftsmanship. Being a “first” (5<t nick¬ 
el produced at a branch mint) this date was probably saved to some extent at the time, but no known hoards 
exist today. Finding an MS-65 with a great strike should present a challenge. Most are semi-brilliant to brilliant 
and a few are proof-like. Mint records state 96 dies were used for the obverse and 91 for the reverse. 

Historical Note 
On June 19, by act of Congress, all workers under Federal contract worked an 8-hour day. On October 1, New 

York state passed a 54 hour-week labor law. Washing machines were now gas powered and could be purchased for 
$9.70; an Eckhardt vacuum cleaner $46.75 for those household chores after work. The average wage of all industrial 
workers was $646 a year; civilian Federal workers were paid $1140 a year; public school teachers $529 a year; and lower 
skilled laborers $521 a year. On the campaign trail in a Milwaukee hotel Theodore Roosevelt was shot on October 14 
from a distance of 6 ft. by John Schrank of New York. The bullet entered Roosevelt's chest and he insisted on deliver¬ 
ing his speech before being taken to a hospital. Woodrow Wilson still beat Teddy for president in the November 5 elec¬ 
tion. Harriet Quimby became the first woman to fly across the English Channel, using a Bleriot monoplane to travel 
from Dover, England to Hardelot, France. 

250 

MINT STATE GRADE 
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1912-S 

Mintage 
Business Strikes: 238,000 

Varieties 
No Known Varieties. 

Scarcity 
Business strikes — Ranks 14th overall. This date ranks 28/33 in auction appearances since 1972, but only 9 have been 

“auction graded” MS-65. In certified most are in low to medium grades. Low mintage counts in this date’s favor. 

Rarity Rankings in MS: MS60-62 10th R-4; MS63 17th R-4; MS64 18th R-4; MS65 14th R-5; MS66 5th R-8; MS67 None 

certified 
Number of Mint State Certified: 367 (Ranking 16th) 
Circulated Rarity Rankings: G R-3; VG R-2; F R-2; VF R-6; EF R-6; AU R-6 

Value 

1954 1958 1975 1980 1991 1994 

GOOD $3.45 $7.50 $32.50 $40.00 $34.00 

FINE $6.75 $14.00 $50.00 $52.50 $65.00 $61.00 

VF _ — $70.00 $100.00 $175.00 $185.00 

EF _ _ $110.00 $175.00 $375.00 $385.00 

AU _ — $200.00 — — $465.00 

MS-60 $32.50 $70.00 $400.00 $500.00 $625.00 $560.00 

MS-63 _ — — — $650.00 

MS-64 _ _ — 1 $825.00 

MS-65 — $1600.00 
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1912-S Continued 

Comments 
Business strikes — The 1912-S nickel has a slight bulge on the obverse, lower left side (facing) near neck, which is the 

prime diagnostic of this date. The strike on this date is very poor (mushy) and many lack mint bloom. Added 
mintmarks are known — usually using the Philadelphia issue of 1912. A well struck Gem or Gem + is indeed a 
prize. The number of dies used according to records is 11 for the obverse and 10 for the reverse. Very scarce in 

circulated grades EF and AU. 

Historical Note 
The 1912-S was not struck at the San Francisco Mint until Christmas Eve, 1912. As if destined for greatness the 

1912-S was the star of the opening of San Francisco’s, and the nation’s, first publicly owned electric streetcar. City dig¬ 
nitaries attended the ceremony for this grand occasion. Mayor James S. “Sunny Jim” Rolph Jr. handed City Treasurer 
John E. MacDougald a 1912-S nickel, one of the first 40 nickels coined in this city, given to him by Thomas P. Burns, 
Acting Treasurer of the U.S. Sub-Treasury. This symbolic “first” nickel was to hang in the City Treasurer’s office. A 
substitute 1912-S nickel was paid by “Sunny Jim.” The Board Of Supervisors were next aboard the streetcars and S.F. 
citizens loaded into available space. The streetcars traveled up Geary Street to the St. Francis Hotel. The multitude of 
citizens who couldn’t get room on the cars flattened coins on the tracks as mementos (David Lange). A fitting cere¬ 
mony for both the streetcar and S.F.’s first nickel. The current whereabouts of the first nickel is unknown (filched by 
someone undoubtedly). 

MINT STATE GRADE 
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Chapter 7 

The 1913 Nickel 



The 1913 Nickel 
Proof Mintage: 4 

Business Strike Mintage: 1 

The first public clue to the existence of the 1913 
Liberty Head nickels was revealed in December 1919 
when Samuel W. Brown advertised in The 
Numismatist. The Buffalo nickel was introduced in 
early 1913 with the first coins being struck on Feb. 
21, 1913. The Mint officials consistently report that 
no 1913 Liberty Head nickels were authorized and 
the mint has no records of any having been struck. 
Officially the entire mintage of nickels in 1913 con¬ 
sisted of more than 73 million of Fraser’s Indian and 
Buffalo design. So the numismatic community must 
have responded with disbelief when Brown, a former 
mint employee, advertised seven years after the 
Liberty Head series had ended in 1912 that he want¬ 
ed to buy 1913 Liberty Head nickels (Figure A). 

The first documented public showing of a 1913 
Liberty nickel took place at the ANA Annual Convention 
in August, 1920 in Chicago. This 
was reported a few months later 
in The Numismatist (Vol 33, No. 
10) under “Items of Interest” 
(Figure B). After the convention 
Brown left one 1913 nickel with 
Alden Scott Boyer, president of 
the Chicago Coin Club. It is 
probable that an account in the 
Numismatic Scrapbook of a 
Chicago Coin Club meeting in 
1935 is the source of reports apparently inaccurate, that 
more than one coin was displayed: 

“The 1913 Liberty Head Nicked [sic] was the sensation of the 
American Numismatic Association Convention held in Chicago in 
1920. Some gentlemen [sic] from New York State exhibited either 
six or eight specimens of this famous rarity. He left one with Mr. 
Alden Boyer for several months; in requesting its return the owner 
asked that it be expressed and insured at $600.00.” 

(Numismatic Scrapbook, May 19351 

The above report contributed greatly to the mass of 
mis-information that has misled researchers for years. A 
more direct source is the following letter from Brown to 
Boyer printed in The Numismatist, January 1921, titled 
“The Rare 1913 Nickel”: 

“Dear Mr. Boyer, 

I would appreciate it very much if you would return the 1913 
Liberty head nickel you have with your coins in the Masonic 
Temple vault in your city. I have a deal pending for the sale of 

WANTED 
1913 LIBERTY HEAD 

NICKEL 
In Proof condition, if possible. 

Will pay $.*>00 cash for one. 

SAMUEL W. BROWN, 
North Tonawanda, X. Y. 

Figure A 

this coin, and it is necessary that I have it within the next ten 
days. If you will, kindly send it to me express, charges collect, 
and estimate the value at $750. Thanking you for your cour¬ 
tesy in this matter.” [Samuel Brown] 

Just for the record, there is mention of a coin club 
meeting — possibly in December 1919 — at which 
Vernon Sheldon, Ira S. Reed and Boyer were present 
where Brown displayed all five of the 1913 nickels. 

It is an interesting footnote that B. Max Mehl, who 
also attended the August 1920 ANA Convention, for years 
afterwards advertised in newspapers and his own litera¬ 
ture that he would pay $50 each for 1913 Liberty nickels. 
During the same period Mehl boasted that he had spent 
over one million dollars promoting the coins. How much 
he actually spent is unknown. Since he was more than 
reasonably sure there were none in general circulation, 
he was perfectly safe from being bankrupted by a flood of 

Samuel W. Brown of North Tonawanda, N. Y., was present for a short 
time on Monday. He had with him a specimen of the latest great rarity 
in U. S. coinage—the nickel of 1913 of the Liberty Head type. It was 
among the exhibits the remainder of the Convention, with a label announc¬ 
ing that it was valued at $600, which amount Mr. Brown announced he is 
ready to pay for all proof specimens offered to him. An explanation of its 
rarity is that at the close of 1912, the mint authorities not having received 
orders to use the dies of the buffalo type nickel at the beginning of 1913, 
prepared a master die of the Liberty Head type dated 1913, and from this 
master die a few pieces—believed to be five—in proof were struck. None 
of these are believed to have been placed in circulation. 

Figure B 
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them. Meantime, conduc¬ 

tors were searching the 

change from their fares in 

hopes of finding a nickel 

they could cash in for half a 

C-note. The publicity fueled 

the public’s futile search for 

the 1913 Liberty nickel in 

circulation and, as a by 

product, netted the hobby 

many new collectors. 

Walter Breen described 

three results from the 

Mehl’s salesmanship. It 

made Mehl a rich man 

through the sales of his Star 

Rare Coin Encyclopedia-, it 

made the 1913 nickels famous and it incited the “ungod¬ 

ly” to produce tens of hundreds of altered dates (mostly 

from 1903,1910 or 1912 nickels). 

Nothing further was heard of the 1913 nickels until 

August Wagner, a Philadelphia stamp and coin dealer, 

placed ads to sell the coins in the December 1923, 

January and February 1924 Numismatist (Figure C). 

There were five Liberty Head nickels offered for 

sale—and possibly three 1913 Buffalo nickels: one a 1913 

copper pattern, later listed as Judd 1790. The other two 

were a Type I and Type II. The five Liberty head coins 

were displayed in an eight coin holder made of soft 

leather and hard paper board with flaps lined with high 

quality fabric, all in black. The price was $2000 for the 

set—and whether the Buffalo pieces were in the holder at 

the time of this sale is unknown; however, it is consid¬ 

ered highly likely. It is not known how Wagner got the 

coins; in fact, there is remarkably little information 

about Mr. Wagner. 

In a letter to Don Taxay, author of a The U.S. Mint 

and Coinage, Jack W. Ogilvie, another historian, writes 

regarding Wagner: 
“...About August Wagner of Phil. He may have been the missing 

man in the whole deal. You mention that he was a dealer, this, I do 

not know — BUT — he was NEVER an A.NA member that is — 

unless after 1932 or 33. Would like to know more about him ... if 

he ever was in the mint employ.” (Personal correspondence to Don 

Taxay from Jack W. Ogilvie dated Oct. 14,1963, Courtesy of Eric P. 

Newman) 

The most logical hypothesis is that Brown either 

sold or consigned the coins to Wagner. It is not known 

why Brown did not sell the coins himself even though he 

had obviously been manipulating the market. 

It is also an interesting point that Wagner advertised 

the coins as the only ones in existence. How could he 

possibly have known this 

unless he had been told so 

by Brown? There was no 

official record of the 

mintage. To be so sure that 

there were only 5 coins in 

existence speaks clearly to 

inside information from the 

person responsible for their 

coming on the market— 

Samuel W. Brown. 

Both Walter Breen 

and other references some¬ 

times note that there were 

other purchasers before or 

after Wagner. Breen, who 

was a protege of Wayte 

Raymond, states that the set and case with the nickels 

went from Wagner to Stephen Nagy to Wayte Raymond 

to Colonel Edward Green. And Numismatic Scrapbook 

Magazine published an article called “Liberty 1913 

Nickel Story Footnotes” in which this letter from Edwin 

Marshall is published: 
“In the early 1930’s...I went to Henry Chapman’s shop in 

Philadelphia. Chapman told me of purchasing these nickels [1913 

Liberty heads] from a former Mint employee and as I recall, he sold 

them to, or they ended up, in Colonel Green’s possession.” The 

article goes on to state that “A genealogy owners’ chart in the 

December 1971 Scrapbook showed the nickel [sic] passing from 

Samuel Brown to August Wagner to Colonel Green, without men¬ 

tion of Chapman. Henry Chapman died on January 4,1935.” 

(Numismatic Scrapbook Magazine, 1972) 

James Kelly added two other possible players when 

he stated in his 1967 catalog, 
“The entire set was subsequently obtained by the late Colonel 

Green through dealers B.G. Johnson and J. B. Macallister." 

(Auction Catalog, Annual ANA Convention, Miami, Florida, August 

11,1967) 

Clyde D. Mervis also indicates in his article 

tNumismatic Scrapbook, July 1968, “World’s Most 

Valuable Coin”) that B. G. Johnson was involved in the 

brokering of this set to Colonel Green. Thus even the 

identity of the brokers and dealers involved early in the 

provenance of the 1913 nickels is clouded by mixed 

reports and obfuscation. 

Colonel Edward Howland Robinson Green (who 

received a formal written appointment as lieutenant 

colonel from Texas Governor O.B. Colquitt in 1910) 

stepped forward to purchase for an undisclosed amount 

the whole set of five Liberty head nickels and the holder, 

and presumably the three 1913 Buffalos. The set 

remained with him from 1924 until his death in 1936. 

Col. Green enjoyed extravagance in all things—probably 

as a result of having endured peculiar forms of parenting 

FOR SALE. 
Five (5) Five-Cent Liberty 

Head 1913 Coins. Proof. 
Tin* only Five-Cent Liberty H«*nd 

<'oins of this design and year ft* 
existence. 

AUGUST WAGNER, 
31st and York Sts., 

Philadelphia, Pa. 
Figure C 
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from his mother which involved a mixture of excess (he 
was given Texas Midland Railroad at an early age as a play 
toy) and deprivation (he was denied proper medical care 
causing the amputation of his leg in early adulthood). 
His mother was Henrietta Howland Robinson Green 
(Hetty Green, the Witch of Wall Street) who was a shrewd 
and competent investor and businesswoman. She 
amassed a great fortune during her life. Within nine days 
after his mother’s death, Green married Mabel Harlow, a 
“belle dame” from the Chicago red light district; and 
entered into a lifetime of profligacy with purchases esti¬ 
mated to be in excess of $3,000,000 a year. 

Upon Col. Green’s death, F.C.C. Boyd appraised the 
numismatic portion of the Green estate. Most 
researchers report that Burdette G. Johnson, owner of 
the St. Louis Stamp and Coin Company purchased the 
cased set and offered it for sale as a lot for $3500. When 
it failed to sell, it is reported that he broke up the set in 
1942 and sold the coins separately. A different account is 
revealed in David Ganz’ report of a lecture by Eric P. 
Newman at the 1993 ANA Summer Seminar: 

“...as a student at Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 
Cambridge, he met the famous Col. E.H.R. Green, whose collection 
of coins ultimately had most of the 
major rarities of the 20th century. 
And how, after Green’s death, he 
simply wrote to those handling the 
Green estate and asked whether he 
could buy a couple of bank notes 
from his native St. Louis. When he 
showed them to Burdette Johnson, 
a dealer in St. Louis (who [sic] 
Newman eulogized as the brightest 
numismatic mind he had ever 
met), he learned that no one had 
ever before been able to tap into 
this huge property. 

He did, however, with Johnson 
providing the economic stake. 
Their deal: Newman could have his 
pick of the collection, and for each 
coin that he took, Johnson would 
take another of comparable value. 

And that is how Eric P. Newman 
obtained all five of the legendary 
1913 Liberty 5-cent coins. He dis¬ 
posed of every one of them, too, 
when he concluded that the coin 
was a phony Mint product, manu¬ 
factured primarily to appeal to col¬ 
lectors. 

...Newman probably sold them 
for less than $500 apiece through 
Johnson.” 

(COIN WORLD, David Ganz, 
August 2,1993, page 41) 

Whoever was the “owner” 
of the set there is no doubt that 
Mr. Newman (numismatic 

scholar, educator, co-author with Ken Bressett of The 
Fantastic 1804 Dollar and collector) was a friend of Mr. 
Johnson’s and they were partners in the negotiation for 
the set. Mr. Newman examined all five of the 1913 nick¬ 
els as well as the case with its three 1913 Buffalo 5-cent 
pieces. Mr. Newman's descriptions of the five 1913 
Liberty nickels may be the only existing description of 
the five coins compared to each other (Figure D). 

In 1942 the coins were together as a set for the last 
time. Mr. Newman took his choice of the coins for his 
own (possibly Coin #1), the leather case, and the three 
Buffalo 5-cent pieces. 

Another of the coins went to F.C.C. Boyd (possibly 
coin #2). The remaining three were sold to James Kelly 
of Dayton, Ohio. Kelly sold one (possibly #3) of the proof 
specimens for $1,000 to Dr. Conway A. Bolt, a resident of 
Marshville, North Carolina. He sold the second of his 
three coins (possibly #4) for $900 to Fred E. Olsen of 
Alton, Illinois. The last coin (almost certainly #5) was 
sold for $900 to J. V. McDermott. Thereafter, the coins 
went their separate ways. The following is a summary of 
their pedigrees. 

Figure D. Eric Newman’s notes of the five 1913 Liberty Nickels 
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Eric P. Newman, Author, Educator, holds the Copper 

1913 Buffalo nickel pattern J-1790 together with the 

original case. Bank vault in St Louis, MO. 

COIN #i (Brilliant proof. Dent on obverse edge next to 

the second “1” in date. Dent on edge next to first “T” of 

“STATES” on reverse). 

This coin according to Eric P. Newman’s description 

of the five coins was the “best of the lot.” Newman sold 

the coin to Abe Kosoff and Abner Kreisberg. It is 

Newman’s belief that this coin is the one which was even¬ 

tually sold to the Norweb’s and resides currently in the 

Smithsonian; however, Kosoff wrote a letter which was 

published in Numismatic Scrapbook Magazine on 

August 1953 which states: 

“An interesting note on the 1913 nickels conies to me from a 

source close to B.G. Johnson. This party selected the best of the 5 

coins for his own collection, and this specimen is now in the 

Eliasberg collection.” 

COIN #2 (Proof. Several slight lines in field opposite the 

twelfth star. High wire edge on reverse.) 

The second coin described by Newman is believed to 

have been sold to F.C.C. Boyd in 1942; subsequently pur¬ 

chased by Abe Kosoff who sold the coin to King Farouk 

for approximately $2750. This was less than the monarch 

had paid for the Olsen coin he purchased at B. Max 

Mehl’s auction in 1944. King Farouk is believed to have 

kept the Kosoff coin, returning the Olsen coin to be sold 

again at auction in 1947. After King Farouk was deposed, 

the Republic of Egypt assumed ownership of the 1913 

nickel. Although listed in a group lot of nickels(!) in the 

Sotheby’s Palace Collections Sale (Spring of 1954) it was 

sold separately to Abe Kosoff and Sol Kaplan for 1,300 

Egyptian pounds. The coin was returned to the U.S. and 

sold privately to Ambassador and Mrs. Henry Norweb. In 

honor of their 60th wedding anniversary they donated 

the 1913 nickel to the Smithsonian Institution in 1977 

(Figure E). A diagnostics review by the Smithsonian 

Curator confirms this as Coin #2 from Mr. Newman’s 

list. Figure F is the text of the press release from the 

Smithsonian dated 8-31-78. 

K££ SSrKnli- 

COIN # 3 (Dull proof. Two slight lines in the field 

opposite the thirteenth star. Dot on neck opposite end of 

hanging curl.) 

One of the mysteries affiliated with the 1913 nickels 

is connected with this coin. Its whereabouts are current¬ 

ly unknown. James Kelly purchased it from B.G. Johnson 

and sold it to Dr. Conway Bolt of Marshville, North 

Carolina. Dr. Bolt died in 1974. Bolt was an eclectic col¬ 

lector but had a preference for sets of proof coins. The 

larger portion of his collection was sold at auction by 

Stack’s in 1966; and more of his coins were sold at auc¬ 

tion by Pine Tree in 1975. None of the lots included the 

1913 nickel. 

There are two theories about the missing 1913 nick¬ 

el. One is that either Dr. Bolt or George 0. Walton sold 

the coin to R.J. Reynolds and that it remains in the 
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Reynolds Collection. However, the Reynolds family has 
no record of the purchase and cannot find the coin. 
Recently in COINage, Paul M. Green reported that he 
received a note from Noah Reynolds, grandson of R.J. 
Reynolds, requesting more information about any link 
between his grandfather and the coin. 

“When I [Paul M. Green] called, I figured his inquiry was moti¬ 
vated simply by a desire to learn more about his family’s coin. 
...Was 1 in for a surprise! When I reached Noah Reynolds by phone, 
he explained that he never had heard anything about his family’s 
owning a 1913 nickel. 

...Reynolds offered to check with his father and do some inves¬ 
tigating for me to see whether he could learn the whereabouts of 
this fifth 1913 nickel. 

A couple of weeks later, I called back—only to be greeted by 
news that the Reynolds family could not find the nickel. In fact, 
while not wanting to go on record, Noah explained to me that fam¬ 
ily members doubted they ever had owned the nickel. If they had, 
it was gone. 

The two likeliest scenarios—assuming R.J. Reynolds had owned 
it at one time—were that one of his ex-wives had taken it or that 
he had placed it in one of his many model ships. And the family was 
unwilling to destroy any of those ships in a search for a mere nick¬ 
el.” 

So, is the missing 1913 nickel sailing the eternal 
seas as cargo in a finely crafted model ship? It would be 
a fitting chapter in a progression of enigmas. 

The other theory is that Walton traded a batch of 

SMITHSONIAN RECEIVES RARE 1913 NICKEL 

“A 1913 Liberty head nickel, one of the best known of rare 
American coins, has been added to the numismatic collection at the 
Smithsonian's National Museum of History and Technology. 

The Philadelphia Mint had planned to switch over to the 
Buffalo nickel at the beginning of 1913 after minting the Liberty 
head nickel since 1883. However, five Liberty head nickels dated 
1913 were minted and over the years numerous stories have 
evolved as to why the coin was struck for that year. 

A copyrighted article in Numismatic Scrapbook Magazine in 
December 1971, recently described by Coin World as the best 
researched article on the coin, noted that the new design for the 
Buffalo-Indian Head nickel was slow in arriving at the mint. A 
schedule had to be kept, the article added, and it is assumed that 
the diemaker prepared dies for the 1913 Liberty head. Apparently, 
these dies were used to strike no more than five coins. 

One of these coins has now been added to the Smithsonian’s 
priceless collection. Vladimir and Elvira Clain-Stefanelli, curators 
of the Smithsonian’s Division of Numismatics, said that without 
the piece, the Smithsonian’s 20th-century collection of United 
States coins would not be complete. 

The coin was donated by the Honorable and Mrs. R. Henry 
Norweb who presented it to the Smithsonian in commemoration of 
their 60th wedding anniversary... 

The coin will go on exhibit in conjunction with a ceremony 
scheduled for October 6,1978, at which the Norwebs will be among 
those awarded the James Smithson Society’s Gold Medal for the 
effective ways they have helped the Smithsonian Institution in ful- 
filling its mandate.”_ 

Double Eagles to Dr. Bolt for the coin. If he did he either 
re-sold it or it disappeared in 1962 when he died in an 
auto accident while traveling with his coin collection 
(see Figure G). However, though Walton was said to have 
a 1913 Liberty nickel many who knew him believe that 
he never owned or brokered a genuine one. He was 
known to have carried Liberty head nickels—up to five at 
a time—that were altered to appear to be 1913’s. He had 
these encased in plastic holders with an inscription and 
handed them out as an amusement. He would present 
these altered coins as the genuine article. He also repre¬ 
sented himself as having a considerable amount of 
research material related to the 1913 nickels. 

When Eric Newman requested the opportunity to 
review the alleged research material from Walton’s heirs, 
the family knew nothing about it (Figure H). Newman’s 

GEORGE WALTON, COLLECTOR OF COINS, KILLED IN CRASH 

MIDDLESEX, N.C., March 10 

(AP)—A nationally-known coin collector carrying his collec¬ 
tion he valued at $250,000 was killed near here last night in 
a traffic accident. Middlesex Police Chief. E. Gilliam said that 
George Walton of Charlotte was killed in the head-on crash 
on U.S. 264. He said that Walton’s collection of valuable 
coins was placed in the custody of authorities. Walton was 
headed for Wilson, where he was to exhibit his collection, 
which included a 1913 Liberty head V nickel Walton valued 
at more than $50,000. It is one of five such coins held by col¬ 
lectors. 

Figure G. George Walton’s death reported by Associated 
Press, published in a Missouri newspaper, March 10, 1962 
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Figure F 
Figure H. Reply to Eric Newman from George Walton’s sister. 
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ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY 

64So Cecil Avenue. St Louis 5, .Missouri 

Kerch 31# 1969 

Kre. Robert R. Oivene 
Rt. 3, Box 327 
Salem, Virginia 2L153 

We ere folly aware of the problem you have on 
hand end can underatand why you are doing a lot of lnvesti- 
gating. We presume the 1913 Liberty Read Biokel which 
George Walton was auppoaed to have has never shown up. 

In answer to your specific questions, I con 
state thet I never saw your brother's collection. 1 never 
saw in his possession the 1913 Liberty Head Nickel which 
he allegedly owned. I know nothing whatever of the Stella 
about which you write. 

There wee never any doubt in my mind thet the 
nickel which he acquired waa one of the five 1913 Liberty 
Head Nickels and I don't know where that nickel is now. 
I never had the opportunity of seeing his material on the 
history of the 1913 Liberty Head Nickel in spite of requesting 

Originally, all five 1913 Liberty Heed Nickels 
were here in St. Louis, in ay possession. We still have 
the holder in which they were kept. We still have a couple 
of the coins whioh were in the holder with them. We also 
have a large file on the history of the 1913 Liberty Head 
Nickel. 

There certainly la a lot of ays 
side of the situation and I presume that ye 
gating to see whether there la something unsavory in 
nectlon with the natter. 

We hope we have been helpful. 

Sincerely youre. 

EhN/stb 
NON-PROFIT CORPORATION FOR EDUCATION 

THROUGH RESEARCH AND EXHIBITION 

Figure I. Eric Newman’s reply to George Walton’s sister. 

reply is shown in Figure I. At the time of 

Walton’s death, he had a great collection of 

coins, currency, guns and other items. His 

collection of coins and currency was sold by 

Stack’s in 1963 for a total of $874,836. The 

genuine 1913 Liberty head nickel was not 

in the sale. 

COIN # 4 (Dull proof. Surface of reverse 

much brighter than obverse. Dot on neck 

above chin level next to hair.) 

Mr. Olsen’s coin was the first of the set 

to be put in public auction. Mehl offered the 

coin in November 1944, The Fred E. Olsen 

Collection. King Farouk entered a winning 

bid of $3750. Later, King Farouk apparent¬ 

ly obtained the F.C.C. Boyd 1913 nickel 

through a private sale brokered by Abe 

Kosoff. He then wished to sell the Olsen 

coin and commissioned Mehl to resell it for 

him. Mehl offered the coin in a second pub¬ 

lic auction in his Will W. Neil Collection 

June 17,1947. It sold to Edwin C. Hydeman 

for approximately $3750, the same amount 

that King Farouk had paid for it in 1944. It 

was noted that when the coin was next auc¬ 

tioned, it was only with extreme persuasion 

from Mr. Kosoff because Mr. Hydeman had 

a great deal of affection for the coin. It was 

auctioned in Los Angeles in March 1961 in 

Abe Kosoff s Edwin M. Hydeman Collection 

of United States Coins, and the following 

description is catalogued for the coin: 
“This is a superb coin, sharply struck, as choice a 

specimen as could possibly be attained. It has been 

handled with the utmost care, a statement which, unfortunately, 

cannot be made of two of the pieces. This may be called the Olsen- 

Hydeman Nickel.” 

This Olsen/Farouk/Hydeman nickel proceeded 

through a series of sales and brokerages between dealers 

as follows: 

• Hydeman to Abe Kosoff (Auction March 1961 The 

Edwin Hydeman Collection) Offered in 1972 by 

Kosoff in The Numismatist for $100,000. 

• Abe Kosoff to World Wide Coins (John B. Hamrick, 

Jr. and Warren Tucker) October 3, 1972 $100, 000. 

This sale was publicized widely because the Idler 

Class III specimen of the 1804 dollar sold with the 

1913 as a pair for $180,000 which made newspaper 

headlines and was entered in the Guinness Book of 

World Records. World Wide Coins displayed the 

1913 nickel on tour at major conventions. In 1974 

“Hawaii Five-O” starred the nickel in one of its 

episodes. 

World Wide Coins to Bowers and Ruddy. 

1/2 interest for $100,000 in late 1974. (Q. David 

Bowers in Spring of 1975 wrote seven full pages in 

the Rare Coin Review No. 22 with an excellent his¬ 

tory of the 1913 nickels. Coin was priced at 

$300,000.) 

WWC and Bowers and Ruddy to A-Mark. 

A-Mark to R.L. Hughes who offered the coin at 

$225,000 in the June 1977 issue of The 

Numismatist. 

R.L. Hughes to Superior Rare Coin Galleries. 

Superior to Dr. Jerry Buss to Reed Hawn. 

Dr. Jerry Buss’ coin was auctioned by Superior in 

January 1985. (Hammer bid was $380,000—$80,000 

more than the 1804 Dollar in the same auction.) It 

was purchased by Reed Hawn. 
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• Reed Hawn to Spectrum. 
Reed Hawn’s coin was auctioned by Stack’s in 1993 
and bought by Spectrum. The bid was $875,000 ( 
$962,500 with the 10% buyer’s fee.) Spectrum 
Numismatics International, a coin company in 
Santa Ana, CA, had earlier made headlines by pur¬ 
chasing the King of Siam proof set (with the 1804 
Dollar) for $1,815,000. The selling price of the 1913 
Liberty head nickel was only slightly less than the 
all-time American auction record for an individual 
coin — the Dexter specimen of the 1804 dollar 
which sold for $990,000 including the buyer’s fee. 
Interestingly, it was the first time Stack’s auctioned 
a 1913 Liberty Head nickel. 

COIN # 5. (Uncirculated. Dot in left center of neck at 

chin level.) 
This is perhaps the most popular of the 1913 nickels 

because it was exhibited and “handled” more than any of 
the other five coins. James Kelly sold this coin to J.V. 
McDermott, one-time steeple-jack and professional coin 
dealer. Scores of collectors and bystanders with no par¬ 
ticular interest in coins have similar tales tell of a 1913 
Liberty head nickel being handed to them casually in a 
plastic case to hold. J.V. McDermott, carried his “Miss 
Liberty” in his pocket and would willingly hand it down 
the bar for anyone who wished to have a close look. He 
was generous in his loan of the coin to produce a “draw¬ 
ing card” for club and coin shows. 

A man of self-admitted problems with liquor, 
McDermott was never faulted as a contributor to the 
hobby. He was offered considerable sums for his “Miss 
Liberty” which he frequently discussed in his coin ads; 
however, the offers were never high enough and the coin 
remained in his care until his death. His widow, Betts 
McDermott, auctioned the coin at the ANA Convention 
on August 11, 1967. The auctioneer was the same man 
who had sold the coin to McDermott for $900 in 1942, 
James Kelly. He described the coin as follows: “This coin 
is in Uncirculated condition but does have a slight rough 
surface which existed at the time it was purchased and no 
doubt occurred in the striking.” 

James Kelly started the bidding on Lot number 2214 
by stating to the excited crowd, “Ladies and Gentlemen: 
We are now going to start bidding on the 1931 nickel...” 
At the crowd’s startled response, he corrected himself, 
“You know that would be more rare than the 1913 
because they didn’t make a ’31. We’re starting the bid¬ 
ding tonight on the 1913 nickel... I have $38,000... can I 
hear $40,000?” After a bid for $40,000 from Aubrey 
Bebee, James Kelly continued, “I have $40,000; can I get 

$42,000?” A bid of $45,000 was forthcoming from Abe 
Kosoff and Sol Kaplan, but the final bid went to Bebee 
who purchased the coin for $46,000. An excited crowd 
took photos and had their catalogs autographed by Mr. 
and Mrs. Bebee, James Kelly and Betts McDermott. Mrs. 
McDermott died in Lubbock, Texas on December 18, 
1967 at the age of 64. The coin remained with the Bebees 
from 1967 until 1989 when they first loaned, then made 
a permanent donation of it, to the American Numismatic 
Association’s Money Museum. 

And there you have the pedigrees of the five 1913 
Liberty head nickels. At the writing of this book, two are 
permanently ensconced in public institutional collec¬ 
tions, one is in a private family collection, one is owned 
by a coin company, and the location of the fifth is a mys¬ 
tery (although notable numismatic dealers like to shake 
their heads knowingly and radiate an air of sophisticated 
secrecy when the topic of the “missing” coin is dis¬ 
cussed.) 

Samuel W. Brown, the man who unveiled the first 
1913 Liberty head nickel at the 1920 ANA Convention, 
and advertised in January 1920 that he wanted to buy 
1913 Liberty Head nickels could have had several 
motives, not the least would be to test the waters for the 
Treasury Department’s reactions while he could still 
conceal the existence of the coins. 

Although many theories have been proposed as to 
Brown’s accomplices including engraver Charles Barber, 
nothing definite has been proven about their identities 
or their roles in this numismatic scandal. Charles E. 
Barber died on February, 17, 1917 and Ed Reiter in a 
1994 COINage article states another interesting premise: 

“It is intriguing — and possibly instructive — to note that 1920, 
the year when Brown announced his “discovery,” marked the expi¬ 
ration of the seven-year statue of limitations for prosecuting any¬ 
one who might have removed the coins from the Mint in 1913.” 

(“Flirting with a Million” COINage, Vol. 29. Page 109). 

Brown joined the staff at- the Philadelphia Mint on 
December 18,1903. His job description was initially that 
of assistant curator of the Mint Cabinet from hire date to 
1907 and clerk/storekeeper into 1913. 

He was proposed for membership to the ANA in April 
1906 by Dr. George F. Heath and Stephen Nagy. Dr. 
Heath was the founder of the A.NA in 1891. However, it 
is probable that Dr. Heath never met Mr. Brown. Mr. 
Stephen Nagy, however, is another matter altogether; 
and his name pops up fairly frequently, if mysteriously, 
in the saga of the 1913 nickels. Mr. Nagy lived in 
Philadelphia. He was believed to have close connections 
at the Mint and was involved in private purchases of 
restrikes from those connections. Mr. Nagy had joined 
the ANA only six months earlier than Mr. Brown. In a let- 
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ter to Don Taxay dated October 14, 1963, Mr. Jack W. 

Ogilvie, states: 

“Regarding Samuel Brown’s [sic] tenure at the mint. My “morgue” 

card reveals that he was ANA member number 808 and got the 

NUMIS at The Mint, Philadelphia. During 1912 and 1913 he was 

storekeeper. What this covered was not revealed. In Feb. 1914, his 

address was changed from the Mint to North Tonawanda, N.Y. 

where he became quite a civic minded citizen, and I think, left a 

family. There are NO RECORDS in the ANA publications as to WHY 

he left the mint...” (Personal correspondence received by Mr. Don 

Taxay from Mr. Jack W. Ogilvie dated Oct. 14, 1963, Courtesy of 
Eric P. Newman) 

On November 14, 1913 Mr. Brown’s employment at 

the Philadelphia Mint was terminated; whether voluntar¬ 

ily or not is unknown. He moved to North Tonawanda, 

N.Y. in 1913 and was employed with the Frontier 

Chocolate Company later associated with Pierce-Brown 

Company. He was not noted by any references to have 

been a known and active coin collector or dealer. He 

retained his ANA membership. The next numismatically 

confirmed sighting of Mr. Brown occurs when he regis¬ 

tered for the October 1919 Philadelphia Convention. 

Subsequently he placed the advertisement in the 

December 1919 Numismatist. Where and how Mr. 

Brown acquired the coins, whether he had a hand in 

their manufacture is not proven to date. The “coinci¬ 

dence” of his mint employment, his sponsorship by a 

Stephen Nagy, who had a reputation of cultivating mint 

employees and officers for his own gain, and the amazing 

ease that he managed to “locate” these five extraordinar¬ 

ily improbable coins would speak to his unethical 

involvement at the very least in the brokerage of the 

coins — and implies a great deal more collaboration in 

the removal and sale of illegally produced mint products. 

Samuel W. Brown was noted in his obituary from the 

Tonawanda Evening News as having retired in 1924. He 

had served as Mayor of North Tonawanda in 1932 and 

1933. He was a Republican. 

“He was a member of Sutherland Lodge No. 826, F. & A.M., of 

which he was past master. He served as district deputy grandmas¬ 

ter of the Niagra Oleans district and was a member of the Buffalo 

consistory, the Ismailia temple and the Shrine club of the 
Tonawanda.” 

“He died at the age of 64 at his home at 303 Goundry Street at 5 

p.m. on Saturday, June 17, 1944... His widow, Carry B. Brown and 

a daughter, Mrs. George Brillinger, Cleveland, Ohio, survived... 

Burial took place in Brownstown.” (NSM. “Nickel Story 
Footnotes,” Page 372) 

Mr. Newman contacted the daughter by telephone 

on July 30,1962 and spoke with her about her father. He 

inquired if she knew the source of the 1913 Liberty Head 

nickels. “She knew nothing. She had 20 coins (of her 

father’s collection?). Her stepmother took the balance.” 

Newman, in his letter to Coin World dated October 

25,1963, concluded the following: (see upper right) 

The role of the Mint and the Mint employees in the 

manufacture of the most famous of American numis¬ 

matic items is perhaps the greatest mystery of all. As 

1912 was drawing to a close, it may have appeared to the 

chief engraver, the chief coiner and other mint staff that 

the 1913 Buffalo would not be approved and functional as 

working coinage. In any case, R.W. Julian reports: 

“In the fall of 1912 the engraver’s department made the usual 

preparations for the 1913 coinage by beginning the process by 

which the dies of 1913 were made and distributed to the Mints. A 

set of Proof dies for the 1913 coinage was made (probably in mid- 

November) and stored in the engraver’s department for use during 
the coming January. 

Chief Engraver Charles E. Barber supervised his workmen as they 

executed an order for 10 sets of 1913 Liberty Head dies for the Mint 

at San Francisco. The date of the order is not presently known, but 

the dies were duly shipped from Philadelphia on Nov. 25,1912 and 

received in California early in December long before they would 

need to be used for actual striking of 1913 5-cent coins.” (Coin 
World) 

The Denver die shipment went out in December but 

it did not include any Liberty 5-cent dies. 

On December 13,1912, George E. Roberts, Director 

of the Mint, instructed the Superintendent of the 

Philadelphia Mint, John H. Landis, to, “do nothing about 

five cent coinage for 1913 until the new designs are ready 

for use.” Landis received those exact orders on Monday 

December 16, 1912, and in the normal course of events 
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Appendix A 

VARIETIES 

Collecting varieties in the Shield and Liberty 
Head series can be exciting for those persons who enjoy 
the “sleuth” aspect in numismatics. The initial discovery 
of a variety, how the particular deviation occurred and 
the minting process employed during that particular 
period in our coinage history is an intellectual endeavor 
which goes beyond collecting the regular, standard issue 
coins. Some collectors concentrate only on these “so- 
called” minting mistakes, but eventually even regular 
coinage collectors add a few pieces in the variety, error 
and oddity categories to enhance their collections. The 
Shield series is richly endowed in minting varieties and 
many are highly sought by collectors. Liberty Head nick¬ 
el varieties are scarcer, and most are not as dramatic as 
some of the shields, but they are interesting and contain 
a few controversial overdates. 

This section contains known varieties we have 
been able to identify in the Repunched Date (RPD), 
Repunched Mint Mark (RPM), Doubled Die (DDO and 
DDR), Overdate, and Blundered Die (MPD in Fletcher) 
categories. We have not included the Missing Leaf 
Varieties listed in Fletcher; or those varieties listed in 
Breen’s Encyclopedia of U.S. Coins which are vague in 
description. Varieties have been cross referenced for the 
reader's convenience. Different die states are not consid¬ 
ered to be different varieties. 

In the chart which follows varieties are listed by 
date with a description, type, rarity estimate, and cross 
reference. Breen (Encyclopedia ofU.S. Coins) is listed as 
B#; Fivaz/Stanton (Cherrypicker’s Guide to Rare Die 
Varieties) by FS#; and Fletcher (The Shield Five Cent 
Series A Comprehensive Listing of Known Varieties) by 

F#. The Rarity Ratings used are consistent with those 
listed in the Sheldon Rarity Scale. Coins which we 
believe are described for the first time are simply rated 
“new.” Time will tell how scarce they are once their exis¬ 
tence is known. Included in the chart are approximately 
38 shield and 62 liberty head varieties that fall into this 
category. Hopefully more new varieties will be found, or 
be made public, in the near future. 

Prices are not listed for any variety. The condi¬ 
tion of a coin — particularly when circulated — regard¬ 
less of grade; coupled with rarity and the strength of the 
variety are all factors in determining price. For the col¬ 
lector the adding of a new variety to his or her collection, 
upgrading a piece, or perhaps even finding one that’s not 
listed makes variety collecting worthwhile and an excit¬ 
ing challenge in numismatics. 

Unfortunately, there is some inconsistency 
among writers regarding which letter or number is 
described as the first punch and also how the shift is 
described. We use rt., If., north, south and the first 
(under) punch as the direction description designator. 
For example if we say “repunching is south” then the 
over punch is lower on the coin than the first impres¬ 
sion. 

The URS Scale is used by some authors and 
sometimes in auction catalogs. It is definitely a complete 
reversal of the two older Rating Scales (Sheldon’s and 
Judd’s). A URS rating of 1, is 1 known or unique while 
Judd’s rating of R-1 means over 1250 exist and Sheldon’s 
R-l means Common. This can be confusing. To assist 
readers we have attempted to blend R and URS numbers 
into verbal ratings. 

R-l 
Sheldon Rarity Rating Scale 

Common 
R-2 Not So Common 
R-3 Scarce 
R-4 Very Scarce (Pop est. at 76-200) 
R-5 Rare (31-75) 
R-6 Very Rare (13-30) 
R-7 Extremely Rare (4-12) 
R-8 Unique, or Nearly So (1, 2 or 3) 

Universal Rarity Scale —Q. David Bowers 

URS-0 None Known URS-6 17 to 32 known 
URS-1 1 known, unique URS-7 33 to 64 known 
URS-2 2 known URS-8 65 to 125 known 
URS-3 3 or 4 known URS-9 126-250 known 
URS-4 5 to 8 known URS-10 251 to 500 known 
URS-5 9 to 16 known URS-11 501to 1,000 known 
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DATE VARIETY CROSS 

PM# DESCRIPTION TYPE RARITY REF. 

1866 
01.1 Initial punch south. Corrected north. Doubling shows on cross, annulet, leaves. (Larry Briggs) Photo DDO Unique F#-23 

01.2 Spectacular major shift. All four numerals initially punched to far rt. and south. First 6 repunched 4 times to 
left and north. Last 6 punched 3 times to left and north. Date is actually 11,88,6666, 666. Does not appear to be 
either FS#-001.1 and F#-10. Photo 

RPD New 

01.3 18666. Date first entered far to rt. Almost entire 6 visible rt. of final 6. Usually in low grades. RPD Very Rare B#2462 
R-7 F#-ll 

01.4 All four digits are repunched, with the secondary numerals north and east of the primary numerals. At least two RPD Ex. Rare FS#5c-001 
major 1866 repunched date varieties. R-7 F#-08 

01.5 All four numerals are clearly repunched, with the secondary image east of the primary image. Doubling not as RPD Ex. Rare FS#5c-001.2 
obvious as previous two. R-7 F#20 

01.6 The date was initially punched too low, almost to the denticles, then corrected to the normal position. RPD Ex. Rare FS#5c-001.3 
R-8 F#-16 

01.7 All four digits are repunched, with the weaker image numerals north of the primary images RPD Unique FS#5c-001.4 
R-8 F#-13 

01.8 Doubling is evident on IN GOD WE TRUST to the left of the primary image. There is also a repunched date on DDO Ex. Rare FS#5c-001.5 
this variety. All four numerals are punched to the north of the primary image. R-7 F#-21 

01.9 Strong doubling is evident on the classic areas of the obverse for a doubled die in this series. A strong spread is DDO Ex. Rare FS#5c-001.7 
evident to the southwest on the annulet, cross, leaves, scrolls and vertical lines in the shield R-7 F#-22 

01.10 The upper curl of a ‘6’ is seen protruding from the denticles between the two 6’s. MPD Unique 
R-8 
Unique 
R-8 
Ex. Rare 

F#-01 

01.11 The upper curl of a ‘6’ is seen protruding from the denticles just below the second ‘6’. MPD F#-02 

01.12 Strong repunching is seen NORTH on ‘18’. A higher graded specimen may show repunching on the two ‘6s’ as RPD F#-03 
well. R-7 

01.13 Tripling is seen NORTH on 1 & 8. Because of the grade of the coin examined it is impossible to tell if either 6 TPD Unique F#-04 
shows repunching. Later stages of this variety show an obverse cud (SNC-1866-RET) R-8 

01.14 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ’18-6'. The coin examined shows a die crack running horizontally through the RPD Unique F#-05 
ball. R-8 

01.15 Repunching is seen on 18-6' with a clockwise tilt with the 18’ repunched NORTH and the second ‘6’ extra thick. RPD Unique 
R-8 
Ex. Rare 

F#-06 

01.16 Repunching is seen NORTH on all digits of the date, being strongest on 18’. Only the lower digits of the original RPD F#-07 
punch are visible. R-7 

01.17 First punch is seen SOUTH on all digits. The coin examined shows heavily clashed dies on the obverse. RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 
Ex. Rare 

F#-09 

01.18 Strong repunching is seen SOUTH on all four digits. Later stages show a die gouge extending from the curl, RPD F#-12 
above the shield and running through the second left leaf cluster. All berries in the right leaf clusters are stemless. 
Some of this variety is seen with an 85 degree rotated reverse. 

R-7 

01.19 Repunching is seen NORTH on 1866'. There is a die crack from the upper right side of the ‘D’, in ‘GOD’, up to RPD Unique F#-14 
the rim. Both coins examined show a rim cud below the date. R-8 

01.20 Repunching is seen NORTH-EAST on all four digits of the date, strongest on the inside of ‘ 866'. RPD Unique 
R-8 
Unique 

F#-15 

01.21 Nice repunching is seen NORTH on ‘866’. The repunching is visible only within the lower loops of the date. The RPD F#-17 
obverse shows circular die polish lines behind the annulet. R-8 

01.22 Repunching is seen WEST on ‘866’. Only the lower bases of the original punch remain. RPD & Unique F#-18 
Missing Leaf #1 R-8 

01.23 Repunching is seen SOUTH inside the loop of the second ‘6’. The outer leaf of the second right leaf cluster is very RPD Unique F#-19 
thin. R-8 

01.24 All four digits repunched south-corrected north. Rim at date lamination from foreign matter causing dent. 
Denticles pushed up. Reverse from 1-3 o'clock, open collar. (Larry Briggs) Photo 

RPD New 

01.25 Strong repunching seen SOUTH-EAST on all four digits. Original punch angled w/ a clockwise tilt. Similar in RPD Very Rare FS#5c-001.1 
appearance to PM-5c# 001.2 but lacks some repunches on last two digits. R-6 F#-10 

1867 
Rays 

02.1 Repunched date. Original numerals may appear If. or rt. or above or below final position. RPD Rare B#-2464 

02.2 Triple date. On one variety, one of the extra dates is below final position, the other a little to rt.; on another, RPD 
R-5 
Very Rare B#-2465 

parts of extra 1 and 7 show to If. and rt. R-6 

02.3 The date was punched too far left and right, then corrected. Secondary numerals within the primary numerals RPD Ex. Rare FS#5c-002.1 
are weak but visible. The far left 1 is widely separated as is the 7 to the right. R-7 F#-08 
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DATE 
PM# DESCRIPTION 

VARIETY 
TYPE RARITY 

CROSS 
REF. 

1867 
Rays 

02.4 Doubling is visible on annulet, cross, leaves and shield with a southeast shift. Date is repunched wide right, with 
the upper right corner of the weaker 7 almost a full numeral width right of the primary 7. Other digits of the 
weaker date are visible between the primary numerals. 

DDO, TPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

FS#5c-002.4 
F#-09 

02.5 The base of a wildly misplaced 1 is visible protruding from the left (west) side of the ball. Blundered 
Die 

Unique 
R-8 

FS#5c-002.6 

02.6 The date was initially punched too far left, then corrected in a more normal position. The die was probably pol¬ 
ished, leaving remnants of a 7 between the primary 6 and 7 and a secondary 7 between the primary 8 and 6. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-6 

FS#5c-002.7 
F#-02 

02.7 Four digits initially punched to southeast. Shield also shows doubling and sometimes triples on rt. side of lau¬ 
rel leaves. Photo 

DDO 
RPD 

New 

02.8 '18' is repunched NORTH, with a clockwise tilt, being strongest on T. RPD Unique F#-03 

02.9 T86’ is repunched NORTH, with a clockwise tilt, being strongest on ‘ 18’. RPD Unique F#-04 

02.10 Repunching is seen on 186’, with a counter-clockwise tilt, being strongest on 18’. RPD Unique 
R-8 
Unique 
R-8 
Unique 
R-8 

F#-05 

02.11 Repunching is seen on all digits of the date, with a clockwise rotation, being strongest on 18’. RPD F#-06 

02.12 Repunching is seen, in a counter-clockwise rotation, with the T repunched SOUTH and the T repunched 
NORTH. 

RPD F#-07 

02.13 VARIETY-ENGRAVER'S ERROR The second right leaf cluster appears to have a fifth leaf. Engraver’s Unique 
R-8 

F#-10 

1867 
No Rays 

02A1 All four digits repunched to south. 6 and 7 very strongly south. Shield slightly doubled on rt. side south. 8 and 
6 touch the ball. (Norm Talbert) Photo 

RPD New 

02A2 All four digits repunched to north. Slanted date with 67 strong to north. 18 struck slightly north and to left. 
(Norm Talbert) Photo 

RPD New 

02A.3 Heavy die crack from rim thru 6 of date-Date crunches into dentils. Repunched 4 digits: 1 to south; 8 to right; 6 
to right & south; 7 to south. Photo 

RPD New 

02A.4 Date slants towards rim-part of rim missing. 1 is doubled toward top & left; 8 doubled north & left; 7 doubled 
south & left. Die crack from edge to left side of 6 through ball and up. (Casey Sisneros.) Photo (l.T. Stanton) 

RPD New 

02A.5 All four digits repunched. 1,8,6,7 all to right. Motto, IN GOD... repunched south and right 2 Photos RPD 
& Motto 

New 

02A6 All four digits doubled. 1 to south toward edge; 8 to right and south; 6 to right; 7 is strongly but softly 
impressed (rounded) doubled to north. (Norm Talbert) Photo 

RPD New 

02A7 Doubling shows strongly at legend ERICA & 
neighboring stars. Photo 

DDR New 

02A8 The 7 digit is tripled. 6 is slightly repunched 
Photo 

RPD New 

02A.9 Doubling is evident on IN GOD WE TRUST. DDO 
(3-0-III) 

Unique 
R-8 

FS#5c-001.8 
F#-59 

02A10 Doubling is seen on the upper portion of the coin, including the cross, annulet, leaves and the horizontal lines DDQ Ex. Rare FS#5c-002 
in the shield. Strongly repunched date to the south. (I-O-IV) R-7 F#-54 

02A11 All four digits of the date are repunched to the south of the primary image and slanting slightly down to the 
right. 

RPD Very Rare 
R-6 

FS#5c-001.9 
F#-23 

02A12 The date was initially punched too low, then corrected. RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

FS#5c-002.2 
F#-21 

02A13 The secondary date is visible far south (touching denticles) of the primary date, with a third 7 north of the pri- RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

FS#5c-002.3 
F#-22 

02A14 The date exhibits strong repunching south on the 6 and 7. The apparent doubling at the base of the 1 is strike 
doubling. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

FS#5c-002.5 

02A15 The base of the T is seen repunched NORTH. Later stages show an early retained cud forming from the rim at 
K-9 to the left arrow fletchings. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-01 

02 A. 16 Repunching is seen NORTH on T with light repunching visible in the upper loop of the ‘8’. RPD Ex. Rare F#-02 

02A17 Repunching is seen SOUTH on the flag of the T. The date is closer to the rim than the ball. The obverse shows 
signs of ejection doubling. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-03 
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DATE 
PM# DESCRIPTION 

VARIETY 
TYPE RARITY 

CROSS 
REF. 

1867 
No Rays 

02A.18 The T is seen repunched NORTH, very similar to F-02 but the date is punched in more to the west. RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-04 

02A.19 Repunching is seen SOUTH on the T, with strong separation along the base. The flag of the T is thick and 
shows signs of division. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-05 

02A.20 Repunching is seen with a clockwise rotation, being the strongest on ‘1-7’. There is a die crack running 
through the ‘S’ in ‘TRUST’, down to the first right leaf cluster. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-06 

02A.21 Repunching is seen, with a clockwise rotation, on ‘1-7’. A die crack is seen running from the tip of the right 
arrowhead out to the rim. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-07 

02A.22 Repunching is seen SOUTH on the ‘8’, being strongest inside the lower loop of the digit. The reverse shows a 
die gouge to the right of the base of the ‘5’. There is also a polish line running from the rim, up between ‘NT’ of 
‘CENTS’. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#08 

02A.23 Strong repunching is seen SOUTH, with a counterclockwise tilt, on ‘186’. The obverse of the coin examined, 
suffers from multiple die cracks. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-09 

02A.24 Repunching is seen NORTH on ‘18’. There is a die crack connecting the upper digits of ‘18’. Another die crack 
extends from the rim, up to the lower left corner of the T. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-10 

02A.25 Strong repunching is seen SOUTH-EAST on ‘18’. The original punch can be seen protruding from the left side 
of ‘86’ of the final punch. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-ll 

02A.26 Repunching is seen NORTH on ‘18’ along the upper borders as well as the bases. There are polish lines along 
the outer shield at the junction of the horizontal and vertical lines. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-12 

02A.27 This variety is very similar to F-09 and F-10. The repunching is seen NORTH on ‘18’ but not along the base of 
the T as on F-09 and F-10. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-I3 

02A.28 Repunching is seen NORTH on ‘18’, strongest on the T. Both the obverse and the reverse have several die 
cracks but no broken letters. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-14 

02A.29 Light repunching is seen NORTH on ‘18’. Major die cracks run from the rim and into the design from K-12, K- 
2:30, K-7 and K-10. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-15 

02A.30 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘18’ along the lower half of the digits. Later die states show two die cracks along 
the left side of the shield. The reverse shows three die gouges on the ‘5’, found even on early die state pieces. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-16 

02A.31 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘18’, being strongest on the T. Multiple die cracks are visible between the motto 
and cross. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-17 

02A.32 Strong repunching is seen NORTH on all digits of the date. Later die stages show an obverse retained cud over 
the date, being stronger on the right side of the digits. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-18 

02A.33 Repunching is seen on 167, with a clockwise rotation, being strongest on the ‘7’. There is a die break running 
under ‘TRUST’ and ending at the rim just past the second T. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-19 

02A.34 Repunching is seen NORTH-WEST on ‘ 167’, along the upper half of the digits. There is a die gouge extending 
from the right side of the annulet. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-20 

02A.35 Repunching is seen slightly NORTH-WEST on all four digits of the date. RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-24 

02A.36 Strong repunching is seen SOUTH-EAST on all digits, with the tops of ‘186’, from the original punch, seen pro¬ 
truding from the upper left sides of ‘867’ and the ‘7’, from the original punch, is seen strongly repunched to the 
right of the date with almost the entire digit visible. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-25 

02A.37 Repunching is seen SOUTH on all digits, being the weakest on the T. The date is well centered between the 
rim and the ball. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-26 

02A.38 Repunching is seen SOUTH on all four digits of the date. RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-27 

02A.39 Strong repunching is seen SOUTH on all digits of the date. Only partial digits remain of the original punch. 
The reverse shows light doubling on ‘AMERICA’ with a spread towards the rim. There is a die crack extending 
from the flag of the ‘5’ to the star below ‘OF’. 

RPD & 
DDR 

Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-28 

02A.40 

02A.41 

Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘867’. The date is well centered between the ball and the rim. 

Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘867’. The tip of the outer leaf, on the second right leaf cluster, is flat and blunt. 

RPD 

RPD 

Unique 
R-8 
Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-29 

F#-30 

02A.42 Tripling is seen on all digits of the date with the first two punches seen SOUTH. The coin examined is porous. TPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-31 

02A.43 Repunching is seen SOUTH on all digits of the date. Only faint traces of the original punch remain. On the coin 
examined, there is a collar break near K-7. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-32 
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DATE 
PM# DESCRIPTION 

VARIETY 
TYPE RARITY 

CROSS 
REF. 

1867 
No Rays 

02A44 Repunching is seen SOUTH on all digits of the date, with only the upper half of the original punch visible. RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-33 

02A.45 Nice repunching is seen SOUTH, on the upper digits of '867'. The obverse shows several major die breaks in the 
fields of the lower right quadrant. A die break runs from the lower right side of ‘7’ to the rim. It is seen on all 
stages examined to date. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-34 

02A46 Repunching is seen SOUTH on all digits of the date, strongest on ‘867’. The obverse pre-cud die break from K-3 
to K4:30. 

RPD 
R-8Q 

F#-35 

02A.47 Nice repunching is seen SOUTH, on the upper digits of ‘867’. Several polish lines are seen inside the lower 
shield. The reverse shows no die breaks or identifying markers. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-36 

02A.48 Nice repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘867’. The obverse shows no distinguishing marks. RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-37 

02A49 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘87’ with just a hint of the original punch remaining. The lower end of the ball 
has been severely polished, giving it a sharp angled look rather than the original rounded look. The date is 
high and close to the ball. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#39 

02A.50 The date shows extra thickness on all digits. The ‘6’ shows light repunching SOUTH. There is a die crack run¬ 
ning along the outer leaf of the fourth left leaf cluster and ends adjacent to the left arrow tip. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-40 

02A51 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘67’. A light die crack is seen running from the top of the ‘6’ to the ball. The 
motto also shows doubling, being stronger on ‘WE TRUST’, with the spread towards the center. 

RPD 
&DDO 

Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-41 

02A.52 Light repunching is seen SOUTH on ’67’. There is a die crack connecting ‘86’ together. The reverse of this vari¬ 
ety shows a die crack running from ‘UNITED’ to the rim. Later stages show this die crack to end in a rim cud. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-42 

02A53 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘67’, very similar to F-35. The obverse of this coin shows circular lines behind 
the cross as well as the lower columns of vertical lines. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-43 

02A.54 Repunching is seen SOUTH on T. The date is closer to the ball than the rim. There are several polish lines visi¬ 
ble on the obverse, to the right of the shield. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-44 

02A55 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘67’. The coin examined shows a die break from the rim, through the T and 
runs up into the ball. There is a pre-cud die break on the obverse from K-2 to K-4. The reverse shows multiple 
die gouges along the right side of the ‘5’. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-45 

02A56 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘67’, with a clockwise tilt. This variety is broken into two subvarieties due to the 
reverse being changed. 

46a-the reverse shows a die gouge protruding from the base of T in ‘AMERICA’. 
46b-the reverse shows a broken chip inside the upper curl of the ‘C’ in ‘AMERICA’. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-46 

02A.57 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘67’. The obverse shows a strong die break from the right arrowhead, out to the RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-47 

02A.58 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘67’. A die break is seen running from the rim, below the date, up to the left side 
of the ‘8’. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-48 

02A.59 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘67’ with a clockwise tilt. The reverse shows multiple die gouges along the left 
side of the ‘5’. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-49 

02A.60 Repunching is seen SOUTH on all digits of the date. Later stages show a reverse cud at K-3. RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-50 

02A.61 The ‘7’ is seen repunched to the SOUTH. RPD Ex. Rare F#-51 

02A62 Light repunching is seen SOUTH on the ‘7’. The date is close to the ball. There is a die chip connecting the ‘6’ 
to the ball. There is a long die crack extending from the left arrow fletchings, through the ball and upper left 
corner of the T and ending at the rim. There is a die gouge extending from the denticles above the second T 
in ‘STATES’. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-52 

02A63 Repunching is seen on ‘167’ with a clockwise rotation being strongest on T and ‘7’. This variety has a die 
gouge along the outer leaf of the second right leaf cluster, similar to that seen on 1867 WR F-10. 

RPD & Vai 
Engravers 

iety Unique 
Error R-8 

F#53 

02A64 Doubling is seen SOUTH-WEST on the annulet, leaves, lower cross and the shield. The horizontal lines are dou¬ 
bled and the vertical lines are seen to the second lower horizontal line. Doubling is also seen on ‘IN GOD WE 
TRUST’ in a clockwise rotation. 

DDO 
2-O-IV+V 

Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-55 

02A65 Doubling is seen to the NORTH on the annulet and the cross. The vertical lines are seen up to the second 
lower horizontal line. 

DDO Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-56 

02A66 Nice doubling is seen SOUTH on the annulet, cross, leaves and the upper and lower shield. The vertical lines 
are seen up to the second lower horizontal line. Class II doubling is also visible on ‘IN GOD WE TRUST’ with 
the spread towards the rim. 

DDO Unique 
R-8 

F#-57 
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VARIETY CROSS 

PM# DESCRIPTION TYPE RARITY REF. 

1867 
No Rays 

02A.67 Light doubling is seen on ‘IN GOD WE’ with the spread towards the rim. On the piece examined, there is a die DDO Ex. Rare F#-58 

break seen from the rim at K-6 up through the leaves and ending at the rim, at K-8:30. 3-0-II R-7 

02A.68 Nice doubling is seen on ‘STATES OF AMERICA’ and on ‘CENTS’. The doubling is seen with the spread towards DDR Unique F#-60 

the center with a slight counter-clockwise rotation. R-8 

02A.69 Nice doubling is seen on ‘OF AMERICA’, with the spread seen towards the rim. Die breaks are seen running DDR Unique F#-61 

along the top of ‘AMERICA’. R-8 

02A.70 Repunching seen SOUTH w/ a clockwise tilt. The 7 is tripled, with a third punch NORTH. TPD Ex. Rare FS#5c-002.2 
R-7 F#-21 

B#2471 

02A.71 Repunched SOUTH on '867.' The T shows signs of ejection damage (on coin Fletcher examined). Top of date TPD Ex. Rare FS#5c-002.5 

close to ball. R-7 F#38 

1868 
New 03.1 All four digits repunched. 1, slants rt.; 8,6,8 strongly doubled to south. Rev. Type B-Blunt Ray. (Norm Talbert) 

Photo 

RPD 

03.2 All four digits repunched. 1 strongly repunched to north, slanted rt.; 8 to south and rt; 6 and 8 slightly to north 
& rt. Die crack through center of 1 to lower edge of last 8. (Norm Talbert) Photo 

RPD New 

03.3 Repunched 2nd 8-south and left. (Norm Talbert) Photo RPD New 

03.4 All four digits repunched. 1 to south...fat bottom serif; 8 doubled to rt.Jine shows inside bottom bowl; 6 dou¬ 
bled to south and rt; 8 doubled south...curved line in upper & lower bowls. ( Norm Talbert) Photo 

RPD New 

03.5 Large 1; Date far from ball. Doubling on cross; annulet; shield curlicues & leaves at top. Rev. Bottom serif of C 
(CENTS) missing. (Larry Briggs) 2 Photos 

DDO New 

03.6 Large 1; Date touches ball. Doubling south & left on top of shield. Rev. C (CENTS) missing bottom serif & S is 
missing bottom. (Larry Briggs) 2 Photos 

DDO New 

03.7 Large 1. Date touches ball. Doubling evident on cross, annulet & leaves, etc. Rev. CENTS... letters complete. 
(Larry Briggs) Photo 

DDO New 

03.8 Doubling evident on shield, annulet and curlicues. Rev. Bottom part of C (CENTS) missing. (Larry Briggs) DDO Unique F#-103 

Photo R-8 

03.9 Strong doubling is evident on the upper portion of the coin, including the annulet, cross, leaves and the hori¬ DDO Scarce FS#5c-003 
zontal lines "bleeding" down into the vertical lines. R-3 B#-2477 

F#-42 
03.10 Portions of a numeral 1 protrude from the left side of ball of shield. Blundered Unique FS#5c-003.1 

Die R-8 F#-102 
03.11 A secondary 6 and second 8 are plainly visible to the south, with the first 8 and the 6 touching the ball. RPD V. Scarce FS#5c-003.7 

R-4 F#-NL-1 
03.12 This variety exhibits the typical doubling on Shield nickels, evident on the upper portion of the shield, the DDO Ex. Rare FS#5c-003.8 

annulet, leaves, berries and cross. (Larry Briggs) Photo R-7 F#-40 

03.13 The secondary image is slightly south of the primary image. Most of the doubling is evident on the upper por¬ DDO Ex. Rare FS#5c-003.9 
tion of the obverse. R-7 F#-34 

03.14 Obv: Minor doubling is evident on the motto IN GOD WE TRUST. Rev: The doubling is evident on UNITED DDO, Unique FS#-5c-003.95 
STATES OF AMERICA, CENTS and some stars. The doubling on the reverse is slightly stronger than the 
obverse. 

DDR R-8 F#-45 

03.15 1868 Rev. of 1867. Date crowded into ball. Outline of ball incomplete, overlapped by 8 or 6 or both. RPD V. Scarce 
R-4 

B#-2473 

03.16 1868 Rev. Type B-Blunt Ray. Date slants crazily down to rt. Final 8 much nearer border than 1. Date Slant Ex. Rare 
R-7 
Rare 

B#-2474 

03.17 1868 Rev. Type B-Blunt Ray. Double Date. Several vars. One, found only on proofs, has loop of extra 8 at middle RPD B#-2475 
of final 8. R-5 

03.18 1868 Obvious double 68. Rev. Type C. Date first entered slanting down to rt., then corrected slanting up to rt. RPD Rare B#-2478 
Less spectacular repunched dates bring smaller premiums. R-5 

03.19 1 is heavily repunched north; 8 touches ball & slightly repunched north. Last 8 trace north. Photo RPD New 

03.20 Variety exhibits at least three date punches, with the two secondary punches slanting down to rt. RPD Very Rare 
R-6 
Ex. Rare 

FS#5c-003.2 

03.21 Initial date was punched into this die slanting down to the rt. The second (stronger) date is level, but touching RPD FS#5c-003.3 
the ball. R-7 F#-NL-2 

03.22 The secondary date was punched southwest of the ultimate position of the primary date. Repunching visible on RPD Ex. Rare FS#5c-003.4 
all four digits. R-7 F#-25 
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1868 
03.23 Multiple punched date, with at least four 8's visible in the last position. Date touches the ball. RPD Very Rare 

R-6 
FS#5c-003.5 
F#-24 

03.24 Upper portion of a 6 or 8 is clearly visible protruding from the denticles below the 6. RPD Unique 
R-8 

FS#5c-003.6 
F#-02 

03.25 The T is strongly repunched NORTH-EAST and is seen protruding from the left side to the first ‘8’. Later stages 
show an obverse cud through ‘GOD’ and the upper cross. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-03 

03.26 The T is repunched NORTH, with a clockwise tilt. RPD & Vari 
Missing Le; 

iety Unique 
if #1 R-8 

F#-04 

03.27 Repunching is seen NORTH on the ”1" with a clockwise tilt. The date is high with the first 8 touching the ball. RPD 
R-7 

F#-05 

03.28 Repunching is seen NORTH on ‘1 8’ with the '8’ touching the ball. RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-06 

03.29 Light repunching is seen NORTH on ‘18’ along the lower half of the digits. The date is touching the ball. RPD Very Rare 
R-6 

F#-07 

03.30 Repunching is seen NORTH on 18’, with a clockwise rotation. RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-08 

03.31 Repunching is seen NORTH on ‘I 8’. The date is shifted to the right with the first ‘8’ below the ball. The coin 
examined has a 330 degree rotated reverse. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-09 

03.32 Repunching is seen SOUTH on 18’ as well as the second ‘8’. A die crack is seen along the top of the date and 
running towards the rim. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-10 

03.33 Repunching is seen slightly NORTH on the T and SOUTH on the second ‘8’. The date is close to the ball. RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-ll 

03.34 Repunching is seen on the date with a clockwise tilt. The digits ‘8 6’ appear normal. RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-12 

03.35 Repunching is seen with a clockwise rotation. RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-13 

03.36 Repunching is seen with a clockwise rotation, best seen on T and the second ‘8’. There is a die crack extending 
from the lower right corner of the T to the first ‘8’. The date is close to the ball. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-14 

03.37 Repunching is seen with a clockwise rotation, seen only on the T and second ‘8’. RPD & Var 
Missing Le 

iety Unii 
af(#2) R-8 

ue F#-15 

03.38 Repunching is seen with a clockwise rotation on all four digits, being strongest on 1 8'. The original punch is 
touching the ball. 

RPD & Variety Uni 
Missing Leaf (#3) R-8 

| 

jue F#-16 

03.39 Repunching is seen on all digits with a clockwise rotation. RPD & Variety Uni 
Missing Leaf (#4) R-8 

que F#-17 

03.40 Repunching is seen on all digits of the date with a clockwise tilt. *18’ are seen repunched NORTH-WEST and 
‘68’ show repunching along the inner borders of the digits. The obverse is riddled with multiple die cracks. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-18 

03.41 Repunching is seen with a clockwise rotation. The ‘ I ‘ is triple punched, with the third punch being seen 
SOUTH. The second ‘8’ is also repunched SOUTH. 

TPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-19 

03.42 Dramatic repunching is seen SOUTH, with a clockwise tilt. The repunching is strongest on ‘68’. RPD Unique F#-20 

03.43 Strong repunching is seen on all digits with a clockwise rotation. The date is punched high, close to the ball. RPD Unique F#-21 

03.44 Repunching is seen on all digits of the date, with a clockwise rotation. The obverse has a die crack running 
from the rim at K-7, heading in a diagonal direction, through ‘18’. It continues through the ball and disappears 
near the right arrow tip. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-22 

03.45 Strong repunching is seen on all digits, with a clockwise rotation. The digits ‘86’ show repunching on the 
inside of the digits. 

RPET Unique 
R-8 

F#-23 

03.46 Repunching is seen on 1-68, with a clockwise rotation being strongest on ‘68’. The T shows only a notched 
lower left base. The lower ball is angular instead of rounded. The ‘86’ are almost touching the ball. The reverse 
of the coin examined has a rim cud at K-4:30. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-26 

03.47 Light doubling is seen SOUTH on ‘868’. The coin examined also has ‘ejection doubling' around the date. RPD Ex. Rare F#-27 

03.48 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘68’ with a clockwise tilt, being strongest on the ‘8’. The arrow fletchings and 
arrow shaft below the left side of the shield are weak. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-28 

03.49 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘68’. A die crack is seen from the rim, up through the T and connecting with 
the first ‘8’. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-29 

03.50 The second ‘8’ is repunched to the NORTH. The original punch is broken along the upper loop. RPD Ex. Rare F#-30 

03.51 The second ‘8’ is seen repunched SOUTH. The date is up into the ball. RPD Ex. Rare F#-31 

03.52 Repunching is seen SOUTH on the second ‘8’. The T is very lightly notched along the left base. The ‘6’ is also 
lightly repunched SOUTH, seen in the loop of the digit. The date is high, with ‘86’ up into the ball. A die crack 
runs from the rim and up to the T. Another die crack runs from the second ‘8’ down to the rim. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-32 
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1868 
03.53 Repunching is seen on the lower loop of the second ‘8’. The date is even between the rim and the ball. A die RPD Ex. Rare F#-33 

crack runs from the upper right side of the T, through the upper borders of all four digits and ending to the 
right of the second ‘8’. 

R-7 

03.54 Doubling is seen NORTH and slightly WEST on the cross, leaves, annulet and shield. A circular polish line is DDO Unique F#-35 

seen in the lower fields, behind the second vertical column. The date is punched closer to the ball than the rim. R-8 

03.55 Nice doubling is seen SOUTH and slightly EAST, on the cross, annulet, leaves and shield. A small die gouge is DDO Unique F#-36 

seen protruding from the left side of the fifth vertical column. R-8 

03.56 Doubling is seen NORTH-WEST on the lower cross, as well as the leaves, annulet and shield. There is a die DDO Unique F#-37 

gouge extending from the rim to the ‘E’ in ‘WE’. R-8 

03.57 Doubling is seen SOUTH on the lower cross, annulet, leaves and shield. The upper half of the obverse has die DDO Unique F#-38 

cracks, the most noticeable being from the rim to the ‘U’ in ‘TRUST’. R-8 

03.58 Nice class II doubling seen on ‘IN GOD WE TRUST', with the spread towards the rim. The date is angled with a DDO Unique F#-39 

clockwise tilt, causing the T to be farther from the rim than the second ‘8’. R-8 

03.59 Class II doubling is seen on ‘IN GOD WE TRUST’, with the spread towards the center of the coin. DDO & Vai fiety Unique F#-41 
Missing Leaf (#5) R-8 

03.60 Strong doubling is seen with a counter-clockwise rotation on the cross, annulet, leaves, shield and in the hori- DDO Unique F#-43 

zontal lines. R-8 

03.61 Doubling is seen on ‘STATES OF AMERICA’ with the spread towards the center. DDR Unique 
R-8 

F#~44 

03.62 Strong repunching is seen SOUTH on all digits of the date. There is a die crack running from the rim to the RPD Unique F#-104 

outer leaf of the second left cluster. R-8 

03.63 Doubling is seen SOUTH on the annulet, upper and lower shield, scroll work and the lower leaves on the upper RPD & Ex. Rare F#-105 
leaf clusters. The vertical lines are seen up to the second lower horizontal line. The date shows repunching 
SOUTH on ‘68’, with the date punched into the die slightly to the right instead of being centered below the ball. 
There is a die crack extending from the right side of the ball and touching the right upper side of the second ‘8’. 

DDO R-7 

03.64 Repunching is seen on ‘68’, with a clockwise tilt. A nice die crack is seen running from the upper left side of the RPD Unique F#-106 
cross, to the TT in ‘TRUST’. R-8 

03.65 Strong doubling is seen SOUTH-WEST on the annulet, cross and the leaves. Doubling is also seen in the hori¬ DDO Ex. Rare F#-107 
zontal lines. The vertical lines are seen up to the third lower horizontal line. The coin seen shows a couple 
heavy die breaks around the date. The reverse shows the base of the ‘C’ in ‘CENTS’ to be broken. 

R-7 

03.66 Nice doubling is seen SOUTH-WEST on lower cross, annulet, leaves and shield. The date has a slight clockwise DDO Unique F#-108 
tilt, with the T farther from the rim. There are several die gouges along the rim, below the left arrowhead. R-8 

03.67 1 and first 8 punched No., corrected So. (Larry Briggs) Photo RPD New 

1869 
04.1 All four digits strongly to left; repunched to right. (Norm Talbert) Photo RPD New 

04.2 Tall thin date. Date touches ball. 
(Larry Briggs) Photo 

Tall Date New 

04.3 Thick wide date. (Larry Briggs) Photo Thick 
Wide Date 

New 

04.4 Doubling is evident on the annulet, cross, leaves and upper shield, as well as on IN GOD WE TRUST. DDO V. Scarce FS#5c-004 
R-4 F#~413 

04.5 Doubling is evident on IN GOD WE TRUST, shield and leaves. Date is repunched with weaker images north and DDO, TPD Ex. Rare FS#5c-004.5 
south of the primary date. R-7 F#-414 

04.6 The tall date variety is often seen with a die break through the date. All seen have a reverse of Type B. Tall-Narro\ n Very Rare FS#5c-005 
Date R-6 F#-l 

04.7 The secondary image is visible slightly north of the primary 1 and slightly south of the primary 6 & 9. Reverse RPD Ex. Rare FS#5c-005.3 
of Type C. R-7 F#-104 

04.8 The date is tripled, with one set of secondary numerals east and one set north of the primary numerals. The RPD Ex. Rare FS#5c-005.5 
secondary numerals north give the appearance of being "broken11 at the top. R-7 F#-408 

04.9 The initial date was first punched into the die too low, then was corrected to proper position. RPD Ex. Rare FS#5c-005.6 
R-7 F#-409 

04.10 1869 Narrow numerals, rev. of Type B. Photo Narrow Rare B#-2481 
Numerals 
Rev. of 186 

R-5 
17 

04.11 Wide date; closed 6 & 9.1,8,6,9 punched to rt. corrected to If. Photo RPD New 

04.12 Repunching is seen on 19 with a counter-clockwise rotation. The date is touching the ball. RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-02 
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1869 
04.13 All digits are seen repunched NORTH. A die crack runs through the middle of all digits. RPD Unique 

R-8 
F#-03 

04.14 Class II doubling is seen on ‘IN GOD WE TRUST’ with the spread towards the rim. The date is close to touching DDO Unique F#-04 
the ball. R-8 

04.15 Repunching is seen NORTH on 18’ with a clockwise tilt. The date is closer to the ball than it is to the rim. RPD Very Rare 
R-5 
Unique 

F#-102 

04.16 18’ is seen repunched NORTH. Only the upper part of the original punch remain. The date is well centered RPD F#-103 
between the ball and the rim, but is punched more to the EAST. R-8 

04.17 Repunching is seen NORTH-EAST on all four digits. The first punch is hitting into the ball. RPD Ex. Rare F#-105 
R-7 B#-2484 

04.18 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘869’ with the date well centered between the ball and the rim. RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-106 

04.19 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘869’. This is very similar to F-106, but not quite as strong. RPD Unique 
R-8 
Very Rare 

F#-107 

04.20 Light repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘69’. The date is closer to the ball than it is to the rim. There is a die crack RPD F#-108 
connecting the lower halves of '86'. R-6 

04.21 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘69’. There is a die crack running from the upper left comer of the T, up to the RPD Ex. Rare F#-109 
base of the shield. R-7 

04.22 Repunching is seen SOUTH-WEST on the inside loop of the ‘9’. Early stages of a retained cud are seen on the RPD Unique F#-110 
obverse between K-12 and K-l. R-8 

04.23 Repunching is seen SOUTH-WEST on the inside loop of the ‘9’. The obverse die shows evidence of polishing. RPD Unique 
R-8 
Unique 
R-8 

iety Unique 

F#-lll 

04.24 The ‘9’ is repunched SOUTH-WEST. RPD F#-112 

04.25 The ‘9’ is repunched to the WEST. There appears to be the faint remains of a "1" punched into the denticles just RPD & Var F#-113 
to the left of the date. This variety also has a nice long die gouge extending from the outer leaf of the second 
right leaf cluster, up to the 'S’ in ‘TRUST’. 

Engraver’s Error R-8 

04.26 Repunching is seen SOUTH inside the loop of the ‘9’. Several die gouges are visible along the lower right rim RPD Unique F#-114 
and the left side of the ball. Polish lines are visible behind and below the date. R-8 

04.27 Light doubling is seen on ‘IN GOD WE TRUST’, with the spread seen towards the center of the coin. DDO Unique F#-115 
WIDE DATE Obverse A & Reverse He R-8 

04.28 Repunching is seen NORTH on ‘18’ with a slight clock- wise tilt. The ‘8’, from the original punch, is very close RPD Unique F#-202 
to the ball. R-8 

04.29 This coin has the Obverse Hub B and the Reverse Hub Ila. (This is the rarest of all the 1869 Obv/Rev hub mar¬ Variety Unique F#-301 
riages.) Wide Date R-8 

04.30 The ‘9’ is repunched over what appears to be an ‘8’. The lower obverse fields show evidence of severe polishing. Wide Date Unique F#302 
The date is closer to the rim than the ball. OVD (?) R-8 

04.31 Doubling is seen SOUTH on the annulet, cross, leaves and the shield. The vertical lines are seen up to the sec¬ DDO Ex. Rare F#-303 
ond lower horizontal line. The date is tilted with the T closer to the rim than the ‘9’. Light doubling is also R-7 
seen on ‘IN GOD WE TRUST with the spread towards the rim. 

04.32 The ‘9’ is repunched SOUTH-WEST, very similar to P-111, but the punch has a clockwise angle. RPD Unique F#402 

04.33 Repunching is seen NORTH on ‘186’. Only the upper portions of the original punch remain. The date is very RPD Unique F#403 
close to the rim. R-8 

04.34 The first punch is seen NORTH on ’189’, strongest on T. RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-404 

04.35 All digits are seen repunched with a clockwise rotation, being strongest on ‘ 18'. A pre-cud die break is seen on RPD Ex. Rare F#-405 
the obverse from K-3 to 4:30. R-7 

04.36 Light repunching is seen WEST on all digits of the date. The ‘8’ is close to touching the ball. RPD Very Rare F#-406 

04.37 Repunching is seen SOUTH-WEST on all digits of the date. RPD Unique F#-407 

04.38 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘69’, with the ‘9’ farther SOUTH. RPD 
R-8 
Ex. Rare F#-410 

04.39 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘69’ with the date centered well between the ball and the rim. Nice doubling is RPD & Ex. Rare F#-411 
seen SOUTH on the cross, annulet, leaves and the shield. The vertical lines are seen up to the second lower hor¬ DDO R-7 
izontal line. The reverse shows the upper ‘D’ in ‘UNITED’ and the upper border of the first ‘S’ in ‘STATES’ to be 
broken. 

04.40 Light doubling is seen on ‘IN GOD WE TRUST'. Stronger doubling is seen SOUTH on the annulet, cross, shield DDO Unique F#412 
and the leaves. The vertical lines are seen up to the second lower horizontal line. R-8 
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1869 
04.41 All four digits repunched far south. (Larry Briggs) Photo RPD New 

1869/8 
04A1 1869/8 Narrow numerals, rev. Type B-Blunt Ray. Business strikes only; usually in low grades. Overdate Ex. Rare 

R-7 
B#-2480 
F#-5 

1870 
05.1 Shield to south & slightly rt. Very visible at annulet. Doubling on Motto ... IN GOD WE TRUST, south & rt. DDO Unique F#-12 

Date is not doubled. (Norm Talbert) 2 Photos R-8 

05.2 Doubling is most noticeable on cross, annulet. All four digits repunched south. O; most dramatic, also slightly DDO& Ex. Rare FS#5C-005.7 

If. (Larry Briggs) 2 Photos RPD R-7 F#-03 

05.3 Doubling on all reverse lettering, most stars and the 5 in the center of the coin. DDR 
(2-R-III) 

Ex. Rare 
R-7 

FS#5c-005.9 
F#-14 

05.4 Doubling is evident on the annulet, cross and leaves. DDO Ex. Rare 
R-7 

FS#-5c 

05.5 The 7 and 1 are obviously repunched, with the secondary images north of the primary images. The 1 is also RPD Unique FS#5c-006.5 

repunched to the south. R-8 

05.6 Double Date. Date first punched left of final position, parts of all 4 extra digits visible. RPD Rare 
R-5 

B#-2486 

05.7 Part of a repunched ‘0’ is seen far SOUTH in the denticles. MPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-01 

05.8 Repunching is seen NORTH on ‘18’, with a slight clockwise tilt. RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-02 

05.9 All digits of the date are seen repunched, with the first punch having a clockwise rotation. The coin examined is RPD Unique F#-04 

dark with a lamination over the date. R-8 

05.10 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘O’. The date is close to the ball and is punched to the right of the midline. RPD Unique F#-05 

There is a die crack extending from the upper right side of the ‘8’, through ‘70’. R-8 

05.11 Repunching is seen SOUTH on 'O’, but not as strong as F-05. There is a die gouge extending from the rim, to RPD Unique F#-06 

the right of the date and pointing to the ‘O’. R-8 

05.12 The ‘0’ is strongly repunched SOUTH-WEST, with only a faint image remaining of the original ‘O’. There are sev¬ RPD Unique F#-07 

eral die polish lines in the field to the right of the date. R-8 

05.13 Strong doubling is seen SOUTH on the cross, annulet and the leaves. The vertical lines are seen up to the third DDO Unique F#-08 

lower horizontal line. R-8 

05.14 Doubling is seen SOUTH-EAST on the cross, annulet, shield and leaves. The vertical lines are seen up to the DDO Ex. Rare F#-09 

second lower horizontal line. The date is close to the ball. R-7 

05.15 Doubling is seen SOUTH-WEST on the cross, annulet, shield and leaves. The vertical lines are seen up to the second DDO Ex. Rare F#-10 

lower horizontal line. The date is centered between the ball and the rim. There are several die polish lines running 
from the scroll on the right side of the shield out to the inside leaf on the third right leaf cluster. 

R-7 

05.16 The first strike is seen SOUTH-WEST, with doubling seen on the cross, annulet, shield and the leaves. Doubling DDO Ex. Rare F#-ll 

is also seen in the horizontal lines. The obverse is full of die cracks. R-7 

05.17 Doubling shows on UNITED with the spread towards the center of the coin. Doubling is also seen on ‘STATES DDR Unique F#-13 

OF AM’, with a counter-clockwise rotation. The stars also show some doubling. R-8 

05.18 The T is seen tripled, with the flag of one punch seen below the date and the base of a third T seen just below TPD & Var iety Unique F#-15 
the flag of the T. The obverse of this variety shows the clash marks from the obverse die of an indian cent Major Clash Error R-8 

behind the vertical lines. 

05.19 Doubling seen on leaves, annulet, shield and cross. S in TRUST is greased filled; barely visible. (Larry Briggs) 2 
Photos 

DDO New 

1871 
06.1 1 & 8 punched north; 7 & 1 east (Larry Briggs) Photo RPD Unique 

R-8 
F#-01 

06.2 The doubling is evident on the annulet, cross and leaves. DDO Very Rare 
R-6 

FS#5c-006 

06.3 The 7 and 1 are repunched with the secondary images north of the primary images. The 1 is also repunched to RPD Unique FS#5c-006.5 
the south. R-8 F#-02 

06.4 All four digits repunched high to north. Does not have die crack between 8 and 7 as noted in FS. Photo RPD New 

06.5 Doubling is seen, in a clockwise rotation, on ‘1871’, the leaves and on ‘IN GOD WE TRUST’. Although this coin DDO Ex. Rare F#-03 
is listed as a doubled die, doubt remains. Either way, the shift seen on the obverse is not like anything seen on 
other years. 

(I-O-XII) R-7 
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PM# DESCRIPTION TYPE RARITY REF. 

1872 
07.1 Double date. 3 vars. Parts of all 4 digits dear. RPD Rare 

R-5 
B#-2491 

07.2 2 vars. Note crisscrossing shield lines (azure and gules) and double annulet below cross. Rarer on business DDO V. Scarce B#-2492 

strikes than on proofs. R-4 

07.3 The doubling is evident on the annulet, cross, leaves and shield, with the secondary image south-southeast of DDO Unique FS#5c-007 
the primary image. (2-0-III) R-8 F#-08 

07.4 Extremely strong doubling on the annulet, upper shield, leaves and the intersection of the horizontal and verti- DDO Rare FS#5c-007.2 

cal lines. (l-O-III) R-5 F#-124 

07.5 Strong doubling evident on the annulet, cross, leaves, upper shield, berries and the lines in the shield. DDO Ex. Rare FS#c-007.3 
(4-0-III) R-7 F#-109 

07.6 Tripling is evident north and south on the annulet, cross, shield and leaves. TDO Unique FS#5c-007.4 
R-8 F#-05 

07.7 Doubling is extremely strong with the secondary image south of the primary image. The top of the secondary DDO Unique FS#5c-007.5 
annulet barely touches the bottom of the primary annulet. R-8 F#-116 

07.8 A strong repunched date. All four of the secondary digits visible north of the primary digits. The initial date RPD Ex. Rare FS#5c-007.6 
punch is slightly high to the right, creating a larger spread on the last numerals. R-7 F#-104 

07.9 Strongly repunched date west, with all four secondary numerals visible left of the primary numerals. RPD Unique 
R-8 

FS#5c-007.7 
F#-103 

07.10 Point of a 1 is visible northwest of the primary 1, the curve of a secondary 8 above the primary 8 (touching Small Date Ex. Rare FS#5c-007.8 
ball), the flag of a secondary 7 northeast of the primary 7 and the curve of a secondary 2 is visible far east of the over Large R-7 F#-102 
primary 2. Date 

07.11 Repunching is seen NORTH on ‘18’. The date is closer to the ball than the rim. RPD Unique F#-02 

07.12 The ‘2’ is seen repunched NORTH. The date is punched slightly to the left instead of centered below the ball. RPD Unique F#-03 
The reverse shows a die crack extending from the rim, above the ‘U’ in ‘UNITED’, running to the T in ‘UNIT¬ 
ED’. 

R-8 

07.13 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘872’. The coin examined has multiple light polishing lines running in a RPD Unique F#-04 
NORTH-EAST direction from the rim, up to the shield. R-8 

07.14 PROOF ISSUE Nice doubling is seen SOUTH on the cross, annulet, leaves and shield. Doubling is also seen in DDO Ex. Rare F#-06 
the horizontal lines. The vertical lines are seen up to the second lower horizontal line. Doubling is also seen (PR-3-O-III) R-7 
EAST on the ‘R’ and ‘S’ of ‘TRUST. 

07.15 Very strong doubling is seen SOUTH-EAST on the lower cross, annulet, leaves and shield. The vertical lines are DDO Ex. Rare F#-07 
seen up to the third lower horizontal line. The date is closer to the ball than the rim. There is a die crack run¬ 
ning from the right side of the ball, at an angle towards the rim, just touching the ‘2\ 

R-7 

07.16 Repunching is seen SOUTH on all digits of the date. The date is also punched low. Minor doubling is seen RPD & Unique F#-105 
SOUTH on the annulet, cross, shield and leaves. The vertical lines are seen up to the third lower horizontal 
line. 

DDO R-8 

07.17 Repunching is seen WEST on '72'. Strong doubling is seen SOUTH on the lower cross, annulet, leaves, as well RPD & Unique F#-106 
as the upper and lower shield. The date is centered between the ball and rim but is tilted with the T closer to 
the rim. 

DDO R-8 

07.18 Strong doubling is seen SOUTH on the lower cross, leaves, the annulet and the upper half of the shield. The top RPD & Ex. rare F#-107 
of the T is seen SOUTH between the T and ‘8’. The vertical lines are seen up to the lower third horizontal line. DDO- R-7 

07.19 Repunching is seen SOUTH, plainest on the ‘8’. Doubling is seen SOUTH on the annulet, lower cross, leaves RPD & Unique F#-108 
and the horizontal lines. The vertical lines are seen up to the second lower horizontal line. DDO R-8 

07.20 Doubled die south on annulet, leaves, upper shield. Slight RPD 7 left Date low. (Larry Briggs) 2 Photos DDO Rare F#-110 
& RPD R-5 

07.21 Doubling on leaves and annulet. None on cross. Date high. (Larry Briggs) 2 Photos. DDO Unique F#-lll 

07.22 Minor doubling is seen SOUTH-WEST on the annulet and first leaf clusters. The date is closer to the ball than DDO Unique F#-l12 
the rim. Polish lines are seen behind the date, running in a NORTH-EAST direction. R-8 

07.23 Nice doubling is seen SOUTH on the cross, annulet and leaf clusters. The vertical lines are seen up to the third DDO Unique F#-113 
lower horizontal line. The date is punched low with a slight counter-clockwise tilt. A die break is seen extend¬ 
ing from the tip of the center leaf of the fourth left leaf cluster, to the rim. 

R-8 

07.24 This doubled die is very similar to 1872 F-109, but the doubling is more SOUTH-WEST and is not quite as DDO Ex. Rare F#-114 
strong. R-7 

07.25 Another strong doubled die obverse, similar to F-114, but slightly weaker in strength. The date is punched DDO Unique F#-115 
high, almost touching the ball. R-8 
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1872 
F#-l 17 07.26 Doubling is seen SOUTH-EAST on the lower cross, annulet, leaves and shield. The date is closer to the rim than 

the ball. Later stages show multiple die breaks encircling the shield. 

DDO Unique 
R-8 

07.27 Doubling is seen SOUTH-EAST on the annulet, leaves and shield. The date is closer to the rim than the ball. 
There is a die gouge running from the right curlarm up to the inner leaf of the first right leaf cluster. 

DDO Unique 
R-8 

F#-118 

07.28 Light doubling is seen SOUTH on the annulet. The vertical lines are seen up to the second lower horizontal 
line. The date is close to the ball. 

DDO Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-119 

07.29 Nice doubling is seen SOUTH and slightly WEST, on the annulet, leaves, lower cross and the shield. The verti¬ 
cal lines are seen up to the second lower horizontal line. The date is centered between the ball and rim, but 
punched more to the WEST. There are multiple die gouges running from the rim from K-3 to K-4:30. Later 
stages show a die break from K-ll to K-l. 

DDO Unique 
R-8 

F#-120 

07.30 Doubling is seen SOUTH-WEST on the annulet, shield and leaves, similar to F-120, but not as strong on the 
leaves and not seen on the cross. The date is centered between the ball and rim with the date punched in more 
to the EAST. 

DDO Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-121 

07.31 Nice doubling is seen SOUTH-EAST on the annulet, lower cross and the leaves. The vertical lines are seen up to 
the second lower horizontal line. The date very close to the ball. 

DDO Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-122 

07.32 Very strong doubling is seen SOUTH-EAST on the cross, annulet, shield and leaves. The vertical lines are seen 
up to the fourth lower horizontal line (on the right side of the shield). The date is centered but tilted with the 
T closer to the rim. Multiple die gouges run from the rim to ‘IN GOD’. 

DDO Unique 
R-8 

F#-123 

07.33 Doubling is seen SOUTH-EAST on the lower cross, annulet, leaves and shield. The horizontal lines show nice 
doubling as well. The date is closer to the ball than the rim. A die crack runs from the upper right side of the 
T, up through the ball and through the lower arrowbarb of the right arrowhead. 

DDO Unique 
R-8 

F#-125 

07.34 Minor doubling is seen SOUTH-WEST on the annulet and first clusters of leaves. The vertical lines are seen up 
to the second lower horizontal line. The date is seen closer to the ball than the rim, with the ‘8’ centered under 
the ball. 

DDO Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-126 

07.35 Doubling mainly seen on annulet. Date med. high. (Larry Briggs) 2 Photos DDO New 

07.36 Doubling on leaves, annulet. Date medium low. (Larry Briggs) Photo DDO New 

1873 
OPEN 3 
MS 

08.1 Open 3-normal. Knobs of 3 well apart. Several minor vars. including partly repunched dates, one with much of 
extra 3 between 73. 

RPD’s Scarce 
R-3 

B#-2495 

08.2 Typical doubling is evident on the annulet, leaves, cross and shield. DDO Ex. Rare 
R-7 

FS#5c-008.5 
F#-102 

08.3 Very strong doubling is evident on the annulet, cross, leaves and shield. DDO Ex. Rare 
R-7 

FS#5c-008.3 
F#-113 

08.4 Strongly repunched with a previous smaller 4 digit logo punch from a 3c silver appearing within the correct Large over Ex. Rare FS#5c-009 
size numerals. Described as a large over small date. (Larry Briggs) Photo Small Date R-7 F#-106 

08.5 Base of a 1 is visible protruding from the left side of the upper loop of the 8. RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

FS#5c-009.3 
F#-103 

08.6 Dramatic doubling on cross, annulet, shield and leaves. Continues through approximately 1/2 of the shield 
design. (Larry Briggs) Photo 

DDO New 

08.7 The flag of a T is seen inside the upper loop of the ‘8’. The ‘3’ also shows signs of repunching inside the lower 
curl of the digit. What the ‘3’ is punched over is unknown. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-104 

08.8 ‘18’ is seen repunched SOUTH with a counter-clockwise tilt. ‘73’ are thicker than normal and an early die state 
may show repunching as well. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-105 

08.9 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘873’. RPD Unique F#-107 

08.10 ‘873’ is seen repunched SOUTH-WEST, best seen along the upper part of the digits. RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-108 

08.11 The ‘3’ is seen repunched NORTH, giving the ‘3’ a horned look. RPD Unique 
R-8 
Ex. Rare 

F#-109 

08.12 Light doubling is seen SOUTH-EAST on the annulet and on the shield. The vertical lines are seen up to the sec¬ DDO & F#- 111 
ond lower horizontal line. The top of the date is close to touching the ball of the shield. The ‘3’ shows what may 
to be a ‘2’ underneath it. (This may be nothing more than a defective logo punch.) There is a die gouge on the 
left side of the third column of vertical lines, angling SOUTH-WEST. 

OVD (?) 
(I-O-lll) 

R-7 B#2497 

08.13 Nice doubling is seen SOUTH-WEST on the annulet, cross, leaves, shield and horizontal lines. Doubling is also 
seen, with a crosswise spread, on the motto. 

DDO Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-112 
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1873 
OPEN 3 
MS 
08.14 Very light doubling is seen SOUTH-EAST on the annulet, upper design above shield and lightly on the upper 

leaf dusters. Some stages show a die crack from the 'R' in ‘TRUST’ to the first right leaf cluster. This crack is 
DDO Ex. Rare 

R-7 
F#-114 

1873 
CL.3 

08A.1 

08A.2 

Doubled Die Obverse. Shows clearly on annulet & top of shield. Dramatic shift south. (Norm Talbert) Photo 

1,8,7 Repunched South. (Larry Briggs) Photo 

DDO 

RPD 

Unique 
R-8 
New 

FS#5c-008.7 
F#-05 

08A.3 An extremely strong doubled die, with the top of the secondary annulet touching the lower portion of the pri¬ 
mary annulet. Equally strong doubling can be seen on the cross, shield and leaves. 

DDO Ex. Rare 
R-7 

FS#5c-008.7 

08A.4 

08A.5 

Doubling is most visible on the annulet and the lower horizontal stripes extending into the vertical stripes. 

The first hubbing was very weak and far south of the primary hubbing. The subsequent hubbing(s) almost oblit¬ 
erated the first, but traces are still visible. Doubling is also visible on the leaves. The annulet of the first hub¬ 
bing is visible SE of the primary annulet within the horizontal lines, there is a die crack running northwest 
from above the 3 through the left arrow toward the rim at K-9. 

DDO 
(2-O-IV) 
DDO 

Very Rare 
R-6 
Ex. Rare 
R-7 

FS#5c-008 
F#-04 
FS#5c-008.8 
F#-06 

08A6 Doubled Die Obverse. Proof DDO Unique 
R-8 

B#-2494 

08A.7 Repunching is seen SOUTH on T. Proof RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-02 

08A8 Repunching is seen SOUTH on T87’ with a counter-clockwise tilt RPD Unique F#-03 

08A9 Light doubling is seen SOUTH on the cross, annulet, upper shield, upper leaf dusters and the horizontal lines. 
The date is dose to the ball. 

DDO Unique 
R-8 

F#-07 

08A10 Minor doubling is seen SOUTH on the annulet, lower cross, leaves and the shield. The date is shifted slightly to 
the right of the center. There is a die break from the tip of the center leaf of the fourth left leaf cluster that 
runs to the tip of the arrowhead. Another from the right side of the annulet to the shield. 

DDO Unique 
R-8 

F#-08 

08A11 Nice doubling is seen SOUTH and slightly EAST, on the cross, annulet, shield, leaf clusters and in the horizon¬ 
tal lines. Some doubling is also seen, with a clockwise spread, on ‘IN GOD’ of the motto. The date is dose to the 
ball and punched more to the EAST than center. A die crack is seen from the lower right side of the annulet to 
the EAST. 

DDO Unique 
R-8 

F#-09 

08A.12 Doubling on cross, annulet, bottom of shield. (Larry Briggs) Photo DDO New 

1873/ 
1872 
OPEN 3 

08B.1 1873/1872 Open 3. all digits show double punching at bases. The 1872 logotype was first entered low and slanti¬ 
ng up to rt., then the 1873 Open 3 logotype was repeatedly and heavily entered, to obscure traces of overdate. 
Fletcher states this Breen described "First Overdate" is no longer considered an overdate 

Overdate 
(?) 

Ex. Rare 
R-7 

B#-2496 
FS#5c-009.5 
F#-110 

08B.2 Doubled obv. die, upper details similar to 2492 but double annulets closer together, slightly fewer crisscross 
lines in central shield. Described by Breen as the "2nd Overdate" 

DDO Ex. Rare 
R-7 

B#-2497 
F#-lll 

1874 
09.1 1,8,7,4 Repunched left. (Larry Briggs) Photo RPD New 

09.2 Motto strongly dlb. but flat. GOD WE-east; TRUST-north. (Larry Briggs) 2 Photos DDO- New 

09.3 

09.4 

09.5 

Parts of all 4 extra digits clear. Usually business strikes; a proof was listed in Ivy Cambridge. 

The doubling is evident on the annulet, cross and leaves. 

A very strong doubled die evident on the annulet, cross, leaves and upper shield. Small die scratch at the lower 
portion of the primary annulet. 

DDO 
(I-O-IV) 
DDO 
(4-O-V) 
DDO 

V. Scarce 
R-4 
Rare 
R-5 
Unique 
R-8 

B#-2499 

FS#5c-010 
F#-05 
FS#5c-010.5 
F#-08 

09.6 The 1 and 8 are visibly repunched, with the secondary digits north of the primary digits. The secondary 8 is 
touching the ball. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

FS#5c-010.7 
F#-02 

09.7 The upper serif of a 1 is visible below the serif of the primary 1. The only specimen known exhibits strong strike 
doubling on the date. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

FS#5c-010.8 
F#-01 

09.8 Nice repunching is seen NORTH on all digits of the dates. The ‘8’ from the original punch is touching the ball. RPD Unique F#-03 

09.9 PROOF ISSUE the ‘4’ is seen repunched north. RPD Unique F#-04 

09.10 Light doubling is seen SOUTH-EAST on the cross, annulet, leaves, shield and in the horizontal lines. The verti¬ 
cal lines are seen up to the second lower horizontal line. 

DDO Unique 
R-8 

F#-06 
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1874 
09.11 Nice doubling is seen SOUTH-EAST, with doubling seen on the annulet, cross and the upper shield. Doubling 

is also evident in the motto on ‘GO’ and ‘W’. 

DDO Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-07 

09.12 Nice doubling seen NORTH on the cross, annulet, shield and the leaves. The vertical lines are seen up to the 
second lower horizontal line. This variety is very similar to F-05, but the strength of the doubling is not as 
strong. This variety has multiple die gouges along the rim at K-7, heading in a NORTH-EAST direction. 

DDO Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-09 

09.13 Doubling is seen SOUTH on the cross, annulet and on the shield. It is very similar to F-05 and F-09. Heavy 
die cracks are visible on the left side of the shield. The date is close to the rim. 

DDO Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-10 

09.14 Doubling is seen SOUTH on the cross, annulet, shield and on the leaf clusters. Doubling is not as strong as 
that on F-05 and F-09. Light doubling is also seen on ‘IN GOD WE TRUST’ with the spread towards the rim. 
The coin examined shows the right leaf clusters to be weakly struck. 

DDO Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-ll 

09.15 Nice doubling is seen SOUTH on the cross, annulet, shield and leaves, slightly stronger than on F-ll. The 
base of the ball is weak and the date is well centered. The vertical lines are seen up to the second lower hori¬ 
zontal line. There is a die crack running from the T in ‘IN’, to the tip of the center leaf of the first left leaf 
cluster. 

DDO Unique 
R-8 

F#-13 

09.16 Light doubling south-east on annulet and leaves. Doubling on motto, IN GOD WE TRUST. 3 known to date. 
(Larry Briggs) 2 Photos 

DDO Unique 
R-8 

F#-12 

1875 
10.2 Repunched date. Parts of all 4 digits plain. RPD Rare 

R-5 
B#-2501 

10.3 Plainly doubled 18. Possibly late die state of above? RPD Rare 
R-5 

B#-2502 

10.4 1875/1874 the 875 are punched over other digits; only the 4 is uncertain (it is not another 5) RPD Very Rare 
R-6 

B#-2503 

10.5 

10.6 

Dramatic doubling on shield to south. Die crack across top of annulet & leaves. Repunched 4 digits. Punched 
So., corrected No. 2 Photos 

The secondary image is highly visible southwest of the primary image with a very strong spread. The dou¬ 
bling is evident on the cross, annulet, leaves and upper shield. 

DDO 
RPD 

DDO 

Ex. Rare 
R-7 

Unique 
R-8 

FS#5c-011 
F#-04 
B#-2504 
FS#5c-011.3 
F#-05 

10.7 The secondary image of the doubled die is evident southeast of the primary image on the annulet, cross, leaves 
and upper shield. The repunched date is most evident with a secondary 5 visible north of the primary 5. 

DDO 
RPD 

Unique 
R-8 

FS#5c-011.5 
F#-03 

10.8 Strong repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘875’, being the weakest on the ‘7’. The leaves along the right side of 
the shield are weakly struck. Early die states show the T to be repunched SOUTH, along the base. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-01 

10.9 Repunching is seen SOUTH on the ‘5’, mostly seen on the flag of the digit. The ‘7’ and ‘5’ both show extra 
thickness. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-02 

10.10 Light doubling is seen SOUTH-EAST on the annulet, the leaves of the upper leaf clusters and the upper shield. 
The horizontal lines are extra thick and the vertical lines are seen up to the second lower horizontal line. 

DDO Rare 
R-5 

F#-06 

10.11 Doubling is seen SOUTH on the cross, annulet, leaves and shield. The vertical lines are seen up to the second 
lower horizontal line. 

DDO Unique 
R-8 

F#-07 

10.12 Doubling is seen SOUTH, similar to F-07, but slightly stronger on the leaves and curlarm atop the shield. DDO Unique 
R-8 

F#-08 

10.13 Doubling on annulet, cross and leaves. (Larry Briggs) Photo DDO 

1876 
11.1 1876/1876 to south & left. (Larry Briggs) Photo RPD New 

11.2 1876 doubled. (Larry Briggs) Photo RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-01 

11.3 This is a spectacular variety with tripling evident on the annulet and strong doubling on the motto, cross, 
leaves and horizontal lines in the shield which extend well down into the vertical stripes. At least two doubled 
dies known for this date. 

TDO 
(l-O-II+III) 

Ex. Rare 
R-7 

FS#5c-012 
B#-2507 
F#-04 

11.4 

11.5 

Doubling is evident on shield, annulet, leaves and cross. Photo 

Repunching is seen with a counter-clockwise rotation on the date, being the strongest on the T and ‘6’. 

DDO 
(2-0-III) 
RPD 

Very Rare 
R-6 
Unique 
R-8 
Unique 
R-8 

FS#5c-012.1 
F#-05 
F#02 

11.6 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘86’ with the ‘6’ appearing to be tripled. All digits of the date show surface 
doubling along the upper half of the digits. 

TPD F#-03 

11.7 Doubling is seen with a counter-clockwise rotation on the cross, annulet, leaves, shield and on the right 
arrowhead. Doubling is also visible along the lower left side of the vertical columns. REV: A die crack runs 
from the ‘D’ in ‘UNITED’, up to the rim above the first ‘S’ in STATES. 

DDO Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-06 

11.8 This doubled die is very similar to F-06, but not as strongly doubled. The date is in a similar position as well. 
The ball is less rounded along the base. 

DDO Unique 
R-8 

F#-07 
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1876 
11.9 Repunching is seen WEST on '187’, with only the bases of the original punch visible. The obverse also shows 

strong doubling SOUTH-EAST on the annulet and inside leaves of the first and second left leaf clusters. The 
vertical lines are seen well up into the horizontals. There are multiple parallel polish lines visible behind the 
cross and annulet; so many that it looks like the remains of a third shield. 

RPD& 
DDO 

Unique 
R-8 

F#-08 

11.10 Who knows if this was the work of a tired Mint employee? The vertical lines are seen extending way up into the 
horizontal lines. This variety is considered an engraver’s error. This type of error has yet to be found on any 
other date in the shield nickel series. 

Variety — 
The Bleede 

Very Rare 
:r R-6 

F#-09 

1878 
13A1 Earliest die state: clear shaft of 7 in lower loop of 8.1878/7 /Fletcher states: “Repunching is seen WEST inside 

the lower loop of the second '8'. Variety repeatedly mistaken for an overdate." 
1878/8 
Overdate? 
Disagreemi 

variety is a 

V. Scarce 
R-4 

) whether thi 
n Overdate. 

B#-2509 
F#-01 

1879 
14.1 9 is tripled punched south-Proof F#-04 is listed as a business strike. Photo RPD New 

14.2 PROOF ISSUE: Strong repunching is seen WEST, strongest on the T. Repunching is also seen on the inside of 
both loops of the ‘8’ and is partially seen to the left of the upper loop of the ‘9’. Coin examined also shows a 
great deal of ejection doubling. 

RPD Very Rare 
R-6 

F#-01 

14.3 BUSINESS STRIKE: Same as F-01. It appears that the proof dies were put to use for business strikes after they 
began to wear down. The business strike variety is considered much rarer than the proof version. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-02 

14.4 PROOF ISSUE: The top and bottom of the upper loop of ‘8’, as well as the right side of the lower loop of the ‘8’, 
are seen inside the ‘9’. The ‘9’ appears tripled as well. 

OVD Not So Coi 
R-2 

nmon F#-03 
B#-2514 

1880 
15.1 PROOF ISSUE: Dropped 8. Second 8 first entered very low, then corrected. RPD Ex. Rare B#-2516 

15.2 BUSINESS STRIKE-The repunching is identical to F-01. It would appear that the proof obverse die was used for 
business strikes. 

RPD 
R-7 
Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-02 

1881 
16.1 Motto IN GOD WE TRUST doubled to north. Photo DDO New 

16.2 Strong repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘881’. The coin examined has multiple die cracks on the obverse. RPD Very Rare F#-01 

16.3 PROOF ISSUE-Minor repunching is seen SOUTH on the inside of the lower loop of the second ‘8’. RPD Unique F#-02 

16.4 Nice doubling is seen along the upper borders of ‘IN GOD WE TRUST’, with the doubling spread towards the 
center of the coin. 

DDO 
(I-O-II) 

Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-03 

1882 
17.1 All four digits repunched. 1,8,8,2 punched far to south (showing as extraneous serif) on the 1 1/3 way down 

digit; intersection of first 8 punched shows in bowl of 1st 8 final punch; same with second 8; 2 is less distinct. 
(Justin Gomes) Photo 

DDO Unique 
R-8 

F#-02 

17.2 The upper portion of a secondary 2 is visible southwest of the primary 2. This and other 1882's with die chips 
within the 2 (a filled 2) are often incorrectly identified as a 3 or 2. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

FS#5c-012.5 

17.3 Repunching is seen SOUTH inside the upper loop of the first ‘8’. There is a light die crack between the two ‘8s’ 
and a die break protruding from the upper right side of the ‘2’. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-01 

17.4 All digits are seen repunched SOUTH, being strongest on ‘882’. The date is punched more to the east than mid¬ 
line. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-03 

17.5 Repunching is seen SOUTH-EAST on the insides of both ‘8s’. The date is not punched very clearly. There is a 
die break from the ‘O’ in ‘GOD’ that connects to the outer leaf on the first left cluster. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-04 

17.6 Repunching is seen NORTH on all four digits of the date. The date was punched to the right of the midline. RPD Ex. Rare F#-05 

17.7 Repunching is seen NORTH on ‘882’. The repunching is visible inside the upper loops of both ‘8s’ and in the 
curl of the ‘2’. 

RPD 
R-7 
Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-06 

17.8 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘882’. Repunching is seen in the upper and lower loops of both ‘8s’ and in the curl 
of the ‘2’. The date is punched in slightly to the right of center. Later stages show a die break above the T. 

RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

F#-07 

17.9 Repunching is seen NORTH on ‘882’ with most of the original punch polished away. Date is well centered 
between the ball and the rim. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-08 

17.10 ‘882’ is seen repunched WEST on the inside upper loops of both ‘8s’ and the curl of the ‘2’. The date shows 
signs of polishing; possibly an attempt to remove the blunder. 

RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-09 
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DATE VARIETY CROSS 

PM# DESCRIPTION TYPE RARITY REF. 

1882 
17.11 ‘882’ is seen repunched WEST and, like F-09, the repunching is seen only inside the upper curls of both ‘8s’ RPD Unique F#-10 

and the curl of the ‘2’. R-8 

17.12 ‘882’ nicely repunched SOUTH-WEST. The date is closer to the ball than the rim. RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-ll 

17.13 The first punch is seen SOUTH on ‘82’. The lower part of the ball is worn and warped looking. RPD Very Rare 
R-6 

F#-12 

17.14 Repunching is seen NORTH on ‘82’. RPD Unique F#-13 

17.15 Repunching is seen NORTH on ‘82’, very similar to P-13, except the date is punched in more to the EAST RPD Unique F#-14 
than on F-13. R-8 

17.16 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘82’, being seen strongest on the ‘2’. Repunching of the ‘8’ is seen only on the RPD Unique F#-15 
inside of the lower loop. R-8 

17.17 Repunching is seen SOUTH on ‘82’, being most visible on the ‘2’. This variety is nearly identical to F-15, RPD Unique F#-16 
except the date is punched slightly more to the right. Later stages show an obverse cud at K-l from the rim 
to the upper borders of ‘UST’ in ‘TRUST’. 

R-8 

17.18 Repunching is seen SOUTH on '82’, being the strongest on the ‘2’. The repunching is very similar to F-07, RPD Unique F#-17 
but date position is not as far to the east. R-8 

17.19 The ‘2’ is repunched SOUTH. The coin is a low grade with the date showing signs of machine doubling. A RPD Unique F#-18 
higher grade may show repunching elsewhere. R-8 

17.20 Nice doubling is seen, with a counter-clockwise tilt, on the cross, annulet, upper leaf clusters, as well as the DDO Unique F#-19 
upper and lower shield. R-8 

17.21 There is a die break at the tip of the center leaf of the fourth left leaf cluster. This die break is round and Variety Unique F#-20 
gives the impression of an extra berry. Extra Berry R-8 

1883 
Shield 

18.1 Repunching is visible far south of the primary image. Photo RPD Rare FS#5c-012.9 
R-5 F#-02 

18.2 All digits are repunched slightly to rt. Primary to left. Final to right. Photo RPD Rare 
R-5 
New 

F#-06 

18.3 1/1 to north; first 8 to north; 3 slightly north. RPD 

18.4 Repunched date. At least 2 vars. of proofs; others of business strikes. Rarest has date first entered far too low. RPD Very Rare 
R-6 
Ex. Rare 

B#-2523 

18.5 A second 1 is visible low and between the primary 1 and the first 8. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD FS#5c-012.8 
R-7 F#-04 

18.6 The remains of the upper loop of an ‘8’ is seen superimposed up on the ball, below the shield. MPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-01 

18.7 Repunching is seen SOUTH-EAST on ‘883’, being strongest in the loops of the ‘8s’. RPD Unique 
R-8 

F#-03 

18.8 Repunching is seen WEST with the only repunching visible seen inside the upper loop of the second ‘8’. RPD Unique F#-05 
Multiple polish lines are visible inside both loops of the first ‘8’ as well as inside the curls of the ‘3’. R-8 

18.9 The ‘3’ shows what appears to be a ‘2’ underneath the digit. The first '8’ also shows signs of repunching inside OVD Unique F#-07 
its upper loop. R-8 

18.10 The ‘3’ shows what appears to be a ‘2’ inside the lower curve of the digit. The upper loop of the second ‘8’ OVD (?) Unique F#-ll 
shows a light repunching while the lower loop is partially filled in. A later stage shows the lower loop com¬ 
pletely filled. An early die state piece is needed to confirm whether what is seen in the ‘3’ is a ‘2’ or the 
remains of a strongly repunched date that has been severely polished. There is a die gouge on the rim, 
between the ‘8s’, that angles up towards the second’8'. 

R-8 

18.11 PROOF ISSUE-Repunching is seen East on the inside of the upper curl of the ‘3’. Both ‘8s’ show heavy die RPD Very Rare F#-12 
polishing inside the upper and lower loops. R-6 

18.12 Very minor doubling is seen NORTH on the annulet. This is a very common piece and is found on an abun¬ DDO Common F#-13 
dant number of dies. R-l 

1883/2 
Shield 

18V.1 Chip of '8' between '88' arch + bust of 2 low & between '83'. (Larry Briggs) Photo OVD New 

18V.2 The die was initially punched with an 1882 logo punch, then repunched with an 1883. The 3 is slightly right OVD Rare FS#5c-013.1 
of the 2. On the three 1883/2 overdates listed, the 2 is between the second 8 and the 3. 2 Photos R-5 B#-2525 

F#-09c 
18V.3 The die was initially punched with an 1882 logo punch, then repunched with an 1883. On this die, the left OVD Very FS#5c-013.2 

lower curve of an 8 is visible between the two primary 8’s and the lower left base of a 2 is visible between the Rare B#-2526 
second 8 and the 3. Die thought to be the most common. R-6 F#-10 
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PM# DESCRIPTION 

VARIETY 
TYPE RARITY 

CROSS 
REF. 

1883/2 
Shield 

18V.3E Variety is the same as PM-5c# 018V.3 except it also has a retained cud (error) under the first 1 and 8. (Larry 
Briggs) Photo 

Overdate 
w/ retained 

Very Rare 
R-6 

F-lOc 

18V.4 The die was initially punched with an 1882 logotype, then punched again with an 1883. On this die, the left Overdate Rare FS#5c-013 

edge of the 2 is almost centered between the second 8 and the 3. Feel it is the rarest of the three listed. Clear 2. Early states K-5 
with Clear 2 

B#-2524 
F#-08 

commands a far higher iremium. 

1883 
NC 

Head 
19.1 Doubling on 1 to left and second 8 in upper bowl to If. and lower inner loop of 3 to If. 1 is doubled at serif south 

and line in foot of 1 shows remnant of doubling south. 2nd 8 has doubling in upper bowl. 3 is doubled slightly 
RPD New 

to left. Photo 

19.2 1 shows repunching to If. and south; 2nd 8 shows slight doubling to south. Photo RPD New 

19.3 1 tripled, showing primarily in serif to south; First 8 to right; Second 8 to north; 3 to If. Die crack runs from tip 
of bust downward through date to rim. Rev. Recut legs on AM (ERICA), AM touch. Photo 

RPD New 

19.4 1 is triple punched So. corrected No., 2nd 8 punched No., corrected So. Photo by Fivaz. RPD New 

19.5 Doubled obv. die. Doubling is plainest at LIBERTY. DDO Ex. Rare 
R-7 

B#-2534 

1883 

20.1 2nd 8 repunched RPD V. Scarce 
R-4 

B#-2535 

20.2 Triple-punched 1. RPD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

B#-2536 

20.3 Base of a 1 is visible protruding from the If. side of the first 8. Photo RPD Unique 
R-8 

FS#5c-013.7 

20.4 Initially punched to No. & rt; corrected So. & If. 3/3 (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

1884 
21.1 Repunched 4 RPD Rare 

R-5 
B#-2538 

21.2 1 punched So.; 8 If.; final to rt. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 
1886 

23.1 2nd 8 punched left, final punch right. (Normal, or with repunching on second 8, or minutely within 6. Breen) RPD Very Rare B#-2541 

(Joe Haney) Photo R-6 

23.2 Last 6 punched to south, corrected north. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

1887 
24.1 4 digits punched south, corrected north. Photo RPD Common B#-2543 

24.2 Doubling is evident on U DDR Very Rare FS#5c-014 
(I-R-III) R-6 

24.3 8,8 primary punch to left, corrected right. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

24.4 Second 8 punched left, corrected rt.;7 punched left, corrected to right also punched south, corrected north. 
(Joe Haney) Photo 

RPD New 

24.5 All 4 digits punched south, corrected north. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

1889 
New 26.1 8,8 slightly repunched So. Photo RPD 

26.2 1st 8 doubled South; 2nd 8 doubled North. Photo RPD New 

26.3 1 punched south, corrected north. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

26.4 2nd 8 punched If. (shows upper loop, corrected rt). (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

1892 PROOF ISSUE ONLY 
29.1 Repunched 1 & 2. RPD Rare 

R-5 
B#-2551 

29.2 1,8 punched So., corrected to No. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD Very Rare 
R-6 

B#-2552 

1893 PROOF ISSUE ONLY 
30.1 Obviously repunched 1. RPD New 
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1893 
30.2 1st 8 initially punched left, corrected right. 3 punched south, corrected north. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

1894 
31.1 Obviously repunched 4. The 4 was first punched too low and too far right. RPD Rare 

R-5 
B#-2556 

1895 
32.1 5 was initially punched north, corrected south. Shows only at top of 5. 

(Joe Haney) Photo 

RPD New 

1897 
34.1 1 and 8 first punched left and slightly north. Then punched south. Corrected to north and right. 18/18/18. 

(Joe Haney) Photo 

TPD New 

34.2 1 was punched north and corrected south. 9,7 were punched south, corrected north. Photo RPD New 

1898 
35.1 

PROOF ISSUE 
Double date. Photo RPD Very Rare 

R-6 
B#-2561 

1899 
36.1 All digits, triple repunched. First 1 punched far to south toward edge, shows pronounced distance from bottom 

of one & serif; 2nd 1 punched slightly south shows as doubling of bottom of last 1 & at serif. 3rd punch is the 
date. First 8 punched first visibly to south showing as a 8 below, in the bowl and at If. edge of top part of 8. 2nd 
8 punched in and shows as an extra line at bottom of 8 & clearly as a second curve in bottom bowl. 3rd punch 
is final date.-there are possible residuals within bottom bowl which could be a 4th punch. First 9 shows dou¬ 
bling to south 2x & 1 doubling at bottom of bowl. Last 9 doubled 2x to south & lx in tail to north. Photo 

TPD New 

36.2 1899/99 (Larry Briggs) Photo RPD New 

36.3 2nd 9 punched slightly north, corrected south. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

36.4 2nd 9 punched south and corrected north. Chip inside tail of 1st 9, maybe residual under digit. (Joe Haney) 
Photo 

RPD New 

36.5 All 4 digits punched So., corrected north. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

1899/8 
36A1 The initial logo punch was dated 1898, then the die was subsequently punched with an 1899 dated punch. The 

lower loop of the 8 is evident within the lower loop of the 9. Some specialists feel this is not an overdate, but a 
chip within the nine. Lower loop is not explained. Pictured is ANACS Breen2564. (Maurice Ponsert) 2 Photos 

OVD Ex. Rare 
R-7 

B#-2564 
FS#5c-014.5 

1900 
37.1 The 9-0-0 all had first digits punched very slightly to If. and north. 1 punched to south causing a doubling in 

base of 1. Photo 
RPD New 

37.2 Doubling is evident on all design elements on reverse including the V with a stronger spread on the lower por- DDR Ex. Rare 
R-7 

FS#5c-014.7 

37.3 1 punched north, slight repunch to south. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

37.4 1 tilted lf-straightened; 9 punched to So., corrected to No. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

37.5 0,0 punched 1st to No., corrected to So. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

1901 
38.1 1 doubled south. 0,1 doubled north. (Larry Briggs) Photo RPD New 

38.2 9,0 initially punched So., corrected No. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

1902 
39.1 1 has strong doubling to If. and south. 9 has remnant of earlier 9 south below final digit. 0 & 2 slight doubling 

to If. slight doubling of 3rd star. Rev. AM separate & near leaf. Photo 
RPD New 

39.2 1, initially punched So., corrected No. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

39.3 1 and 9 punched So., corrected No. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

39.4 9 punched to So., corrected No.; 0 punched to No., corrected So.; 2 punched So., corrected No. (Joe Haney) 
Photo 

RPD New 

39.5 9,0 initially punched If., corrected rt. Chip in 2 between base and loop. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

1903 
40.1 1 and 9 repunched southwest. (Larry Briggs) Photo RPD New 
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1903 
40.2 The 3 is slightly repunched If. Noticeable rt. side of upper loop. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

40.3 1,9 initially punched So., corrected No. Strongest under the 1. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

40.4 1,9,0 initial punch to If., corrected rt. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

40.5 1,9 initial punch rt., corrected If. 0 punched rt. and slightly So., repunched If. and No. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

1904 
41.1 1 and 4 initial punch So., corrected No. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

41.2 1,9 triple punched So., corrected No. (Joe Haney) Photo TPD New 

1905 
42.1 1 is strongly punched to So., corrected to No. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

42.2 0 strong initial punch to So., corrected to No. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

42.3 5 appears punched at a crooked angle to rt & No., corrected in upright position If. Shows strongest on flag & 
ball of 5. (Joe Haney) Photo 

RPD New 

42.4 9,5 punched slightly rt. and So., corrected If. and No. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

1906 
43.1 1 repunched south. 6 repunched north; 9 & 0 slightly south. Closed 9 & 6. Photo RPD New 

43.2 6 is strongly repunched So. and If. Shows at bottom, lower If. side, upper loop and upper part of bowl. (Joe 
Haney) Photo 

RPD New 

43.3 0 punched No., corrected So.; 6 punched No., corrected So. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

1907 
44.1 0 initially punched So. and slightly rt., repunched No. and If. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

44.2 7 punched So., corrected No. Shows at bottom of 7. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

44.3 Strong initial punch So. on 9; Med. strong on 1 So., both corrected No. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

44.4 Strong punch If. on 1,9. Corrected rt. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

1908 
45.1 

45.2 

Double date. Date first entered too low, then corrected. Plainest at 1,9,8. 

1 punched No., corrected So. (Joe Haney) Photo 

RPD 

RPD 

Very Rare 
R-6 

B#-2574 

45.3 9 strongly punched So., corrected No. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

45.4 0 first punched No., corrected So. 8 has circular chip in lower bowl.lnsufficient evidence to declare the under¬ 
punch a wildly low (So.) punched 8 corrected to No, but it looks like it could be. (Joe Haney) Photo 

RPD New 

45.5 Four digits repunched. 1 punched So, corrected No; 9 punched If, corrected rt; 0 punched No, corrected So. and 
8 punched So. and corrected No. (Joe Haney) Photo 

RPD New 

1910 
47.1 The 1,9 & 1 all show first punch to north & slightly to If.; second & final punch to south & slightly to rt. Photo RPD New 

1911 
48.1 All digits repunched. First date digits punched north & very slightly to If; 2nd and final punch to south & 

slightly rt. Doubling shows at top & serif & bases of l's and at top & top of inside loop of 9. Open 9, 3rd star 
doubled. Photo 

RPD New 

1912 
49.1 9 slightly punched to No. and corrected So. (Joe Haney) Photo RPD New 

1912-D 
49A1 Mintmark punched first to So., corrected to No. RPM New 

49A2 Mintmark punched first to So., corrected to No. Perhaps a different die state than listed above. RPM New 
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1866 #01.1 1866 #01.2 1866 #01.24 

1867 Rays #02.7 

1867 No Rays #02A.3 

1867 No Rays #02A.I 1867 No Rays #02A.2 

1867 No Rays #02A.4 1867 No Rays #02A.5 

1868 #03.3 1868 #03.4 1868 #03.5 
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1868 #03.5 

1868 #03.7 

1868 #03.6 1868 #03.6 

1868 #03.8 1868 #03.12 

1868 #03.19 1868 #03.67 1869 #04.1 

1869 #04.2 1869 #04.3 1869 #04.10 

1869 #04.11 1869 #04.41 1870 #05.1 

1870 #05.1 1870 #05.2 1870 #05.2 
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1871 #06.4 

1870 #05.19 

1872 #07.20 1872 #07.20 

1872 #07.21 1872 #07.21 1872 #07.35 

1872 #07.35 1872 #07.36 1873 Open 3 MS #08.4 

1873 Open 3 MS #08.6 

1873 Closed 3 #08A.I2 
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1883 Shield #18.5 

1883/2 Shield#18V.2 
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1883/2 Shield#18V.3E 1883 NC Liberty Head #19.1 

1883 NC Liberty Head #19.3 

1883 w/Cents #20.4 

1886 #23.2 

1887 #24.4 

1889 #26.2 

1883 NC Liberty Head #19.4 

1884 #21.2 

1887 #24.1 

1887 #24.5 

1889 #26.3 

1883 NC Liberty Head #19.2 

1886 #23.1 

1887 #24.3 

1889 #26.4 
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1892 #29.2 

1897 #34.1 

1893 #30.2 

1897 #34.2 

1895 #32.1 

1898 #35.1 

1899 #36.1 1899 #36.2 1899 #36.3 
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1906 #43.2 

1907 #44.2 

1906 #43.3 

1907 #44.3 

1907 #44.1 

1907 #44.4 

1908 #45.2 

1908 #45.5 

1908 #45.3 

1910 #47.1 

1908 #45.4 

1912 #49.1 
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Appendix B 

CERTIFIED POPULATION STATISTICS 
Table I: POPULATION RANKINGS OF SHIELD NICKELS IN MINT STATE CERTIFIED BY PCGS & NGC 

AS OF JULY, 1994 

MINT STATE - TOTAL GRADED AND RANK 

RANK DATE MINTAGE NGC PCGS TOTAL % Cert. 

I 1880 16,000 3 12 15 0.094% 

2 1879 25,900 19 33 52 0.201% 

3 1871 561,000 29 42 71 0.013% 

4 1881 68,800 33 58 91 0.132% 

5 1875 2,097,000 45 72 117 0.006% 

6 1874 3,538,000 42 91 133 0.004% 

7 1870 4,806,000 66 86 152 0.003% 

8 1873 4,550,000 48 109 157 0.003% 

9 1872 6,036,000 42 120 162 0.003% 

10 1876 2,530,000 66 121 187 0.007% 

1 1 1867 Rays 2,019,000 99 176 275 0.014% 

12 1869 16,395,000 123 190 313 0.002% 

13 1867 NRays 28,890,500 179 277 456 0.002% 

14 1868 28,817,000 207 322 529 0.002% 

IS 1882 11,472,900 246 485 728 0.006% 

16 1866 14,742,500 414 532 946 0.006% 

17 1883 1,451,500 437 734 1,171 0.081% 

Table 2: POPULATION RANKINGS OF LIBERTY NICKELS IN MINT STATE CERTIFIED BY PCGS & NGC 

AS OF JULY, 1994 
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Table 3: POPULATION RANKINGS OF SHIELD NICKELS IN PROOF CERTIFIED BY PCGS & NGC 
AS OF JULY, 1994 

PROOF - TOTAL GRADED AND RANK 

RANK DATE MINTAGE NGC PCGS TOTAL % Cert. 

| 1867 Rays 15-25 9 21 30 150% est 

2 1867 NRays 600 91 134 225 37.5% 

3 1868 600 82 149 231 38.5% 

4 1875 700 81 169 250 35.7% 

5 1866 375+ 103 167 270 72% est 

6 1871 960 III 194 305 31.8% 

7 1870 1000 169 187 306 30.6% 

8 1869 600+ 120 190 310 51.7% 

9 1874 700 115 203 318 45.4% 

10 1872 950 126 226 352 37.1% 
1 | 1877 875+ 109 268 377 43.1% 

12 18799 ov8 800-1000 71 311 382 42.4% est 

13 1876 1150 144 254 398 34.6% 

14 I873CI 3 1100-1650 137 286 423 30.8% est 

15 1879 3,200 251 269 520 16.3% 

16 1878 2,350 253 538 790 33.6% 

17 1881 3,575 335 533 868 24.3% 

18 1882 3,100 358 536 894 28.8% 

19 1880 3,955 328 621 949 24.0% 

20 1883 5,419 437 750 1 187 21.9% 

Table 4: POPULATION RANKINGS OF LIBERTY NICKELS IN PROOF CERTIFIED BY PCGS & NGC 
AS OF JULY, 1994 
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Appendix D 

GLOSSARY 

ALTERED COIN - A genuine coin that has been deliberately changed, usually to make it resemble a rare or more valuable piece. Addition or removal 

of a mintmark, altered date on coin to a 1913 are examples. 

ANAAB - The American Numismatic Association Authentication Bureau. It is managed by the American Numismatic Association and maintains files 

on counterfeit and altered coins. It also renders opinions as to the authenticity of coins. Located in Colorado Springs, CO. 

ANACS - A commercial service which authenticates, grades and encapsulates coins. Service will verify and label varieties, on request. Located in 

Columbus, Ohio. 

ARTIFICIAL TONING - A coin that has had its surfaces altered and colored (toned) by chemicals, gasses or other induced means which affects the 

coin’s originality. 

ATTRIBUTION - The identification of a numismatic item by characteristics such as issuing authority, date or period, mint, denomination, metal in 

which struck and by a standard reference. Can also be designation of a variety or die. 

BASINING - Describes the process of preparing a working die for placement into the press. The die face is held against a rotating grinding surface 

and angled at various degrees to impart the proper contour or die face radii. Successful basining allows for a smooth flow of metal into all 

recesses of the die during coining. This preparation is made at the mint of use, rather than being limited to the Philadelphia Mint where dies 

are initially created. As a result, coins struck at different mints will often possess a unique character which identifies their origin nearly as well 

as the mintmark does. 

BODY BAG - A slang term for coins returned from a grading service as not acceptable for grading and encapsulation. Coin is returned in a plastic 

flip and a sticker will state the service’s reason for the No Grade status. 

BROADSTRUCK - An error coin. Collar was missing as coin was struck and dies came down on the wrong part of the planchet. Broadstrikes are 

oversize in diameter and may show a partial collar strike, known as a “railroad rim.” 

BROKEN HUB - Letters on coin are incomplete; ie, motto, legend. 

CARBON SPOTS - Most so-called carbon spots (small dark specks) on Shield and Liberty Head nickels are probably due to environmental factors 

and perhaps a few by improper alloy blending, not carbon per se. See Flaking Dies. 

CAST COUNTERFEITS - Usually made by sand casting using a genuine coin to make an impression in some form of metal. Normally made to 

defraud. 

CIRCULATED COIN- A regular issue coin which shows wear. 

CLASHED DIES - Part of the design from the coin's opposite side appears on a coin. The dies struck each other without a planchet between them 

at some earlier time and transferred part of the design to the new planchet — along with the correct design. A fairly common occurrence on 

some older series and early date Buffalo nickels. 

CLEANED - This term used in numismatics describes a form of abuse, usually with some form of an abrasive cleaner; ie, ajax, silver cleaner, etc., 

to scrub the coin. There is a distinction in value between lightly cleaned and harshly cleaned. 

CLIPPED PLANCHET - Planchet when punched out of blank strip that overlapped part of a hole left by punching out a different planchet. Not culled 

on inspection process and was struck as a coin. 

COLLAR - The steel ring which surrounds the coining chamber between obverse and reverse dies. Modern coins are struck within a “closed" collar 

in which the expanding edge of the planchet is forcefully restrained against the collar’s inner surface. Shield and Liberty Head nickels were 

coined within a “plain” closed collar, and they have no design on their edge. 

CERTIFIED COIN DEALER NEWSLETTER (CCDN) - (Blue Sheet) Dealer to dealer publication. Reports current “sight unseen” wholesale market 

Bids for coins certified by the most active grading services. Published in Torrance, CA. 

COIN DEALER NEWSLETTER (CDN) - (Grey Sheet) A dealer to dealer wholesale market publication monitoring transactions and offers to buy and 

sell coins “sight seen”. Coins may be “raw” or certified. Published in Torrance, CA. 

COUNTERFEIT COIN - A coin made outside of the U.S. Mint to imitate a genuine numismatic piece with intent to deceive or defraud, irrespective 

of whether the intended fraud is for monetary or numismatic purposes. 

CUD - Error variety in which a portion of the die has broken away, usually as the result of a progressive die crack. This missing portion appears as 

a blank or filled in area on the coin and is known as a cud. 

DENTICLES/DENTILS - A design element that encircles the inside of the rim of a coin. To the eye they appear as evenly spaced small loafs. 

DENVER MINT - D mintmark. 

DOUBLED DIE OBVERSE - DDO - When a working die is not accurately in register between multiple impressions from a working hub, a slight 

doubling or shifting of the image is imparted to the die. In this case on the obverse. 

DOUBLED DIE REVERSE - DDR - See above for explanation. 

DIE - A steel cylinder which bears on one end a negative or incuse image of a coin design. Master dies are used to raise working hubs, while work¬ 

ing dies are used to strike coins. All dies for the Shield and Liberty Head nickels were made at the Philadelphia Mint. 
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DIE CRACK/DIE BREAK - Cracks in the working die resulting in one or more raised, usually irregular lines on the coin. Shield nickels are noted 
for die breaks. Extreme breaks which allow raised metal to form on the coin's surface are called Cuds — an error coin. 

DIE STATE - The condition of a die from new to worn, which is evidenced in the coins it produces. 

DIE STRIATIONS/DIE POLISH LINES - Fine raised lines on the coin caused by polishing the working die. 

DIE TRIALS & HUB TRIALS/TRIAL PIECES - Usually struck on one side and bearing an impression of either a die or hub. Sometimes referred to 
as -Splashers- where the engraver or other mint employee, in a preliminary testing of the die, poured some fusible alloy onto a piece of paper 
and before the metal hardened it was struck by hand with the die. Different metals were sometimes used to lower the cost. Mint regulations 
required these pieces to be destroyed. However some passed into collectors’ and/or dealers’ hands. 

DIPPING - A slang term for immersing a coin into an invasive chemical solution (usually acidic, but may be alkaline based) which affects the coin's 
original surfaces. Usually done to brighten, whiten and/or remove spots-stains. In some cases, to roughen a coin's surface to permit environ¬ 

mental or artificial toning. 

ERROR - A coin evidencing a mistake made in its manufacture at the mint. 

ESSAY/ESSAI - Formal name for Patterns and Trial Dies. 

EXPERIMENTAL PIECES - Struck for mint purposes from regular coinage dies in an experimental metal or alloy. 

FLAN - Another name for a planchet. 

FALSE-METAL PIECES - Replicas or copies of coins in a metal or alloy or of a weight and fineness other than that prescribed by law. 

FALSE DIES - Dies made outside the mint to copy a mint produced coin. Such dies are made illegally to counterfeit coins and defraud. 

FANTASY PIECES - An impression with intentionally individualistic characteristics such as deliberately unfinished dies or incorrect edge devices. 

FILLED DIE - Results when dirt or grease pack into the letters or numbers of the die preventing the coin metal from entering that part of the design 
as the coin is struck. 

FLOW LINES - Microscopic patterns in a coin’s surface caused by the movement of metal under striking pressures. 

FLAKING DIES - Dies which were improperly annealed. Carbon left on dies may flake off on a planchet being struck. Not a common occurrence 
and carbon on a die usually burns off on the first hundred or so struck. The carbon will appear as a raised spot or area on a coin. 

GOOP - Impurities of machine grease, dirt and metal dust that accumulate on the striking dies and are imprinted in the coin. More commonly col¬ 
lects in devices, dates and other crevasses. 

HAIRLINES - Fine scratches in the surface of a coin caused by mishandling or light cleaning 

HUB - A steel cylinder which bears on one end a positive or relief image of a coin design. A master hub is used to sink master dies, while working 
hubs are used to sink working dies. 

IMPAIRED PROOF - A proof issue coin which has seen circulation or has been damaged. Will be graded with regular circulated grades, ie, AU etc. 

LAMINATION ERRORS - Caused by impurities such as slag, scale and ash entrapped in blanks/planchets. Surfaces or rims will split, peel and/or 
flake on portion of the coin when struck. 

LINT MARKS - Threads and even pieces of material impressions sometimes imbedded into the coins surface during striking. Caused by fragments 
and threads in wiping of the dies with a rag. 

LUSTER - The sheen or bloom on the surface of an uncirculated numismatic object resulting from the flow of metal caused when struck by the 
dies. 

MASTER DIE - The die made from the master hub in which the year is engraved and used to produce the working hub. The working hubs are then 
used to produce the working dies utilized by the mint presses. 

MECHANICAL or STRIKE DOUBLING/SHELF DOUBLING - This occurs when one or both dies bounce back against the struck coin at the moment 
of striking or when one or both dies moves laterally as they separate from the coin. The result is a slightly blurred or doubled image which is 
flat and shelf-like, rather than being contoured as with a true doubled die variety. 

MINTMARK - Letter or symbol identifying the mint of origin of a coin. The mint marks were punched by hand (Shield and Liberty nickels) into 
each working die at the Philadelphia Mint. 

MINT STATE (MS) - Used interchangeably in this book. Uncirculated coins minted for use as regular circulating coinage. A business strike which 
has not been circulated — as opposed to a proof. 

MULE-PIECES/“HYBRIDS" - Pieces struck from a regular coinage die or dies, of which the obverse or reverse, or both, is other than authorized by 
law for coin of the same denomination, or other than employed in the regular coinage of the same denomination of the same date. 

NGC - The Numismatic Guaranty Corporation of America. A commercial service which authenticates, grades and encapsulates coins. Will not encap¬ 
sulate cleaned, altered, questionably toned, artificial toned or damaged coins. Located in Parsippany, NJ. 

OBVERSE (Obv.) - The “heads” side of a coin. The Shield and date for Shield nickels. Liberty and date for Liberty Head nickels. 

OMM - Overmintmark, an example being D over S, or D/S. 

ORANGE PEEL - A term describing semi-rough metal flow lines on a coin’s surface that radiate towards the coin’s rim. Caused by worn dies. 

OVERDATE - A variety in which at least one digit of a date has been changed either for mint economy or to correct a blunder. 

PATTERN - Proposed coin design not adopted. Often comes in other than the proposed metal, such as copper or aluminum patterns of silver coins. 

PEDIGREE - A recorded or known line of origin and owners. 

PCGS - Professional Coin Grading Service. A commercial grading service which authenticates, grades and encapsulates coins. Will not encapsulate 
cleaned, altered, questionably toned, artificial toned or damaged coins. Located in Newport Beach, CA 
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PCI - A commercial service which authenticates, grades and encapsulates coins. Service will verify varieties and so label the encapsulated coin. “No 

problem” coins receive a green label. Cleaned and/or damaged coins will also be identified and encapsulated, but with a red label which states 

the problem. Located in Chattanooga, TN. 

PHILADELPHIA MINT - No mintmark for Shield and Liberty Head nickel series 

PLANCHET - The blank disc of metal on which the dies of the coins are impressed. Also called blank, flan or disc. 

PRIVATE-ISSUE RESTRIKES - Made privately from sold or discarded official dies. Dies were often rusty and/or retooled. Possible only by a most 

flagrant violation of the coinage laws and mint regulations, involving not only failure to deface obverse dies at the expiration of the year of 

date, but in the act of reproduction, falsification of dates. 

PROOF (PR or PF) - A special minting process. Usually from a polished planchet and double struck. Minted in the Medal Department during the 

Shield and Liberty Head nickel production years. Made for collectors and therefore usually better preserved than the business strike. 

PROOF-LIKE (P/L) - Mirror finish. Results from coins being struck from brilliantly polished dies. The planchet may or may not also have been pol¬ 

ished before striking. Sometimes mirrored fields and frosty devices. Early business strikes will sometimes be P/L. 

PROVENANCE - Origin; derivation; source. 

PUNCH - Tool for impressing a date or mintmark into a die. May be a “gang punch” containing 2 or more date numerals or single, as used for a 

mintmark. 

PVC (Poly Vinyl Chloride) - There is more than one form of PVC. The corrosive type is green and moist appearing. Professional removal is recom¬ 

mended. White cloudy PVC may or may not be unsightly but is not considered active. The white spots seen on some issues, Peace Dollars for 

instance, are not PVC Rather they seem to be in the planchet (planchet bath?) and are not removable. 

RACKETEER NICKEL - An altered, by gilding, 1883 N/C nickel. Produced in 1883 to pass in commerce as a $5 gold coin. May be reeded edge or 

plain. 

RARITY RANKING-OVERALL - Each date compared, evaluated and ranked in all grades within the series and within each respective category ie.. 

Proof or Mint State. For example, in a sample of 20 coins a Rarity Ranking of 20/20 would be the lowest ranked, and the most common by 

comparison. A Rarity Ranking of 1/20 would be the rarest. Auction records, NGC Census Reports and PCGS Population Reports were complied 

as raw data. The Authors’ evaluation of raw data was used to arrive at this rating. See Date Analysis Section. 

RARITY RANKING-GRADE - Same criteria as above except each date is evaluated within a designated grade and then ranked within that grade. 

RARITY RANKING: PCGS, NGC - Only Population Reports of July, 1994, were used in ranking the dates with the designated grade and category 

(Proof or Mint State). A Rarity Ranking of 1/20 (1st) would be the rarest in a series of 20 total dates within a designated grade while 20/20 

(=20th) would be the most common. 

RED BOOK - “A Guide Book of the United States Coins" by R.S. Yeoman. Edited by Ken Bressett. Published by Western Publishing Company, Inc., 

of Racine, Wisconsin. A retail price guide. However, it is complied prior to the year it is issued. Prices may vary up or down compared to the 

actual marketplace. Used extensively as a reference guide for the different series. 

REPUNCHED MINTMARK-RPM - D over D or S over S for example. 

REVERSE - or Rev The “tails” side of a coin. Large 5 for Shield nickels. V for Liberty Head nickels. 

SAN FRANCISCO MINT - S mintmark 

SET UP PIECES - Earliest impressions from a new pair of dies to find the lowest pressure possible required to fully bring up a design. Pieces are 

sometimes confused with mint errors. The Chief Engraver made the final determination as to when the dies and the pressure being applied 

were correct. (Taxay) 

SLAB - Slang term for a coin encapsulated by one of the certification services. After grading, the coins are enclosed in an inert plastic holder. The 

holders are tamper resistant. 

SLAG - Impurities in the form of ash, metal oxides, scale and other impurities are combined with the metal poured into the ingots. Ingots that con¬ 

tain slag when rolled into blank strips for planchets will show spots and/or streaking. See Lamination errors. 

SLIDER - Current slang for a coin that is close to uncirculated but has high point wear under careful inspection. Sometimes sold as a "commer¬ 

cial" uncirculated or Uncirculated coin. 

SPLIT PLANCHET - An error coin. Alloys in metal blank did not fuse properly. It splits in various degrees when struck for coinage. 

STRIKE - The quality of the coins device detail transferred from the dies. Poor strikes can be caused by light striking pressures, worn dies or improp¬ 

er distant adjustments between the obverse and reverse dies. 

TOOLING - A method used by the unscrupulous to alter a coin in some form. Usually by mechanized tool, but hand tooling is also known especially 

to disguise an added mintmark or date. (See Counterfeit/Altered Coin section.) 

VARIETY - Any coin which is recognizably different from another of the same design, type, date and mint due to a difference in die characteristics. 

WHIZZING - The severe polishing by mechanical means (usually wire wheel or brush) of a coin in an attempt to improve its appearance and sala¬ 

bility to the uninformed. Metal is actually moved and the whizzing throws an unnatural look when tilted in the light. A form of alteration 

regarded as unethical to sell unless full disclosure is made. 

WORKING DIE - The steel cylinder with coin design in one end used to stamp a design into a blank planchet so the devices and inscriptions will be 

in relief and readable. The die design is incuse on the Shield and Liberty Head nickels. 

WRONG PLANCHET/OFF METAL - Error coin. Incorrectly made blanks or the wrong blanks used for an issue other than that intended. Not as 

common in Shield and Liberty Head nickels as in some issues. 
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